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PREFACE

Studies presented in this book deal with the behavior and response characteristics

of lubricants, rolling-element, hydrodynamic journal and thrust bearings working

under the influence of an electric current. The analysis reported in different

chapters of this book fulfills the existing know-how gaps in the area of ‘Tribology in

Electrical Environments’. This is because genesis of intermolecular forces

during tribological interaction involves electrostatic attractionor repulsion that creates

electrodynamic, magnetic and exchange forces between atoms. Thus, hereby, all the

tribological phenomenons, occurring in any interacting system is electrical in nature.

This book presents the summary of work done and reflects the experience gained

by the author in the last three decades in the area of ‘Tribology in Electrical

Environments’. Basically, the initial investigations of a few case studies of the failure

of bearings in heavy industry, diagnosed as caused by the passage of an electric

current, have given direction and motivation to the author to go in depth to study the

cause and effect of shaft voltages on the bearings. Gradually, joining one linkage of

the bearing failure to another, since the available literature was very scare in this

field, has lead the author to make deeper diagnosis in the area of tribology that

opened a new era of ‘Tribology in Electrical Environments’.

This book basically covers four main categories, i.e. rolling-element bearings,

lubricants, hydrodynamic journal and thrust bearings. The various aspects of the effect

of an electric current on these bearings and lubricants are covered in 21 chapters.

This book covers the various causes of shaft voltages, the flowof a current through

bearings, the generation and flow of a localized current, the analysis of electrical

parameters of different types of bearings, the deterioration of lubricants and their

diagnosis, the threshold voltage phenomenon, the contact temperature and residual

stresses leading to the initiationof slip bands, and the formationof craters/corrugations

on the track surfaces of bearing elements besides the life estimation and the effect of

starts/stops of a machine on the performance of a bearing.

Theoretical procedure to establish, capacitance, resistance, capacitive reactance,

impedance and charge accumulation on surfaces of different types of hydrodynamic



journal and thrust bearings, and rolling-element bearings is given in the book that origin-

ates the new methodology for the diagnosis. Also, the decrease in life span of bearings

under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages has been established theoretically

and the safe limit of the shaft voltage for a bearing has been identified. The dynamic

coefficients of the bearings have been determined using an electrical analogy approach.

Analysisof inductiveeffectofbearingsunderthe influenceof shaftvoltages isalsocovered.

In short, this book covers original contributions of the author establishing the

behavior of different bearings and lubricants under the influence of an electric

current. Assessment of the flow of current through rolling-element bearings by the

study of magnetic flux density distribution on the surfaces, theoretical evaluation of

corrugation pattern, resistivity and recouping/recovery of resistivity phenomenon in

the lubricants, theory that explains causation, morphology and rate of the formation

of electric current damage and damage by unforeseen causes are some of the signifi-

cant contributions that covers the major part of the book.

The research in the area of tribology in electrical environments is in the very

initial stage of development concerning analysis of bearings, diagnosis and frictional

processes. This book is a first step to compile the available published literature for

the benefit of tribologists, researchers, students, practicing engineers, professionals,

mechanical and electrical engineers.

Thanks are due to BHEL, Corporate R&D Management, for allowing me to

continue research in this area for the benefits of engineers and technicians of heavy

industry, designers, academicians and others who grapple with the problems of

bearings diagnosis, and furthermore for the establishing the new field ‘Tribology in

Electrical Environments’ in science, engineering and technology.

This book would not have seen the light of the day, however, without close

cooperation of my colleagues and staff members of Tribology Laboratory of BHEL,

Corporate R&D Division, during professional career. Furthermore, without silent

sacrifice of my wife, Darshan and my beloved children Shwetlana and Poojan, who

haveallowedmetoworkwithoutany interferenceat the timewhentheyneedmoreofmy

involvements for their needs, this taskwouldnothavebeencompleted in the time frame.

Finally, my gratitude is due to Almighty, whose blessings, radiance, continued

inspiration, pouring of booming energy and silent guidance that has nurtured me

from time to time to follow the path of untiring research for the ultimate progress.
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Chapter 1

ANALYSIS OF BEARINGS AND
LUBRICANTS IN ELECTRICAL
ENVIRONMENTS: A STATE-OF-THE-ART
REVIEW

1.1 Introduction

Investigations into the response and performance of bearings and lubricants

under the influence of an electric current have given an insight into the behavior of

bearings, the deterioration of lubricants and an approach to the evaluation of various

electrical parameters of different types of bearings. Multifold bearing analysis and its

correlation with the electrical analogy opens up a hitherto little explored area,

tribology in electrical environments, which adds a different dimension to the tribo-

logical approach. This is because genesis of intermolecular forces involves electro-

static attraction or repulsion during tribological interactions, and thus it creates

electrodynamic, magnetic and exchange forces between atoms. Thus, nearly all

tribological phenomena, occurring in any interacting system, metal-lubricant-metal

or metal-metal, are electrical in nature. This originates the science of tribology in

electrical environment. If the precise nature of the microscopic contacts can be

determined, then a better understanding of friction could lead to industrial innov-

ation in the development of improved lubricants and wear resistant components.

Furthermore, in any tribological interaction thermoelectrical, capacitance, acousto-

electric, galvanic, inductive components of oil film thickness play a very significant

role, in the understanding of friction and wear in the presence of lubricants having

different properties, beyond conventional knowledge.



It is well known that a large number of components found in the degraded oils

cannot be thermodynamically formed by the normal chemical transformations that

are expected to take place in tribological systems. Owing to the interaction between

metal surfaces and oil, the metal surface acquires electrostatic charge at random

points, which emits low-charge particles. The frequency of emission depends

on operating parameters that govern the tribological behavior of the interacting

surfaces, and the need thus arises for fundamental microscale and nanoscale

investigations.

Before dealing with the behavior and response of bearings and lubricants

influenced by their electrical environments, it must first be understood how bearings

and lubricants work under such conditions, because of the shaft voltage developed in

a machine due to various causes. The causes of shaft voltages can be summarized as:

asymmetry of faults, e.g. winding faults, unbalanced supplies, electrostatic effects, air

gap fields, magnetized shafts or other machine parts and asymmetries of magnetized

fields, etc. [1]. The causes of shaft voltages can be grouped into four categories:

. external causes,

. magnetic flux in the shaft,

. homo-polar magnetic flux, and

. ring magnetic flux.

For example, the friction between a belt and a pulley can set up an electrostatic

voltage between shaft and bearings. Accidental grounding of a part of a rotor

winding to the rotor core can lead to stray currents through the shaft and bearings,

and results in permanent magnetization of the shaft. Shaft voltage and current can be

generated when the machine is started. Furthermore, homo-polar flux from an air

gap or rotor eccentricity can generate a voltage [2]. Another cause of shaft voltage is

the linkage of alternating flux with the shaft. The flux flows perpendicular to the axis

of the shaft, and pulsates in the stator and rotor cores. It is caused by the asymmetries

in the magnetic circuit of the machine, such as [3]:

. uneven air gap and rotor eccentricity,

. spilt stator and rotor core,

. segmental punchings,

. axial holes through the cores for ventilation and clamping,

. key ways for maintaining the core stackings, and

. segments of different permeability.

All the causes listed above lead to a magnetic flux, which closes over a yoke and

induces a voltage in the shaft as the machine rotates. This results in a localized

current at each bearing rather than a potential difference between the shaft ends.

2 Chapter 1



A current path, however, along the shaft, bearings and frame, results in a potential

difference between the shaft ends [4]. This happens because of axial shaft flux caused

by residual magnetization, rotor eccentricity and asymmetrical rotor winding.

To review the response and behavior of bearings in electrical environments, the

subject is here categorized into four main topics:

. rolling-element bearings,

. lubricants,

. hydrodynamic journal bearings, and

. thrust bearings.

Understanding all the papers listed in the references cannot be summarized

separately, furthermore, it would be tedious to read neutral summaries of the

published papers, so the collective summary of each topic is given in a broader

prospective.

1.2 Rolling-Element Bearings

In a rolling-element bearing, at each revolution of the shaft, part of the circum-

ference of the inner race passes through a zone of maximum radial force, and

Hertzian pressure between the rolling-elements and raceways at the contact points

leads to a maximum shear stress. This occurs in the sub-surface at a depth approxi-

mately equal to half the radius of the contact surface [5]. It is generally at this point

that any material failure will initiate. The process of deformation that leads to the

formation of a corrugation pattern on the track surfaces is accelerated by the factors

including the passage of electric current, corrosion and oxidation of surfaces, lubri-

cant characteristics and quality of the bearing [6].

1.2.1 Corrugation Pattern

Mathematical formulations have been developed separately, because of the

difference in contact profile, for roller bearing and ball bearing to evaluate the

pitch of corrugations, which depends on the bearing kinematics, the frequency of

rotation, position of the plane of action of radial loading, bearing quality, and

lubricant characteristics. Formulations for the width of corrugations on the track

surfaces have been worked out, and comparisons of experimental and theoretical

data for the pitch and width of corrugations reported. The mathematical formula-

tions show that the width of corrugations on the track surfaces is not affected by the

frequency of rotation and depends only on load conditions and bearing kinematics

[6, 7]. It has been determined that the passage of current causes local surface heating,
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which leads to low-temperature tempering, and accelerates the formation of corru-

gations with time for bearings using low-resistivity lubricant (105 ohmm). After

operation for a long time, the softer tempered surfaces of the races become harder,

and thus harder and rehardened particles due to localized high temperature and load

are removed from the craters, which increases the depth of corrugations.

1.2.2 Flux Density Distribution

Under the influence of an electric current, a rolling-element bearing using low-

resistivity lubricant develops a magnetic flux density distribution on the track sur-

faces due to the passage of high current density through the bearing [8]. A bearing

using high-resistivity lubricant (109 ohmm) does not develop a significant flux dens-

ity on its surface [9]. Theoretical and experimental investigations have been reported

on the distribution of magnetic flux density on the track surfaces of races and rolling-

elements of bearings [10]. By using the developed models and by experimental

determination of the residual flux density on the track surfaces, the level of current

flow through a bearing can be ascertained without the measurement of shaft voltage

and bearing impedance [11]. The flux density distribution technique was used for a

case study on the failure of the bearings of alternators [12].

1.2.3 Threshold Voltages, Impedance Response, Capacitance

and Charge Accumulation

The phenomenon of threshold voltages and investigations pertaining to first/

second threshold voltages for bearings operating under the influence of electric cur-

rents has been investigated, and it was shown that the threshold voltages depend on

lubricant resistivity, oil film thickness and operating parameters [13]. The threshold

voltages detected are primarily responsible for momentary flow of current and further

increase in current density with a slight change in potential across the bearings.

The threshold voltage decreases as the load on bearing increases at constant speed.

For increase in current density reduces the bearing impedance significantly. For the

reliable operation of a bearing, the safe limit of the potential drop across the bearing

elements should be less than the first threshold voltage [13].

Under the influence of potential drop across a bearing, the minimum film

thickness between races and rolling-elements offers a maximum capacitance and

minimum capacitive reactance, depending on the permittivity of the lubricant. The

electrical interaction between the races and the rolling-elements in the presence of an

oil film resembles a resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit that offers impedance to the

current flow. The capacitance and resistance for roller bearings and ball bearings,

separately determined analytically, were found to depend on film thickness and width
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of deformation, governed by the permittivity and resistivity of the lubricant used

[14, 15].

Charges are stored on the bearing surfaces, and the equivalent capacitance of a

bearing decreases with increasing speed at constant load. A bearing lubricated with

high-resistivity lubricant, as opposed to low-resistivity lubricant, with the same

permittivity, behaves like a capacitor up to the first threshold voltage. Also, for a

bearing to accumulate charges, the ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance

should be less than unity [14].

1.2.4 Contact Temperature, Developed Stresses, Slip Band Initiation and

Time/Cycles for Appearance of Flutes and Craters on Track Surfaces

A current passing through a bearing at the line/point contact between the tracks

and rolling-elements, and the corresponding impedance at the junction, generates

heat and increases temperature instantaneously. This increases the contact stresses

and allows determination of the number of cycles before the slip bands are initiated

on the track surfaces of a bearing lubricated with low-resistivity lubricant [16, 17].

The contact duration and temperature rise between track surfaces of races and

a rolling-element can be theoretically determined as a function of kinematics, the

number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone, the material properties and the depth

of slip bands. Based on the stress levels developed on the track surfaces, the time, before

the slip bands are established, can be determined [16]. Furthermore, a theoretical

approach has been developed using the continuum theory of Griffith to assess the

time span/cycles for the development of flutes/corrugations on the track surfaces after

the appearance of slip bands [18]. A similar approach using the effect of leakage of

charge has been extended to the formation of craters on the track surfaces of a bearing

lubricated with high-resistivity lubricant [19]. Also, crater formation criterion and

mechanism of electrical pitting on the lubricated surfaces has been analyzed [20, 21].

1.2.5 Effect on Track Surfaces of Instantaneous Leakage of Stored

Charge Energy

The effect of leakage of charge on the increase of contact temperature on the

track surfaces of a bearing using high-resistivity lubricant can be established using

mathematical formulations for the evaluation of contact stresses and minimum cycles

for the appearance of craters [22]. Important here are the ratio of contact cycles

required for charge accumulation and discharge of the accumulated charge on the

bearing surfaces, and the ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage, as the number of cycles

and of starts and stops before initiation of craters on track surfaces versus the ratio of

bearing-to-shaft voltage and other causes [23].
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The diagnosis and cause analysis of failure of rolling-element bearings used in

electric power equipments due to various unforeseen causes leading to current

leakage have been examined [24]. Also, to highlight the experimental techniques

and diagnosis of the data to assess the causes of various failures of bearings, the

studies have been conducted [25].

1.2.6 Localized Electric Current

The cause of generation of localized current in presence of shaft voltage has been

established. A theoretical model has been developed to determine the value of

localized current density depending on dimensional parameters, shaft voltage, con-

tact resistance, frequency of rotation of shaft and rolling-elements of a bearing. The

time for appearance of flutes on the track surfaces can be estimated by bearing

kinematics, existing potential difference between track surface of inner race and

rolling-elements, value of localized current, properties of bearing material together

with measured values of the pitch of corrugations on the track surfaces [26].

1.2.7 Bearing Stiffness

An alternative approach andmodel has been developed to determine the effective

stiffness of ball and roller bearings through evaluation of electrical parameters under

different operating conditions. These parameters have been theoretically evaluated

using width of deformation on the track surface of races, minimum film thickness,

lubricant’s characteristics and bearing geometry. Besides this, by applying another

developed alternative approach, the stiffness of ball and roller bearings has been

assessed approximately. This alternative approach is based on the inverse of the change

of width of bearing deformation on the track surfaces of races and applied load.

The variation of stiffness can be determined with the applied loads under different

speeds of operation using electrical analogy. The values of effective stiffness deter-

mined by these alternative approaches have been comparedwith the values determined

by the existing conventional procedure, and found to have matching trends [27, 28].

1.3 Lubricants

Investigations indicate that the resistivity of a lubricant depends on antiscuff

properties, viscosity, torque characteristics and consistency. Resistivity is a function

of applied voltage and time over which the voltage is applied to the lubricants. The

difference in resistivities among lubricants can be as high as 105 times. The difference

in resistivity depends on the nature of impurities or by-products, and the type of

additives present in the lubricant as well as its density, compressibility and structure.
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Detailed experiments into the behavior of the resistivity of commonly used industrial

lubricants have shown that a low-resistivity lubricant tends to ‘recoup/recover’ its

resistivity when the applied voltage is switched off [29, 30]. The amount of recovery

from the original value varies, and depends on the stretching of the molecules [31].

Also, it has been found that the low-resistivity lithium base grease decomposes and

lithium metal concentration in the aqueous solution increases. The decomposition of

carboxylic acid leads to corrosion of the track surfaces before pitting process is

initiated. However, the applied voltage does not affect the oil content of the grease,

but the carboxylate anion stretching and carboxylic group, present in the soap

residue of the grease, undergo changes [32]. Investigations using x-ray diffraction

techniques have indicated that the original structure of the soap residue of the fresh

grease, i.e. lithium stearate changed to lithium palmitate, and lithium iron oxide and

lithium zinc silicate were formed [33]. However, such changes were not detected

under rolling friction without the effect of electric current [34]. It has been further

found that under the influence of electric current, the formation of lithium hydroxide

and lithium carbonate make the dielectric alkaline and corrode the bearing surfaces,

which finally lead to increased wear and bearing failure [35]. Rheological physical

studies of lubricating greases before and after use in the bearings have also been

reported [36].

1.4 Hydrodynamic Journal Bearings

In a hydrodynamic journal bearing, the zone of minimum film thickness, i.e.

load-carrying oil film varies along the circumference of a bearing through its length.

This has been found to form a capacitor of varying capacitance between the journal

and the bearing depending on permittivity of the lubricant used, the circumferential

length of load-carrying oil film, the bearing length, the eccentricity ratio and the

clearance ratio. Besides this, load-carrying oil film offers resistance that depends on

operating parameters and resistivity of the lubricant. Thus, the load-carrying oil film

forms a resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit and offers an impedance to current flow. By

analyzing the RC circuit, the behavior of a journal bearing can be predicted.

A mathematical model has been developed to determine capacitance, active

resistance, capacitive reactance and impedance under different parameters of oper-

ation so as to predict bearing performance and safe load carrying capacity [37].

Variations occur in bearing life for different levels of shaft voltages before the

initiation of craters on the bearing surfaces compared to that of the bearings oper-

ating without the influence of shaft voltages. This helps to explain the mechanism of

formation of craters on the bearing surfaces. In general, for safe, reliable operation

and adequate life of a bearing, a shaft voltage of 0.5V must not be exceeded [38].
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Repeated starts and stops of a machine operating under the influence of shaft

voltage have a capacitive effect on bearing life [39]. The increase in charge accumu-

lation on the bearing liner with time can be established theoretically when the

machine is started, as can the gradual leakage of the accumulated charges from the

liner, as the shaft voltage falls when the power supply to the machine is switched off.

Under such conditions, the variation in shaft revolutions to accumulate charge and

to discharge the accumulated charge from the liner surface at various bearing-to-

shaft voltage ratios can be formulated mathematically. The limits of starts and stops

as a function of the ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage have been analyzed, showing

that with an increase in ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage, the ratio of shaft rotations

to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated charge increases, but the number of

starts and stops needed to initiate craters on the liner surface decreases [39]. There is

an inductive effect of bearings under a start/stop regime of a machine, which affects

the ratio of the time required for the growth of bearing current to that for its decay

under this regime at various ratios of transient to steady-state values of bearing

current, as well as self inductance on the bearing surfaces [40].

A theoretical model for assessing the minimum number of cycles for the appear-

ance of craters of various sizes on the liner surface under different levels of shaft

voltages has been developed that uses softening temperature of the liner at the ‘high’

points or ‘prows’ of its surface [41]. The number of cycles, established theoretically

using this model, matched with that of the operating cycles of the hydrodynamic

journal bearings of a synchronous condenser that failed within a few hours of

operation [42, 43].

An approach such as that for a cylindrical bearing for the determination of

electrical parameters can be extended to two-, three- and four-lobe bearings: the

capacitance, resistance, capacitive reactance and impedance are evaluated for each

lobe separatelyunderdifferentoperatingparameters, andequivalent valuesdetermined

for two- and three-lobe bearings [44, 45]. Using electrical parameters, an electrical

analogy can be applied to the evaluation of effective dynamic coefficients of two-,

three- and four-lobe journal bearings [46–48], as well as to cylindrical and elliptical

bearings [49]. Besides this, non-conventional electrical analogy approach has been

further extended for determination of stiffness and damping coefficients in xx, yy, xy,

yx directions and their comparison with the published conventional approach [50–53].

1.5 Hydrodynamic Thrust Bearings

Similar to journal bearings, in a thrust bearing, the variation in oil film between

the pads and the thrust collar forms a capacitor of varying capacitance from leading

to trailing edge. This capacitance depends on permittivity of the lubricant, the pad
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width, the angle of tilt and the ratio of oil film thickness at the leading to trailing

edge. Besides this, a variable oil film thickness offers a variation in resistance

along the pad profile depending on the resistivity of the lubricant. A theoretical

approach has been developed which allows the variations of capacitance, capacitive

reactance and other electrical parameters of a thrust bearing with the angle of tilt

to be mathematically formulated [54]. The safe limit of shaft voltage can be assessed

for reliable operation of the thrust bearings in which charge leakage between

high ‘points’ of the thrust collar and a pad liner during momentary contact in

the zone of load-carrying oil film is used to establish the heat generated and instant-

aneous temperature rise in each shaft rotation. The contact stresses caused

by instantaneous temperature rise lead to crater formation: at a shaft voltage of

2V, the reduction in bearing life is 15.6 times as much as that at a shaft voltage

of 0.25V [55]. The minimum number of cycles before the formation of craters due

to leakage of charge energy on the liner surface of tilting pads of a thrust bearing

can be calculated [56, 57]. A theoretical model developed for the capacitive effect and

life estimation of pivoted pad thrust bearings on repeated starts and stops of a

machine operating under the influence of shaft voltages, gives the time required for

charge accumulation and increase of charge with time on the surface of liners.

Gradual leakage of the accumulated charge with time as the shaft voltage falls

when the power is switched off, allows determination of the number of repeated

starts and stops before the initiation of craters on the liner surface of the pads of a

thrust bearing [58].

1.6 Conclusions

Based on the state-of-the-art review given in this chapter, the following conclu-

sions are drawn [59]:

It is evident that bearings working in electric fields undergo very specific pro-

cesses that affect crater formation, lubricant deterioration and life. The research in

tribology in the electrical environments is in an initial stage of development for

analysis of bearings, diagnosis and frictional processes. This book is a first step to

compile the available literature in this field for the benefit of mechanical engineers.

As the need to conserve both energy and raw material is becoming very significant,

the basic tribological electromagnetic phenomenon concerning friction/wear process

and bearing behavior/performance need to be further explored and accelerated in

engineering and scientific organizations.
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Chapter 2

SHAFT VOLTAGES AND THEIR ORIGIN
IN ROTATING MACHINES AND FLOW OF
ELECTRIC CURRENT THROUGH BEARINGS

2.1 Introduction

Shaft voltages and their origin in rotating machines is a very complex phenom-

enon. It can occur due to variety of causes including winding faults, unbalanced

supplies, electrostatic effects, air-gap fields, magnetized shaft or other machine

members, dissymmetry of magnetic fields, etc. These causes in the electric rotating

machines result in a net flux or a current linking with the circuit consisting of shaft,

bearing and frame. Shaft flux usually results in a localized current at each bearing

rather than a potential difference between shaft ends. A current path along the shaft,

bearings and frame results in a potential difference between shaft ends.

Certain important causes for the origin of shaft voltage in rotating machines are

discussed in this chapter and highlighted as under.

2.2 Causes for the Origin of Shaft Voltages

2.2.1 Dissymmetry Effect

Even though the potential is not directly applied to a shaft, bearing current can

still arise through induced effects. This occurs due to dissymmetry of the magnetic

circuits developed in the electric machines, which closes over the yoke and induces

the voltage on the shaft. The shaft voltage induced because of dissymmetry of the

magnetic circuit is influenced by the rotor and stator arrangement of the machine.



The principle, by which current is generated, is shown in Fig. 2.1. Figure 2.1 shows a

two-pole machine with north and south poles as indicated with stator comprising of

two semi-circular sections. If the construction of the machine is perfect, the reluc-

tance of the magnetic circuit will be uniform around the periphery of the stator and

hence there will not be induced shaft voltage and current through the bearings.

If, however, there are some dissymmetries in the magnetic circuit, then a shaft

voltage may be induced. Various sources of dissymmetry may crop up in the con-

struction of the machine: difference in the space between the ends of laminations,

non-symmetrical distribution of slots, etc., as shown in Fig. 2.1.

Voltage is induced in the shaft because the value of each of the two fluxes F1

and F2 (Fig. 2.1) varies during each revolution of the shaft. The magnitude of

the flux F1 or F2 will decrease or increase depending on the position of the shaft,

since, the flux flow is either through the small gap or the large gap depending on

the location of the shaft. As the value of F1 increases or decreases, it cuts the

conducting material, causing an alternating emf to be set up between M and N

(Fig. 2.1). The emf generated by the change in the flux F2 reinforces the emf

generated by the change in the flux F1. This generates an alternating potential

between the shaft ends.

2.2.2 Shaft Magnetization Effect

This is another source of bearing current in electric machines. This occurs due to

the unbalanced ampere-turns, which surrounds the shaft. Such turns cause the shaft

to become magnetized and set up a flux which flows from one bearing to another

Large Gap
Stator

Small Gap

f2

P

N

A S B

NM

f1
O

Fig. 2.1. Dissymmetry effect causing shaft voltage.
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through the machine frame as shown in Fig. 2.2. The portion of the shaft that

confines each bearing cuts the flux as the shaft rotates and generates the potential

difference on that portion of the shaft. This tends to produce bearing current, which

flows from one bearing to another through the shaft and the frame.

In addition, accidental grounding of a part of the rotor winding to the rotor core

can lead to stray currents through the shaft and bearings. This may lead to the

permanent magnetization of the shaft.

If the machine has a significant level of permanent magnetization, shaft voltage

and current could be generated when the machine is rotated. The magnitude of

these generated voltages and currents will depend on factors such as the strength

of the residual magnetization, the relationship between various residual fields and

the particular component that has been magnetized. It also depends on the magni-

tude of the air gap between rotor and stator, the current path and the variation in

insulating properties of the oil films in seals and bearings during operation.

On many occasions where bearing damage occurs, it is found that the shaft of

the machine is magnetized. In such cases, magnetic flux flows in the shaft from one

bearing to another bearing as shown in Fig. 2.2. Hence, a magnetic circuit exists,

which is formed by the shaft, bearing and casing. A local bearing current can flow

due to the magnetic circuit causing shaft voltage through the oil films. The voltage

over the bearing may be very low, but very high local bearing currents can flow if the

resistance of oil film is very low.

Furthermore, homo-polar flux can result from an air gap or rotor eccentricities

as shown in Fig. 2.3. The flux crosses the air gap and leads to generate a local

Unbalanced
Ampere-Turns

0 P

IEA

M

f

N

I

Fig. 2.2. Shaft magnetization effect
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bearing current (Fig. 2.3). The homo-polar flux crossing the air gaps will generate

an additional voltage causing the current to flow along the shaft, bearings, bedplate

and the casing. At the inner edge of the bearings, the bearing currents due to

the magnetized shaft and the shaft current combine. Hence, this part of the bearing

and the inner oil ring will be subjected to more damage than the outer section of

the bearings.

Another most important cause of the bearing currents is the linkage of an

alternating flux with the shaft. The flux flows perpendicularly to the axis of the

shaft and pulsates in the stator and rotor cores. It is caused by dissymmetry in the

magnetic circuits of the machines, the details of these causes are listed in Section 1.1

of the Chapter 1.

The flux from each pole crosses the air gap and, if the magnetic path is

symmetrical, will divide equally, half clockwise and half anti-clockwise as shown in

Fig. 2.4. However, if there is a difference in reluctance of the core in one direction

compared with the other direction, there will not be an equal division of the flux, and

there exists a net flux linking with the shaft. This flux is alternating and will produce

voltage in the circuit formed by the shaft, the bearing and the frame.

2.2.3 Electrostatic Effect

Due to the electrostatic effect, charges build up on the shaft when the resistivity

of the lubricant used in the bearings is such that no current flows due to low voltage.

Bearing

Stator

Rotor

Shaft

Fig. 2.3. Homo-polar fluxes between stator rotor and shaft
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The minimum voltage, exceeding which, the momentary flow of current is estab-

lished, is called threshold voltage. When the potential difference across the film

thickness exceeds the threshold voltage, the accumulated charge is dissipated through

the bearings causing flow of current. Some of the important sources of such charges

are discussed as below.

2.2.3.1 Potential Developed by Impinging Particles

Each particle of a finely divided material has an equal number of positive and

negative charges and this makes the material electrically neutral under equilibrium

conditions. When such a stream of neutral particles strikes an object under certain

conditions, the positive and negative charges of the particles on impact make the

object also charged in the same fashion.

f1 f2

Fig. 2.4. Ring flux lining the shaft (if f1 6¼ f2)
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2.2.3.2 Potential Developed Due to Charged Particles

Most lubricants are relatively poor conductors. The individual molecules of the

lubricant act like the particles of a finely divided material. The lubricant while passing

through the certain fine passages of the filter can charge the lubricant molecules. The

charges on the molecules are likely to be retained, because, in general, the lubricants

are non-conducting. The charged particles of the lubricant can transmit the charges to

the surfaces of the journal, and also may charge the bearing surface, provided, the

latter is insulated. As soon as this charge becomes high or exceeds the threshold

voltage, the accumulated charges will be dissipated through the oil film under certain

operating conditions, as discussed in the subsequent chapters of this book.

2.2.3.3 Potential Developed by Belts

Belts are generally poor conductors of electricity. Charges originating at the

point of contact of the belt and pulley are equal. However, if the condition of both

the pulleys of the system is different, then a charge may build up on the shaft,

provided, the shaft is insulated by the oil film, and the charge may not get dissipated

through the bearings. This is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.5.

2.2.4 Shaft Voltage Caused by Permanent Magnetization of Casing,

Shaft or Pedestals

In practice, shaft, bedplate, pedestals, casings and other components are made of

the material, which possess good magnetic properties. In general, permanent magnet-

ization is developed on the shaft, casing, etc., due to the heavy short circuit (like welding
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Fig. 2.5. Electrostatic effect-potential developed by charged belt
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of components without proper grounding) or any other abnormal operation of the

generator. Under certain conditions, bedplate or other such components can produce

an axial residual flux in the shaft and this can produce self-excitation resulting in very

large shaft and bearing currents. Such phenomenon leads to the damage of shaft, the

bearings and other components. Failure of the oil pumps and shafts of the control

devices in the generating units has been reported due to self-excitation phenomenon.

Shaft voltage has very close relevance with the electrical equipments. It is

generated by residual magnetic fields in the stator and other components of a

machine. The magnetic fields are the results of increased use of magnetic devices

such as magnets used for lifting machines, magnetic chucks on machines, magnetic

particle inspection and especially arc welding systems and various other reasons as

explained in the subsequent chapters.

Every time the electric arc welding is carried out around amachine, current travels

through the casing and then the rotor creates/develops a residual magnetic field on

these components. When a machine with significant residual magnetism rotates, the

electric voltage and current are generated in the samemanner as in an electric generator

or in an eddy current brake. The strength of these voltages and currents depends on the

strength of the residual magnetic field. The path of the current flow and the voltage

depends on the insulating properties of the oil films in the bearings and seals, the rotor

speed and various other factors, which are investigated subsequently.

2.3 Factors Affecting the Shaft Voltages

The important factors affecting the magnitude and frequency components of the

shaft voltage generated due to magnetic dissymmetry depend on the machine size, the

stator core construction, the rotor alignment, the number of poles, the generator

design and load conditions.

Larger units, in general, have higher magnitudes of the shaft voltage. This can be

attributed to the highermagnitudes of air-gap flux, greater constructional dissymmetry

and saturationof the core.Besides this, largerunit introducesnon-uniformity in the air-

gap length resulting in largermagnitudes of the shaft voltage. The excessive eccentricity

distorts the magnetic field considerably and enhances the effect of the shaft voltage.

2.4 Reasons for Epidemic Shaft Current Problems

The significant reasons for the epidemic shaft current problems are:

(1) The magnetic tools and magnetic particle inspection devices are those

widely used with portable units. Rotor and stator components must be

demagnetized after repair, manufacturing and inspection.
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(2) The electric arc welding around a machine or use of ‘arc torch’ to burn

off foreign matter on a base plate leaves a strong permanent residual

magnetic field which must be taken care of.

(3) A new unit, in most cases, has less degree of residual magnetism. But it

increases continually and steadily with time due to repairs, welding and

use of magnetic tools. Finally, residual magnetism will reach a level

where the fields are strong enough to reorient themselves in such a

manner as to allow self-excitation of an area. However, there are no

chances for the billions of minute magnets to align themselves. Yet due

to shock, surge, oil whirl, vibrations, rubbing, etc., these small magnets

may align themselves in such a manner and increase field strength

considerably.

The above factors will generate high voltage as the rotating field reacts with the

stationary fields. This may allow the current passage through the bearings depending

on the resistance of oil film thickness.

2.5 Passage of Current Through Bearings

The principal effect of a bearing current is the damage caused by arcing across

the bearing surfaces. As an electric current passes through the surface in contact, the

flow of current concentrates through the asperity contact points, and the local

current density increases to a very high value. A flow of current through the asperity

contacts generates heat at the contact area. Based on the resistance of the oil film and

the resistivity of the lubricant used, the slow passage of current or arcing takes place

at the contact zone. The main consequence of current passage and the arcing leads to

the wear of bearing surfaces due to the removal of fused metals in the arc, resulting in

closely pitched marks and burned craters. Due to this, roughening of the surface and

mechanical wear is accelerated. The arcing, the formation of craters, the mechanical

roughing of the active surfaces of bearings, and the liberated metallic particles cause

the oxidation of the lubricant and loss of purity of the lubricant. Thus, deterioration

of the lubricant gradually increases bearing destruction.

2.6 Bearing Electrical Parameters

The bearing current mainly depends on the magnitude of the shaft voltage and

the bearing impedance. The magnitude of the shaft voltage is usually estimated as a

function of the ring flux. The ring flux results from dissymmetry whose magnitude

cannot be readily measured/estimated. The bearing impedance, resistance and
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capacitance depend on many factors such as lubricant resistivity, lubricant permit-

tivity/dielectric constant, bearing temperature, load and speed of operation. In

general, the bearing impedance reduces with the increase in temperature and in-

creases substantially with the increase in speed. The characteristics of the bearings

depend on their design and type. The impedance of a ball bearing differs from a roller

bearing. Hydrodynamic journal and thrust bearings used in large machines have

different electrical parameters and characteristics as compared to rolling-element

bearings. The literature on the values of a bearing impedance, resistance, capaci-

tance, capacitive reactance is very scarce and a better understanding of the bearing

electrical parameters is needed to fulfill the know-how and know-why gap.

In the absence of bearing insulation, a shaft voltage appears across the bearing

oil film. The oil film thickness in a rolling-element bearing ranges from 0.001 to

0.02mm, and the area of contact depends on local surface roughness. The oil film will

cease to be an insulator when the shaft voltage reaches the threshold value and then

the flow of current through a bearing takes place.

In addition, presence of dirt, metallic particles and irregular oil film thickness

makes the impedance of a bearing circuit so low that small shaft voltages may cause

substantial bearing currents. If these currents are suddenly reduced by the reestab-

lishment of the non-conducting film in the bearing, the self-inductance of the single

loop of the shaft, the bearing and casing may then cause a relatively high-induced

voltage across the oil film. This induced voltage may breakdown the oil film depend-

ing on the lubricant characteristics and other operating parameters. The study of

these phenomena in different bearings is inadequate, and needs to be undertaken

conceptually, theoretically and experimentally.

2.7 Conclusions

To fill the above know-how gap in the literature, different chapters of this book

have been developed so that various bearings and their performance, behavior, etc.,

could be understood more precisely under the influence of electric currents and shaft

voltages. This book on ‘Tribology in Electrical Environments’ is the first of its kind

to probe into this hitherto unprobed area in many aspects and dimensions.
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Chapter 3

BEHAVIOR OF LUBRICANTS IN
ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS UNDER
THE INFLUENCE OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

3.1 Introduction

It is known that lubricating greases, like their base oils, are capable of forming

elasto-hydro-dynamic films thick enough to prevent the metal-to-metal contact

between asperities of the opposite surfaces. The films formed by greases are

initially thicker than those formed by the corresponding base oils but, after continu-

ous running, become thinner than the latter. There is evidence that the differences

observed between oils and greases are related to their viscoelastic properties

[1, 2]. Efforts were made to understand the role of the metal-soap and base

oil in the lubricating process, for which purpose the friction coefficient was

measured and also to explain the lubricating behavior of mineral greases (by

using optical and electrical measurements) to find out the film thickness of the

lubricant and to control the lubricating regime in which the greases are working

[3, 4]. However, it is not properly understood how the greases, as bodies of rheolo-

gically complex behavior, would behave under the influence of electric field in

statically bounded conditions and when used as lubricants in non-insulated rolling-

element bearings. Amongst the factors defining functional interaction between the

metallic surfaces, in the presence of lubricating grease, it is at present of basic

importance to know the structure and the properties of the lubricant molecule,

how it adapts to the metallic surfaces and the special conditions for the existence of

boundary layer [5]. This interaction becomes even more complex under the influence

of an electric field.



The behavior of greases in the presence of an electric field needs investigation.

Greases are compounds of oil, soap, additives and derivatives of the homologous

series of hydrocarbons, which have electric moments. The soap present in the grease

is itself produced from a carboxylic acid or their glyceride (fat and oil) and alkali or

alkaline earth hydroxide and alcoholate. The behavior of these constituents under the

applied electric potential drop may be quite complex. A film of metal-soap of strong

bonding to the crystal lattice of the metal, and its high breaking strength may also

add to the complexity. Contamination of grease with water or solutions of acids,

salts, etc. make its performance rather unpredictable. Under the influence of the

electric field, polar-chain molecules present in the grease may tend to orient towards

the field and try to adhere to the surface of metal, while non-polar hydrocarbons

would behave indifferently. The grease may exhibit a change in its resistivity under

the electric field with time, and may ‘recoup’ it when the electric field is withdrawn or

may behave indifferently.

Despite the wide use of lubricating greases, most of the studies are concerned

with their structure, manufacturing, processing, mechanical testing and evaluation

[6, 7]. A few papers deal with the effect of soaps and base oils on the frictional

behavior of greases [8, 9]. Greases, because of their high consistency and lack of

mobility have a tendency to work in starved conditions. This diminishes the film

thickness of grease compared to flood lubrication, which has been reported by

various authors in experimental and theoretical studies [10–12]. Desired properties

that lubricating grease must possess are summarized as follows:

. to form a film of lubricant,

. to prevent corrosion,

. to resist temperature rise without becoming unduly softened in the

process, and

. to withstand shear without a breakdown of the structure.

The greases have an effective yield stress and they resist the deformation elas-

tically until the shear stress greater than the yield stress is applied. Quite a few

investigations have been reported related to the electrophysical and electrochemical

phenomena in friction, lubrication, contact interaction and fretting corrosion

[13–16]. The understanding of viscous properties of grease in relation to shear rate,

temperature and pressure is still not complete.

Although the above factors have an influence on the behavior and deterioration

of the greases, it is not easy to quantify them, because friction between bearing

surfaces in a lubricating media is accompanied by complicated physicochemical

processes taking place between the plastically deformed surface layers and surround-

ing medium. As a result of this interaction, secondary structure of lubricating
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medium may form which may eliminate the adhesion of conjugate surfaces. The

composition of the products obtained by interacting surfaces with the lubricating

medium under friction depends on the medium, bearing surfaces and conditions of

interaction [17]. Investigations of these changes may give valuable information to

diagnose the mechanism of the medium-metal interaction during friction.

The chapter explains the above unpredictable complex electrochemical and

electrophysical behavior of the lubricating greases in statically bounded conditions

and when used in non-insulated rolling-element bearings, under the influence of

electric fields [18, 19].

Also, study was undertaken to understand the net effect on the change of

structure of greases used in rolling-element bearings after being operated separately

under the influence of electric fields and under pure rolling friction, and also to detect

newly formed compounds in the medium. XRD technique has been applied in this

work to diagnose the changes in chemical composition of soap residues of used

greases apart from the analysis by XRFS and atomic absorption spectrophotometry

techniques [20, 21].

3.2 The Experimental Facilities

3.2.1 Test Set-Up for Determining Resistivity of Greases in Statically

Bounded Conditions

The test set-up, shown in Fig. 3.1, was used to study the effect of potential drop

on the resistivity of three different greases which are used as lubricants in rolling-

element bearings. Two cylindrical brass electrodes, having diameter of 2.5 cm, a

length of 2.5m and an area of 5 cm, were used. The gap between the electrodes,

fitted in the cuboid, could be adjusted from 2.5 to 4mm. The supply voltage to the

electrodes could be varied between 10 and 500V (DC).

A megohm meter, Model RM 160 MK 111A, was used for measurement of

resistances upto 400 million megohm, and of current down to 10�12A. The instru-

ment is completely self-contained and can be set at DC test voltages of 10, 50, 100,

250, 400 and 500V.

The sensitive measuring circuitry, as well as the indicating meter, has com-

plete over load protection, preventing any damage that might be caused by the

breakdown of the test sample (grease). A signal lamp is provided for indicating

over load.

Before making any measurement, the instrument was stabilized and the multi-

plier adjusted to get a convenient reading of the meter. The resistance (in megohm),

R, of the test sample is given by:
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Megohm meter

Shield box cover

Electrode

Electrode

Grease space

(Gap between electrodes)

Shield box

Fig. 3.1. Test set-up for measurement of resistivity
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R ¼ Meter reading�Multiplier�
Test Voltage

500

The resistivity of the test sample can be calculated by using the formula

s ¼
R� S

L
ð3:1Þ

s is restivity, ohm cm, R is resistance, ohm, S is area of the electrodes cm2, L is

gap between electrodes cm.

3.2.2 Roller Bearing Test Machine

The Roller Bearing Test Machine, shown in Fig. 3.2, was used to evaluate the

performance of rolling-element bearings rotating at speeds of up to 3000 rpm under

different combinations of radial, horizontal and axial loads in static and dynamic

modes of operation. Bearings of different sizes (of inner diameter ranging from 44 to

150 mm) can be tested, and investigations in various tribological areas can be

programmed. The test machine is driven by a rectifier-controlled 17 kW DC motor,

type AG 2503 AZ. The condition of the bearing under test is monitored by means of

various thermocouples and vibration pick-ups mounted on the bearing outer race

and the end-shield. For evaluating the bearing performance, under the effect of rotor

currents, a specially designed silver-lined slip-ring assembly is mounted in between

the support bearings. The support bearings and the other relevant structures are fully

insulated to avoid any current leakage. It is thus ensured that the current flows

through the shaft, inner race of the bearing, rolling-elements, outer race of the

bearing and the housing, to complete the electrical circuit.

In the present studies, bearings type NU 326 lubricated with lithium base grease

‘A’ has been tested at 1100 rpm under 1000 kgf and 500 kgf of radial loads acting at

two different directions (908 to each other for a duration of 250 h by passing 50A

(AC)). During the test period voltage across the bearing varied from 1.12 to 2.3V

between points A and B (Fig. 3.2). Corrugated patterns on bearing surfaces and

effect of operating parameters on the threshold voltages and impedance response

were also studied. Similarly, NU 326 bearings were tested under identical conditions,

without the passage of current under pure rolling friction.

3.2.3 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Unit

APhilips PW1140X-raydiffraction unit, completewith generator and goniometer,

was used for analysis of soap residues of different greases. Instrument parameters are

listed in Table 3.1. By X-ray diffraction, symmetry and regularity in arrangement of

atoms wasmade visible when amonochromatic X-ray beam irradiates soap residues. In
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this way an unknown compound could be identified since XRD shows the typical lines

for each compound separately, satisfying Bragg’s law. It is given as:

nl ¼ 2d sin u ð3:2Þ

where

n is order of diffraction, l is wave length, u is angle, d is inner planner distance (Å).

Support bearing

Support bearing

Insulated pad

Insulated pad

Test bearing assembly
Radial loading piston

Carbon brush

Current path
Silver lined slip ring

A

B

RShaft

RSlipring
RBearing

Analogous
electric circuit

Motor

Ammeter

Axial loading pistons

CRO

240 V A.C.

Fig. 3.2. Bearing test machine with electric current

Table 3.1. X-ray diffractometry instrument parameters

Model Philips PW 114u

Generator 3Kw, 100Kv Max, 100mA Max

Horizontal goniometer PW 138u Philips

Detector Xenon filled proportional counter

Channel control PW 1390 with recorder PW 8203 (single pen recorder)

Debye scherrer camera 2 numbers (114mm)

Powder sample 5 g fine powder

Solid sample 1.5 cm � 1 cm � 0.5 cm approximately (with

smooth surface)
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The particular advantage of diffraction analysis is that it discloses the presence

of a substance as that substance actually exists in the sample, and not in terms of its

constituent chemical elements [20].

3.2.4 X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry (XRFS)

This is an analytical tool for rapid quantitative and qualitative determination of

elements present in a sample. When a beam of X-rays is directed onto the surface

of the specimen, secondary fluorescent radiation is emitted by the specimen, which

contains wavelength characteristics of each element present. The secondary radiation

is directed onto an analyzing crystal separating the wavelengths, which are recorded

by a detector. The whole arrangement is in the form of a vertical goniometer. Since

the wavelength is a function of angular position of the crystal and goniometer, the

elements in the specimen can be identified. A Philips model PW 1140 with channel

control PW 1390 has been used for the elements present in the soap residues of

the greases.

3.3 The Experimental Procedure

3.3.1 Grease Application to Bearings and Sampling Methodology

A permissible measured quantity of grease was filled in inner and outer

bearing caps (about 250 g each), and a small quantity was applied on the working

surfaces of the rollers as per the standard procedure of the bearing lubrication.

Periodically, after a few hours of operation, varying between 41 and 250 h, bearing

caps and outer race with rollers were dismantled and a small quantity of grease

(5–7 g) was collected using sterilized glass rod from the working surfaces of the

rollers for analysis, and then the bearings were reassembled without addition

of fresh grease. Thus, the deterioration of the grease, once filled, was studied for

a complete test duration without creating starvation of lubricant on the roller

surfaces. Similarly, grease samples from different motor bearings, collected from

the working surfaces of the rollers (after about 6000 h of operation) were also

analyzed.

3.3.2 Determination of Resistivities and Infrared Spectra of Greases in Statically

Bounded Conditions

Three different greases – designated as ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ – were taken. A fresh

sample of grease was pressed between the electrodes kept 4mm apart. On applying a

potential drop of 10V across the electrodes, the resistance of the grease was measured
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by the megohm meter within 1min and subsequently at intervals of 15min. Follow-

ing this, the electrodes were thoroughly cleaned, and similar measurements were

taken at potential drops of 50, 100, 250, 400 and 500V (DC). This experimental

procedure was adopted for each of the three types of greases. Resistivity was

calculated by using Eqn. (3.1). The change in resistivities of the greases with time,

at varying potential drops, is presented in Tables 3.2–3.4 and illustrated in Figs. 3.3–

3.5. Tables 3.2–3.4 show the changes in resistivity with time, an average ratio of

resistivity after 90min to the initial value, and the ratio of resistivity at 500V to the

value at 10V in certain periods, for greases ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’, respectively.
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Fig. 3.3. Variation of resistivity of grease ‘A’ with time at

different potential drops across electrodes
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Subsequently, for grease ‘A’, which is normally used in AC and DC motors,

restoration of resistivity with time, at 50V (DC) potential drop across the electrodes

kept 2.5mm apart, was recorded. The distance between the electrodes was kept at

2.5mm – the minimum available – to obtain a better ‘recouping’ behavior of the

grease. The sequence of the records and the results are shown in Table 3.5 and Figs.

3.6 and 3.7. The ‘recouping’ behavior with time, and the percentage restoration of

resistivity in consecutive records, for grease ‘A’, are clearly brought out [22].
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Functional performance characteristics and physicochemical properties of

greases ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ were partly extracted from the sponsored work carried out

at the Indian Institute of Petroleum, Dehra Dun (India) , and the results are given in

Table 3.6. Infrared (IR) spectra of a sample of fresh grease ‘A’, and those of a sample

of statically-bounded and electrically exposed grease ‘A’, taken after the completion

of the eighth record, are shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. Soap and oil were

separated from these samples by dissolving them in petroleum ether. The IR spectra

of soap and oil contents of these samples are shown in Figs. 3.10–3.13.
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3.3.3 Determination of Behavior of Grease when Used in Non-Insulated Bearings

The vibration levels and temperature rise of the test bearing were periodically

monitored during operation. The bearing impedance was monitored at the rated

operating conditions; it was measured between points ‘A’ and ‘B’’ (Fig. 3.2). After

41 h of operation, the bearing cap was removed, and a sample of grease collected

from the rollers. The ash content of the sample was determined. The IR spectra of the

sample of grease, its soap residue and oil content were taken, and are shown in Figs.

3.14–3.16 respectively. The bearing surfaces were found to have corroded after the
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passage of electric current, as shown in Fig. 3.17. The relative percentage of the

lithium metal present in the sample was determined, and compared with those

present in fresh and statically-bounded samples.

3.3.4 Investigation by X-Ray Diffractometry (XRD)

Soap and oil contents of fresh grease and the grease samples from the test

bearings and from motor bearings were separated by dissolving them in petroleum

ether. The soap residues, thus obtained from different grease samples, were subjected
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Table 3.2. Variation of resistivity of grease ‘A’ with time at different

potential drops across electrodes kept 4mm apart

Potential drop across

electrodes (in volts)

Resistivity, � (in ohmcm � 107)

Ratio of

resistivity

after 90min

to the initial

value

Average

ratio of

resistivity

after

90min to

the initial

value

Time (in minutes)

1 10 15 20 30 40 45 50 60 70 75 80 90

10 0.63 – 1.0 – 1.75 – 3.75 – 5.5 – 6.25 – 6.5 10.32 –

50 1.5 – 7.5 – 12.5 – 21.75 – 31.25 – 35.0 – 35.5 23.67 –

100 4.0 – 13.75 – 40.0 – 45.0 – 55.0 – 66.25 – 68.75 17.2 14.70

250 6.38 10.63 – 22.5 37.5 65.6 – 71.8 80.0 90.63 – 93.75 96.8 15.17 –

400 9.0 16.0 – 35.0 50.0 60.0 – 69.0 80.0 90.0 – 100.0 105.0 11.67 –

500 11.25 21.25 – 36.2 50.0 62.5 – 71.25 81.25 95.0 – 106.2 115.0 10.22 –

Ratio of resistivity at

500V to that at 10V 17.88 – – – 28.57 – – 14.77 – – 17.7 – –

Average ratio of resistivity

at 500V to that at 10V – – – – – – 19.73 – – – – – – – –
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Table 3.3. Variation of resistivity of grease ‘B’ with time at different

potential drops across electrodes kept 4mm apart

Potential drop across

electrodes (in volts)

Resistivity, � (in ohmcm � 1011)

Ratio of

resistivity

after 90min

to the initial

value

Average

ratio of

resistivity

after 90min

to the initial

value

Time (in minutes)

1 10 15 20 30 40 45 50 60 70 75 80 90

10 13.0 – 13.0 – 13.75 – 14.25 – 14.0 – 14.5 – 15.0 1.5 –

50 12.0 – 12.60 – 13.63 – 13.75 – 13.0 – 12.63 – 12.38 1.03 –

100 11.25 – 12.5 – 12.0 – 11.00 – 10.5 – 10.0 – 9.75 0.87 –

250 0.033 0.0438 – 0.0469 0.05 0.0663 – 0.0625 0.071 0.073 – 0.0756 0.084 2.56 1.41

400 7.0 6.8 – 6.8 6.81 6.8 – 6.8 8.0 8.5 – 8.6 9.5 1.38 –

500 14.3 15.6 – 16.9 17.8 18.8 – 18.9 20.3 20.5 – 20.75 21.0 1.47 –

Ratio of resistivity at

500V to that at 10V 1.1 – – – 1.29 – – 1.45 – – – 1.4 – –

Average ratio of resistivity

at 500V to that at 10V – – – – – – 1.31 – – – – – – – –
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Table 3.4. Variation of resistivity of grease ‘C’ with time at different potential

drops across electrodes kept 4mm apart

Potential drop across

electrodes (in volts)

Resistivity, � (in ohmcm � 108)

Ratio of

resistivity

after 90min

to the initial

value

Average

ratio of

resistivity

after 90min

to the initial

values

Time (in minutes)

1 10 15 20 30 40 45 50 60 70 75 80 90

10 24.8 – 24.8 – 24.5 – 24.8 – 24.8 – 24.8 – 25.0 1.01 –

50 15.2 – 14.25 – 14.0 – 13.88 – 13.75 – 13.88 – 13.75 0.91 –

100 13.75 – 12.0 – 11.0 – 10.5 – 10.25 – 10.25 – 10.0 0.73 –

250 6.0 5.93 – 5.93 5.81 6.06 – 6.43 6.93 7.50 – 8.12 8.62 1.44 1.29

400 6.5 6.8 – 7.5 8.5 10.5 – 11.20 12.00 13.00 – 15.0 16.0 2.46 –

500 5.5 5.0 – 4.62 4.75 4.62 – 4.75 5.00 5.37 – 5.75 6.37 1.16 –

Ratio of resistivity at 500V

to that at 10V 0.22 – – – 0.19 – – – 0.20 – – – 0.25 – –

Average ratio of resistivity

at 500V to that at 10V – – – – – 0.22 – – – – – – – –
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Table 3.5. Variation and ‘recouping’ of resistivity of grease ‘A’ with time

under 50V potential drop across electrodes kept 2.5mm apart

Test record

Resistivity, � (in ohmcm � 107)

Ratio of

resistivity

after 90min

to the initial

value

Percentage

restoration of

resistivity in

consecutive

records

Time (in minutes)

1 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135

First record 2.32 6.0 11.0 17.0 29.9 38.5 50.0 – – – 21.16 –

Second record after 24 h from first record 9.0 11.0 15.0 27.0 40.0 56.0 72.0 – – – 8.0 82.0

Third record after 48 h from second record 45.0 160.0 200.0 250.0 270.0 280.0 284.0 – – – 6.31 37.5

Fourth record after 48 h from third record 60.0 200.0 236.0 250.0 250.0 252.0 254.0 – – – 4.23 78.8

Fifth record (A) after 20 h from fourth record 80.0 80.0 98.0 110.0 124.0 140.0 158.0 – – – 1.98 68.5

Fifth record (B) after 2 h from fifth record (A) 80.0 150.0 160.0 170.0 176.0 180.0 190.0 200.0 220.0 260.0 2.38 49.4

Sixth record after 13 days from fifth record (B) 200.0 230.0 266.0 300.0 320.0 330.0 332.0 – – – 1.66 23.0

Seventh record after 17 h from sixth record 290.0 – 360.0 – 385.0 – 395.0 – 402.0 – 1.36 12.7

Eighth record after 17 h from seventh record 330.0 – 421.0 – 460.0 – 461.0 – 481.0 – 1.40 17.9
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Table 3.6. Physicochemical properties and functional performance characteristics of greases

S. No. Properties/characteristics

Grease type

‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’

Lubricating oil, % 86.6 86.5 86.5

Thickener content 13.4 13.5 13.5

Viscosity (in centi-stokes)

At 408C 99.2 127.33 117.33

At 1008C 9.68 10.43 11.93

Alkali (free), % 0.03 0.05 0.07

Free fatty acid

Free fact and filler, % Nil Nil Nil

Additives (type) Amino Amino Amino

Ash, % 0.86 0.98 1.27

Structure modifiers, %

Glycerol Nil Nil Nil

Water 0.2 0.2 0.2

Texture (color) Smooth and brown Smooth and brown Smooth and brown

Consistency (unworked) 236 260 260

Dropping point, 8C 185 187 185

Oxidation stability (drop in pressure

after 100 h at 998C, in psi) 6 7 5

Oil separation, %

At 808C Nil Nil Nil

(Continues)
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Table 3.6. (Continued)

S. No. Properties/characteristics

Grease type

‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’

At 1308C 0.44 0.21 0.21

Evaporation loss, %

At 1058C 0.43 0.50 0.65

At 1308C 0.93 1.01 1.10

Shell roll stability at standard

temperature at 318C as per

ASTM–1831 (penetration difference) 8 8 9

Low-temperature torque at 58C as per

IP–186 (in g cm)

Maximum 50 200.0 212.5

Minimum 50 187.5 200.0

Water resistance (water wash-out)

test as per ASTM–1264 wt. loss (in g)

388C Nil 0.3 0.7

308C 0.3 0.1 0.3

Wear and frictional characteristics

determined by 4-ball wear tester at

2000 rpm at 100 kg load (time taken

to initiate wear scar on the balls at

the minimum setting of the vibration

transducer and tripping of the

machine) 7.7min 34.83min 22min
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to XRD investigations. Figure 3.18 shows XRD analysis of the soap residue of fresh

grease. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 indicate XRD analysis of the soap residues of grease

samples from the bearings after operation under electric fields and under pure rolling

friction on the bearing test machine for duration of 250 h. Similarly, Figs. 3.21 and

3.22 illustrate analysis of the grease samples from AC motor bearing I and II,

respectively.

XRD plots of different samples, thus obtained, were compared with standard

cards to diagnose their chemical composition. Tables 3.7 and 3.8 show the experi-

mental matching peaks d (Å) of the soap residues with those of the standard cards

and their chemical compositions. The standard cards were chosen from the reference

standards [23] to match closely with the minimum three peaks of the experimental

XRD plots (Figs. 3.18–3.22).

3.3.5 Analysis by X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry (XRFS)

The soap residues of different samples were also analyzed by XRFS. Output

from XRFS of the soap residue of the grease from the NU 326 bearing (operated

under electric fields for a duration of 250 h) indicates Cu, and W peaks which are due

to sample holder and the source, whereas Zn, Fe and Ni have been identified as the

major constituents in the grease [20 and 21].

Fig. 3.17. Inner race of NU 326 bearing after exposure of 50A current (AC) for 101 h
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Table 3.7. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of soap residues of different grease samples

Particulars

Fresh grease Grease from NU 326 bearing (after operation under electric fields)

Matching standard

cards (4-0352)

Experimental

analysis (XRD)

Matching standard cards After 41 h After 250 h

4-0385 17-937 24-684

Experimental

analysis (XRD)

Experimental

analysis (XRD)

Matching peaks (dA) 4.53 4.51

4.34 4.39

4.46 4.44

4.23 4.23 4.22 4.23 4.21

4.20

4.11 4.11 4.12 4.12

4.03 4.08 4.08

3.97 3.97 3.97 3.97 3.95

3.90 3.90

3.71 3.77 3.75

3.67 3.67

3.56 3.54

3.18 3.16 3.16

2.46 2.46 2.46 2.363 2.46

2.34

2.24

2.184 2.16

2.02 2.03 2.06 2.025 2.04 2.03

1.75 1.75 1.771 1.78

1.602

1.54

1.45 1.43 1.481

Chemical composition Lithium

stearate

(C18H35LiO2) C18H35LiO2

Lithium

palmitate

(C16H31LiO2)

Gamma

lithium iron

oxide �-LiFeO2

Lithium

zinc silicate

Li3.6Zn0.2SiO2

Transitional

(unidentified) (i) C16H31LiO2

(ii) �-LiFeO2

(iii) Li3.6Zn0.2SiO2

Fig. 3.18 Fig. 3.19
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Table 3.8. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of soap residue of different grease samples

Particulars

Grease from NU 326 bearing

(after operation without electric fields)

Grease from

motor bearing I

Grease from

motor bearing II

Matching

standard cards After 41 h After 250 h After 6000 h After 6000 h

Matching

peaks (dA) 24-623 XRD analysis XRD analysis XRD analysis XRD analysis

4.46 4.39

4.26 4.27 4.27 4.26

4.13 4.13 4.19

4.12 4.05 4.05 4.08 4.07

3.96

3.91 3.93 3.90 3.90

3.67

3.77 3.71 3.73 3.74

3.30 3.16

2.65 2.5 2.5 2.46

2.25 2.26 2.16 2.24

2.03 2.03 2.03

1.98

1.757

1.43

Chemical

composition

Li5FeO4

lithium

iron oxide C18H35LiO2 (i) C18H35LiO2 (i) C18H35LiO2 C18H31LiO2

(ii) Li5FeO4 (ii) Li5FeO4 �-LiFeO2 Li3.6Zn0.2SiO2

Fig. 3.20 Fig. 3.21 Fig. 3.22
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3.3.6 Analysis by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry (AAS) and

Schmierstoff - / Lubricant - / Material (SRV) Test

To determine the change in the composition of the grease samples, the percentage

of lithium metal present as lithium hydroxide and lithium carbonate were determined

by an atomic absorption spectrophotometer of Pye Unicam-make. The percentage of

lithium in an aqueous solution of a fixed quantity of different samples was compared

with that of the fresh grease (Table 3.9).

The presence of metals Fe, Zn, Li, Ni, Cr, Si and their percentage in the ash

extracted from different grease samples were also analyzed by AAS. The percentage

of various metals in the ash extracted from the grease samples obtained after 101, 151

and 250 h were determined and given in Table 3.10.

Also, on SRV fresh and degraded grease samples from NU 326 bearing were

evaluated under a 100N load and a 1000�m amplitude at 50Hz frequency by

running ball on flat for 2 h duration at 508C. Minimum/ maximum friction coeffi-

cient, profile depth point and ball scar diameter were evaluated for grease samples
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Fig. 3.18. X-ray diffraction pattern of soap residue of fresh grease
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Table 3.9. Atomic absorption spectrophotometry analysis of different grease samples

Test details

Fresh grease

in NU 326

bearings

Duration (hours) after

operation under electric

fields in NU 326 bearing

Duration after operation

without electric fields in

NU 326 bearing

Fresh

grease

in motor

bearings

From

motor

bearing I

From

motor

bearing II

41 101 151 250 41 110 205 250 After about 6000 h of operation

Lithium percentage

as lithium hydro-oxide

and lithium carbonate

in aqueous solution of

grease 0.0125 0.05 0.06 0.061 0.065 0.031 0.037 0.036 0.035 0.0067 0.014 0.026

Increase in lithium

percentage as compared

to fresh grease sample 4.0 4.8 4.9 5.2 2.48 2.96 2.88 2.80 2.1 3.8
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Table 3.10. Analysis of gradual deterioration of the grease used in NU 326 test bearing

Typical test data

Fresh grease

in NU 326

test bearing

Grease taken out from (in between) rollers

After 41 h After 101 h After 151 h After 250 h

Ash content (%) 0.88 2.5 2.57 2.62 2.9

Increase in ash content as

compared to fresh sample – 2.84 2.92 2.96 3.30

Lithium (%) in aqueous

solution of grease sample

determined by atomic

absorption spectropho-

tometry 0.0125 0.05 0.06 0.061 0.065

Increase in lithium (%)

relative to that in fresh

sample – 4.0 4.8 4.9 5.2

Elements present in ash

(wt. %)

Fe 0.0045 – 0.5 0.52 0.66

Cu 0.0033 – 0.06 0.11 0.17

Zn 0.08 – 0.036 0.07 0.10

Ni – – 0.0014 0.073 0.0033

Al 0.065 – 0.00012 0.04 0.017

Li 0.15 – 0.135 0.13 0.12

Cr Nil – 0.011 0.04 0.04

(Continues)
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Table 3.10. (Continued)

Typical test data

Fresh grease

in NU 326

test bearing

Grease taken out from (in between) rollers

After 41 h After 101 h After 151 h After 250 h

Si Present – Present Present Present

SRV analysis at 100N load

(point contact) 1000�m

amplitude, 50Hz fre-

quency at 508 C for 2 h

� (minimum) 0.105 0.11 0.120 0.122 0.132

� (maximum) 0.1125 0.115 0.125 0.188 0.40

Profile depth point (�m) 0.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.6

Ball scar diameter (mm) 0.52 0.64 0.65 0.62 0.66

Maximum increase in

coefficient of friction

relative to that for fresh

grease – 1.1 1.2 1.8 3.81

Increase in profile depth

relative to that for fresh

grease – 2.8 3.0 2.8 3.2

Increase in ball scar diam-

eter relative to that for

fresh grease – 1.23 1.26 1.2 1.27
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after 41 h and 250 h of operation under the influence of electric current and given

in Figs. 3.23 and 3.24, respectively. Table 3.10 gives the analysis of the gradual

deterioration of the grease by AAS, SRV and elements present in ash used in NU

326 test bearing.

3.4 Discussion on the Results

3.4.1 Resistivity

It is evident from Tables 3.2–3.4, and Figs. 3.3–3.5 that the range of variation of

resistivity of grease ‘A’ with respect to time (from 1 to 90min) and potential drops

(from 10 to 500V) is 0.63 � 107 to 115 � 107ohm cm, as against 0.033 � 1011 to 21 �

1011 ohmcm for grease ‘B’, and 4.62 � 108 to 25 � 108 ohm cm for grease ‘C’.

Variations of resistivity of grease ‘A’, at potential drops of 10, 50, 100, 250, 400

and 500V, with time indicate similar trend, and show increase in resistivity at

different rates (the maximum being 23.67 times at 50V), as shown in Table 3.2. On

the contrary, greases ‘B’ and ‘C’ indicate negligible variation (the maximum being

1.15 times) at potential drops of 10, 50 and 100V. Only beyond 100V, the variations

show a significant increase in resistivity at different rates (the maximum being

SRV Test data

Load

Amplitude

Frequency

Ball scar dia

Profil depth
point

Maximum friction
cofficient m

Minimum friction
cofficient m

Surface point

Test duration

Temperature
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m

Fig. 3.23. SRV chart for grease ‘A’ taken from NU 326

bearing after exposure of 50A current
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2.56 times and 2.46 times for grease ‘B’ and grease ‘C’, respectively). Greases ‘B’ and

‘C’ both indicate drop in resistivity with increase in potential drop from 10 to 250V,

but at 400V, the resistivity rises. At 500V, grease ‘B’ shows an increase, whereas

grease ‘C’ shows a decrease in resistivity (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5). On the contrary,

resistivity of grease ‘A’ always increases with increasing potential drop, as shown in

Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.3.

The average ratio of resistivity of grease ‘A’ after 90min to the initial value, at

different potential drops, is 14.70 (Table 3.2) as against 1.41 and 1.29 for greases ‘B’

and ‘C’ (Tables 3.3 and 3.4) respectively. Similarly, the average ratio of resistivity of

grease ‘A’ at 500V to that at 10V is 19.73, in comparison to 1.31 and 0.22 for greases

‘B’ and ‘C’, respectively. The above difference in resistivity and in its variation under

the electric field is attributed to the greases ‘B’ and ‘C’ being much more stable than

grease ‘A’. Greases ‘B’ and ‘C’ show instability beyond potential drop of 100V,

whereas the grease ‘A’ exhibits instability even at 10V. The continuous increase in

resistivity of grease ‘A’ with applied potential drop and time is due to the electro-

chemical effect on the soap structure, which is much more significant than that of

increase in density and the compressibility of the grease due to the forces exerted by

(AC) for 41 h
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Load ---------------------
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Fig. 3.24. SRV chart for grease ‘A’ taken from NU 326

bearing after exposure of 50A current (AC) for 250 h
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the applied potential drop. This has been shown by the infrared and atomic absorp-

tion spectrophotometer analysis of the grease ‘A’ (Figs. 3.8–3.16 and Table 3.9).

Reduction in the resistivity of grease ‘B’ at 100V (by 1.5 ohm cm) and that of ‘C’

at 50V (by 1.45 ohm cm) and at 100V (by 3.75 ohm cm) after 90min may be

explained on the basis of the nature of the impurities/byproducts, formed by the

arc effect, which remained dissolved or in suspension causing a reduction of electric

strength and resistivity, thus making it relatively more conductive. The reduction

in resistivity of greases ‘B’ and ‘C’ at 250V, as compared to the resistivity at 10V,

may also be attributed to the above effects. On the other hand, in the case of grease

‘A’, resistivity increases due to electrochemical decomposition (Figs. 3.3 and 3.6).

Also, electric forces stretch the molecule structure till the critical stage, and transform

the structure, affecting the resistivity of the grease. The change in the ‘recouping’

property of grease ‘A’ in statically bounded conditions confirms this behavior (Table

3.5) [22].

3.4.2 Recouping Properties

3.4.2.1 Recouping Properties under Statically Bounded Conditions

Variation of resistivity and percentage restoration of the original resistivity

(‘recouping’ property) of grease ‘A’ with time, under 50V (DC) potential drop across

electrodes kept 2.5mm apart, are shown in Table 3.5, and Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. It is

evident that the resistivity increases from 2.32 � 107 to 481 � 107 ohmcm at the end

of eighth record, and that on disconnecting the applied voltage and keeping the

system idle for a number of hours, the resistivity of the grease tends to approach the

original value (resistivity of 50 � 107ohm cm attained after 90min in the first record,

the original resistivity being 2.32 � 107 ohm cm, reduced to 9 � 107 ohm cm in the

second record taken after 24 h). If the grease is reexposed to the same potential drop,

its resistivity again increases, but with different rates, as is evident from Table 3.5

which shows an increase in resistivity from 9 � 107 to 72 � 107 ohmcm in the second

record, and from 60 � 107 to 254 � 107 ohm cm in the fourth record in 90min. The

‘recouping’ property is found to be non-uniform. Even on keeping the grease unex-

posed to the potential drop for as long as 13 days, the original resistivity could not be

restored; in fact, the resistivity of 260 � 107 ohm cm as observed in the fifth record,

reduced to only 200 � 107 ohm cm in the next record taken after 13 days, as against

the original resistivity of 2.32 � 107 ohmcm observed during the very first record.

Initially, and after 90min, resistivity in successive records is more than that in

previous records: the initial resistivity varies from 2.32 � 107 to 330.0 �

107 ohmcm and, after 90min, from 50 � 107 to 461 � 107 ohm cm, from the first

record to the eighth record. The ratio of resistivity after 90min to its initial value
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reduces with increase in the number of records (Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.7), and varies

between 21.16 and 1.40. This indicates that the increase in resistivity with time is

reduced if the grease is exposed to the potential drop for sufficient time. This may be

attributed to the fact that the rate of stretching of the molecules reduces with time.

The decrease in percentage restoration of resistivity, from 82 to 17.9 per cent (Table

3.5), confirms that the stretching of the molecules becomes increasingly permanent

with the duration of exposure [18, 22].

The variation in ratio of resistivity after 90min to the initial value at 50Vpotential

drop for greases ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ – 23.67 (Table 3.2), 1.03 (Table 3.3) and 0.91 (Table

3.4) respectively – indicates that molecule stretching phenomenon and ‘recouping’

property are prominent in case of grease ‘A’, and negligible in case of greases ‘B’ and

‘C’. This is so, as the electric force at this potential drop is not sufficient to disrupt the

insulant properties of greases ‘B’ and ‘C’, contrary to grease ‘A’. That is why experi-

ments pertaining to ‘recouping’ property were conducted only on grease ‘A’.

3.4.2.2 Bearing Impedance and ‘Recouping’ Phenomenon of Grease ‘A’

in the Bearing

‘Recouping’ phenomenon, similar to ‘under statically bounded conditions’, was

observed on the Roller Bearing Test Machine in the first few hours of operation

during testing of NU 326 bearing. The impedance of the bearing was found to have

increased from approximately 20 ohms to 3000 ohms, on switching off the current

after the bearing had been operated at the rated parameters for about 10 h. After

keeping the bearing idle for 24 h, the impedance reduced to 250 ohms. Subsequently,

after again passing current for some time, the impedance of the bearing was found to

have reduced to 15 ohms, on switching off the current to the bearing. It is obvious

that the ‘recouping’ phenomenon ceased to exist due to the decomposition of the

grease. Under these conditions, the bearing impedance was found to decrease with

the rise in bearing temperature, and increase with the decrease in the grease tempera-

ture, on keeping the bearing idle. However, the bearing impedance significantly

reduced to 0.024 ohm on passage of current through the bearing. Thus, the change

in the impedance of the bearing indicates stretching of the molecules and decompos-

ition of the grease under the electric fields [19, 22].

The considerable difference between the impedance of the bearing under oper-

ation (15–3000 ohms) and the resistance of the grease in the statically-bounded

condition (of the order of 107ohms) may be attributed to the asperities of the

opposite metal surfaces in the bearing, small film thickness, and the shear of the

grease in between the rotating interacting surfaces. However, the bearing impedance

changes with respect to the film thickness and electrochemical behavior of the
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rheologically complex lubricating greases, although the resistance of the bearing in

static conditions was found to be about 1 ohm, and the impedance, on passing AC or

DC current in the presence of grease ‘A’ in the bearing, was measured to be around

0.024 ohm.

3.4.3 Properties and Performance Characteristics of Lubricants

3.4.3.1 Physicochemical Properties and Functional Performance

Characteristics

Comparison of physicochemical properties and functional performance charac-

teristics of the greases (Table 3.6) shows that the values of viscosity and oxidation

stability for grease ‘B’ are higher than those for greases ‘A’ and ‘C’. Grease ‘A’

exhibits the lowest temperature torque (50 g cm) and unworked consistency (236). Oil

separation for grease ‘B’ is 0.21 per cent at 1308C as compared to 0.44 per cent and

1.21 per cent for greases ‘A’ and ‘C’, respectively. The average time taken to initiate

wear scar on balls of a 4-ball wear tester at 2000 rpm at 100 kgf load, for grease ‘A’, is

only 7.7min, as compared to 34.83min and 22.0min for greases ‘B’ and ‘C’, respect-

ively, which indicates that the extreme pressure (EP) properties of grease ‘A’ are

much inferior to those of grease ‘B’ or grease ‘C’ (Table 3.6).

It has also been observed that the ash content of grease ‘A’, when used in NU

326 bearing, increased from 0.86 to 2.5 per cent even after 41 h of operation of the

bearing under the electric fields.

3.4.3.2 Correlation between functional performance characteristics

and resistivity of greases

On analyzing the functional performance characteristics and resistivity

of greases, it may be deduced that resistivity of the greases is mainly influenced by

EP properties alongwith viscosity, torque characteristics and consistency. The resist-

ivity of grease ‘A’ is the lowest, compared to either grease ‘B’ or grease ‘C’, which

may be related to these functional performance characteristics, apart from the

difference in structure, behavior of additives and the processes used for producing

these greases.

3.4.3.3 IR Spectra

The IR spectra of a sample of fresh grease ‘A’, and of a sample of grease ‘A’

taken after the eighth record on exposure to 50V (DC) potential drop, and of a

sample of grease ‘A’ from NU 326 bearing after exposure to 50A (AC) current for

41 h (shown in Figs. 3.8, 3.9 and 3.14 respectively) indicate strong C–H bending
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absorption at 1460 cm�1 and two absorptions at 1580 cm�1 and 1370 cm�1. These

absorptions are caused by symmetric and asymmetric >C = O stretching vibrations

of the resonance-stabilized carboxylate anion group. Two bands indicating weak

stretching vibrations are also observed at 2920 cm�1 and 2860 cm�1, due to symmet-

ric and asymmetric stretching of C–H and C ¼ O bonds. Comparison among Figs.

3.8, 3.9 and 3.14 clearly shows that the percentage transmittance due to absorption at

1580 cm�1, related to carboxylate anion stretching, as against at 1460 cm�1 related to

C–H bending, is the lowest in the sample from NU 326 bearing, as compared to the

statically bounded sample and the fresh grease sample. O–H stretching vibrations

including free O–H, inter-molecular hydrogen-bonded single-bridge compounds and

polymeric association are observed in the region 3650–3200 cm�1 in electrically

exposed greases (Figs. 3.9 and 3.14). This shows that the carboxylic group, in both

statically-bounded grease and grease from a bearing, is decomposed under the

influence of an electric field. The appearance of an additional peak at 1560 cm�1,

as observed in Fig. 3.9, suggests a change in grease structure of statically bounded

and electrically exposed grease ‘A’, under 50V potential drop, and this might have

resulted in increase in its resistivity (Tables 3.2 and 3.5).

The IR spectra of oil extracted from these three samples (shown in Figs. 3.11,

3.13, and 3.16 respectively) indicate the absence of O–H stretching vibration in the

region 3650–3200 cm�1 and absorption due to bonded O–H stretching in the region

near 2600 cm�1. Only C–H bending at 1370 cm�1 and 1460 cm�1 is indicated, thereby

suggesting that oil in the greases under these conditions has not been affected at all.

The IR spectra of the soap residue extracted from these samples, shown in Figs.

3.10, 3.12 and 3.15 respectively, indicate C–H bending at 1370 cm�1 and 1460 cm�1.

It also reveals that the carboxylate anion stretching at 1580 cm�1 is the least in the

sample of grease from the bearing (Fig. 3.15), as against C–H bending at 1460 cm�1.

The peaks observed at 1370 cm�1 and 1460 cm�1 are also contributed by Nujol used

for smearing on the KBr (Potassium Bromide) window for taking the IR spectra.

The appearance of peak at 2660 cm�1 in soap residues from the samples of fresh

grease and statically-bounded electrically exposed grease, as indicated in Figs. 3.10

and 3.12 respectively, is the diagnostic of a carboxylic acid functional group. It is

evident that the percentage transmittance of carboxylic acid for fresh grease is higher

than that for the statically-bounded grease, while it is negligible in the sample taken

from the bearing (Fig. 3.15). This suggests complete decomposition of carboxylic

acid in the soap residue of the sample from the bearing rollers, partial decomposition

in the soap residue of the sample of statically bounded grease, and the presence of

carboxylic acid function group in the soap residue of the sample of fresh grease. The

complete decomposition of carboxylic acid led to corrosion of the surface of the NU

326 bearing, as shown in Fig. 3.17. In case of the statically bounded grease, the
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byproducts of the partial decomposition of carboxylic acid remained unutilized and

dissolved or suspended, which might have resulted in the change in its resistivity. The

presence of peak at 1560 cm�1, as seen in Figs. 3.12 and 3.15, suggests a change in the

soap structure, which also might have contributed to the change in resistivity [18, 19].

The variation in O–H group in the region 3650–3200 cm�1 observed in IR

spectra of soap residues, may be related to the process of separation of oil and

soap contents from the respective greases.

3.4.3.4 Condition of Bearings after Test

The bearings NU 326, after testing separately, under electric fields and pure

rolling friction for duration of 250 h, were examined. The inner race of the bearing

tested under the electric field was found to be fully corroded with corrugations,

whereas corrosion and corrugations were not observed on the bearing tested under

pure rolling friction without the passage of current. The bearing I, NU 230, used in

the motor was found to be corroded after 6000 h of operation but was not corru-

gated. On the contrary, the bearing II, NU 230, used in another motor was fully

corroded and corrugated.

3.4.3.5 XRD and XRFS Analysis of Greases from NU 326 Bearings

From the XRD analysis as illustrated in Table 3.7 and Fig. 3.18, it is established

that chemical composition of the fresh grease – before filling in the bearings – is

lithium stearate (C18H35LiO2). After operation of the bearing under electric fields

for duration of 41 h, the chemical composition of the grease undergoes changes from

lithium stearate (intermediate changes). Faint corrosion on the bearing surfaces

indicates decomposition of the grease, which is also supported by four times increase

in the relative percentage of free lithium (Table 3.9).

After 250 h of operation, the chemical composition of the fresh grease in the

bearing changes to lithium palmitate (C16H31LiO2) and peaks of gamma lithium

iron oxide (g-LiFeO2) and lithium zinc silicate (Li3.6ZnO0.2 SiO2) are found

(Table 3.7 and Fig. 3.19). Besides this the bearing surfaces were found to be fully

corroded. On the contrary, no change in the chemical composition of the grease was

detected after 41 h of operation of the NU 326 bearing under pure rolling friction

without passage of current. However, after 250 h of operation the formation of

lithium iron oxide (Li5FeO2) was detected, but chemical composition still remained

as lithium stearate (Table 3.8). Moreover no corrosion on the bearing surfaces was

found, which suggests that the grease was not decomposed. However, crystalline

structure of the fresh grease (Fig. 3.18) changes to amorphous structure under pure

rolling friction as well as in a bearing operating under electric fields (Figs. 3.19–3.22).
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It may be noted that during interaction of surfaces under rolling friction, individual

components of the lubricating medium react with bearing metal to form a layer of

secondary structures, which may get destroyed by normal and tangential stresses.

That is why the number of components taking part in the reaction or formed in the

process of friction will be changed. Thus, the exact final compound in the grease will

not be easy to identify (as in case of the grease from the bearing after 41 h of

operation under electric fields). And also, it might be difficult to identify the exact

matching composition of the formed compounds in presence of a number of com-

ponents of the lubricating media and overlapping/close existence of peaks of various

compounds (Tables 3.7 and 3.8) [20–22].

The role of oxygen is very significant in contact interacting surfaces. It has been

found that oxygen takes an active part in the process of friction. The contact stresses,

temperature, composition of lubricating medium and impurities greatly influence the

rate of oxygen consumption during friction. The increase of contact stresses leads to

a corresponding increase in the rate of oxygen consumption [17]. That is why oxides

of the metals i.e. lithium iron oxide is formed easily in rolling friction as shown in

Tables 3.7 and 3.8.

The decomposition of the zinc additive, i.e. zinc dithiosphosphate or zinc

dialkyl dithiosphosphate under the influence of electric fields has lead to the

formation of lithium zinc silicate in presence of high relative percentage of free lithium

and silica impurity in the grease under high temperature in the asperity contacts (Table

3.10). On the contrary, lithium zinc silicate compound has not been detected in

the grease from the bearing operated without the influence of an electric field (Table

3.8) [20, 21].

The formation of lithium iron oxide and lithium zinc silicate also contribute to

medium-metal interaction, rate of chemical reaction, affinity of lubricating medium

components for the metal, availability of the free metal and the temperature. Besides

this, reactions having fast rates will be more energetic and carried out to a higher

extent. The rate of reaction also determines the end composition of interacting

products and their characteristics.

The detection of Fe, Zn, Ni, Li, Cr, Si by XRFS and AAS in the grease samples

also suggests the formation of lithium iron oxide and lithium zinc silicate in presence

of oxygen (Table 3.10).

3.4.3.6 XRD Analysis of Greases from Motor Bearings

XRD analysis of the grease from bearings I and II of the AC motors indicate

that the original chemical composition of lithium stearate of fresh grease is not
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changed in the bearing I, but it is changed to lithium palmitate in the bearing II

(Table 3.8).

Furthermore, corrosion and corrugation patterns on the surfaces of bearing

II are found, and peaks of gamma lithium iron oxide and lithium zinc silicate

are detected. However, peaks of lithium iron oxide have been detected from the

grease of bearing I (Fig. 3.21). Comparison of Fig. 3.22 with that of Fig. 3.19

indicates that the motor bearing II was exposed to electric fields, and the comparison

of Fig. 3.21 with that of Fig. 3.20 suggests that motor bearing I was not exposed to

electric current.

3.4.3.7 Analysis of Data from Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry (AAS)

and Schmierstoff - / Lubricant - / Material (SRV)

The AAS analysis illustrates that change in relative percentage of free lithium

is from 4 to 5.2 for a corresponding duration of 41 and 250 h of operation under

electric fields, whereas without the influence of electric fields this change is only from

2.48 to 2.88 (Table 3.9). This indicates that the change in the chemical composition of

the greases is more significant under the influence of electric fields than in pure

rolling friction. The corrosion of bearing surfaces also justifies this conclusion

(Fig. 3.17). Furthermore, it was found that the relative percentage of lithium in

aqueous solution of a fixed quantity of grease is 1.6 times higher in the case of

statically-bounded grease as compared to fresh grease. The relative percentage of free

lithium would have been much higher than 5.2, if the bearing surfaces were not

corroded [25].

The absence of corrosion on the surfaces of the bearing (tested without current)

and the low value of relative percentage of lithium (maximum 2.96) in the grease

show the effect of pure rolling friction. However, the bearing surfaces would have

been corroded after prolonged operation, due to the significant change in the com-

position of the grease. Relative percentage of free lithium (2.1), corrosion of bearing

surfaces and XRD analysis of the grease from motor bearing I suggest the effect of

rolling friction after 6000 h of operation (Fig. 3.21). Whereas higher relative percent-

age of free lithium (3.8), XRD analysis of the grease from motor bearing II and

complete corrosion of the surfaces indicate the exposure of bearing to the current

(Table 3.9 and Fig. 3.22).

A similar trend is observed in the grease samples taken from different NU 230

motor bearings. This indicates a rapid and extensive deterioration and ionization

of the low resistivity lithium-base grease in the initial hours of operation of the

bearing. A similar trend is shown by the increase in ash content by 2.84–3.20 times
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after 41 and 250 h of operation, respectively, compared with the fresh grease sample

(Table 3.10). SRV analysis of the greases (Figs. 3.23 and 3.24) shows an increase in

the coefficient of friction by 1.1–3.8 times after 41–250 h of operation compared with

that of the fresh grease sample. SRV analysis also shows an increase in profile depth

by 2.8–3.2 times and in ball scar diameter by 1.23–1.27 times during this period

compared with the fresh grease sample.

The presence of moderate levels of silicon in the grease, as indicated in Table

3.10, suggests dirt or dust contamination. It may be due to a silicone-base fluid or

clay thickener. The increase of 0.5–0.66 per cent in iron levels after 101–250 h of

operation suggest not so much wear but rust or fretting corrosion (Figs. 3.7, 5.1–5.5).

Metals such as chromium and nickel, but not zinc, present in the grease samples can

be attributed to wear metals (Table 3.10). The presence of zinc may be related to the

low level of lubricant additive, e.g. zinc dithiophosphate or carbonate. A reduction in

the percentage of lithium (from 0.15 to 0.130 to 0.12) in the ash form of the used

grease relative to that of fresh grease after 151–150 h of operation may be attributed

to amalgamation of the lithium to the bearing surface.

3.4.4 Decomposition of Lubricants and Bearing Failure

The capability of a lubricant to carry the load at the point of contact of

the friction surfaces in a bearing depends on the degree of lubricant molecule

orientation and by the bond of the molecules to the bearing interacting surfaces

[25]. When this bond is disturbed – under the influence of electric current, rolling

friction or shear – the lubricating film is destroyed. Under these conditions the

lubricating grease loses its property to resist high pressures and capability to separate

friction surfaces. This leads to changes in the structure of the grease, change of higher

hydrocarbon molecules to low hydrocarbon molecules, increase in percentage of free

lithium in the lubricating medium and formation of other compounds as shown in

Tables (3.7 and 3.8). The ‘recouping’ of the resistivity of the grease under electric field

suggests the stretching of the molecules. Zero ‘recouping’ indicates the change of

molecules of higher hydrocarbons to low hydrocarbons. This finally leads to contact

of mechanical surfaces, which causes a sharp increase of the coefficient of friction

and heating of the bearing surfaces. The outer race temperature as high as 908C has

been detected when the bearing was operated under electric field. And the bearing

surfaces under high contact pressure were found to be corrugated.

The chemical process leading to the formation of lithium iron oxide, lithium

hydroxide, lithium carbonate, lithium zinc silicate and low hydrocarbon molecules is

explained as under:
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RCOOLi ! LiþRCOO�

RCOOLi ! LiþþR1COO�

(R is C17H35 or C15H31, and R1 is C15H31)

H2O ! Hþþ OH�

RCOO� ! CO2 þ Organic Compound

CO2 þ H2O ! H2CO3

H2CO3 ! 2Hþ þ CO2�
3

2Liþ þ CO2�
3 ! Li2CO3

Liþ þ OH� ! LiOH

Liþ þ FeþþO2 ! �LiFeO2

LIþ þ Feþ þ O2 ! Li5FeO2

Liþ þ Znþ þ SiO2 ! Li3:6Zn0:2SiO2

The formation of lithium hydroxide (LiOH) and lithium carbonate (Li2CO3)

make the dielectric alkaline in nature and corrode the bearing surfaces. It also

increases the percentage of lithium in the aqueous solution (Table 3.9). The percent-

age increase in lithium content is correlated to the corresponding decrease in carb-

oxylic group as indicated in infrared spectra in contrast to the fresh grease and the

soap residue.

It may be noted that the process leading to the damage of the bearing is usually

caused by the presence of oxygen and water. Corrosion on the bearing surfaces

develops as an array of pits, which often lowers the fatigue life of a bearing causing

corrugations on the surfaces under the influence of electric fields. Similar corrugation

patterns are observed on the motor bearing II.

In view of the above, the mechanism of a bearing failure under the influence of

electric current is explained as follows:

When current passes through a bearing, silent discharge occurs through the

inner race, rolling-elements and outer race that causes to electrochemical decompos-

ition of the low-resistivity lithium grease (107 ohmcm) and subsequently corrosion of

the bearing surfaces, which finally leads to increased wear and high local temperat-

ures on asperities, before pitting starts on the surfaces and ultimately resulting failure

of the bearings. This effect is accompanied by an increase in the lithium content of

the grease and change in its chemical composition accompanied by the formation of

lithium iron oxide and lithium zinc silicate compounds.

On the contrary, a bearing under pure rolling friction does not corrode the

surfaces in the initial stages, and also change in lithium content of the grease is much
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lower. Furthermore, no change in chemical composition takes place. However,

formation of lithium iron oxide, corrosion of the surfaces and change of crystalline

structure of the grease to amorphous leads to bearing failure after prolonged

operation.

3.5 Conclusions

From the various investigations and analyses reported in this Chapter, the

following conclusions are drawn [18–22]:

(1) The resistivity of grease depends on its EP properties, viscosity, torque

characteristics and consistency.

(2) Resistivities of greases vary with respect to the applied voltages and

time. The difference in resistivity among greases can be as high as 105

times.

(3) The change in resistivity with time and applied voltage may depend on

the nature of the impurities or byproducts and the types of additives in

the grease, besides its density, compressibility and structure.

(4) The low-resistivity greases tend to ‘recoup’ their resistivities when

the applied electric field is switched off. In the case of grease ‘A’, the

percentage of ‘recouping’ varies from 18 to 82, and depends upon

the stretching of the molecules.

(5) Under the influence of the electric field, carboxylic group at 2660 cm�1

in the low-resistivity greases decomposes and lithium metal concentra-

tion in an aqueous solution relatively increases. When grease is used in a

bearing, the decomposition of carboxylic acid leads to corrosion of the

bearing surfaces before the pitting process is initiated, whereas, in

statically bounded greases, the byproducts of decomposition remain

dissolved/suspended, which affect their resistivities.

(6) The oil content of the grease is not affected by the electric field, but the

carboxylate anion stretching and carboxylic group, present in the soap

residue, undergo changes.

(7) X-ray diffraction analysis indicates that the structure of the fresh

lithium grease is lithium stearate (C18H35LiO2), which changes to lith-

ium palmitate (C16H31LiO2); the lower fraction of hydrocarbons after

operation of a bearing under electric fields. Whereas the original struc-

ture of the grease is not changed under pure rolling friction.

(8) After prolonged operation, crystalline structure of a fresh lithium

grease in a bearing changes to amorphous structure.
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(9) When the bearing is operated under electric fields, the lithium grease gets

decomposed and gamma lithium iron oxide (�-LiFeO2) and lithium zinc

silicate (Li3.6Zn0.2SiO2) are formed in presence of Zn, Fe and SiO2.

(10) Under pure rolling friction, lithium iron oxide (Li5FeO2) is formed in

the presence of free Li and Fe in the grease.

(11) A percentage increase of free lithium in aqueous solution is about two

fold in the grease from a bearing operated under electric fields than

under pure rolling friction.

(12) During bearing operation the free lithium percentage in the grease

increases and then the formation of lithium iron oxide takes place.

(13) The formation of lithium hydroxide and lithium carbonate make the

dielectric alkaline and corrode the bearing surfaces, which finally leads

to increased wear and failure of a bearing.

(14) The coefficient of friction, profile depth, ball scar diameter, ash content

and percentage of lithium in grease increase rapidly in the beginning

under the influence of electric fields and later the process with time is

slowed down.

The present studies of XRD, XRFS, IR, SRV and AAS of greases, alongwith

the study of bearing surfaces, have a potential to diagnose the bearing damage under

the influence of electric fields, and also to establish the deterioration of the lithium

greases used in the bearings. In the case of bearings using grease of low-resistivity,

bearing failure occurs under the ‘silent’ electric discharge due to chemical decompos-

ition, while with grease of high-resistivity, the failure may occur through accumula-

tion of charges and their subsequent breakdown.
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Chapter 4

THRESHOLD VOLTAGE
PHENOMENON AND EFFECT OF
OPERATING PARAMETERS ON
THE THRESHOLD VOLTAGE IN
ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS

4.1 Bearing Threshold Voltage

Threshold voltage phenomenon exists in the bearings operating under the

influence of shaft voltages, similar to the voltage-current characteristics of an electric

arc [1]. The current does not begin to flow in the bearings until a threshold voltage is

reached. There occurs first and second threshold voltages in the bearings under the

effect of shaft-voltage. At the first threshold voltage (the increase in voltage from

zero to a specific maximum value with zero current), the increase in flow of current is

momentary. After the first threshold voltage is reached, even a further slow increase

in voltage results in a very high increase in current. This is termed as the second

threshold voltage in the bearings.

This chapter discusses the studies undertaken to understand the behavior of

impedance of the rolling bearings, under the influence of varying levels of electric

current, using lubricants having different resistivities. The effect of the operating

parameters and lubricant characteristics on the threshold voltages and threshold

coefficients of the bearings to determine the safe levels of voltage, is analyzed in

order to preclude damage of the bearings. A method for the determination of the

lubricant film thickness on the basis of the aforementioned investigations is

suggested.



4.2 Test Set-Up and Investigations

4.2.1 The Experimental Set-Up and Electric Circuits

The bearing test machine shown in Fig. 3.2 is used for studying the threshold

voltage phenomenon in bearings using two different grades of lubricants ‘A’ and ‘B’.

The detailed performance characteristics and physicochemical properties are given in

Table 3.5. For generating different levels of potential difference across the test

bearing, a variable transformer, type 160, no.738, is used. The transformer is con-

nected to a 240V, 50 cycles AC supply to get an output voltage of 24V. The output

from the transformer is fed to the input of a dimmerstat, type 100RM (2KVA). A

variable output, ranging between 200mV and 2V, at variable current intensity (upto

1000mA), thus achieved is fed to the bearing test machine shaft through the slip ring

and carbon brush assembly (Fig. 3.2). The peak-to-peak voltage across the test

bearing is monitored by a cathode ray oscillograph, and the current (rms) through

an ammeter. The average contact resistance of the bearing is ascertained by monitor-

ing the current through the bearing at varying voltages fed to the shaft. When metal-

to-metal contact occurs in the bearing, the low resistance of the bearing indicates a

short-circuit condition. A complete open circuit is obtained when a lubricant film

exists between the bearing surfaces and the rolling-elements.

4.2.2 The Experimental Tests Conducted on the Bearings under the

Influence of Electric Current

The roller bearing of type NU 330, with lubricant ‘B’ having a resistivity of

1011 ohm cm, has been tested at different speeds (450, 750, 1000 and 1200 rpm) and at

various radial loads (450, 750 and 1000 kgf). During the test, a maximum tempera-

ture rise of 88C has been observed on the bearing outer race. Overall radial vibration

levels between 10 and 15 �m have been noticed. The voltage across the bearing

between points ‘A’ and ‘B’ (Fig. 3.2) during each test varied between 100mV and

1.4V. No sign of damage was noticed on removing the inner race of the bearing.

Based on the data thus obtained, a set of plots showing the variation of the different

parameters is drawn for the bearing of type NU 330 (Figs. 4.1–4.5).

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the variations in bearing current with different voltages

at different operating speeds, at 750 kgf and 1000 kgf loads, respectively. Figure 4.3

indicates variation in bearing impedance with current at different operating speeds,

at 450 kgf of radial load. Figure 4.4 shows the variation in bearing impedance with

the operating speed at different levels of bearing current at 750 kgf of radial load.

Similarly, Fig. 4.5 shows the variation in bearing impedance with load at an operat-

ing speed of 1200 rpm, at different levels of current. A similar behavior, as shown for
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the NU 330 type of bearing, has also been exhibited by the NU 2215 type of bearing.

The bearing of type NU 330 was operated for the study of impedance response and

threshold voltage, and the bearing of type NU 2215 was also operated intermittently

for a duration of 250 h to study the effects of electrical fields on the bearing surfaces.

When tested under identical conditions, the bearing of type NU 326, with low-

resistivity lubricant ‘A’ (107 ohmcm), has not shown the voltage-current behavior

pattern exhibited by the bearing of type NU 2215 as well as the bearing of type NU

330, both with lubricant ‘B’. The bearing of type NU 326 has shown the bearing

impedance to be as low as 0.024 ohm even at 100mV potential difference existing

across the bearing as against 0.3–0.5 ohm bearing impedance measured under static

conditions without the passage of current through the bearing.

4.3 Theoretical

4.3.1 Determination of Minimum Thickness of Lubricant Film

The relatively large actual area of contact in stationary bearing shows that the

lubricant film is approximately 50 Å (0.005�m) thick, and the quantummechanical

tunnel effect enables the current to pass through the contact zone with little
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additional resistance (0.3–0.5 ohm). Hence, a high temperature does not occur in the

contact zone. As a result, a strong electric current may pass through non-rotating

bearings without causing any damage [2].

On the other hand, in a rotating bearing the actual surface area in contact

depends on the lubricant film thickness, surface roughness and ‘asperity contacts’.

The average film thickness, in turn, depends upon the operating parameters, lubri-

cant characteristics, and bearing radial clearance (load sharing of rollers) [3, 4].

Based on the Grubin formula, the minimum film thickness of the bearings using

lubricant ‘B’, under different operating parameters, has been evaluated [3, 5]. The

minimum film thickness (h0) depends on diameter of rolling-element (d ), pitch

diameter of bearing (D), contact angle (�), rpm (n), lubricant viscosity at atmospheric

pressure (h0), length of rolling-element (L), modulus of elasticity (E), maximum

roller load at the inner raceway (Qmax) and the pressure coefficient of viscosity (l).

The minimum film thickness (in inches) is given by

ho ¼ 0:22
d

2
(1� y)

� �1:09

�
1þ y

y

� �

h0ln cosa

� �0:727

�
pEL

2Qmax

� �0:09

where

E ¼ E(1� m2)

Y ¼ d cosa=D

Qmax ¼
5P

Z

P being the radial load on a bearing and Z the number of rollers in a bearings

(Z ¼ 14 in NU330 as well as NU 2215 type of bearings) [5].

m ¼ the Poison’s ratio

The minimum film thickness, thus evaluated, has been studied against the

impedance of the bearings at different levels of bearing current, determined under

similar operating parameters (Figs. 4.3 and 4.5). The variation in minimum film

thickness of NU 330 and NU 2215 type of bearings with bearing impedance at

different levels of current is shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7.

4.3.2 Phenomenon of Threshold Voltages

When the bearing is under operation in an electric field, current does not begin

to flow until the first threshold voltage is reached. At the first threshold voltage, the
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flow of current increases instantaneously. After the first threshold voltage is reached,

the current continues to increase, though to a much lesser degree than the corre-

sponding increase in voltage (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). A point is then reached at which the

value of the current changes sharply with only a marginal change in the voltage (Figs.

4.1 and 4.2). This junction showing the sudden change in voltage-current relationship

due to the effect of temperature, vibration, operating parameters and phenomenon of

cage and roller slip [6] in the bearing is termed as the second threshold voltage. The

values of the first and the second threshold voltages (VT1, VT2), as experimentally

determined under different operating parameters, are shown in Table 4.1 for the NU

330 type of bearing.

When the voltage rises from zero, a reduction in the bearing impedance occurs at

threshold voltage. This is apparent by a sudden change in the voltage-current

relationship (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). In the zone of higher current intensity (100 to

1000mA), the increase in voltage is much slower as compared to the zone of low

current intensity (less than 100mA), at all the different operating parameters (Figs.

4.1 and 4.2).

At certain voltages, sometimes during the intermediate zone, the current varies

between two values. This phenomenon may be explained in terms of the circuit

having been broken down at high frequencies because of arcing in the contact area.

4.4 Influence of the Operating Parameters and Lubricant Characteristics

on Threshold Voltages

4.4.1 Influence of the Operating Parameters

Both the first and the second threshold voltages (VT1, VT2) increase with speed at

a particular load, as shown in Table 4.1 for the NU 330 type of bearing. A similar

trend is clearly observed for the NU 2215 type of bearing using the same lubricant

‘B’. It is observed that at 450 kgf and 1000 kgf radial loads, the first threshold voltage

of the NU 330 type of bearing using lubricant ‘B’, increases from 50 to 850mV and

40 to 580mV, respectively, as the speed changes from 450 to 1200 rpm (Table 4.1).

Under the same loads, but at higher speeds, the relative difference in the threshold

voltages is more significant compared to that at lower speeds. This is similar to the

behavior of lubricant film thickness with speed [3]. Hence, it can be deduced that

both the first and the second threshold voltages depend on the thickness of the

lubricant film.

Also, the two threshold voltages decrease as the load on the bearing is gradually

increased at a constant speed. However, both the threshold voltages increase as the

speed changes from 450 to 1200 rpm at different loads on the bearing.
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Table 4.1. First and second threshold voltages (VT1 and VT2) and threshold

coefficients (VT1K and VT2K) of NU 330 bearing at different operating parameters

Speed of

operation

(rpm)

Load on bearing (kgf)

450 750 1000

VT1K (Average)VT1 (mV) VT1K VT1 (mV) VT1K VT1 (mV) VT1K

450 50 0.623 45 0.654 40 0.634 0.635

750 – – 200 2.90 150 2.38 2.64

1000 270 3.36 210 3.05 200 3.17 3.19

1200 850 10.6 – – 580 9.19 9.90

VT2 (mV) VT2K VT2 (mV) VT2K VT2 (mV) VT2K VT2K (Average)

450 – – 535 7.78 464 7.35 7.57

750 678 8.45 625 9.1 500 7.93 8.49

1000 785 9.79 714 10.38 – – 10.09

1200 1160 14.47 – – 892 14.13 14.30
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It is found that the threshold coefficients (VT1K and VT2K) are almost constant at

a particular operating speed: the change of load does not significantly affect the

threshold coefficients (Table 4.1). The threshold coefficients are given by

VT1K ¼VT1P
0:3

VT2K ¼VT2P
0:3

where P is the load on the bearing.

As shown in Table 4.1, the average value of the first threshold coefficients varies

between 0.635 and 9.90 and that of the second threshold coefficient between 7.57 and

14.30 for the NU 330 type of bearing using lubricant ‘B’ and operating in the speed

range of 450 to 1200 rpm. In the case of the NU 2215 type of bearing using the same

lubricant, the average value of the first threshold coefficient is 9.90 and that of the

second threshold coefficient is 12.44 for an operating speed of 1200 rpm. The values

for these two bearings (NU 330 type and NU 2215 type) are close enough to deduce

that the threshold coefficients depend upon the type of bearing characteristics of the

lubricant used, and the speed of operation.

The values of threshold coefficients are useful to predict the levels of threshold

voltage under different loads at a particular speed of operation. They could help to

predict the safe limit of the allowable potential drop – lesser than the first threshold

voltage – across the bearing to prevent damage of bearings under different operating

parameters. However, the temperature rise of the bearings also affects the threshold

voltages and, hence, the safe limit of the allowable potential drop.

4.4.2 Influence of Lubricant Characteristics

The investigations on passage of current through the bearings show that the

threshold voltages vary with the lubricant characteristics, particularly with the resist-

ivity of the lubricants. The lubricant ‘B’ (resistivity 1011 ohm cm, viscosity 127.33

centistokes at 40 8C and 10.43 centistokes at 100 8C) allows a current of 1A (max.) at

1.36V to pass, whereas lubricant ‘A’ (resistivity107 ohm cm, viscosity 99.92 centistokes

at 40 8C and 9.68 centistokes at 100 8C) gets disintegrated even at 1.2V and allows a

current of the order of 50A (AC) to pass. The very low order of the threshold voltages

(mV range) on account of using the low-resistivity lubricant ‘A’ could not be detected.

4.5 Phenomenon of Bearing Impedance

When electric current passes through the bearing surfaces in contact, separated by

high-resistivity lubricant of type ‘B’, the current does not flow across the surfaces and,

consequently, the current intensity on the bearing surfaces increases. This affects the
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insulation resistance of the lubricant. It is apparent from Figs. 4.3 to 4.5 that the

increase in intensity of current through the bearing reduces the bearing impedance very

significantly. The average contact resistance for current level of 10mA for the NU 330

type of bearing operating at 450 rpm and 450 kgf load, is as high as 22.85 ohms

(Fig. 4.3). Further increase in the current intensity to 1A reduces the contact resistance

to as low as approximately 1 ohm. Similarly, a still higher resistance of 75.38 ohms for

current level of 9mA at 1200 rpm and 1000 kgf load reduces to 1.214 ohms at 1A.

It has also been observed that the bearing impedance does not return to the

previous high value in the reverse cycle – on decreasing the flow of current in the

bearing – but, instead, tends towards a comparatively smaller value, because of

temperature rise, change in viscosity, deterioration of lubricant and change in bear-

ing conditions with time.

At any value of current intensity, the bearing impedance is larger at higher

operating speeds and under a given load (Fig. 4.3). However, the difference in

impedance under different operating speeds at lower current intensity (<40mA) is

very much larger than that at higher current intensity (>900mA), as shown in

Fig. 4.3. This pattern may be attributed to the behavior of the lubricant molecules

and their bonding strength under different levels of current intensity. Exposure of the

bearing to higher current intensity for a considerable length of time may lead to

breakdown and ionization of the insulating lubricant film apart from the arcing

phenomenon occurring in the contact area due to make and break of contacts of

the surfaces because of bearing vibrations.

Furthermore, the breakdown may occur anywhere within the bearing [7]. But

it may be more significant in the contact area due to the negative cage and roller

slip, which leads to a close interaction of the rolling-elements with the outer race

at moderate speed under load and no-load operation, and also, due to the positive

cage and roller slip, leading to a close interaction of the rolling-elements with the

inner race at high speed under no-load operation of the bearing [6]. Besides this, the

edge loading becomes more significant in a highly loaded roller bearing because of

the depression of the raceway outside the roller ends. Under these conditions, the

roller end compressive stresses become higher than even those in the centre of

contact, which may also lead to breakdown of the lubricant film.

Impedance of bearings is distinguishable at different operating speeds till the

potential drop has not exceeded 600mV and the current intensity 300mA (Fig. 4.3).

At higher current intensities, the bearing impedance decreases rapidly, and a slight

increase in the potential drop results in flow of large currents through the bearing.

There is a tendency for the impedance to approach the same value (less than 1 ohm)

at about 1A (AC), irrespective of the operating speed, for the bearing using high-

resistivity lubricant.
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4.5.1 Instantaneous Versus Average Electrical Impedance

Electric voltage as examined on the oscilloscope under various loads and speeds

shows instantaneous high or low value and oscillates rapidly between these extremes.

The duration of the low voltage is found to be as short as one millisecond.

Under normal operating conditions, it may be due to the intermittent nature of

metallic contact caused by the surface irregularities and the metallic particles of

the bearing surfaces entangled in the grease. Furey [8] has shown the similar

metallic contacts.

Peak-to-peak voltage was recorded at different operating parameters, and this

was used for determining the rms voltage and subsequently the ‘average’ bearing

impedance using the rms value of current. Even when the ‘average’ impedance is

fairly high, a considerable amount of metallic contact can be taken place. The change

of impedance of the bearing indicates the relative change in the metallic contacts in

the bearing. The bearings have been tested under different operating conditions for

short time, to avoid the effect of temperature rise and other factors on the impedance

of these bearings.

4.6 Influence of the Operating Parameters and Minimum Film

Thickness on Bearing Impedance

4.6.1 Influence of the Operating Parameters

Increase in speed reduces the extent of metallic contacts and thus increases

the bearing impedance. The bearing, when operated at different loads and speeds

with various levels of current intensity, exhibited differences in the slopes of the

curves (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). Increase in the operating speed from 450 to 1200 rpm at

750 kgf load and 40mA current resulted in the impedance varying from 11.0 to

24.5 ohms, as against the variation from 3.2 to 5.5 ohms at 200mA current intensity

(Fig. 4.4).

The variation of load at constant bearing speed has very little effect on the

bearing impedance at different levels of current intensity (Fig. 4.5), as against the

effect of change in speed at fixed loads except at high current intensity (200mA). The

increase in current intensity reduces the bearing impedance considerably with in-

crease in load from 450 to 1000 kgf at 1200 rpm, the impedance varied from 27.0 to

20.5 ohms at 40mA current intensity, as against the variation from 8 to 4.5 ohms at

200mA (Fig. 4.5).

From the above, it is evident that changes in load and speed of the bearing have

much less effect on the bearing impedance than the current intensity which reduces

the bearing impedance drastically.
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4.6.2 Influence of Minimum Film Thickness

At current intensity between 40 and 200mA, there is a negligible variation in the

impedance with film thickness upto 37� 10�4 mm, for the NU 330 type of bearing

(Fig. 4.6). But beyond this, the impedance increases considerably with increase in

film thickness. However, the pattern of variation in impedance is identical at differ-

ent current intensities. It is observed that the impedance is around 3, 4.5 and 6.5 ohms

at 200mA, 120mA and 80mA current intensities with film thickness of

32� 10�4 mm, whereas the impedance varies between 10 and 14.5 ohms at 40mA

with the same film thickness (Fig. 4.6). The zone of variation in impedance at lower

intensity of current (shown by the shaded area in Fig. 4.6) may also be attributed to

intermittent polar and non-polar behavior of the different molecules of the lubricant,

apart from the influence of film thickness.

As the film thickness varies from 37� 10�4 to 45� 10�4 mm, the impedance

changes from 3 to 6 ohms, 5 to 10 ohms and 8 to 15 ohms at current intensities of 200,

120 and 80mA, respectively (Fig. 4.6). Similarly, at 40mA current intensity, the

impedance varies in the range of 11–17 ohms to 25–32 ohms, with the same variation

in film thickness. This trend in variation of impedance with film thickness is also

found in the case of NU 2215 type of bearing using the same lubricant (Fig. 4.7); only

the absolute values of the impedance and film thickness are observed to be different.

It may be noted that after the initial breakdown of the lubricant, increase in

current intensity (40 to 200mA) causes enlargement of the electric contact region by

fritting [9], and the bearing impedance reduces further at a constant film thickness

(Figs. 4.6 and 4.7). Increase in film thickness beyond a certain value leads to a

significant increase in impedance only at lower current intensity (40mA). This

behavior, in particular, can be used to determine the minimum thickness of the

film, by measuring the impedance of the bearings at different levels of current

intensity.

The low value of bearing impedance at high current (200mA) is probably due to

the complete disruption of the film (Figs. 4.6 and 4.7). This would cause the electrical

contact area to approach a constant value, perhaps a value close to the area of

mechanical contact. The recouping property of the lubricant increases the bearing

impedance if the electric field is withdrawn [10]. This may continue to happen until

the stretchings in the hydrocarbon molecules are not permanently set in. An increase

in current, or load, also results in increased plastic flow of the metal, which may be

responsible for increase in wear rate provided the bearing is not seized and the

surfaces are not damaged by the arcing effect resulting in the welding of the surfaces.

It appears that small filaments of current start flowing when high points on the

asperities of the races and rolling-elements come close or when conducting particles
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bridge the lubricant film. When these conducting paths are broken as the asperities

become separated either by higher thickness of the lubricant film, vibration effects, or

a combination of both, or by the presence of high-resistivity lubricant, arcing results.

Arcing may also result as conducting particles in the film are rearranged by the

relative motion of the bearing elements.

4.7 Different Types of Bearing Failure

Two types of bearing failure can be distinguished by the phenomenon of the

passage of current through a bearing under electric field: firstly, in bearings using

lubricants having high-resistivity lubricant (1011 ohm cm or higher), charges accumu-

late till the voltage reaches the threshold critical value, at which the breakdown takes

place. The damage is caused by arcing when the passage of current is interrupted.

This is accompanied by mass transfer, elevated local temperature on asperities of the

friction surfaces. (Fig. 4.8 shows the inner race of NU 2215 bearing – using high-

resistivity lubricant type ‘B’ – damaged under these conditions). Rehardening of the

bearing surfaces also takes place during the subsequent rapid cooling. As the bearing

of type NU 330 was not exposed to electric field for a long duration, no damage of

the bearing was detected.

On the other hand, bearing using low-resistivity lubricants (107 ohm cm), no

arcing takes place. ‘Silent’ discharge occurs through the inner race, rolling-elements

and outer race of the bearing. The current passes between the surfaces in contact as a

result of the quantum mechanical tunnel effect and because of fritting. The steel is

thus heated and the hardness of the surface is reduced. This is also accompanied by

electrochemical decomposition of the lubricant, leading to corrosion on the bearing

surfaces as discussed in Chapter 3, due to formation of LiOH=Li2Co3 in the first few

hours of operation [10]. After this, the accelerated formation of corrugations takes

Fig. 4.8. Damaged inner race of NU 2215 bearing (using lubricant ‘B’) under electric fields
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place due to increased erosion and deformation in the loaded zone of the corroded

surfaces of the bearings, as shown on the inner race of NU 326 bearing using low-

resistivity lubricant ‘A’ (Fig. 4.9). This finally leads to the bearing failure accompan-

ied by an increase in ash content, coefficient of friction, profile depth, ball scar

diameter, and depth/width of corrugations on the bearings [10, 11].

4.8 Conclusions

From the analysis and investigations brought out in this chapter, the following

conclusions are drawn [12, 13]:

(1) Impedance of the bearing varies with the operating parameters, current

intensity and lubricant characteristics. It is as high as 75 ohms at 10mA

(AC) and as low as 1 ohm at 1A current for the NU 330 type of bearing

using lubricant having resistivity of 1011 ohm cm.

(2) Variation of load at constant speed has very little effect on the bearing

impedance at the fixed levels of current intensity, as against the change in

speed at fixed load.

(3) Increase in current intensity reduces the bearing impedance very signifi-

cantly irrespective of the operating parameters.

Fig. 4.9. Inner race of bearing NU 326 on exposure of

50A (AC) for 250 h (using lubricant ‘A’)
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(4) The phenomenon of threshold voltages is indicated by the bearings

using high-resistivity lubricants (1011 ohm cm or more). Bearings using

low-resistivity lubricants (107 ohmcm or less) do not exhibit such a

phenomenon.

(5) Bearings using high-resistivity lubricant fail by the arcing phenomenon.

On the other hand, bearings using low-resistivity lubricant fail by elec-

trochemical decomposition and ionization of the lubricant under the

action of electric field.

(6) Threshold voltages and threshold coefficients increase with the operating

speeds and are less affected by variation in load on the bearings. Thresh-

old coefficients can be used to determine threshold voltages and the safe

limit of the potential drop across the bearing, to preclude damage of the

bearings under different operating parameters.

(7) Safe limit of the potential drop across the bearing is lower than the first

threshold voltage.

(8) The bearing impedance increases considerably with the minimum film

thickness at low current intensity (40mA). The minimum film thickness

of a bearing can be evaluated by measuring the impedance and current

intensity in the bearing.

The bearing impedance, threshold voltages and threshold coefficients are very

critical parameters and are influenced by temperature, vibration, alignment, bearing

quality, material and different maltreatment factors apart from the operating param-

eters and lubricant characteristics. With judicious adoption of the experimental

techniques and extensive developmental efforts towards correlating the various

factors influencing the bearing performance, it should be possible to bring about a

considerable improvement in the assessment of the effect on the various parameters,

as reported in this chapter.
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Chapter 5

EFFECT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT
ON THE TRACK SURFACES OF
ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS

5.1 A General Review

In Chapter 2 various causes of the origin of shaft voltages in electrical machines

have been discussed. The asymmetry of faults in an electric machine causes net

flux resulting in shaft voltage that leads to a current flow linking with the circuit

consisting of shaft, bearing and frame. Shaft flux usually results in a localized

current at each bearing rather than a potential difference between shaft ends [1].

A current path, however, along shaft, bearings and frame results in a potential

between shaft ends. At a certain threshold potential difference, depending on resist-

ivity of the lubricant, it creates an electrical breakdown in the lubricating film of a

bearing causing an arcing effect or allowing a passage of ‘silent’ discharge through

the lubricant.

Bearing current mainly depends on the magnitude of the shaft voltage and the

bearing impedance. Bearing impedance in turn depends upon lubricant viscosity,

bearing temperature, load, speed and shaft voltage [2]. The current flows within the

shaft and the bearings through the oil films [3, 4]. The voltage over the bearing may

be very low but local bearing currents of very high order might flow depending on the

bearing impedance [5]. Dirt, metallic particles, surface roughness and irregular oil

film thickness reduce the impedance of the bearing circuit such that the small shaft

voltages induce substantial bearing currents, which finally can damage the bearing by

surface pitting, arcing effects or by deterioration, contamination and aging of the

lubricant [6].



In rotation, the actual surface area in contact is smaller than in a non-

rotating bearing. The average film thickness is of the order of 0.2–2 microns, which

primarily depends upon speed and lubricant characteristics, and to a lesser extent

on the rolling-element load [7, 8]. In general, passage of electric current leads to

the development of flutings and corrugations before final seizure of the bearings

[9–11].

This chapter reports the studies undertaken to understand experimentally

the mechanism of gradual formation of corrugations on roller and ball bearing

surfaces under the exposure of an electric current, to evaluate depth, width and

pitch of corrugations on various bearing surfaces under different conditions of

operation, and also, to correlate pattern of corrugations, thus determined, with

that of the results from derived theory. The theory is based on operating conditions,

lubricant characteristics, kinematics, positions of the plane of action of loading,

number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone and quality of bearings.

5.2 Process of Formation of Corrugations

At each revolution of the shaft, at an instant, part of the circumference of

the inner race passes through a zone of maximum force, and Hertzian pressure

between the rolling-elements and races (at the line/point contact) leads to a maximum

shear stress. The maximum shear stress is taken as the criterion for yielding, and

this occurs in the sub-surface at a depth equal to half the radius of contact surface

[12]. It is generally at this point that the failure of material, if occurring will

initiate. As soon as the fatigue spall appears on the surface, the actual area of asperity

contact between the rolling-element and the race is reduced and there is a gradual

increase in the width of corrugation by deformation at the asperity contacts due to

an increase in contact pressure per unit area. Furthermore, corrugations are extended

along the track width in a ball bearing due to axial oscillations of balls in the

raceways.

When a bearing is significantly loaded in a particular direction, deformation is

caused by rolling-elements (K) on the races in the loaded zone. The value of K

is generally less than half of the total number of rolling-elements in a bearing

(K # N=2). The process of deformation which leads to the formation of corrugation

pattern on the surfaces is accelerated by: (1) the passage of current, (2) corrosion and

oxidation on the surfaces, (3) resultant load, (4) quality of a bearing and (5) lubricant

characteristics.
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5.3 Theoretical Determination of Pitch and Width of Corrugations on

Roller Track of Races and Rollers of Roller Bearings

5.3.1 Pitch of Corrugations

The rolling-element frequency of a roller bearing is determined assuming the

outer race is stationary and the inner race is rotating, and is given as [13, 14]:

fb ¼

Dfs 1�
d

D

� �2
" #

2d
(5:1)

In a roller bearing the centers of rollers describe an ‘orbit’ with a radius (ri þ r) or

D/2 on the outer surface of inner race, and are loaded by different positions of plane of

loading (p) by fb=fs times during one revolution. The resultant of p loads the rolling-

elements, rolling in half of the circumference of a bearing. Thus, the rollers describe an

arc of length pri on outer surface of the inner race, and similarly, an arc of length

p(ri þ 2r) on inner surface of the outer race in the loaded zone of a bearing during each

revolution. Also, each roller element describes an arc of length 2pr by its own rotation.

As a result of mutual interaction of the rollers with the races, the arc length of

corrugations on a bearing surface is given as:

Cir ¼
p (D� d)

2
(5:2)

Cor ¼
p (Dþ d)

2
(5:3)

Cre ¼ pd (5:4)

5.3.1.1 Pitch of Corrugations on Inner Race

The pitch of corrugations on the inner race (Dir) is determined by number of

similar corrugations (Mir) on Cir and is calculated as:

Dir �Mir ¼
p (D� d)

2
(5:5)

It is obvious from the section 5.2 that theMir depends on fb, p, K and the bearing

coefficient (S1). Hence

Mir ¼ S1 fbKp (5:6)
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and

Dir ¼
pDd

S1 fsKp(Dþ d )½ �
(5:7)

The bearing coefficient (S1) in seconds is arbitrarily used as the factor considering the

bearing quality, maltreatment and lubrication characteristics. S1 is unity when a

roller with a unit frequency loaded by a single position of plane of action makes a

unit corrugation on the inner/outer race of a bearing.

5.3.1.2 Pitch of Corrugations on Outer Race

Similar to Eqn. (5.7), the pitch of corrugation on the outer race is given as:

Dor ¼
pDd

S1Kpfs(D� d)½ �
(5:8)

5.3.1.3 Pitch of Corrugations on Rollers

The pitch of corrugations on a roller is determined by the number of corruga-

tions (Mre) on Cre and is given as:

Dre �Mre ¼ pd (5:9)

It is obvious that the number of corrugations on a roller depends on fs, p and

S1. Hence:

Mre ¼ S1fsp (5:10)

and

Dre ¼
pd

S1 fsp
(5:11)

During operation, the rollers are comparatively less heated than the inner race

becauseofhigher values of fb than fs (fb=fs ¼ 2:61 for thebearingNU326and3.7 for the

bearing NU 230), and thus the possibility of tempering of roller surfaces is initially less

than that of the races. This reduces the probability of earlier formation of ridges and

corrugations on the rollers. Steady gyroscopic movements of the rolling-elements i.e.

change of polarity (axis of rotation) between the races also add to it. Because of this,Dre

will be affected by the corrugation pattern formed on the races, and also by surface

distress due to asperity contact on the races. Cage and roller slip under load andno load

conditions also affect it [15]. Thus, the pitch of corrugation on the rollers may appear

either asDre, Dre � Dir, or Dre � Dor, or like a replica ofDir or Dor after long operation.
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5.3.2 Comparison of Pitch of Corrugations on the Surface of Bearings

The pitch of corrugations is compared by Eqns. (5.7), (5.8) and (5.11) and is

given as:

Dir ¼
Dor(D� d )

(Dþ d)
(5:12)

Dre ¼
DirK(Dþ d )

D
(5:13)

Dre ¼
DorK(D� d )

D
(5:14)

From this, it is evident that Dor and Dre is always more than Dir, but Dre can be less

than the Dor when K ¼ 1.

5.3.3 Theoretical Determination of Width of Corrugations

Rollers of diameter d1 and d2 of the same material in contact under load form a

rectangular surface of deformation of a length equal to the length of the rollers.

Width of corrugation on these rollers is given by [12]:

Ww ¼ 2:15
Pd1d2

EL(d1 þ d2)

� �0:5

(5:15)

5.3.3.1 Width of Corrugations on Inner Race

Since the complete load acting on a bearing from p is taken up by K rollers, the

width of corrugations on outer surface of the inner race is calculated as:

Wir ¼ 2:15
Pd(D� d)

pKELD

� �0:5

(5:16)

where d1 of Eqn. (5.15) is taken as d and d2 as outer diameter of inner race (D� d).

5.3.3.2 Width of Corrugations on Outer Race

Similar to Eqn. (5.16), the width of corrugations on inner surface of the outer

race is given as:

Wor ¼ 2:15
Pd(Dþ d)

pKELD

� �0:5

(5:17)
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5.3.3.3 Width of Corrugations on a Roller

The width of corrugations on a roller (Wre) will be affected by bothWir andWor,

and is determined as:

Wre ¼ Wir (5:18)

or

Wre ¼ Wor þ bWir (5:19)

b varies between 0 and 1. b ¼ 0 indicates overlapping of Wor and Wir, and b ¼ 1

shows maximum bandwidth of corrugations equivalent to Wir þWor.

5.4 Theoretical Determination of Pitch and Width of Corrugations on

Ball Track of Races and Balls of Ball Bearings

5.4.1 Theoretical Determination of Pitch of Corrugations

The ball frequency fb of a bearing is determined, assuming the outer race is

stationary and inner race is rotating, as [14]:

fb ¼ Dfs

1�
d

D

� �2

cos2 a

" #

2d
(5:20)

The centers of the balls describe an ‘orbit’ with a radius (ri þ r) (assuming

a ¼ 0) or D/2 on outer surface (ball track) of the inner race and inner surface (ball

track) of the outer race. The balls are loaded at the asperity point contacts by different

positions of plane of action of loading (p) by fb=fs times, during one revolution.

Furthermore, the frequency of stress application on the races is very high in a loaded

zone, since the balls follow each other in rapid succession depending on fb. Thus the

time required for the stressedmaterial on the surfaces of ball tracks of the races to reach

the original state is not available when a bearing is in operation. This creates residual

stresses in the material and may explain why a corrugation pattern is formed by

passage of current under asperity contacts on the races in due course. However, it is

accelerated by decomposition of the lubricant [16–18].

5.4.1.1 Radius of Curvature of Width of Corrugation along Bearing

Width on Races

The repetitive contact of balls and their axial oscillation in the raceways form an

impression at the asperity contact points on the ball tracks of races. The radius of
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curvature of the width of corrugation along the bearing width on the circumference

of ball track of the inner race is given as [19]:

rib ¼
2rri

(ri � r)
¼

d(D� d)

D
(5:21)

Similarly, the radius of curvature of the width of corrugation along the bearing

width on the circumference of ball track of the outer race is given as:

rob ¼
2rr0

(r0 � r)
¼

d(Dþ d)

(Dþ 2d)
(5:22)

and the ratio of these radii of curvatures on outer to inner race is:

rob

rib
¼

1þ
d

D

� �� �

1�
d

D

� �

1þ
2d

D

� �� � (5:23)

5.4.1.2 Pitch of Corrugations

At each revolution of the inner race, the resultant of P1, P2 and P3 loads passes

through a certain position of the race, and at that instant some of the balls pass-

ing through this position of the race are in the loaded zone. That is why, for an instant,

maximumof half of the circumference of a bearing is considered as a zone ofmaximum

loading. Thus, balls describe an arc of length pri on ball track of the inner race, and

similarly, an arc of length pro on ball track of the outer race in the loaded zone of a

bearing, during each revolution. Also each ball describes an arc of length of 2pr by

rotation about its own axis on the circumference of inner and outer races.

As a result of instant mutual close interaction of the balls with the races, the arc

length of corrugations is given as:

Cib ¼
p(D� d)

2
(5:24)

Cob ¼
p(Dþ d)

2
(5:25)

Crb ¼ pd (5:26)

5.4.1.2.1 Pitch of Corrugations on Inner Race

The pitch of corrugations on the ball track of inner race is determined by

number of similar corrugations (Mib) on Cib and is given as:
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Dib �Mib ¼
p(D� d)

2
(5:27)

From the above sections it may be deduced that Mib increases with fb,

K, positions of plane of action of loading (p), and depends on the bearing co-

efficient S2. Furthermore, number of corrugations is reduced with an increase

in circumference of the contact area. Thus Mib is taken as inversely proportional to

the circumference of the circle (pWib) formed by the width of corrugations (Wib) as

diameter. Hence,

Mib ¼
S2fbKp

pWib

(5:28)

and

Dib ¼
3:14p(D� d)dWib

KpS2DfS 1�
d

D

� �2

cos2 a

" #( ) (5:29)

The bearing coefficient S2 (in mm sec) is arbitrarily used as a factor depending

on the bearing quality, maltreatment and lubricant characteristics. S2 is defined as

unity when a ball with unit frequency, loaded by a single position of plane of action

makes a single corrugation with a width of corrugation equal to a diameter of a circle

having a unit circumference (pWibpWob ¼ 1) on the ball track of race.

5.4.1.2.2 Pitch of Corrugations on Outer Race

Similar to Eqns. (5.27)–(5.29), the Mob and pitch of corrugations on the ball

track of outer race are given as:

Dob �Mob ¼
p(Dþ d)

2
(5:30)

where

Mob ¼
S2fbKp

pWob

(5:31)

and

Dob ¼ 3:14p(Dþ d)dWob KpS2DfS 1�
d

D

� �2
" #

cos2 a

( )

(5:32)
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5.4.1.2.3 Pitch of Corrugations on a Ball

The pitch of corrugations on a ball is determined by an arc length of corruga-

tions Mrb on Crb and is given as:

Crb ¼ Drb �Mrb ¼ pd (5:33)

It is evident that the number of corrugations on a ball depends on fs, p and S2.

Also, it will be inversely proportional to the circumference of the circle (pWrb)

formed by the width of corrugations on a ball as a diameter (Wrb). Wrb is determined

by Eqns. (5.42) and (5.43). Hence,

Mrb ¼
S2fsp

pWrb

(5:34)

and

Drb ¼
3:14pdWrb

S2fsp
(5:35)

The probability of earlier formation of corrugations on the surface of a ball as

compared with the race is quite remote because fb > fs( fb=fs ¼ 2:13 for bearing

6326). Thus, the pitch of corrugations on the balls may appear either as

Drb, Drb � Dib, or Drb � Dob or like a replica of Dib or Dob after long periods of

operation.

5.4.1.3 Comparison of the Pitch of Corrugations on the Surfaces of the

Ball Bearings

The pitch of corrugations is computed by Eqns. (5.29), (5.32) and (5.35), and is

given as:

Dib ¼
Dob(D� d)Wib

[(Dþ d)Wob]
(5:36)

Drb ¼

DibKD 1�
d

D

� �2

cos2 a

" #

(D� d)
(5:37)

or

Drb ¼

DobKD 1�
d

D

� �2

cos2 a

" #

(Dþ d)
(5:38)
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From the above eqns, it is evident that Dob and Drb are always more than

the Dib:

5.4.2 Width of Corrugations

Two balls of diameters d1 and d2 of the same material in contact under load form

a surface of deformation due to load P arising from elastic deformation. The radius

of contact area is given by [12]:

r12 ¼ 0:88
Pd1d2

E(d1 þ d2)

� �1=3

(5:39)

5.4.2.1 Width of Corrugations on the Inner Race

The resultant load (P) acting on a bearing due to different positions of plane of

action of loading (p) is taken by K balls, the width of corrugations on the ball track of

the inner race is calculated by modifying Eqn. (5.39), and is given as:

Wib ¼ 1:76
Pd(D� d)

pEK(D� 2d)

� �1=3

(5:40)

where d1 of Eqn. (5.39) is taken as ball diameter (d), and d2 as the ball track diameter

of inner race i.e. (D � d). The radius of contact area is doubled to get the width of

corrugations.

5.4.2.2 Width of Corrugations on the Outer Race

Similar to Eqn. (5.40), the width of corrugations on ball track of the outer race is

given as:

Wob ¼ 1:76
Pd(Dþ d)

pEDK

� �1=3

(5:41)

where d1 of Eqn. (5.39) is taken as d and d2 as (D þ d).

The ball track of the outer race and ball track of the inner race in a 6326 ball

bearing are concave at the interacting points of contact with the balls, so the value of

d2 has been taken with negative sign in the Eqns. (5.40) and (5.41).

5.4.2.3 Width of Corrugations on a Ball

The width of corrugations on a ball (Wrb) will be affected by the existing Wib

and Wob and is determined as:
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Wrb ¼ Wob (5:42)

or

Wrb ¼ Wib þ bWob (5:43)

where b, the overlapping coefficient of corrugation width on a ball due to width of

corrugations on ball track on inner and outer races, varies between 0 and 1: b ¼ 0

indicates complete overlapping of Wob and Wib, and b ¼ 1 shows maximum band

width of corrugations equivalent to Wib þWob on a ball.

5.5 Experimental Investigations

5.5.1 Bearing Test Machine and Test Procedure

The bearing test machine, which was used for these experimental investigations,

is described in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.2). In the present study, roller bearings type NU 326

and ball bearing type 6326 was tested separately under the influence of electric

currents and without the passage of current. The bearings were lubricated with

lithium base grease (viscosity 99.91 cSt at 40 8C and 9.68 cSt at 100 8C) having a

resistivity of 107 ohm cm. Testing was at 1000–1100 rpm under applied 1000Kgf and

500Kgf radial loads (P1 and P2), and 350Kgf axial load (P3), for a duration of 250 h.

Current through bearing was 50A (AC).

The voltage across the test ball bearing 6326 varied from 2.1 to 3V during

the test period to pass 50A (AC), and the voltage across the NU 326 roller

bearing during the same test period varied from 1.12 to 2.3V between points ‘A’

and ‘B’ (Fig. 3.2). The impedance was high before switching on current to the bearing,

but the impedance became significantly low immediately after the supply was on. The

grease collected from the active zone of the bearings was analyzed and investigations

are reported in the Chapter 3. The roller bearing surface condition was monitored

periodically after 41, 101, 151 and 250 h of operation. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show

photographs of the bearing inner race after 41 and 250 h of operation, respectively.

Magnified views of the bearing surfaces were taken, which indicate the initiation and

development of corrugations with time (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). Figure 5.5 illustrates the

corrugation pattern on the inner surface of the NU 230 bearing after about 6000 h of

operation in anACmotor. Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show photographs of the inner and outer

races of the 6326 ball bearing, respectively after 250 h of operation.

The pitch and width of corrugations were measured on the circumference of

races of the test bearings. Similar measurements were made on the different damaged

bearings of AC motors after about 5000–6000 h of industrial operation. The data are

tabulated in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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Fig. 5.1. Inner race of NU 326 bearing on exposure of 50A (AC) for 41 h

Fig. 5.2. Damaged inner race of NU 326 bearing using lubricant ‘A’

under electric field on exposure of a 50A (AC) for 250 h
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Fig. 5.3. Scattered corrugations on inner race of NU 326

bearing on exposure of 50A (AC) for 41 h (enlarged view)

Fig. 5.4. Corrugations on inner race of NU 326 bearing

on exposure of 50A (AC) for 250 h (enlarged view)
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Fig. 5.5. Corrugation pattern on the inner race of NU 326

motor bearing after about 6000 h of operation

Fig. 5.6. Inner race of 6326 ball bearing on

exposure of 50A (AC) for 250 h
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Surface tempering on the races was detected in the test bearings subjected to an

electric current. But no damage was observed on the bearings tested without the

passage of current.

The bearing NU 330, lubricated with EP grease having resistivity of 1011 ohm cm

was tested similar to other bearings. At 1.21V potential drop, the current through the

NU 330 bearing was around 1A as against 50A in the other bearing tested with low-

resistivity lubricant (107 ohm cm).

5.5.2 Roughness Measurement

For measuring roughness on the curved surfaces of a bearing, a perthometer

model M 3A has been used. The rz, rt and ra were measured on the races and depth of

various corrugations was established. A typical plot of the surface roughness of the

inner race of NU 326 bearing around position 1 of Fig. 5.2 is shown in Fig. 5.8.

5.6 Effect of Various factors on Corrugations and on Bearing Surfaces

5.6.1 Effect of Radial Clearance on Pitch and Width of Corrugations

The theoretical derivation of the pitch and width of corrugations on the surfaces

of a bearing is based on zero clearance. This could be modified for non-zero

clearance conditions by adding the bearing clearance with factors D þ d, D � d,

Fig. 5.7. Outer race of 6326 ball bearing on exposure

of 50A (AC) for 250 hours
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Table 5.1. Comparison of theoretical and measured values of the pitch of corrugations on races

and rollers of various bearings

S. No.

Bearings

type

Bearing parameters

and operating

conditions

Place of

corrugation

Corrugation pitch (mm)

Parameters for

calculation

Difference in

theoretically

calculated and

measured values

Measured

(average) Theoretical

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1. NU 326 D ¼ 205mm dir 0.381 0.392 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 7 0.011

d ¼ 38mm 0.257 0.261 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 7 0.004

fs ¼ 18:99

N ¼ 16

n ¼ 1000 rpm

P1 ¼ 1000 kgf

P2 ¼ 500 kgf

On testing NU 326

bearing for a duration

of 250 h on exposure

of 50A(AC) at 1.12

to 2.30V on bearing

test machine Dor 0.580 570 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 7 0.01

Dre – 3.25 p ¼ 2

No significant

corrugation

pattern

detected

2.17 p ¼ 3

1
0
4

C
h
a
p
ter

5



2. NU 230 D ¼ 210mm Dir 0.640 0.621 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 5 0.619

d ¼ 28mm 1.10 1.034 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 3 0.066

fs=25

N ¼ 17

n ¼ 1500 rpm Dor 0.90 0.812 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 5 0.088

Bearing taken after

6000 h of operation

from motor – 1.35 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 3 –

Dre – 3.52 p ¼ 1

No significant

corrugation

pattern

detected

3. NU 230 Bearing taken after

6000 h of operation

from motor operating

at 1500 rpm Dir 0.75 0.7755 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 4 0.025

1.12 1.034 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 3 0.086

Dor 1.10 1.014 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 4 0.086

– 1.35 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 3 –

Dre – 3.52 p ¼ 1

No significant

corrugation

pattern

detected

4. NU 230 Damaged bearing from

motor operating at

1500 rpm Dir 1.18 1.034 p ¼ 1, k ¼ 3 0.146

E
ffect

o
f
E
lectric

C
u
rren

t
o
n
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e
T
ra
ck

S
u
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Table 5.2. Comparison of theoretical and measured values of width

and pitch of corrugation on races and balls of various bearings

Ball

bearing

Type 6326

Bearing kinematics

and operating

parameters

Place of

corrugation

Width of corrugation

(mm)

Pitch of corrugation

(mm)

Parameters

for

calculation

Difference in

theoretical and

measured

values of

pitch of

corrugation

(mm)

Measured

(average) Theoretical

Measured

(average) Theoretical

1. D ¼ 206mm Wib, Dib – 1.30 – 3.15 p ¼ 3, k ¼ 3

d ¼ 46mm 1.10 1.20 2.10 2.18 p ¼ 3, k ¼ 4 0.08

fs ¼ 16:67Hz 1.00 1.10 1.55 1.60 p ¼ 3, k ¼ 5 0.05

N ¼ 9 0.92 0.99 1.10 1.08 p ¼ 4, k ¼ 5 0.02

p1 ¼ 1000 kgf Wob, Dob

p2 ¼ 500 kgf – 1.25 – 4.76 p ¼ 3, k ¼ 3

p3 ¼ 350 kgf – 1.14 – 3.26 p ¼ 3, k ¼ 4

P ¼ 1170 kgf {After

testing for a

duration of 250 h

at 50A (AC) at

2.1–3V on bearing

test machine} 0.98 1.06 2.2 2.43 p ¼ 3, k ¼ 5 0.23

0.88 0.94 1.5 1.61 p ¼ 4, k ¼ 5 0.11

Wrb, Drb – 1.20 – 10.89 p ¼ 3 –

– 1.06 – 9.62 p ¼ 3 –

1
0
6

C
h
a
p
ter
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2. P ¼ 7000 kgf (average)

(60% of motor rating) Wib, Dib 2.4 2.49 4.30 4.52 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 4 0.22

fs ¼ 25Hz

2.28 2.31 3.30 3.36 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 5 0.06

Bearing from AC

motor after about

5000 h of operation Wob, Dob 2.35 2.38 6.32 6.82 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 4 0.50

2.10 2.20 4.8 5.04 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 5 0.25

Wrb, Drb – 2.49 – 22.61 p ¼ 2 –

3. P ¼ 9500 kgf (average)

(75% of motor rating) Wib, Dib 3.0 3.03 7.50 7.34 p ¼ 3, k ¼ 3 0.16

fs ¼ 25Hz 2.67 2.75 5.20 4.99 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 4 0.21

Bearing from AC motor

after about 5000 h

of operation Wob, Dob 2.58 2.64 7.4 7.56 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 4 0.16

Wrb, Drb – 3.03 – 27.51 p ¼ 2

Scattered

corrugations

4. P ¼ 12 000 kgf (100% of

motor rating) and

fs ¼ 25Hz Wib, Dib – 2.97 – 5.9 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 4 –

Wob, Dob – 2.84 – 8.13 p ¼ 2, k ¼ 4 –

Wrb, Drb – 2.97 – 26.97 p ¼ 2 –

E
ffect

o
f
E
lectric

C
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rren

t
o
n
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e
T
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D � 2d and D in the respective equations of the above sections. This will change the

pitch and width of corrugations. However during operation temperature rises, rings

expand and non-zero clearance tends to approach to zero clearance conditions.

Based on the derived formulae, the pitch and width of corrugations have been

calculated and compared with the measured values (Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

5.6.2 Effect of Electrical Current on Bearing Surfaces

The passage of current causes local heating which leads to low-temperature

tempering and accelerates the formation of slip bands leading to the flutings/corru-

gations on the surfaces with time (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4).

As rolling continues, lubricant deterioration increases under the effect of electric

current and small particles of material are pulled out from the craters formed on the

tracking surfaces (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). After long operation under electric current, the

softer tempered surfaces of the races become harder; and thus harder/rehardened

particles, due to localized high temperature and load, eject from the craters and

intensify the depth of corrugations as shown in the Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. Also coalescence

of ejected particles in the raceways continues.

5.6.3 Effect of Current on Corrugations

In the presence of low-resistivity grease (107 ohm cm), in the close asperity line/

point contacts between rolling-elements and races, the current intensity is increased

by short circuit (50A at 1.12–2.1V). This is accompanied by a gradual increase in

voltage with time (2.3–3V at 50A in tested roller/ball bearings in 250 h). However, in

certain instances, there occurs a momentary drop in resistance and voltage. This may

happen during the formation of corrugation and removal of particles from a crater,

2.5 m /CM

0.5 MM/cm

Fig. 5.8. Surface roughness profile of inner race of NU

326 bearing around position I of Fig. 5.2
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which creates a better contact of interacting surfaces, and thus results in a drop of

resistance. After coalescence of particles, the resistance and voltage build up again.

After formation of corrugations in one half of the races, the resistance become

higher due to a decrease in contact area, the current leaks through the other half, and

thus full-fledged corrugations are formed on the surfaces (Figs. 5.5–5.7). Corruga-

tions slightly less than the full width of track surface of the races indicate misalign-

ment and unequal corrosion due to lubricant decomposition (Figs. 5.2 and 5.8).

However, with time, corrugations would have become uniform across the full width.

5.7 Discussion on Various Aspects of Corrugations

5.7.1 Corrugation Pattern on Bearing Surfaces

The passage of current through roller/ball bearings causes formation of corru-

gations – a system of transverse grooves – on the surface of races and corrosion due

to electrochemical decomposition of the grease (Figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.7 and 5.8). No such

phenomenon is observed in bearings operated without the effect of electric current.

However, after 41 h of operation a few scattered corrugations like wire string of a

width approximately 30microns, are observed on the inner race of the NU 326

bearing (Fig. 5.3). As a duration of exposure of current increases, more distant and

closely spaced pronounced corrugations of relatively increased width are formed as

shown in Fig. 5.4 (after 250 h of operation).

An increase in positions of plane of action of loading (p) and number of rolling-

elements in the loaded zone increase the number of corrugations but diminishes their

pitch [Equations (5.7), (5.8) and (5.28)–(5.32)]. Conversely, for a ball bearing an

increase in width of corrugations with applied load diminishes the number of corru-

gations but increases the pitch. However, theoretically, the resultant of radial loads

acts at one position. Additionally, the ratio of radius of curvature of width of

corrugations along a bearing width on the outer to inner race is in general more

than unity as shown in Eqn. (5.23) (rob=rib is 1.09 for the 6326 bearing). However, a

corrugation pattern may appear on full/part bearing width depending on the oscil-

lations of balls in the raceways (Figs. 5.6 and 5.7).

5.7.2 Measured and Theoretically Analyzed Width of Corrugations

The width of corrugations depends on p, K, P, E, d and D of a bearing and is not

influenced by fs [Eqns. (5.16)–(5.19) and (5.40)–(5.43)]. The width of corrugations on

the races of the NU 326 test bearing is determined as 0.145 and 0.120mm, which are

found to match closely with the measured values. The width of corrugations on the

inner race of a ball bearing is more than that on the outer race because of the concave
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raceways at the points of interaction with the balls. Theoretically, under identical

conditions, the ratio of Wib to Wob is about 1.05 for the bearing 6326, which also

matches closely with that of the measured values (Table 5.2).

5.7.3 Pitch of Corrugations

The measured and theoretically evaluated pitches of corrugations on the races

match closely. The difference varies between 0.004 and 0.5mm under the identical

operating conditions. The pitch on the outer race is higher than on the inner race. For

the NU 326 roller bearing the theoretical ratio of outer to inner race pitch is 1.46 and

1.31 as against measured ratio of 1.52 and 1.41 (Table 5.1). For the 6326 ball bearing,

the theoretical ratio of outer to inner race pitch is 1.50 as against an average

measured ratio of 1.43 (Table 5.2).

The positions of plane of action of loading (p) are taken as 2 on a ball bearing of

a motor during its operation, considering that the bearing is subjected to both radial

and axial loads. For the test ball bearing p is 3 since the load is applied from three

different directions (two directional radial loads (P1 and P2) and unidirectional axial

load (P3). For the test roller bearing p is taken as 2 and for a roller bearing used in

motors p is 1.

Different pitches of corrugations are detected at different locations on the ball

track of the races of the test bearing (1.55 and 1.10mm) and damaged bearings of

motors (4.30 and 3.30mm) as shown in Table 5.2. Also, the different pitches on the

test roller bearing (0.381 and 0.257mm) and motor bearings (1.10 and 0.640mm),

(1.12 and 0.75mm) are detected (Table 5.1). This may be explained by periodically

changing characteristics of coupled mechanism. In the corresponding theoretical

calculations, this phenomenon is considered by assuming different values of p and

K (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). The absence of corrugation pattern on the rolling-elements is

due to 2–15 times higher calculated values of pitch than that on the races, which

suggest remote possibility of formation of corrugation pattern. However, after a long

operating period, a developed pattern on the rolling-elements of a few motor bear-

ings has been observed.

On various locations, superimposition of different corrugation patterns takes

place, which generates wear bands on the races (Figs. 5.2, 5.6 and 5.7). The resultant

average pitch on these locations can be determined analytically or graphically by

superimposition of different patterns of corrugations.

The difference in theoretical and measured values of width and pitch of

corrugations may be related to the limitation of accurate assessment of fs, p, K, P,

S1 and S2 during long period of operation and changing characteristics of driven

mechanism.
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5.7.4 Depth of Corrugations

The average measured depth of corrugations on the races of different damaged

bearings of AC motors is about 8–10 times higher than that of the test bearings. The

average depth on the test bearings is 3mm. The longer duration of operation of a

bearing under electric current may increase the depth of corrugations.

5.8 Conclusions

From the theoretical and experimental investigations reported in this Chapter

for roller and ball bearings, the following conclusions are drawn [16] and [20]:

(1) The formation of corrugations occurs on the races of roller/ball bearings

in course of time under the influence of electric fields. The corrugations

cover almost the entire circumference and act to reduce the actual area of

contact.

(2) The width of corrugations on the races is not affected by the frequency of

rotation and depends on the load conditions, the pitch and rolling-

elements diameters of a bearing, material properties and positions of

plane of action of loadings.

(3) The pitch of corrugations on a roller bearing surface depends on

kinematics, frequency of rotation, position of plane of action of loading,

bearing quality and lubricant characteristics. For a ball bearing pitch

depends on circumference of the circle formed by the width of corruga-

tions including the above parameters.

(4) The pitch of corrugations is smaller on the inner race as compared to the

outer race, whereas the width of corrugations is higher on the inner race

as compared to the outer race.

(5) Under identical conditions, the theoretical ratio of outer to inner race

pitch is 1.5, and ratio of inner to outer race width is 1.05 for the ball

bearing 6326.

(6) For a ball bearing the ratio of radius of curvature of the corrugation

width on the outer to inner race is in general more than unity.

(7) The measured width and pitch of corrugations on a roller/ball bearing

races match closely with analytical values.

(8) Without the effect of electric current, corrosion and corrugation pattern

as are observed on the bearing surfaces within electric fields are not

detected.

(9) The probability of formation of the corrugation pattern on the surface

of rolling-elements is remote. However, corrugation may form on the
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rolling-elements after prolonged operation of the bearings within electric

fields. The pitch and width of corrugations on the rollers/balls may affect

the pitch of corrugations already formed on the races.

A bearing using low-resistivity lubricant fails by the mechanism of ‘silent’

electric discharge accompanied by electrochemical decomposition of the lubricant

leading to the corrosion on the bearing surfaces, and by the formation of corruga-

tions on the races by tempering and plastic deformation under localized high tem-

perature and load in the loaded zone of the bearings.
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Nomenclature

Cir, Cor arc length of corrugations on roller track of inner race and outer race,

respectively

Cib, Cob arc length of corrugations on ball track of inner race and outer race,

respectively

Cre, Crb arc length of corrugations on surface of roller and ball, respectively

d diameter of rolling-element

d1 diameter of rolling-element 1

d2 diameter of rolling-element 2

D pitch diameter

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

fs shaft rotational frequency

fb ball rotational frequency

K number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone

Mir, Mor number of similar corrugations on an arc length on roller track of inner

and outer race, respectively

Mib, Mob number of similar corrugations on an arc length on ball track of inner

race, and outer race, respectively

Mre, Mrb number of similar corrugations on an arc length on surface of roller and

ball, respectively

N number of rolling-elements

n rpm

p positions of plane of action of loading (p ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . )

P1 radial load on bearing at position 1
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P2 radial load on bearing at position 2

P3 axial load on bearing

P resultant load on bearing

r radius of rolling-element

rib, rob radius of curvature of width of corrugation along bearing width on the

inner race, and on the outer race, respectively

ri, ro rolling-element track radius of inner race and outer race, respectively

rt maximum roughness depth

rz average roughness depth

ra average roughness

r12 radius of contact area of balls of diameters d1 and d2

S1, S2 bearing coefficient for roller and ball, respectively

Wir, Wor width of corrugations on roller track of inner race and outer race, re-

spectively

Wib, Wob width of corrugations on ball track of inner race and outer race, respect-

ively

Wre, Wrb width of corrugations on roller and ball, respectively

Ww width of contact on rollers of diameters d1 and d2

Dir, Dor pitch of corrugations on roller track of inner race and outer race, respect-

ively

Dib, Dob pitch of corrugations on ball track of inner race and outer race, respect-

ively

Dre, Drb pitch of corrugations on surface of roller and ball, respectively

a contact angle

b overlapping coefficient of corrugation width on rolling-element due to

width of corrugations on races
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Chapter 6

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF
ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS

6.1 Introduction

In rotating rolling-element bearings, the actual surface area of contact depends

on surface roughness, and comprises ‘asperity contacts’ primarily. The bearing

performance is improved if the film thickness is 2–3 times greater than that of the

average surface roughness depth. Under the influence of potential drop across a

bearing, the minimum film thickness between the race and the rolling-elements offers

maximum capacitance and minimum capacitive reactance, depending on the permit-

tivity of the lubricant. The active resistance offered by a bearing is a minimum at a

minimum film thickness; however it is primarily governed by resistivity of the

lubricant. The electrical interaction between the races and the rolling-elements in

the presence of oil film is like a resistor capacitor (RC) circuit and offers an

impedance to current flow.

This chapter deals with the studies to analyze theoretically the capacitance

and active resistance between the track surfaces of races and the rolling-elements,

at the minimum film thickness under different parameters of operation, and to

study the equivalent bearing capacitive reactance and resistance in order to analyze

the effect of permittivity and resistivity of the used lubricants and the role of

equivalent capacitance on the bearing behavior. Besides this, the maximum limit

of charge accumulation on the track surface of races was determined at the

first threshold voltage, at different operating parameters, which if exceeded produces

a momentary flow of current through the bearings, as determined in Chapter 4.



6.2 Electrical Parameters of Roller Bearings

6.2.1 Theoretical Determination of Capacitance and Active Resistance between

Races and a Roller (Approximate Method)

6.2.1.1 Capacitance

The width of deformation along the roller length (L) is separated throughout by

a minimum film thickness (ho). This forms a parallel plate capacitor between the

inner race and the roller area WirL, in the presence of a lubricant of dielectric

constant, j, the capacitance of which is given as [1]:

Cir ¼
jWirL

ho
(6:1)

Similarly, the capacitance between the outer race and a roller is given as:

Cor ¼
jWorL

ho
(6:2)

The minimum film thickness of a roller bearing is determined by Grubin’s

formula given in Chapter 4, and Wir and Wor are determined by Eqns. (5.16) and

(5.17), respectively.

6.2.1.2 Active Resistance

The width of deformation Wir, in the presence of a lubricant of resistivity r and

film thickness ho, forms electrodes of areaWirL on the roller track of inner race and a

roller under the influence of the electric fields.

The minimum resistance between them is given as:

Rir ¼
r1ho

WirL
(6:3)

Similarly, the minimum resistance between the outer race and a roller is

given by:

Ror ¼
r1ho

WorL
(6:4)
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6.2.2 Theoretical Determination of Capacitance and Active Resistance between

Races and a Roller through Bearing Kinematics (Detailed Method)

6.2.2.1 Capacitance

The capacitance of the parallel plate capacitor formed by the roller track of a race

and a roller is maximum at the asperity line contact at the minimum film thickness and

decreases on both sides of the contact. The film thickness h at an arbitrary point C on a

roller at a distance X from the minimum film thickness is given as (Fig. 6.1):

h ¼ AC�AB (6:5)

where

AC ¼ DGþDE

or

AC ¼ ho þ r (1� cos u)

Since u is a small angle, sin u ¼ u, and cos u ¼ (1� u2)=2.

Hence,

AC ¼ ho þ r 1� 1�
X 2

2r2

� �� �

or

AC ¼ ho þ
X 2

2r
(6:6)

Since, B is a point on the inner surface of the outer race, so:

AB ¼
X 2

2ro
(6:7)

Using Eqns. (6.6) and (6.7), the film thickness from Eqn. (6.5) is determined as:

h ¼
ho þ X2

2r
�

X 2

2ro

or

h ¼ ho þ dX 2 (6:8)
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where

d ¼ 0:5
1

r
�

1

ro

� �

(6:9)

Similarly, from Fig. 6.2, the film thickness h1 at an arbitrary point C1 on a roller

at a distance X from the minimum film thickness is determined as:

h1 ¼ A1C1 þA1B1 (6:10)

Similar to Eqn. (6.8), the film thickness is determined as:

h1 ¼ ho þ fX2 (6:11)

where

f ¼ 0:5
1

r
þ

1

ri

� �

(6:12)

From Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, the change in capacitance DC between two rectangular

plates of width dX, situated in between the distances X þ dX and X along X-axis,

having a length L (along the Y-axis), and separated by a film thickness varying

between h and hþ Dh, is given by:

F B

E

r

O1

d

dx

X

x

O

ho
h

dh

R
1

Z

L

C

D

q

AG

Fig. 6.1. Roller configuration in the outer race of a bearing under rotation
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DC ¼
j{(X þ dX )L� XL}

0:5(2hþ Dh)
(6:13)

The change in film thickness Dh is very small in comparison with dX, and hence

can be neglected. Thus the change in capacitance is given as:

DC ¼
jdXL

(ho þ dX 2)
(6:14)

The maximum change in capacitance is along the width of deformation between

the race and a roller. Therefore on integrating between 0 andWor=2, and considering

the deformation on both sides of the minimum film thickness, the capacitance

between the roller track of outer race and a roller is given as [2]:

G1 A1

E1

r

d

dx

X

x

O

ho h1

dh

ZL

C1

D1

O1

R

q

B1

Fig. 6.2. Roller configuration in the inner race of a bearing under rotation
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Cor ¼ 2jL

ð

Wor=2

0

dX

(ho þ dX2)
(6:15)

or

Cor ¼

2jL

o

tan�1 Wor
(d=ho)

2

1=2
( )

dhoð Þ1=2
(6:16)

Similarly, the capacitance between the inner race and a roller in the loaded zone

is given as:

Cir ¼

2jL tan�1 Wir
(f=ho)

2

1=2
� �

(fho)
1=2

(6:17)

6.2.2.2 Active Resistance

The change in conductance between the outer race and a roller of the element of

the area dX L, situated between X þ dX and X along the X–axis, and separated by

the average gap between h and hþ Dh is given as:

DF ¼
dXL

r1(ho þ dX2)
(6:18)

The maximum change in conductance/resistance�1 is along the width of

deformation between the race and a roller. Therefore on integrating [cf. Eqn.

(6.15)] between 0 and Wor=2, the resistance between the outer race and a roller is

determined as:

F ¼
1

Ror

¼
2L

r1

� �
ð

Wor=2

0

dX

(ho þ dX2)
(6:19)

or

1

Ror

¼

2L tan�1 Wor

(d=ho)

2

1=2
( )

r1 dhoð Þ1=2
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and

Ror ¼
r1 dhoð Þ1=2

2L tan�1 Wor

(d=ho)

2

1=2
( ) (6:20)

Similarly, the resistance between the inner race and a roller in the loaded zone is

given as:

Rir ¼
r1 fhoð Þ1=2

2L tan�1 Wir
(f=ho)

2

1=2
� � (6:21)

6.2.3 Determination of Capacitive Reactance and Impedance between

Race and a Roller

Capacitive reactance between the outer race and a roller is given as [1]:

Xcor ¼
1

wCor

(6:22)

and

Xcir ¼
1

wCir

(6:23)

The equivalent electric circuit of the outer race and roller is considered as a series

RC circuit. The impedance of the equivalent circuit is given as:

Zor ¼ Ror � jXcor (6:24)

Similarly, the impedance between the inner race and a roller is determined as:

Zir ¼ Rir � jXcir (6:25)

6.2.4 Equivalent Impedance, Resistance and Capacitive Reactance

of a Roller Bearing

The equivalent electric circuit of a bearing is shown in the Fig. 6.3. The equiva-

lent circuits of the inner and outer races with the rollers are parallel RC circuits,

whereas both inner and outer race circuits are in series with each other.

The equivalent impedance between outer race and rollers is given as:

1

Zoreq

¼
1

Zor1

þ
1

Zor2

þ
1

Zor3

þ . . .þ
1

Zork

(6:26)
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and that between inner race and rollers is determined as:

1

Zireq

¼
1

Zir1

þ
1

Zir2

þ
1

Zir3

þ . . .þ
1

Zirk

(6:27)

Assuming that all the rollers in the loaded zone (K) of a bearing, under the inner and

outer races, are equally loaded, impedance between race and an individual roller is

equal. Hence,

Zor1 ¼ Zor2 ¼ . . . ¼ Zork ¼ Zor

and

Zir1 ¼ Zir2 ¼ . . . ¼ Zirk ¼ Zir

From Eqns. (6.26) and (6.27), it is evident that

1

Zoreq

¼
K

Zor

or

Zoreq ¼
Zor

K
(6:28)

Rir

Zir

Zir5Zir4Zir3Zir2Zir1

Zor1 Zor2 Zor3 Zor4 Zor5

Xcir

V
Zb

a)  Equivalent electric circuit of a bearing b)  Equivalent electric circuit between
      race and a roller

Fig. 6.3. Equivalent electric circuit of a bearing and between race and a roller
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Similarly

Zireq ¼
Zir

K
(6:29)

and the equivalent bearing impedance is:

Zb ¼
(Zir þ Zor)

K
(6:30)

Also, using Eqns. (6.24) and (6.25), the equivalent bearing impedance is

given as:

Zb ¼
{(Rir þ Ror)� j(Xcir þ Xcor)}

K
(6:31)

and the equivalent bearing resistance and capacitive reactance are deter-

mined as:

Rb ¼
(Rir þ Ror)

K
(6:32)

Xcb ¼
(Xcir þ Xcor)

K
(6:33)

The ratio of capacitive reactance and resistance is, hence, given as:

Xcb

Rb

¼
(Xcir þ Xcor)

(Rir þ Ror)
(6:34)

6.2.5 Equivalent Bearing Capacitance and Stored Charge

The equivalent bearing capacitance is determined from the equivalent capacitive

reactance [Eqn. (6.33)] and is given as:

Cb ¼
K

W (Xcir þ Xcor)
(6:35)

The equivalent capacitance of a bearing opposes any change in the existing

voltage and causes the electric charge to be stored. The stored charge in the bearing

is determined as:

Q ¼ V � Cb (6:36)
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A change in Q results in a current flow in the capacitor. It is this current which

opposes a voltage change across the capacitor and is determined by [1]:

Ib ¼
CbdV

dt
(6:37)

where dV/dt is the rate of voltage change in volts per second.

6.3 Electrical Parameters of Ball Bearings

6.3.1 Capacitance and Active Resistance of Ball Bearings

6.3.1.1 Theoretical Determination of Capacitance

6.3.1.1.1 Capacitance between Outer Race and a Ball

The capacitance of the parallel plate capacitor formed by the ball track of race

and a ball is maximum at the point contact at the minimum film thickness, and

reduces on both sides of the contact. The film thickness (h) at an arbitrary point C on

a ball at a distance X from the minimum film thickness (ho) between outer race and a

ball (Fig. 6.4) is given as:

h ¼ ho þ d1X
2 (6:38)

where d1 for a ball bearing is the same as d of a roller bearing given in Eqn. (6.9).

F B

E

r

Oo

dx

X

x

O

ho
h

dh

ro

Z

C

D

q

G A

Fig. 6.4. Ball configuration in outer race of a bearing under rotation
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The film thickness at an arbitrary point along Y-axis on the ball track surface of

the outer race is determined similar to Eqn. (6.38), and is given as:

h ¼ ho þ d2Y
2 (6:39)

where d2 is derived similar to Eqn. (6.9), and given as:

d2 ¼ 0:5
1

r
�

1

rob

� �

(6:40)

and rob is given by Eqn. (5.22) (Chapter 5).

From Eqn. (6.38) and (6.39), it is evident that:

Y ¼
d1

d2

� �1=2

X ¼ kX (6:41)

where

k ¼
d1

d2

� �1=2

The point contact between the ball track of outer race and a ball is an

ellipse with major and minor axis as 2X and 2Y, the area of contact (A) between

ball track surface of outer race and a ball is obtained, by using Eqn. (6.41) and

given as [3]:

A ¼ pkX 2 (6:42)

From Fig. 6.4, the change in capacitance (DC), along X-axis between two

ellipses having major axis as X þ dX and X, respectively, and separated by a film

thickness varying between hþ Dh and h, is given as:

DC ¼ pkj
(xþ dx)2 � x2
� 	

(2hþ Dh)

2

(6:43)

The change in film thickness (Dh) is very small in comparison to X, and hence

can be neglected. Similarly, dX 2 is also neglected. Thus, the change in capacitance

using Eqn. (6.38) is given as:

DC ¼
2p k jxdX

(ho þ d1X2)
(6:44)
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The maximum change in capacitance is along the width of deformation between

outer race and a ball, which is determined by Eqn. (5.41). Therefore, on integrating

between 0 toWob=2, and considering the deformation on both sides of minimum film

thickness, the capacitance between outer race and a ball is given as:

Cob ¼ 4pjk

ð

Wob=2

0

X
dX

ho þ d1X2

or

Cob ¼ 2pjkd�1
1 loge

1þ d1W
2
ob

4ho

� �

(6:45)

6.3.1.1.2 Capacitance between Inner Race and a Ball

The film thickness (h1) at an arbitrary point on a ball at a distance X from

minimum film thickness (ho) between ball track of inner race and a ball is calculated

similar to Eqn. (6.11) and is given as [3]:

h1 ¼ ho þ f1X
2 (6:46)

where f1 of a ball bearing is the same as f of a roller bearing as given in Eqn. (6.12).

The film thickness (h1) at an arbitrary point along the Y-axis on the ball track of

the inner race is determined similar to Eqn. (6.39), and is given as:

h1 ¼ ho þ f2Y
2 (6:47)

where f2 is determined similar to Eqn. (6.40), and is given as:

f2 ¼

1

r
�

1

rib

� �

2
(6:48)

and rib is determined by Eqn. (5.21).

From Eqns. (6.46) and (6.47), it is evident that:

Y ¼
f1

f2

� �1=2

, X ¼ k1X (6:49)

where

k1 ¼
f1

f2

� �1=2
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Similar to Eqn. (6.45), the capacitance between ball track of inner race and a ball

in the loaded zone is given as:

Cib ¼ 2pjk1f
�1
1 loge

1þ fW 2
ib

4ho

� �

(6:50)

where Wib is determined by Eqn. (5.40), and ho by Grubin’s formula given in

Chapter 4 [4].

6.3.1.2 Active Resistance

6.3.1.2.1 Active Resistance between Outer Race and a Ball

The change in conductance/(Resistance)�1 along X-axis between two ellipses

having half major axis as X þ dX and X respectively, and separated by the average

gap varying between hþ Dh and h, is given as:

DF ¼
pk{(X þ dX )2 � X 2}

0:5r1(2hþ Dh)
(6:51)

The maximum change in conductance is along the width of deformation be-

tween ball track of outer race and a ball. Thus on integrating between 0 and Wob=2

and neglecting Dh and dX 2, similar to Eqn. (6.45), the resistance between ball track of

outer race and a ball (Rob ¼ 1=F ) is determined as:

Rob ¼
r1d1

2pk
loge

1þ d1W
2
ob

4ho

� �

(6:52)

6.3.1.2.2 Active Resistance between Inner Race and a Ball

Similar to Eqn. (6.52), the active resistance between ball track of inner race and a

ball is given as:

Rib ¼
r1f1

2pk1
loge

1þ f1W
2
ib

4ho

� �

(6:53)

6.3.2 Determination of Capacitive Reactance, Active Resistance and

Impedance of Ball Bearings

Similar to the Eqns. (6.22)–(6.34) for roller bearings, the capacitive reactance,

active resistance and impedance of ball bearings are derived as per the equivalent

electrical circuit shown in Fig. 6.5, and are given in the following equations:

Xcob ¼
1

wCob

and Xcib ¼
1

wCib

(6:54)
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Zob ¼ Rob � jXcob and Zib ¼ Rib � jXcib (6:55)

Zobeq ¼
Zob

K
and Zibeq ¼

Zib

K
(6:56)

Zbb ¼
(Rib þ Rob)� j(Xcib þ Xcob)½ �

K
(6:57)

and equivalent bearing resistance and capacitive reactance are determined as:

Rbb ¼
(Rib þ Rob)

K
and Xcbb ¼

(Xcib þ Xcob)

K
(6:58)

The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance is given as:

Xcbb

Rbb

¼
(Xcib þ Xcob)

(Rib þ Rob)
(6:59)

From the above analysis and using Eqns. (6.1)–(6.4), this ratio can be

expressed as:

Xcbb

Rbb

¼
1

2pf
jr1 ¼

Xcb

Rb

(6:60)

Equivalent circuit between
race and a ball

V
Zb

Zib1 Zib2 Zib3 Zib4 Zibk

ZobkZob4Zob3Zob2Zob1

Zib

XCib

Rib

Fig. 6.5. Electrical equivalent bearing circuit
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6.3.3 Equivalent Bearing Capacitance and Stored Charges

The ball bearing equivalent capacitance, similar to Eqn. (6.35) is determined

from the ball bearing capacitive reactance and is given as:

Cbb ¼
K

w(Xcib þ Xcob)
(6:61)

and charge accumulation is

Q ¼ VCbb (6:62)

6.4 Data Under Different Operating Parameters

The equivalent capacitance, resistance, capacitive reactance and impedance of

roller and ball bearings using lubricant of different resistivities are determined using

Eqns. worked out in the Sections 6.2 and 6.3. The data are tabulated in the Tables

6.1–6.4. Figure 6.6 shows the variation of capacitance with speed at different radial

loads for the NU 330 bearing, using high-resistivity lubricant. For the evaluation of

Wir and Wor for a roller bearing, p is taken as unity, since the load applied was

unidirectional, and the value of K as 3. For the test ball bearing p is taken as 3, since

the three directional loads was applied, and for motor bearing p as 2.The threshold

voltages of bearings, determined in the Chapter 4, have been used to determine the

charge accumulation on the bearing surfaces.

6.5 Review of Results

6.5.1 Roller Bearings

6.5.1.1 Equivalent Bearing Capacitive Reactance, Resistance and Impedance

For roller bearings using high-resistivity (1011 ohmcm) and low-resistivity

(107 ohmcm) lubricants with a relative permittivity of 2.5, the ratio of capacitive react-

ance to active resistance is 0.14 and 14� 102, respectively, and is constant up to the first

threshold voltage under the different parameters of operation (Tables 6.2 and 6.4). It is

evident fromthethresholdvoltagephenomenonasdiscussed inChapter4thatthebearing

with high-resistivity lubricant shows capacitive behavior (Xcb=Rb ¼ 0:14) and accumu-

lates the electric charge up to the first threshold voltage. On the contrary, a bearing with

low-resistivity lubricant behaves like a resistor (Xcb=Rb ¼ 14� 102) and passes current

without indicating threshold voltage phenomenon. Furthermore, passage of current

disintegrates the low-resistivity lubricant and the bearing fails in due course, which

suggests thatXcb=Rb should be less than unity for capacitive response of a bearing.
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Table 6.1. Capacitance, capacitive reactance and resistance between races

and a roller for a NU 330 bearing at different operating parametersa

Speed

(rev

min�1)

P

(� 10)

(N)

VT1

[6.3]

(mV)

Wir

(mm) at

p ¼ 1,

K ¼ 3

Wor

(mm) at

p ¼ 1,

K ¼ 3

ho

(�10-4)

(mm)

Cor

(pf)

Cir

(pf)

Xcir

(�107)

(V)

Xcor

(�107)

(V)

Rir

(�107)

(V)

Ror

(�107)

(V)

450 450 50 0.163 0.195 22.4 86.61 72.42 4.4 3.68 3.53 25.5

450 750 45 0.210 0.252 21.2 118.4 98.67 3.2 2.6 22.4 18.6

450 1000 40 0.243 0.291 20.7 140.03 116.93 2.72 2.3 18.96 15.8

750 450 – 0.163 0.195 32.5 59.76 49.86 6.39 5.33 44.4 37.0

750 750 200 0.210 0.252 30.8 81.44 67.87 4.6 3.83 32.6 27.17

750 1000 150 0.243 0.291 30.1 96.50 80.42 3.96 3.30 27.5 22.9

1000 450 270 0.163 0.195 40.0 48.58 40.58 7.85 6.56 54.5 45.6

1000 750 210 0.210 0.252 38.0 66.06 55.05 5.7 4.8 40.21 33.5

1000 1000 200 0.243 0.291 37.0 78.36 65.39 4.9 4.1 33.8 28.3

1200 450 850 0.163 0.195 45.7 42.5 35.53 8.97 7.5 62.3 52.1

1200 750 – 0.210 0.252 43.4 57.84 48.20 6.60 5.62 45.93 38.27

1200 1000 580 0.243 0.291 42.3 69.58 57.98 5.6 4.6 38.6 32.2

ad ¼42mm, ri ¼96:5mm,D¼235mm, ro¼138:5mm, Lzz¼ 45mm,N¼14, d¼0:020mm�1,f¼0:029mm�1, �1¼1011 Vcm, j¼2:5�8:85419�10�12 �m�1

1
3
0
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h
a
p
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Table 6.2. Equivalent capacitance, capacitive reactance, resistance, impedance and charge accumulation

on NU 330 bearing surfaces at different operating parameters

Speed

(revmin�1)

P

(� 10)

(N)

Zir

(� 107)

(V)

Zor

(� 107)

(V)

Rb

(� 107)

(V)

Xcb

(� 107)

(V)

Zb

(� 107)

(V)

Ib

(� 10�10)

(A)

Cb

(pf)

Q

(� 10�12)

(C)

Q

(average)

(� 10�12)

(C) Xcb=Rb

Ib

(average)

(� 10�10)

(A)

450 450 30.82 25.76 18.67 2.69 18.86 2.65 118.46 5.92 6.94 0.14 3.10

450 750 22.63 18.78 13.67 1.93 13.81 3.25 164.7 7.41 6.94 0.14 3.10

450 1000 19.15 15.96 11.59 1.67 11.71 3.41 190.4 7.62 6.94 0.14 3.10

750 450 44.86 37.38 27.13 3.91 27.41 – 81.46 – 21.17 0.14 9.39

750 750 32.92 27.44 19.92 2.81 20.10 9.94 113.1 22.62 21.17 0.14 9.39

750 1000 27.78 23.14 16.80 2.42 16.97 8.4 131.41 19.71 21.17 0.14 9.39

1000 450 55.06 46.03 33.36 4.80 33.70 8.01 66.3 17.90 19.38 0.14 8.68

1000 750 40.61 33.84 24.57 3.50 24.82 8.46 90.85 19.07 19.38 0.14 8.68

1000 1000 34.15 28.59 20.70 3.0 20.90 9.56 106.0 21.20 19.38 0.14 8.68

1200 450 62.94 52.64 38.13 5.49 38.52 22.06 57.9 49.22 51.86 0.14 23.19

1200 750 46.40 38.68 28.06 4.07 28.35 – 78.23 – 51.86 0.14 23.19

1200 1000 39.0 32.53 23.6 3.4 23.84 24.32 94.0 54.5 51.86 0.14 23.19
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Table 6.3. Electrical parameters of bearing NU 330 using low-resistivity lubricant

VT1

(mV)

ho

(� 10�4)

(mm)

Cir

(pf)

Cor

(pf)

Xcir

(� 107)

(V)

Xcor

(� 107)

(V)

Rir

(� 103)

(V)

Ror

(� 103)

(V)

� 0.0 28.0 57.98 69.58 5.48 4.57 38.2 31.8

Zir

(� 107)

(V)

Zor

(� 107)

(V)

Rb

(� 103)

(V)

Xcb

(� 107)

(V)

Zb

(� 107)

(V)

Cb

(pf) Xcb=Rb

Q

(� 1012)

(C)

5.48 4.6 23.33 3.35 3.35 95.0 14� 102 �0.0

Kinematics: r2 ¼ 107 V cm, j ¼ 2:5 � 8:85419 � 10�12 fm�1 at P ¼ 4500 N, n ¼ 1000 rev min�1,

W ir ¼ 0:163 mm, Wor ¼ 0:195mm.

Table 6.4. Capacitance, capacitive reactance, resistance and impedance

of a 6326 ball bearing at different operating parameters

Speed (rpm) 1000 1500

P (N) [12] 11:7� 103 70� 103 95� 103 120� 103

Wib (av.) [12] (in mm) 1.20 2.40 2.89 2.97

Wob (av.) [12] (in mm) 1.15 2.29 2.77 2.84

ho � 10�4(mm) 23.02 28.17 27.83 27.31

Cib(pf) 15.87 25.74 29.17 29.81

Cob(pf) 14.02 24.57 28.49 29.21

Xcib � 107 (ohms) 20.05 12.36 10.91 10.67

Xcob � 107 (ohms) 22.71 12.96 11.17 10.89

Rib � 107 (ohms) 139.30 85.9 75.8 74.2

Rob � 107 (ohms) 157.9 90.1 77.7 75.8

Zib � 107 (ohms) 140.74 86.78 76.58 74.96

Zob � 107 (ohms) 159.52 91.03 78.50 76.58

Rb � 107 (ohms) 99.07 58.67 51.17 50.0

Xcbb � 107 (ohms) 14.25 8.44 7.36 7.19

Zbb � 107 (ohms) 100.1 59.27 51.69 50.51

Cbb(pf) 22.34 37.7 43.2 44.3

Xcbb=Rbb (r1 ¼ 1011 ohm cm) 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14

Xcbb=Rbb (r2 ¼ 107 ohm cm) 14� 102 14� 102 14� 102 14� 102

Bearing Kinematics and Lubricant Characteristics: d ¼ 46mm, D ¼ 206mm, ri ¼ 80mm, ro ¼ 126mm,

N ¼ 9, d1 ¼ 0:018 mm�1, d2 ¼ 0:0089 mm�1, f1 ¼ 0:028 mm�1, f2 ¼ 0:007745 mm�1, k ¼ 1:42,

k1 ¼ 1:9013, K ¼ 3, r1 ¼ 1011 ohm cm, r2 ¼ 107 ohm cm, j ¼ 2:5 � 8:85419 � 10�12 fm�1.
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Equivalent bearing resistance, impedance and capacitive reactance at constant

load increasewith speed (Table 6.2).However, the equivalent resistance rather than the

equivalent capacitive reactance up to the first threshold voltage mainly governs bear-

ing impedance. At 10 000N, Zb increases from 11:71� 107 to 23:84� 107 ohm andRb

increases from 11:59� 107 to 23:6� 107 ohm as against Xcb, which increases from

1:67� 107 to 3:4� 107 ohmas the speed increases from450 to 1200 rpm (Table 6.2).As

the voltage across the bearing exceeds the threshold voltage, the bearing impedance

asymptotically drops, and the bearing behaves like a variable resistor with the flow of

current increasing with the marginal change in the voltage. The impedance of the NU

330 bearing using high-resistivity lubricant has been measured to be as low as 0.5 ohm

at 1A at different operating parameters [4]. On the contrary, within the first threshold

voltage, current flowing through the bearing is as low as 22:06� 10�10 A and the

impedance is as high as 38:52� 107 ohm at 1200 rpm and 4500N load (Table 6.2).

6.5.1.2 Equivalent Bearing Capacitance and Charge Accumulation

Under different operating conditions, the capacitance between the outer race

and a roller is higher than that between the inner race and a roller. On the contrary,

the capacitive reactance and the active resistance between inner race and a roller is
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Fig. 6.6. Variation of capacitance with speed at different radial loads in

NU 330 type bearing using a high resistivity lubricant
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more than those between outer race and a roller (Table 6.1). The capacitance and

active resistance of the races and rollers depend on the film thickness, width of

deformation and are governed by the permittivity and resistivity of the lubricant

(Tables 6.1 and 6.3) [5].

The equivalent capacitance of the NU 330 bearing using the high-resistivity

lubricant, at a constant load, decreases as the speed increases. However, at the

same speed, the capacitance increases with the applied load. At 4500N and

10 000N loads, the equivalent capacitance decreases from 118.46 to 57:9 p� and

190.4 to 94 pf, respectively, as the speed increases from 450 to 1200 rpm (Fig. 6.6).

The charge accumulation on the NU 330 bearings at the first threshold voltage

at constant speed and at different loads is more or less constant. The average charge

accumulated is 6.94 pC, 21.17 pC, 19.38 pC and 51.68 pC at 450, 750, 1000 and

1200 rpm respectively, at different loads (Table 6.2). NU 2215 bearing shows similar

behavior. On the contrary, NU 330 bearing using low-resistivity lubricant does not

show any charge accumulation (Table 6.3). This suggests that the voltage applied to

the bearing increases the stored charge, provided the dielectric does not get dissoci-

ated under voltage.

6.5.2 Ball Bearings

6.5.2.1 Equivalent Capacitive Reactance, Active Resistance and Impedance

Ball bearings behave in the same way as the roller bearings. Similar to a roller

bearing, ball bearing impedance is governed by the equivalent resistance rather than

the equivalent capacitive reactance. At 1500 rpm Zb decreases from 59:27� 107 to

50:51� 107 ohm and Rb changes from 58:67� 107 to 50:51� 107 ohm as against Xcb,

which decreases from 8:44� 107 to 7:19� 107 ohm as the load increases from

70� 103 to 120� 103 N (Table 6.4). Within the first threshold voltage, the impedance

of 6326 ball bearing remains high, similar to a roller bearing. The impedance of

6326 bearing is determined as 100:1� 107 ohm at 1000 rpm and 11:7� 103 N load

(Table 6.4).

6.5.2.2 Equivalent Bearing Capacitance

Under different operating conditions, the capacitance between inner race and a

ball is higher than outer race and a ball. This is because of higher value of Wib as

against Wob (Chapter 5). On the contrary, capacitive reactance and active resistance

between outer race and a ball is more than that of inner race and a ball (Table 6.4).

As analyzed in the Section 6.3, capacitance and active resistance between races and

balls depend on the film thickness, width of deformation, ball radius, track radius,
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radius of curvature of width of deformation and are governed by relative permittivity

and resistivity of the lubricant.

Equivalent capacitance of 6326 ball bearings using high-resistivity lubricant

(1011 ohm cm) at the constant speed increases with load. With increase of load from

70� 103 to 120� 103 N, capacitance of a 6326 ball bearing increases from 37.7 to

44:3 pf at 1500 rpm. This is due to decrease in film thickness and increase in width of

contact with load. The comparison of the capacitance data between ball and roller

bearing of identical bore indicates that the equivalent capacitance of ball bearing is

2–4 times less than that of a roller bearing under identical operating conditions [3].

This is attributed to the point contact between the ball and the race of a ball bearing

as against the line contact between the roller and the race of a roller bearing.

6.6 Conclusions

From the analysis of the electrical parameters of the bearings, the following

conclusions are drawn [2–4]:

(1) Under different operating conditions, the capacitance between the outer

race and a roller is higher than that between inner race and a roller in a

roller bearing. On the contrary, the capacitance between inner race and a

ball is higher than that between outer race and a ball in a ball bearing.

(2) The capacitance and active resistance of a rolling-element bearing

depend on the film thickness, width of deformation, dimension of a

rolling-element, common deformation radius and are governed by the

permittivity and resistivity of the lubricant.

(3) The equivalent capacitance of a bearing decreases with increase in speed

at constant load but increases with load at constant speed.

(4) The ratios of capacitive reactance to active resistance of a bearing

lubricated with high and low-resistivity lubricants having the same rela-

tive permittivity are 0.14 and 14� 102, respectively.

(5) A rolling-element bearing lubricated with high-resistivity as opposed to

low-resistivity lubricant, with the same permittivity, behaves like a cap-

acitor up to the first threshold voltage.

(6) Up to the first threshold voltage, the impedance of a bearing using a

high-resistivity lubricant is governed by active resistance rather than by

capacitive reactance compared with a bearing using low-resistivity lubri-

cant in which it is governed by the capacitive reactance.

(7) Within the first threshold voltage, current flowing through a bearing is

negligible (about 10�10 A).
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(8) For a rolling-element bearing to accumulate charge, the ratio of the

capacitive reactance to active resistance should be less than unity.

(9) The charge accumulated on a bearing at the first threshold voltage is

more or less independent of load but increases with speed.

(10) The equivalent capacitance of a ball bearing is 2–4 times less than that

of a roller bearing under identical operating conditions.

(11) The stored charge depends on the bearing capacitance and the charge

increases with the applied voltage provided that the dielectric is not

dissociated.
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Nomenclature

A area of contact

Cb capacitance of roller bearing

Cbb capacitance of ball bearing

Cir, Cor capacitance of inner race and a roller, outer race and a roller,

respectively

Cib, Cob capacitance of inner race and a ball, and outer race and a

ball, respectively

d diameter of rolling-element

D pitch diameter

f frequency of applied voltage (50Hz)

F conductance between track surface of race and roller/ball

h, h1 oil film thickness
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ho minimum oil film thickness

Ib bearing current

K number of rolling-elements in loaded zone

k, k1 (d1=d2)
1=2, (f1=f2)

1=2

L roller length

n rpm

N number of rolling-elements in a bearing

P resultant load on bearing

p plane of action of loading

Q stored electric charge

r radius of rolling-element

ri, ro roller/ball track radius of inner race, and outer race, respectively

rib, rob radius of curvature of width of deformation along ball bearing width

on inner and outer race, respectively

Rb, Rbb equivalent resistance of roller and ball bearing, respectively

Rir, Ror resistance between inner race and a roller, and outer race and a roller,

respectively

Rib, Rob resistance between inner race and a ball, and outer race and a ball,

respectively

V, VT1 voltage, first threshold voltage across bearing

w 2pf

Wir, Wor width of deformation on roller track of inner and outer race, and a

roller, respectively

Wib, Wob width of deformation on ball track of inner and outer race, and a ball,

respectively

X half of a major axis of ellipse at the point contact

Xcir, Xcor capacitive reactance between inner and outer race, and a roller,

respectively

Xcib, Xcob capacitive reactance between inner and outer race, and a ball,

respectively

Xcb, Xcbb equivalent capacitive reactance of roller and ball bearing, respectively

Y half of minor axis of ellipse at the point contact

Zb, Zbb equivalent impedance of roller and ball bearing, respectively

Zir, Zor impedance between inner and outer race, and a roller, respectively

Zib, Zob impedance between inner and outer race, and a ball, respectively

Zireq, Zoreq equivalent impedance between inner and outer race, and rollers,

respectively

Zibeq, Zobeq equivalent impedance between inner and outer race, and balls,

respectively
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j permittivity of lubricant

r2, r1 resistivity of lubricant

d, f outer race and inner race constants of roller bearing 0:5[1=r� 1=ro],

and 0:5[1=rþ 1=ri], respectively

d1, d2 outer race constants of ball bearing 0:5[1=r� 1=ro], and

0:5[1=r� 1=rob], respectively

f1, f2 inner race constants of ball bearing 0:5[1=rþ 1=ro], and

0:5[1=r� 1=rib], respectively
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Chapter 7

LIFE ESTIMATION OF ROLLING-ELEMENT
BEARINGS DUE TO THE EFFECT OF
CURRENT LEAKAGE

7.1 General

It has been well established that in the design of rolling-element bearings,

analysis of contact stresses play an important role and the rolling contact failure

is intimately connected with the cyclic plasticity [1]. Detailed analysis of the

cyclic deformation has been confined to elastic–perfectly plastic stress strain behav-

ior, and has neglected changes in properties with increasing number of cycles.

However, recent developments in the related calculations of rolling contact reveal

that these features alter the plastic contact deformation and residual stress,

and interfere with the initiation of cracks. Cracks grow parallel to the rim at a

depth influenced by fracture mechanics considerations, but the contact life

of � 1010 cycles for SAE 52100 (bearing steel) is likely to be dominated by the

initiation stage of a crack [2]. However, above a certain value of cyclic stress

(the fatigue limit) some crystals on the surface of the specimen develop slip bands

as a result of shearing of atomic planes within the crystals. With increase in number

of contact cycles, these slip bands broaden and intensify the points where separation

occurs within one of the bands and a crack is formed [3]. No such studies have been

conducted on the surfaces of rolling-element bearings operated under the influence of

electric current.

In this chapter, a study is reported on the theoretical analysis to determine the

duration and instant rise in temperature in each shaft rotation in the zone of contacts

between rolling-elements and track surface of races of a bearing using different



resistivity lubricants and operating under the influence of electric current at different

conditions of operation. In addition, the rise of temperature thus calculated was used

to determine the semi-range – half of the peak to peak value – of cyclic contact

stresses developed on the races, which reduce the fatigue life and lead to the initiation

of slip bands and which eventually lead to the formation of corrugations on the

rolling tracks of races of a bearing using low-resistivity (� 107 ohmcm) lubricant,

and initiation of craters on the track surfaces of a bearing using high-resistivity

(� 1011 ohm cm) lubricant by arcing effect.

7.2 Theoretical Analysis of Life Estimation of Roller Bearings

7.2.1 Duration of Line Contact between Roller Track of Races and a Roller

Assuming that the inner race is rotating and the outer race is stationary, the

frequency of rotation of a roller is given in Chapter 5 [Eqn. (5.1)] as:

fr ¼

Dfs 1�
d

D

� �2
" #

2d
(7:1)

and circumferential speed of a roller is determined as:

Vr ¼

pDfs 1�
d

D

� �2
" #

2
(7:2)

Similarly, the circumferential speed of the roller track of the inner race is

calculated as:

Vir ¼ p(D� d)fs (7:3)

Since the rollers and the inner race rotate in the same direction, the resultant

speed at which a line contact on the roller track of the inner race crossed by a roller is

given as:

Virr ¼
pfs(3Dþ d)(D� d)

2D
(7:4)

The resultant speed (since outer race is stationary), at which, a line contact

on the roller track of the outer race is crossed by a roller is determined by using Eqn.

(7.5).

Vorr ¼ Vr (7:5)
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The duration of contact between the roller track of the inner race and a roller to

cross the width of contact on the roller track of inner race (Wir) is determined by

Eqns. (7.4) and (5.16), and is given as:

tir ¼
2DWir

pfs(3Dþ d)(D� d)
(7:6)

Similarly, from Eqns. (7.5) and (5.17), duration of contact between the roller

track of the outer race and a roller to cross the width of contact on roller track of

outer race (Wor) is determined as:

tor ¼
2DWor

pfs D2 � d2ð Þ
(7:7)

7.2.2 Resistance at the Contact Zone

As the film thickness between race and a roller is small, the resistance between

the inner race and a roller, and between the outer race and a roller is considered equal

(Rir ¼ Ror ¼ R). Thus, from Eqn. (6.32):

R ¼
KRb

2
(7:8)

7.2.3 Heat Generated and Instant Temperature Rise in the Contact

Zone between Roller Track of Races and a Roller in each Contact

by Passage of Electric Current

The passage of a current through the roller track of the inner race and a roller

generates heat instantly. The electrical energy qir, due to current I through a contact

resistance R for a duration of tir, is given as:

qir ¼ I2Rtir (7:9)

This energy influences the contact zone (of width Wir, length L, and depth

H), and increases its temperature after certain number of contact cycles. Hence,

by using Eqn. (7.9) and neglecting heat losses by various means, the following is

evident:

WirLHTircr ¼ I2Rtir (7:10)

So, the instant temperature rise (at t ¼ 0) during each contact of a roller with

the roller track of inner race is determined by Eqns. (7.6), (7.8) and (7.10), and is

given as:
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Tir ¼
I2RbKD

pfsLHrc (3Dþ d)(D� d)
(7:11)

Similarly, instant temperature rise (at t ¼ 0) during each contact of a roller with

the roller track of outer race is calculated as:

Tor ¼
I2RbKD

pfsLHrc (D2 � d2)
(7:12)

7.2.4 Instant Temperature Rise in the Contact Zone between Rollers and Roller

Track of Races in one Shaft Revolution by Passage of Electric Current

7.2.4.1 Between Roller Track of Inner Race and Rollers

During operation of a bearing, rollers rotate with a frequency higher than that

of the inner race because fr has a higher value than fs ( fr=fs ¼ 2:61 for the bearing NU

326, and 3.7 for the bearing NU 230). Additionally, at any instant, maximum of half

of the circumference of an inner race is in the loaded zone [4], and the inner race

passes through this zone in 1=2fs s in each shaft revolution. Moreover, inner race and

rollers travel in the same direction, so time gap between the successive line contacts

on the roller track of inner race by the single line position on a roller is pd=Virr. Thus,

the number of such contacts in 1=2fs s would be Virr=2pd fs. This is determined using

eqn. (7.4), and given as:

bir ¼
(3Dþ d)(D� d)

4dD
(7:13)

Hence, the instant temperature rise of the roller track of inner race due to a

single line position on a roller in each shaft rotation is:

Tirn ¼ Tirbir (7:14)

which is simplified using Eqns. (7.11) and (7.13), and given as:

Tirn ¼
I2RbK

4pfsdLHrc
(7:15)

This instant temperature rise would be identical between various line contacts of

rollers and the roller track of the inner race. The inner race roller track temperature

may stabilize after a certain number of revolutions.

7.2.4.2 Between Roller Track of Outer Race and Rollers

A single line position on a roller to pass over the circumferential length of

p(Dþ d)=2 (the instant maximum loaded zone of the roller track of the outer
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race), takes (Dþ d)=2frd s, and in 1=fr s a roller completes one rotation on the roller

track of the outer race. So in 1=2fs s (the time taken for the inner race to pass through

the loaded zone) a single line position on a roller contacts the roller track of outer

race fr=2fs times. Thus, the instant temperature rise of the roller track of the outer

race caused by the contacts of single line position on a roller in each shaft rotation

would be fr=2fs multiplied by Tor, i.e. bor � Tor, where bor ¼ fr=2fs. This is simplified

using Eqns. (7.1) and (7.12) to give:

Torn ¼
I2RbK

4pfsLHrcd
(7:16)

The instant temperature rise of the roller track of the outer race, thus deter-

mined, is identical to that of the inner race [Eqn. (7.14)], and would be stabilized in a

similar way to that of the inner race track temperature after a few cycles of operation.

7.3 Theoretical Analysis of Life Estimation of Ball Bearings

7.3.1 Duration of Contact between Ball Track of Races and a Ball

Assuming that the inner race is rotating and the outer race is stationary, the

frequency of rotation of a ball is given as [Eqn. (5.20]:

fb ¼

Dfs 1�
d

D

� �2

cos2 a

" #

2d
(5:20)

and circumferential speed of a ball is determined as:

Vb ¼

pDfs 1�
d

D

� �2

cos2 a

" #

2
(7:17)

Similarly, circumferential speed of ball track of inner race is calculated as:

Vib ¼ p(D� d)fs (7:18)

Since balls and inner race rotate in the same direction, the resultant speed, at

which, a contact on the ball track of the inner race is crossed by a ball, is given as:

Vibb ¼
pfs(3D

2 � d2 cos2 a� 2Dd)

2D
(7:19)
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and the resultant speed (since outer race is stationary), at which, a contact on the ball

track of outer race is crossed by a ball, is determined as:

Vobb ¼ Vb (7:20)

The duration of contact between ball track of inner race and a ball to cross the

width Wib is determined by Eqns. (5.21 ) and (7.19), and is given as:

tib ¼
2DWib

pfs(3D2 � d2 cos2 a� 2Dd)
(7:21)

Similarly, by Eqns. (5.22 ) and (7.20), duration of contact between the ball track

of outer race and a ball to cross the width Wob is determined as:

tob ¼
2DWob

pfs(D2 � d2 cos2 a)
(7:22)

7.3.2 Resistance at the Contact Zone

The equivalent circuits of inner and outer races with balls are parallel RC

circuits, whereas both inner and outer race circuits are in series to each other. The

film thickness between race and a ball being small, the resistance between inner race

and a ball, and outer race and a ball is considered equal (Rib ¼ Rob ¼ R). Thus, from

Eqn. (6.32)

R ¼
KRb

2
(7:23)

7.3.3 Heat Generated and Instant Temperature Rise in the Contact Zone

between Ball Track of Races and a Ball in each Contact by Passage

of Electric Current

The passage of a current through the ball track of inner race and a ball generates

instant heat. The electrical energy, due to current I through a contact resistance R for

a duration of tib, is given as:

qir ¼ I2Rtib (7:24)

This energy influences the contact zone i.e. circumference of circle

(pWib) formed by the width of contact/corrugation (Wib) as a diameter, arc length

of contact (Lib) on the ball track of inner race, and depth of corrugations (H). This

increases the temperature of ball tracks of inner race after a certain number of

contact cycles.
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The relation, that determines the arc length of contact/corrugation on the ball

track on inner race is given as:

Lib

rib
¼

a2p

360
(7:25)

where

rib ¼
d(D� d)

D
Refs: [5, 6] (5:21)

which gives

Lib ¼
pad(D� d)

180D
(7:26)

Hence, by using Eqns. (7.24) and (7.26), and neglecting heat losses by various

means, the following is evident:

WibLibHTibrc ¼ I2Rtib (7:27)

So, the instant temperature rise (at t ¼ 0) during each contact of a ball with the

ball track of inner race is determined by Eqns. (7.21), (7.23), (7.26) and (7.27), and is

given as:

Tib ¼
5:8I2RbKD

2

fsaHrc (D� d)(3D2 � d2 cos2 a� 2Dd)
(7:28)

Similarly, instant temperature rise (at t ¼ 0) during each contact of a ball with

the ball track of outer race is worked out as:

pWobLobHTobarc ¼ I2Rtob (7:29)

where Lob is calculated as:

Lob ¼
roba2p

360
(7:30)

and rob is given as [5, 6]:

rob ¼
d(Dþ d)

(Dþ 2d)
(5:22)

Hence, Tob using Eqns. (7.22), (7.29) and (7.30) is determined as:

Tob ¼
5:8I2RbKD (Dþ 2d)

fsHpcad (Dþ d) (D2 � d2 cos2 a)
(7:31)
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7.3.4 Instant Temperature Rise in the Contact Zone between Balls and Ball

Track of Races in one Shaft Revolution by Passage of Electric Current

7.3.4.1 Between Ball Track of Inner Race and Balls

During operation of a bearing, balls rotate with a higher frequency than the

inner race because of higher value of fb than fs(fb=fs ¼ 2:61 for the bearing NU 326,

2.13 for the bearing 6326 and 3.7 for the bearing NU 230). Also, at an instant, a

maximum of half of the circumference of an inner race is in the loaded zone, and the

inner race passes through this zone in 1=2fs s in each shaft revolution. Moreover, as

the inner race and balls travel in the same direction, the time gap between the

successive contacts on the ball track of inner race by the single position on a ball

would be pd=Vibb. Thus, the number of such contacts in 1=2fs s would be

Vibb=2pd fs. This is determined using Eqn. (7.19), and is given as:

bib ¼
(3D2 � d2 cos2 a� 2Dd)

4dD
(7:32)

Hence, the instant temperature rise of the ball track of inner race due to a single

contact position on a ball in each shaft rotation is

Tibn ¼ Tibbib (7:33)

which is simplified using Eqns. (7.28) and (7.32), and is given as:

Tibn ¼
1:45I2RbKD

fsaHrcd2(D� d)
(7:34)

This instant temperature rise would be identical between various contact posi-

tions of balls and the ball track of inner race. And this would be stabilized inner race

ball track temperature after a certain number of revolutions.

7.3.4.2 Between Balls and Ball Track of Outer Race

A single contact position on a ball to pass over the circumferential length

of p (Dþ d )=2 (instant maximum loaded zone of ball track of outer race), takes

(Dþ d )=(2fbd ) s. And in 1=fb s a ball completes one rotation on ball track of

outer race. So in 1=2fs s, the time taken for inner race to pass through the loaded

zone, a single position on a ball contacts the ball track of outer race fb=2fs times.

Thus, the instant temperature rise of the ball track of the outer race due to the

contacts of single position on a ball in each shaft rotation would be fb=2fs times

the Tob, i.e. bob � Tob, where bob ¼ fb=2fs. This is simplified using Eqns. (5.25) and

(7.31), and is given as:
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Tobn ¼
1:45I2RbK(Dþ 2d )

fsHarcd2(Dþ d )
(7:35)

The instant temperature rise of the ball track of the outer race, thus determined,

is comparable to that of inner race [Eqn. (7.34)], and would be stabilized similar to

the inner race track temperature after a few operating cycles. And the ratio of Tibn to

Tobn depends on the bearing dimensions and determined as [Eqns. (7.34) and (7.35)]:

Tibn

Tobn

¼
D (Dþ d )

(Dþ 2d)(D� d )
(7:36)

7.4 Capacitive Effect of Rolling-Element Bearings

As discussed in Chapter 6, there occurs the accumulation of charges on the

bearing elements, when the bearings using high-resistivity lubricant (1011 ohm cm)

operate under the influence of electric current. A study is carried out on the effects of

instant charge leakage from the bearing surfaces, and is used to determine the

instantaneous temperature rise and increase in contact stresses on the bearing elem-

ents, which reduces the fatigue life and leads to initiate craters on the track surfaces

of rolling-elements.

7.4.1 Resistance at the Contact Zone between Race and a Roller

For an instant the resistance under static condition between race and a roller

(Ros) is determined similar to Eqn. (7.8), and given as:

Ros ¼
KRs

2
(7:37)

Also, instantaneously the Ros can be taken as equivalent to R, the asperity

contact resistance between race and a roller during operation of a roller bearing.

This is because for a fraction of a second (� 10�5 s contact duration as shown in

Table 7.1) at the asperity contact, race and a roller are stationary during operation of

a bearing.

7.4.2 Equivalent Bearing Capacitance and Stored Charge

The equivalent bearing capacitance is determined from equivalent capacitive

reactance of a roller bearing and is given in Chapter 6 as:

Cb ¼
K

W
(Xcir þ Xcor) (6:35)
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The equivalent capacitance of a rolling-element bearing opposes any change in

the existing voltage and causes an electric charge to be stored. The instant stored

charge on the bearing surfaces is determined as (Chapter 6):

Q ¼ UCb (6:36)

Also, charges on the inner and outer races (Qir and Qor) of a bearing are

determined assuming that for an instant ‘K’ rolling-elements are in asperity contact

with the races. The charges are given as:

Qir ¼ KUCir (7:38)

and

Qor ¼ KUCor (7:39)

The equivalent capacitance of inner race and rollers is KCir and that of outer

race and rollers is KCor. Furthermore Cir and Cor are in series to each other, and

hence related to Cb as [7]

Cb ¼
KCirCor

(Cir þ Cor)
(7:40)

Table 7.1. Instantaneous temperature rise and contact duration between

races and rollers, stress concentration and fatigue cycles before slip bands

initiation on the roller track of races of a NU 326 bearing operated

under the influence of an electric current

Analytical values of parameters

Inner race Outer race

Wir(mm) at p ¼ 2, K ¼ 7 0.120 Wor(mm) at p ¼ 2, K ¼ 7 0.145

tir(s) 7:8� 10�6 tor(s) 25:4� 10�6

Tir8C 31.41 Tor8C 84.41

Tirn8C 109.90 Torn8C 109.90

sirn(kgmm�2) 35.46 sorn(kgmm�2) 35.46

Sa(kgmm�2) 17.73 Sa(kgmm�2) 17.73

Number of cycles before slip bands initiation after the increase in stabilized bearing temperature¼ 106 cycles.

Hours of operation after the increase in stabilized bearing temperature ¼ 15.15 h.

Total number of hours of operation before the slip bands initiation on the roller track of inner race¼ 40.15 h.

Dimensions of NU 326 bearing and operating parameters: d ¼ 38mm, D ¼ 205mm, L ¼ 38mm, N ¼ 14,

n ¼ 1100 rpm, P ¼ 1120Kgf, u ¼ 1.12V at 50A, H ¼ 0.003mm, Rb ¼ 0:022ohm, r2 ¼ 107 ohmcm.
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where Cir and Cor are determined by the bearing parameters and given in Chapter 6

[Eqns. (6.1) and (6.2)].

Also, from Eqns. (7.38)–(7.40) it is evident that:

Qir

Cir

¼
Qor

Cor

¼
KQ

Cb

(7:41)

The similar relations hold good for a ball bearing.

7.4.3 Heat Generated and Instant Temperature Rise by Instantaneous Charge

Leakage in the Contact Zone between Roller Track of Races and a Roller

The slow passage of charge takes place when the high points on the asperities of

the races and rolling-elements come close or when the conducting particles bridge the

oil film. These conducting paths are broken, when the asperities become separated by

greater thickness of film by the presence of high-resistivity lubricants. Arcing results

due to instantaneous charge leakage by vibration effects or by positive and negative

cage and roller slip phenomenon occurring under different operating conditions in a

bearing [8]. Under these conditions contact resistance between the race and a roller

may become instantly minimum, equivalent to that of bearing resistance under static

conditions (Rs).

The instantaneous charge leakage through the roller track of inner race and

a roller generates instantaneous heat. The electrical energy qir due to charge

leakage Qir for a duration tir at the first threshold voltage U through a contact

resistance Ros between the inner race and a roller of the bearing having capacitance

Cir, is given as:

qir ¼ I2Rostir (7:42)

or in terms of charge and capacitance, electrical energy can be expressed as [by using

Eqns. (7.38) and (7.41)]:

qir ¼
Q2

irtir

K2C2
irRos

(7:43)

This energy influences the contact zone (of width Wir, length La, and depth H),

and increases its temperature after a certain number of contact cycles. Hence, by

using Eqn. (7.43) and neglecting heat losses by various other means, the following is

evident:

WirLaHT�
irrc ¼

Q2
irtir

K2C2
irRos

(7:44)
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So, the instantaneous temperature rise (at t ¼ 0) due to sudden charge leakage

during each contact of a roller with the roller track of inner race is determined by

Eqns. (7.6), (7.37), (7.38), (7.41) and (7.44), and given as:

T�
ir ¼

4Q2D

pC2
bKfsLaRsHrc (3Dþ d) (D� d)

(7:45)

Similarly, instantaneous temperature rise (at t ¼ 0) due to charge leakage during

each contact of a roller with the roller track of outer race is worked out as:

T�
or ¼

4Q2D

pC2
bKfsLaRsHrc (D2 � d2)

(7:46)

7.4.4 Instantaneous Temperature Rise due to Charge Leakage in the

Contact Zone between Rollers and Roller Track of Races in

One Shaft Revolution

7.4.4.1 Between Roller Track of Inner Race and Rollers

The instantaneous temperature rise of the roller track of inner race at a single

position due to continuous rolling of rollers in each shaft rotation is determined using

Eqns. (7.13), (7.14) and (7.45), and is given as:

T�
irn ¼

Q2

pC2
bKfsRsdLaHrc

(7:47)

This instantaneous temperature rise would be identical between various asperity

contacts of the rollers and the roller track of the inner race. This would cause local

damage on the roller track of the inner race after a certain number of revolutions.

7.4.4.2 Between Roller Track of Outer Race and Rollers

The instantaneous temperature rise of an asperity position on the roller track of

the outer race due to the contacts of the rollers in each shaft rotation would be fr=2fs
times the Tor, which is simplified using Eqns. (7.3) and (7.46), and given as:

T�
orn ¼

Q2

pC2
bKfsRsLaHdrc

(7:48)

The instantaneous temperature rise of roller track of outer race, thus deter-

mined, is identical to that of the inner race [Eqn. (7.47)], and would cause local

damage similar to the inner race after certain hours of operation.
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7.5 Thermal Stresses Due to Thermal Transients on Rolling-Element

Track Surfaces of Races

During operation of a rolling-element bearing, a transient thermal gradient first

occurs, prior to attainment of equilibrium thermal conditions from an initial uniform

temperature. If the bearing’s inner race temperature is known at any instant, then the

transient thermal gradients after various time intervals can be determined. In add-

ition, the thermal stresses can be evaluated for any instant of time. For a very small

interval of contact of a roller with roller track of inner race (tir ¼ 7:8� 10�6 s, as

shown in Table 7.1), the overall temperature during the contact approaches zero, but

for an instant (t ¼ 0), on the rolling-element track of races (both for roller and ball

bearings), instant tangential stress [9] is:

sir ¼
�GETir

(1� m)
, sib ¼

�GETib

(1� m)
(7:49)

and

sor ¼
�GETor

(1� m)
, sob ¼

�GETob

(1� m)
(7:50)

The sir, sib and sor, �ob are compressive during heating. The surface material at

the contact region during the contact instant expands/tends to grow, but is restricted

by adjacent material on the roller/ball track, which is at a lower stabilized tempera-

ture. However, compressive stresses at the roller/ball tracks change gradually to

tensile stresses at the other surfaces of the tracks, i.e. inner surface of the inner race

and outer surface of the outer race.

The instant temperature rise of roller/ball tracks of a bearing using low-

resistivity lubricant in each rotation of a shaft (Tirn=Tibn or Torn=Tobn) stabilizes after

a few hours of operation. So, the stresses on the roller/ball tracks are determined as:

sirn ¼
�GE(Tirn � Ta)

(1� m)
(7:51)

and

sibn ¼
�GE(Tibn � Ta)

(1� m)

The operating temperature (To) of a bearing using high-resistivity lubricant

under rolling friction without the effect of the charge leakage affects the contact

stresses. And the instantaneous temperature rise of roller tracks due to charge

leakage in each rotation of a shaft as per Eqns. (7.47) and (7.48) after a few operating

cycles may set residual stresses on the asperity contacts, which are determined as:
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s�
irn ¼

�GE(T�
irn þ To)

(1� m)
(7:52)

The similar relation holds good for a ball bearing.

At the stabilized temperature, tangential stresses at the track surfaces of inner

race is equal to that of outer race since Tirn ¼ Torn, and Tibn ¼ Tobn [Eqns. (7.15),

(7.16), (7.34) and (7.35)].

7.6 Determination of Number of Cycles Before the Initiation of Slip Bands and

Craters Formation on Rolling-Element Tracks of Races, and Data Derived

Design fatigue curves for carbon, low alloy series 4XX, high alloy steels

and high-tensile steels, for temperatures not exceeding �3708C [10], have been

used for bearing steel SAE 52100, the properties of which are given in Appendix A

[11] to determine the number of cycles leading to the initiation of craters

and slip bands against the semi-range of stresses (�irn=2) [by using Eqns. (7.52) and

(7.51)].

The number of cycles, thus determined, indicates in terms of the time leading to

crater and slip band initiation on the bearing surfaces due to the instantaneous

charge leakage, and shearing of atomic planes within the crystals, respectively,

depending on the characteristics and resistivities of the lubricants used.

7.6.1 Experimental Investigations on Passage of Current through

Bearings and Theoretical Calculations on Temperature Rise and

Initiation of Slip Bands and Craters

The investigations on the passage of current through bearings show that the

threshold voltage varies with operating parameters and lubricant characteristics.

A low-resistivity lubricant (107 ohm cm) having a viscosity 99.92 cSt at 408C and

9.68 cSt at 1008C, and a relative permittivity of 2.5, begin to disintegrate and conduct

electricity at a voltage of 1.21V and allows a current of 50A (AC) to pass through the

NU 326 roller bearing; tested on roller bearing test rig operating at 1100 rpm under

radial loads of 1000Kgf and 500Kgf as discussed in Chapter 6.

7.6.2 Bearings Using Low-Resistivity Lubricant

7.6.2.1 Roller Bearing

After 41 h of operation, slip bands were observed on the inner race of the

bearing as shown in the Fig. 5.1. Figure 5.3 is an enlarged view of the inner race
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showing slip bands. However, a developed corrugation pattern was observed after

250 h of operation as shown in Fig. 5.4.

The outer race of the bearing and grease temperature stabilized at temperatures

of 35 and 508C above ambient up to 25 h of periodical testing, although temperature

at the contact zone between the roller tracks of the races and rollers would have been

higher since heat dissipates through the shaft and the housing, etc. However, a

stabilized outer race and grease temperature could be taken as a reasonably accurate

indication of a stabilized temperature of the roller tracks.

The maximum depth of slip bands on the roller track of inner race of NU 326 is

taken as 0.003mm, equivalent to the measured depth of corrugations after 250 h of

operation for a current 50A [4]. Calculated values of various parameters derived in

Eqns. (7.6), (7.7), (7.15), (7.16) and (7.51) are shown in Table 7.1.

7.6.2.2 Ball Bearing

The ball track condition of inner and outer races of the 6326 ball bearing

(lubricated with low-resistivity grease) was monitored after 250 h of operation, and

corrugation pattern was observed to have been developed on the bearing races on

passing a current of 50A (AC) as shown in the Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 [5].

The bearing outer race and grease temperatures were stabilized at 31 and 56.48C

above ambient, up to 30 h of periodical testing.

The maximum depth of slip bands on the ball track of inner race of 6326 ball

bearing is taken as 0.003mm, similar to NU 326 roller bearing operated under the

influence of electric current of 50A (AC) [12]. The calculated values of various

parameters derived in Eqns. (7.21), (7.22), (7.34), (7.35) and (7.51) are tabulated in

Table 7.2.

7.6.3 Bearing using High-Resistivity Lubricant

The calculated values of various parameters derived in the Eqns. (7.45)–(7.50)

and (7.52) have been determined and shown in Table 7.3. The charge accumulation

on the bearing using high-resistivity lubricant and the threshold voltages are taken

from the published work in the references [13 and 14] [Chapter 4 and 6] for the

determination of instantaneous temperature rise on the roller tracks of races (Table

7.3). Figure.4.8 shows the craters due to instantaneous charge leakage on roller

tracks of the inner race of a bearing using high-resistivity lubricant.

The maximum depth of craters (H) on the roller track of inner race of NU 330

bearing is taken as 0.001mm [15] for determination of contact temperature due to

charge leakage (Table 7.3).
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Table 7.2. Instantaneous temperature rise and contact duration between races and

balls, stress concentration and fatigue cycles before slip bands initiation on the ball

track of races of a 6326 ball bearing operated under the influence of an electric current

Analytical values of parameters

Inner race Outer race

Wib(mm) at p ¼ 3, K ¼ 3 1.30 Wob(mm) at p ¼ 3, K ¼ 3 1.25

tib(s) 9:61� 10�5 tob(s) 24:3� 10�5

Tib8C 45.58 Tob8C 110.49

Tibn8C 128.39 Tobn8C 117.92

sibn(kgmm�2) 44.98 sobn(kgmm�2) 40.49

Sa(kgmm�2) 22.49 Sa(kgmm�2) 20.25

Number of cycles leading to slip bands initiation after the increase in stabilized bearing temperature

¼ 6:2� 104 cycles.

Total number of hours of operation leading to the slip bands initiation on the ball track of races > 30.0 h.

Dimensions of 6326 ball bearing and operating parameters: d ¼ 46mm, D ¼ 206mm, a ¼ 158, fs ¼ 16:67Hz,

N¼ 9, n¼ 1000 rpm,P¼ 1170Kgf, u¼ 2.1–3V at 50A,H¼ 0.003mm, r2 ¼ 107 ohmcm, Rb ¼ 0:051 ohm

(average).

Table 7.3 Instantaneous temperature rise, contact duration and contact stresses due

to charge leakage between races and rollers before initiation of craters on the roller

tracks of races of the NU 330 bearing lubricated with a high resistivity lubricant

operated under the influence of an electric current

Experimental and analytical values of different parameters

n (rpm) 450 750 1000 1200

fs(1=s) 7.5 12.5 16.67 20

Q� 10�12(C)(7.13) 7.62 19.71 21.20 54.5

Cb(pf)(7.13) 190.4 131.41 106.0 94.0

tir � 10�5(s) 3.36 2.02 1.52 1.26

tor � 10�5(s) 0.85 6.51 4.88 4.07

T�
or(8C) 0.084 0.71 0.95 6.62

T�
ir(8C) 0.23 1.92 2.55 17.86

T�
irn(8C) 0.31 2.59 3.46 24.17

T�
orn(8C) 0.31 2.59 3.46 24.17

s�
irn � 107(Nm�2) and s�

orn � 107 (Nm�2) 4.57 5.58 5.97 15.6

Sa � 107 (Nm�2) 2.3 2.8 3.0 7.8

Cs( > ) 1010 1010 $1010 $107

Dimensions of NU 330 bearing and operating parameters: d ¼ 42mm, D ¼ 235mm, L ¼ 45mm, N ¼ 14,

n¼1200rpm,P¼ 10000N,H¼ 0:001mm,Rs ¼ 0:5ohm, r1 ¼1011ohmcm, j¼2:5�8:85419 �10�12 fm�1,

To¼ 118C, Wir ¼ 0:243mm,Wor¼ 0:291mm, p¼ 1,K ¼ 3,La¼ 1mm (approximately 2% of L).
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7.7 Discussion of Results

7.7.1 Duration of Contact between Track Surface of Races

and a Rolling-Element

Thedurationofcontactbetweenrollertrackofracesandarollerdependsonthepitch

diameterandrollerdiameterof thebearing.Itdecreaseswithrotatingspeedfrequencybut

increases with width of contact on the roller tracks [Eqns. (7.6), (7.7), (7.21) and (7.22)].

Thedurationof line contact between the roller trackof theouter raceanda roller is about

3.2 timeshigher thanthecorrespondingdurationbetween the roller trackof the inner race

and a roller. This is because inner race and rollers rotate in the same direction. For the

NU 330 bearing operating at 1200 rpm, tor is 4:07� 10�5 s as against tir as 1:26� 10�5 s

(Table 7.3). The similar trend is observed for a ball bearing (Table 7.2).

7.7.2 Temperature Rise in the Contact Zone between Track Surface of

Races and a Rolling-Element

7.7.2.1 Bearing using Low-Resistivity Lubricant

7.7.2.1.1 Roller Bearing

The temperature rise at a line contact between the roller track of the races and a

roller depends on the pitch diameter, the length and diameter of the roller and the

number of rollers in the loaded zone of a bearing. The temperature rise decreases

with increase in the frequency of rotation but increases with resistance of the bearing

and the square of the current passing through the bearing. However, it is independent

of the width of contact between the roller tracks and a roller [Eqns. (7.11) and (7.12)].

For the NU 326 bearing Tor and Tir are 84.41 and 31.418C, respectively (Table

7.1). However, without loss of heat the instant temperature rise of both inner and

outer race tracks in each shaft rotation is identical and does not depend on the pitch

diameter of a bearing [Eqns. (7.15) and (7.16)]. For the NU 326 roller bearing the

value of Tirn and Torn is determined as 109.98C under the parameters of operation

mentioned in Table 7.1. This instant temperature rise is considered to be stabilized

for up to 25 h of periodic operation, based on stabilized temperature of grease and

outer race (determined experimentally), and this gives rise to an increase in contact

zone temperature of 79.908C above ambient (308C being the ambient temperature).

7.7.2.1.2 Ball Bearing

The temperature rise at the point of contact between the ball track of races and a

ball depends on the pitch and the ball diameters, the contact angle, and the number of

balls in the loaded zone of a bearing [Eqns. (7.28) and (7.31)]. For the 6326 ball
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bearing, the value of Tibn and Tobn are determined as 128.39 and 117.928C respectively,

under the parameters of operation mentioned in Table 7.2. This instant temperature

rise is considered as stabilized up to 30h of periodic operation, based on stabilized

temperature of grease and outer race (determined experimentally), which gives rise to

increase in contact zone temperature above ambient as 101.398C of inner race track

and 90.928C of outer race track (278C being the ambient temperature).

7.7.2.2 Capacitive Effect of Bearings

Under the capacitive effect of a bearing using high-resistivity lubricant

(1011 ohm cm), the temperature rise at a line contact between roller track of races and

a roller depends on the pitch diameter, the roller diameter, the summation of the length

of asperity contacts on the circumference of the roller track during contact with a roller

(La) and the number of rollers in the loaded zone of a bearing. Temperature rise under

the influence of electric current decreases with increase in frequency of rotation, but

increases with square of the ratio of charge accumulation to the bearing capacitance.

However, it is independent of the width of contact between the roller tracks and a

roller [Eqns. (7.45) and (7.46)]. Temperature rise between roller track of the outer race

and a roller is much higher than the corresponding rise between the roller track of inner

race and a roller in each contact. This is attributed to higher value of tor compared with

tir as discussed in the Section 7.8.1. For the NU 330 bearing at 1200 rpm, Tor and Tir

are 17.86 and 6.628C, respectively (Table 7.3). However, without loss of heat the

instant temperature rise of the inner and outer race tracks in each shaft rotation is

identical and does not depend on the pitch diameter of a bearing [Eqns. (7.47) and

(7.48)]. For the NU 330 roller bearing the values of Tirn and Torn are determined as

24.178C when the charge accumulation on the bearing surfaces is 54:5� 10�12 (C) and

capacitance is 94 (p�) (Table 7.3). With increase in charge accumulation from

7:62� 10�12 to 54:5� 10�12 (C), and decrease of capacitance from 190.4 to 94 (pf),

the Tirn and Torn are increased from 0.31 to 24.17 8C (Table 7.3). However, mechanical

loading and heating due to friction also contribute to the temperature rise, but their

effect is much less than the effect of a current on a bearing [12, 16].

7.7.3 Thermal Stresses and Number of Cycles before Initiation of Craters and Slip

Bands on Track Surfaces of Races

7.7.3.1 Bearings using Low-Resistivity Lubricant

7.7.3.1.1 Roller Bearing

The semi-range of contact stresses on the roller track of a NU 326 bearing using

low-resistivity lubricant (107 ohmcm) at the stabilized temperature of 109.908C is
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17:73Kgmm�2, which indicates that slip bands will initiate on the roller tracks after

106 cycles or 15.15 h of continuous operation [10] as shown in Table 7.1. As per the

experimental investigations, outer race temperature of the NU 326 bearing was

stabilized for up to 25 h of operation, which indicates that the initiation of slip

bands on the bearing would take 40.15 h. This corresponds closely with the first

appearance of slip bands on the roller track of the inner race (Fig. 5.1) tested with a

current of 50A (AC) and shown in an enlarged view of the inner race after 41 h of

operation (Fig. 5.3).

7.7.3.1.2 Ball Bearing

The semi range of contact stresses on the ball track of 6326 bearing at the

stabilized temperature of 128.308C is 22:49Kgmm�2, which indicates that slip

bands will get initiated on the ball tracks after 6:2� 104 cycles of continuous

operation and after increase in stabilized bearing temperature, as shown in Table

7.2 [10]. As per the experimental investigations outer race temperature of the 6326

bearing was stabilized up to 30 h of operation, which indicates that the bearing would

take 6:2� 104 cycles before the initiation of slip bands after the increase in stabilized

bearing temperature. Experimental results reported by Simpson, F.F. and Crump,

W.J.J. about the life of rolling contact bearing under electric currents, also match

with the results in the above analysis [16].

A roller bearing, using low-resistivity lubricant, takes longer time for the slip

bands to get initiated as compared to a ball bearing operating under identical

conditions. This is because of less rise in contact temperature and corresponding

less value of semi range of contact stresses in the roller bearings than in ball bearings

[12] (Table 7.2).

7.7.3.2 Bearings using High-Resistivity Lubricant

Instantaneous thermal stresses due to thermal transients on the roller/ball track

of races due to roller/ball contact depend on the instantaneous rise in temperature

[Eqns. (7.49) and (7.50)]. The contact thermal stresses with the instantaneous tem-

perature rise are increased and affect the fatigue life [Eqn. (7.52)]. The semi range of

contact stresses in each shaft rotation at the asperity contacts on the roller track of

NU 330 bearing at the instant temperature rise of 24.178C is 7:8� 107 Nm�2, which

indicates that the craters will initiate on the roller tracks after 107 cycles (Table 7.3) or

about 150 h of operation at 1200 rpm. This matches closely with the test results. If the

semi ranges of contact stresses are less than 3� 107 Nm�2, the craters will initiate

after 1010 cycles of operation for a bearing with charge accumulation of less than

21:20� 10�12 (C) and capacitance of more than 106 (pf) (Table 7.3).
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It may be noted that the life expectancy of a bearing before the craters are

initiated will be much higher if a bearing is operated below the threshold voltage.

This is because of less rise in contact temperature. In addition, decrease in charge

accumulation and increase in bearing capacitance also results in less rise in contact

temperature [Eqn. (7.47)]. The craters/slip bands on the rolling-element track of inner

race initiate much earlier than on the rolling-element track of the outer race. This is

attributed to the rotation of the inner race, and less heat dissipation to its surround-

ings as compared to the outer race. Furthermore, mechanical loading and thermal

stresses due to rolling friction affect the bearing life by increase in subsurface shear

stresses and reduction in lambda factor.

7.8 Conclusions

From the analysis and the investigations of this chapter, the following conclu-

sions are drawn [7, 12, 17]:

(1) The duration of contact between the roller/ball track of races and a roller/

ball depends on the pitch and the rolling-element diameters of a bearing. It

is higher for the roller/ball track of the outer race and a roller/ball than for

the roller/ball track of the inner race and a roller/ball. The duration of

contact decreaseswith rotating speed frequencybut increaseswithwidthof

contact.

(2) The temperature rise at each contact between rolling-element track of

races and a rolling-element depends on the bearing kinematics, the depth

of slip bands/craters, the number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone,

and the properties of the bearing material. The temperature rise at each

contact decreases with increase in frequency of rotation but increases

with resistance of the bearing and with the current.

(3) The temperature rise at the contact between rolling-element track of the

outer race and a rolling-element is more than that between the inner race

track and a rolling-element.

(4) The instant temperature rise of inner and outer race tracks in each shaft

rotation is identical and is a function of the bearing dimensions, the

current and resistance of the bearing and operating speed frequency, but

does not depend on the pitch diameter of a bearing.

(5) The number of cycles before the initiation of slip bands/craters on the

rolling-element tracks depends on the semi range of contact stresses on

the surface of the raceways.

(6) A bearing with a higher capacitance and less charge accumulation takes

longer time before the craters are initiated on the track surfaces.
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(7) Slip bands on the roller tracks of races of the NU 326 bearing using low-

resistivity lubricant at a current of 50A are initiated in less than 41 h of

operation, and it takes 15.15 h or 106 cycles after the bearing temperature

is stabilized. For a 6326 ball bearing slip bands are initiated in less than

6:2� 104 cycles. At a lower current density more time elapses before slip

bands appear on the tracks.

(8) The NU 330 bearing using high-resistivity lubricant with a maximum

charge accumulation of 54:5� 10�12 (C) and minimum capacitance of 94

(pf) has the fatigue life of >107 cycles before the craters are initiated due

to charge leakage at the asperity contacts.

This analysis makes it possible to predict the time before the slip bands, craters

and cracks are initiated on track surfaces of the bearings lubricated with low-resistivity

and high-resistivity lubricants, respectively, under the influence of an electric current.
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APPENDIX A

Properties of SAE 52100 (Bearing Steel)

A. Chemical Composition

Carbon 0.98–1.10%

Manganese 0.25–0.45%

Phosphorous, max 0.025%

Sulphur, max 0.025%

Silicon 0.15–0.35%

Chromium 1.30–1.60%

Nickel (max) 0.25%

Copper (max) 0.35%

Molybdenum (max) 0.10%

Maximum operating temperature 1508C
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B. Physical Properties

(1) electrical resistance 3:0� 10�7 ohmm

(2) density 7:8� 103 Kgm�3

(3) specific heat 4:5� 102 ws kg�1
8C�1

(4) thermal conductivity 45wm�1
8C�1

(5) Young’s modulus of elasticity 210� 109 Nm�2

(6) Poisson’s ratio 0.29

(7) coefficient of thermal expansion 15� 10�6
8C�1

(8) yield strength 230� 106 Nm�2

Nomenclature

c specific heat of bearing material

Cb equivalent bearing capacitance

Cs number of contact cycles before initiation of craters on roller tracks

Cir, Cor capacitance between inner race and outer race and a roller, respectively

d diameter of rolling-element

D pitch diameter

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

f frequency of applied voltage (50Hz)

fb ball rotational frequency

fs shaft rotational frequency

fr roller frequency

H depth of slip bands and craters on track surfaces of races

I current passing through bearing

K number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone

L length of roller

La summation of the length of asperity contacts on circumference of roller

track during contact with a roller

Lib, Lob arc length of width of contact/corrugation along bearing width on ball

track of inner race and outer race, respectively

N number of rolling-elements in bearing

n rpm

P resultant load on bearing

p positions of plain of action of loading (p ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . )

Q charge accumulation on bearing

Qir, Qor charge accumulation on inner race and outer race, respectively

qir electrical energy due to charge leakage between inner race and a roller
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r radius of rolling-element

rib, rob radius of curvature of width of contact/corrugation in ball bearing along

bearing width on inner race and outer race, respectively

Rib, Rob resistance between ball track of inner race and outer race, and a ball,

respectively

Rir, Ror resistance between roller track of inner race and outer race, and a roller,

respectively

Ros resistance in static condition between roller track of a race and a roller if

Rir ¼ Ror

Rs equivalent bearing resistance in static condition

R resistance between track surface of a race and a rolling-element if

Rir ¼ Ror

Rb equivalent bearing resistance

Sa semi-range of contact stresses

Ta ambient temperature

To rise in temperature of roller tracks under rolling friction without the

effect of charge leakage

Tib, Tob instant temperature rise of ball track of inner race and outer race

during each contact with a ball

Tibn, Tobn instant temperature rise of ball track of inner race and outer race in

each shaft rotation, respectively

Tir, Tor instantaneous temperature rise of roller track of inner race and outer

race during each contact with a roller, respectively

Tirn, Torn instantaneous temperature rise of roller track of inner race and outer

race in each shaft rotation, respectively

tib, tob duration of each contact between ball track of inner race and a ball,

and outer race and a ball, respectively

tir, tor duration of each line contact between roller track of inner race and

outer race, and a roller, respectively

u voltage across bearing

Vb circumferential speed of ball

Vib circumferential speed of ball track of inner race

Vibb, Vobb resultant speed of crossing of instant contact between ball track of

inner race and a ball, and outer race and a ball, respectively

Vr circumferential speed of roller

Vir circumferential speed of roller track of inner race

Virr, Vorr resultant speed of crossing of instant line contact between roller track

of inner race and a roller, outer race and a roller, respectively

w 2pf
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Wib, Wob width of contact/corrugation along ball track of inner race and outer

race, respectively

Wir, Wor width of line contact on roller track of inner race and outer race,

respectively

Xcir, Xcor capacitive reactance between roller track of inner race and outer race,

and a roller, respectively

j permittivity (dielectric constant of lubricant)(fm�1)

a contact angle

m Poisson’s ratio

G coefficient of thermal expansion

r density of bearing material

r2, r1 resistivity of low- and high-resistivity lubricants, respectively

sib,sob instant tangential stress on ball track of inner race and outer race by

each contact of a ball, respectively

sir, sor instant tangential stress on roller track of inner race and outer race by

each contact of a roller, respectively

sibn, sobn tangential stress on ball track of inner race and outer race, respectively

sirn, sorn tangential stress on roller track of inner race and outer race, respectively

bib, bob number of contacts on ball track of loaded zone of inner race and

outer race by a single position on ball in each shaft rotation

bir, bor number of line contacts on roller track of loaded zone of inner race

and outer race by a single line position on roller in each shaft rotation,

respectively

Note: (*) indicates parameters pertaining to capacitive effect of a rolling-element

bearing (bearing using high-resistivity lubricant).
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Chapter 8

ANALYSIS OF CAPACITIVE EFFECT OF
ROLLER BEARINGS ON REPEATED
STARTS AND STOPS OF A MACHINE

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a study is reported on the capacitive effect of roller bearings on

repeated starts and stops of a machine operating under the influence of shaft voltages

to determine the increase in charge accumulation with time and the gradual leakage

of the accumulated charges on bearing surfaces as the shaft voltage falls as soon as

the instant power supply to a machine is switched-off. Under these conditions the

variation of shaft revolutions to accumulate charges and discharge of the accumu-

lated charges on the roller tracks of races at various levels of bearing to shaft voltage

is analyzed. Also, variation of safe limits of starts and stops with the ratio of bearing

to shaft voltage is studied [1].

8.2 Theoretical Analysis to Accumulate and Discharge of the

Accumulated Charges

8.2.1 Theoretical Background

Magnetic flux develops in the electric machines due to dissymmetry of the

magnetic circuits, which closes in the circumference over the yoke and induces the

voltage on the shaft. Shaft voltage and flux can occur in the electric rotating

machines due to various reasons which usually results in a localized current at each

bearing rather than a potential difference between shaft ends. Furthermore, under



the influence of potential drop across a bearing, the varying oil film thickness

between races and the rollers form capacitor of varying capacitance depending on

the lubricant permittivity, and offer an impedance to current flow.

8.2.2 Time Required to Accumulate Charges on Bearing Surfaces after

the Start of a Machine

At the instant when the machine is started, the potential difference (V) across the

inner race and rollers as well as rollers and outer race is zero. But this gradually

increases and approaches the shaft voltage (E). While the shaft voltage increases, the

charge on the bearing (using high-resistivity lubricant 1011 ohm cm) comprising of

charges on inner and outer races (Qi and Qo) builds up. Till then V is changing and

transient current is delivered from the shaft voltage.

To maintain continuity throughout the whole circuit, there is a rate of change of

flux (dQb=dT) within the dielectric (lubricant), which is given as [1]:

I ¼
dQb

dT
(8:1)

and, the stored charge on the bearing surfaces is determined as:

Qb ¼ V � Cb (8:2)

and if the current is varying then:

I ¼ Cb �
dV

dT
(8:3)

Also, it can be expressed as:

I ¼
(E � V )

Rb

(8:4)

From Eqns. (8.1)–(8.4), it is evident that:

V ¼ E � Rb � Cb �
dV

dT
(8:5)

On integrating Eqn. (8.5) and applying the initial conditions as T ¼ 0, V ¼ 0, the

solution of Eqn. (8.5) is obtained as:

V ¼ E � (1� e�T=CbRb) (8:6)

Hence, Eqn. (8.2) becomes:

Qb ¼ E � Cb(1� e�T=CbRb) (8:7)
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The time taken (Tcb) to develop charge Qb on bearing surfaces having capaci-

tance Cb and resistance Rb is expressed as [using Eqn. (8.6)]:

Tcb ¼ �Cb � Rb � loge (1� a) (8:8)

Similarly time taken to develop charges (Qir and Qor) on a roller and roller

tracks of inner as well as outer races is given as:

Tcir ¼ �Cir � Rir loge (1� a) (8:9)

Tcor ¼ �Cor � Ror loge (1� a) (8:10)

Equivalent capacitance and resistance of inner race (Ci and Ri) as well as outer

race (Co and Ro) with ‘K’ rollers in the loaded zone are K Cir, K Cor and

Rir=K , Ror=K , respectively. Since rollers within inner and outer races are in parallel,

whereas both in inner and outer races are in series to each other for the electric path.

So, Tci and Tco are equal to that of Tcir and Tcor, respectively [Eqns. (8.9) and (8.10)].

8.2.3 Current Passing through Bearing

From Eqns. (8.2) and (8.4), shaft voltage is given as:

E ¼
I � Rb þQb

Cb

(8:11)

Using Eqn. (8.1) and applying initial conditions as T ¼ 0, I ¼ E=Rb, the solu-

tion of Eqn. (8.11) is:

I ¼
E

Rb

� �

� e�T=CbRb (8:12)

And potential drop across a bearing is given as:

V ¼ I � Rb ¼ E � e�T=CbRb (8:13)

Similarly, potential difference between roller track of inner race as well as outer

race and a roller is given by:

V ¼ I � e�T=RirCir (8:14)

and

V ¼ I � e�T=RorCor (8:15)
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The above Eqns. (8.14) and (8.15) are also valid for potential difference between

roller tracks of inner as well as outer races and rollers since:

Ri ¼
Rir

K
, Ro ¼

Ror

K
(8:16)

and

Ci ¼ K � Cir, Co ¼ K � Cor (8:17)

8.2.4 Time Required to Discharge the Accumulated Charge from

Bearing Surfaces During Stop

As soon as the power supply to a machine is switched-off, magnetic flux

disappears and the shaft voltage becomes zero instantaneously. The rate of discharge

of bearing capacitor (formed during bearing operation) is determined by differenti-

ating Eqn. (8.13), and given as:

�dV

dT
¼

E

Cb � Rb

� �

e�T=CbRb (8:18)

At the instant, when machine is stopped (T ¼ 0), the rate of change of bearing

potential drop is determined as:

dV

dT
¼

�E

Cb � Rb

(8:19)

In time constant (CbRb), the potential drop of bearing capacitor falls and is

determined as [by Eqn. (8.13)]:

V ¼ E � e�1 ¼ 0:368E (8:20)

The time required (Tdb) to drop the potential from V to the value of ‘a’ times the

shaft voltage (E) (V ¼ a�E) is given as [by Eqn. (8.13)]:

Tdb ¼ �Rb � Cb loge a (8:21)

Similarly time required to discharge the accumulated charges from roller track

of inner as well as outer races and a roller/rollers is given as:

Tdir ¼ Tdi ¼ �Rir � Cir loge a (8:22)

Tdor ¼ Tdo ¼ �Ror � Cor loge a (8:23)
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8.2.5 Duration of Contact between Roller Track of Races and a Roller

Assuming that the inner race is rotating and the outer race is stationary, the

duration of contact between the roller track of the inner race and a roller crossing

the width of contact Wir is determined as [2]:

tir ¼
2D�Wir

p� fs � (3Dþ d)� (D� d)
(8:24)

Similarly,

tor ¼
2D�Wor

p � fs � (D2 � d2)
(8:25)

Also, the number of contacts between inner race and rollers, and outer race

and rollers, in each shaft rotation is determined as bir, and bor, respectively and

given as [2]:

bir ¼
(3Dþ d)� (D� d)

4d �D
(8:26)

and,

bor ¼
(D2 � d2)

4Dd
(8:27)

8.2.5.1 Number of Shaft Rotation for the Charge Accumulation on Bearing

Surfaces after Start of a Machine

The number of contacts between roller track of inner race as well as outer race

with a roller (Nic, Noc) for the charge accumulation Qir and Qor, respectively, after

start of a machine can be determined as the ratio of time taken (Tcir and Tcor) to

accumulate charges to the time taken for each contact between roller track of inner

race (tir) and a roller, and similarly between outer race and a roller (tor).

Thus, the number of contacts (Nic, Noc) can be determined as:

Nic ¼
Tcir

tir
, and Noc ¼

Tcor

tor
(8:28)

By using Eqns. (8.9), (8.10), (8.24) and (8.25), the Nic and Noc are expressed as:

Nic ¼
�p � fs � (3Dþ d)� (D� d)� Cir � Rir � loge (1� a)

2D�Wir

(8:29)
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and

Noc ¼
�p � fs � (D2 � d2)� Cor � Ror � loge (1� a)

2D�Wor

(8:30)

The number of contacts (Ni and No) to accumulate charges Qi and Qo will be the

same as that of Nic and Noc, respectively [Eqns. (8.16) and (8.17)]. The number of

shaft rotations to accumulate the charges (Qir and Qor) is determined as the ratio of

number of contacts between a roller and inner race, as well as outer race and a roller

to the number of respective contacts in each shaft rotation [Eqns. (8.26) and (8.27)].

Thus Nicn and Nocn are expressed as follows using Eqns. (8.26)–(8.30):

Nicn ¼
�[2p � fs � d � Cir � Rir � loge (1� a)]

Wir

(8:31)

Nocn ¼
�[2p � fs � d � Cor � Ror � loge (1� a)]

Wor

(8:32)

Nicn and Nocn will be equal toNin andNon, similar to that ofNic and Noc as equal

to Ni and No, respectively [Eqns. (8.16) and (8.17)].

8.2.6 Number of Shaft Rotations for the Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

after the Stop of a Machine

The number of contacts between roller track of inner as well as outer races with

a roller to discharge of the accumulated charges from the bearing surfaces (Nid and

Nod) after the power supply to a machine is switched-off, are determined similar to

Eqn. (8.28) and given as:

Nid ¼
Tdir

tir
, and Nod ¼

Tdor

tor
(8:33)

Similar to the logic discussed above, relations for number of contacts between

inner race and a roller and outer race and a roller (Nid, Nod), and Nidn and Nodn are

developed using Eqns. (8.22)–(8.27), and given as:

Nid ¼ � Rir � Cir �
loge a

2D�Wir

� �

� p � fs � (3Dþ d)� (D� d) (8:34)

Nod ¼ � Ror � Cor �
loge a

2D�Wor

� �

� p � fs � (D2 � d2) (8:35)

Nidn ¼ �2p � fs � d � Rir � Cir �
loge �a

Wir

, and (8:36)
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Nodn ¼
�2p � fs � d � Ror � Cor � loge a

Wor

(8:37)

TheNicd andNocd are equal toNid and Nod, andNicdn and Nocdn are equal to that

of Nidn and Nodn, respectively [Eqns. (8.16) and (8.17)].

8.2.7 Determination of the Ratio of Contacts for Charge Accumulation to

Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

The ratio of the number of contacts and shaft revolutions for the charge

accumulation to the discharge of the accumulated charges from the inner as well as

outer races is determined using Eqns. (8.31)–(8.37), and given as:

Nicn

Nidn

¼
Nocn

Nodn

¼
Nin

Nicdn

¼
Non

Nocdn

¼
loge (1� a)

loge a
(8:38)

8.2.8 Number of Starts and Stops before the Initiation of Craters

on the Bearing Surfaces

The Nssi and Nsso can be determined as the ratio of the net time required to

initiate craters (Csi=fs and Cso=fs) to the time lapse for charge and discharge of the

accumulated charges (TCir and Tdir) in each start and stop of a machine to the

number of cycles (Csp) required before the machine come to standstill condition

after the power supply to the machine is put off. Thus Nssi and Nsso can be deter-

mined as

Nssi ¼ �
Csi

f �s
(Tcir þ Tdir)

�Csp (8:39)

and

Nsso ¼ �
Cso

f �s
(Tcor þ Tdor)

�Csp (8:40)

The number of cycles Csp, before the machine comes to standstill condition, depends

on the machine inertia, friction in bearings, etc. Various experimental investigations

reveal that, in general Csp vary between 20 and 90fs. Using Eqns. (8.9), (8.10), (8.22)

and (8.23), the Nssi and Nsso are determined as:

Nssi ¼
Csi

fs � Cir � Rir � loge a(1� a)�Csp

(8:41)
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and

Nsso ¼ �
Cso

fs � Cor � Ror � loge a(1� a)� Csp

(8:42)

and the ratio of Nssi to Nsso is given as:

Nssi

Nsso

¼
Csi � Cir � Rir

Cso � Cor � Ror

(8:43)

8.3 Theoretical Data

The ratio Nicn=Nidn is determined for different values of bearing to shaft voltage

(a ¼ V=E) varying from 0.1 to 0.9, and is shown in Fig. 8.1. The same variation is

valid for Nocn=Nodn, Nin=Nicdn and Non=Nocdn [Eqn. (8.38)].

The number of starts and stops of a machine before the initiation of craters

on the bearing surfaces are determined for a ¼ 0:1� 0:9 using Eqns. (8.41) and

(8.42). Figure 8.2 indicates the variation of number of starts and stops (Nssi

and Nsso) at various levels of bearing to shaft voltage (V/E) of the NU 330

bearing operating at 1200 rpm (fs ¼ 20 s�1) having Cir, Cor, Rir and Ror

as 57:98 (pf), 69:58 (pf), 38:6� 107 ohm and 32:2� 107 ohm, respectively [2, 3].
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Fig. 8.1. Variation of the ratio of shaft revolutions to accumulate and discharge of

accumulated charges (Nicn=Nidn) at various levels of bearing to shaft voltages (V/E) on roller

tracks of inner and outer races of a roller bearing operating under the influence of electric current
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Csp for the machine has been experimentally determined as approximately 20 fs:

Csi and Cso based on the temperature rise and thermal stress calculations [2, 4]

under frequent start and stop regimes are approximately established as 2� 105

cycles.

8.4 Results and Discussion on Shaft Rotations for Charge Accumulation/

Discharge and the Formation of Craters

8.4.1 Time and Number of Shaft Rotations Required to Accumulate Charges on

Bearing Surfaces and Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

The time required for accumulating the charges on the roller tracks of inner race

and outer race depends on capacitance (Ci, Co) and resistance (Ri and Ro). Also, this

is a function of natural logarithm of the difference of shaft and bearing voltage to the

shaft voltage [Eqns. (8.9) and (8.10)]. Similarly, Tcb is a function of Rb, Cb and

loge (1� a) [Eqn. (8.8)]. The time required to discharge of the accumulated charges

depends on Ci, Co, Ri and Ro, and is a function of natural logarithm of the ratio of

bearing to the shaft voltage [Eqns. (8.22) and (8.23)]. Also, Tdb is a function of Rb, Cb

and loge a [Eqn. (8.21)].
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Fig. 8.2. Variation of number of starts and stops of a motor before formation of craters on

roller track of inner and outer races (Nssi and Nsso) at various levels of bearing to shaft voltage

(V/E) of the NU 330 bearing operating under the influence of electric currents
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The number of shaft rotations to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated

charges depends on the diameter of rolling-element, the shaft rotational frequency, the

width of contact between the roller track of the inner and outer races and a rolling-

element, and the natural logarithm of the shaft to bearing voltage, besidesCir, Cor, Rir

and Ror [Eqns. (8.28)–(8.37)]. However, the ratio of shaft revolutions to accumulate

and discharge of the accumulated charges from inner race and outer race with a roller/

rollers is independent of all the parameters and depends only on the ratio of difference

of natural logarithm of shaft and bearing voltage to the voltage across bearing, to the

ratio of the natural logarithm of shaft and the bearing voltage [Eqn. (8.38)].

The ratio of shaft rotations to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated

charges (Nicn=Nidn) increases with V/E. As the V/E increases from 0.1 to 0.9, the

(Nicn=Nidn) increases from 0.05 to 20.91 (Fig. 8.1). It is evident that for the successive

higher value of ‘a’, the ratio of Nicn=Nidn is higher than for the immediate lower value

of V/E (Fig. 8.1). The ratio of shaft rotations to accumulate/discharge of the accu-

mulated charges by a single roller and by all the rollers on a bearing is identical [Eqn.

(8.38)]. Also, complete charge accumulation take the same number of shaft revolu-

tions equivalent to that of the charge accumulation by a single rolling-element and

roller track of races [Eqns. (8.16), (8.17), (8.31) and (8.32)].

8.4.2 Number of Start and Stop Cycles before the Initiation of Craters on Roller

Track of Races due to Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

The number of starts and stops before the initiation of craters on the roller track

of inner and outer races depend on the number of cycles required to initiate craters,

the shaft rotational frequency, respective capacitance and resistance of the races and

V/E [Eqns. (8.41) and (8.42)]. However, the ratio of Nssi and Nsso is independent to

shaft voltage and shaft rotational frequency [Eqn. (8.43)].

The number of starts and stops to initiate craters on the roller tracks decreases

as the ratio of bearing to shaft voltage increases. For the NU 330 bearing number of

starts and stops to initiate craters on the roller track of inner and outer races

decreases from 803.63 to 463.5 as the bearing to shaft voltage ‘a’ increases from 0.5

to 0.9 (Fig. 8.2).

8.5 Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn based on the investigation given in this

chapter [1, 2]:

(1) The time required for accumulating and discharge of the accumulated

charges on the roller track of races depends on the capacitance and
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resistance between the rollers and roller track of races, and depends on

the natural logarithm of the ratio of bearing to shaft voltage.

(2) The number of shaft rotations to accumulate and discharge of the

accumulated charges on roller track of races depends on the shaft

rotational frequency, the diameter of rolling-element and the width of

contact between roller track of races and rolling-element besides capaci-

tance and resistance of races, and the ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage.

(3) The number of rotations required accumulating and discharge of the

charges between a roller and the roller track of races of a bearing is the

same as that of all rollers and roller track of races.

(4) As the ratio of bearing to shaft voltage increases, the ratio of shaft rotation

to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated charges increases.

(5) With increase of bearing-to-shaft voltage, the number of starts and stops

to initiate craters on the roller track of races decreases.

This analysis besides establishing the effect of capacitive response of the bearings

is useful for transient performance analysis under the effect of shaft voltages.
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Nomenclature

a ratio of potential difference across bearing to shaft voltage (a ¼V=E<1)

Cb equivalent bearing capacitance

Csi, Cso number of cycles before initiation of craters on roller track of inner

race and outer race, respectively

Csp number of cycles before the machine comes to stand still condition

after the power supply is put off
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Cir, Cor Capacitance between inner race and a roller, and outer race and a

roller, respectively

Ci, Co equivalent capacitance between inner race and rollers, and outer race

and rollers, respectively

d diameter of roller

D pitch diameter

E shaft voltage

fs shaft rotational frequency

I current passing through bearing

K number of rollers in the loaded zone

Nic, Noc number of contacts between inner race and a roller, and outer race

and a roller, to accumulate charges (Qir) and (Qor), respectively

Nicn, Nocn number of shaft rotations to accumulate charges (Qir) and (Qor)

respectively

Ni, No number of contacts between roller track of inner race and rollers,

and outer race and rollers, to accumulate charges (Qi) and (Qo)

respectively

Nin, Non number of shaft rotations to accumulate charges (Qi) and (Qo),

respectively

Nid, Nod number of contacts between inner race and a roller, and outer

race and a roller to discharge of the accumulated charges (Qir) and

(Qor), respectively

Nicd, Nocd number of contacts between roller track of inner race and rollers,

and outer race and rollers to discharge of the accumulated charges

(Qi) and (Qo), respectively

Nidn, Nodn number of shaft rotations to discharge of the accumulated charges

(Qir) and (Qor), respectively

Nicdn, Nocdn number of shaft revolutions to discharge the accumulated charge

(Qi) and (Qo), respectively

Nssi, Nsso number of starts and stops before the formation of craters on the

roller track of inner race, and outer race, respectively

Qb electric charge accumulation on bearing

Qir, Qor charge accumulation between roller track of inner race and a roller,

and outer race and a roller, respectively

Qi, Qo charge accumulated between inner race and rollers, and outer race

and rollers, respectively

Rb equivalent bearing resistance

Rir, Ror resistance between roller track of inner race and a roller, and outer

race and a roller, respectively
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Ri, Ro resistance between roller tracks of inner race and rollers, and outer

race and rollers, respectively

tir, tor duration of each line contact between roller track of inner race and

a roller, and outer race and a roller, respectively

T time

Tcb time required to accumulate charge (Qb) on bearing surfaces

Tcir, Tcor time taken to accumulate charges (Qir) and (Qor), respectively

Tci, Tco time taken to accumulate charges (Qi) and (Qo), respectively

Tdir, Tdor time required to discharge accumulated charges from roller track

of inner race and a roller, and outer race and a roller, respectively

Tdb time required to discharge of accumulated charges from bearing

surfaces

Tdi, Tdo time required to discharge accumulated charges from roller track

of inner race and rollers, and outer race and rollers, respectively

V potential drop across bearing

Wir, Wor width of line contact on roller track of inner race, and outer race,

respectively

bir, bor number of line contacts at one single position on roller track of

loaded zone of inner race and outer race, respectively, by a single

line position on rollers in each shaft rotation
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Chapter 9

EFFECT OF CURRENT LEAKAGE ON
ELECTRO-ADHESION FORCES IN ROLLING
FRICTION AND MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY
DISTRIBUTION ON TRACK SURFACES OF
ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS

9.1 General

This chapter deals with the investigations carried out on the various rolling-

element bearings after being operated under the influence of electric fields, and pure

rolling friction on the roller bearing test machine. The significant magnetic flux

density was detected on surfaces of the bearings lubricated with low-resistivity

lubricant under the influence of electric fields. No such phenomenon was observed

either on bearings using high or low-resistivity lubricant under pure rolling friction or

on bearings lubricated with high-resistivity lubricant under the influence of electric

current. New bearing surfaces do not show significant magnetic flux density but it

has been detected after long operation on different motor bearings, lubricated with

low-resistivity greases. The electro-adhesion forces in the bearings using low-resist-

ivity lubricant increase under the influence of electric fields in contrast to those with

high-resistivity lubricants. Under the pure rolling friction, resistivity of lubricants do

not affect the electro-adhesion forces. The investigations reported in this chapter

along with the study of damaged/corrugated surfaces, deterioration of the used

lubricants (Chapter 3), and flux density distribution in the bearing surfaces, the

leakage of current leading to failure of the non-insulated motor bearings can be

established.



The residual magnetic flux density on the track surfaces of a rolling-element

bearing produces forces of attraction, hysteresis loss and eddy current, and can lead

to premature bearing failure. This chapter brings out a theoretical model to deter-

mine the magnetic flux density developed on the inner and outer surfaces of inner

race and outer race, and on the surface of rolling-elements, of a rolling bearing

operating under the influence of electric current. The flux density, analytically

determined, is found to agree well with the measured flux density developed on the

surfaces of races and rolling-elements of the bearings tested in a test rig under the

influence of electric current. Also, the magnetic flux density on the surfaces of

damaged bearings of motors and alternators has been measured, and the theoretical

model has been used to determine the amount of current flow through the damaged

bearings. The value of current flow through the bearings, thus established, has been

found to be close to that evaluated by the measurement of shaft voltage and bearing

resistance.

Furthermore, analysis given in this chapter besides having a potential to ascer-

tain the cause of failure by passage (leakage) of current, can establish the amount of

the flow of the leakage current through the bearings by determining the magnetic flux

density on the surfaces of rolling-element bearings. Also, the current flow, thus

established, along with the measurement of the shaft voltage, leads to establish the

bearing impedance.

9.2 Introduction

Normally rolling-element bearings are not expected to carry electric current, yet,

there are instances in which they are to carry current. The current may flow in the

bearings owing to several reasons:

(1) A bearing may carry current as a necessary part of an electric circuit,

(2) Current may be self-induced as a result of the design characteristics of

the machine, and

(3) Current may result from an electrostatic phenomenon.

When the rolling-element bearings of the motors are damaged in service, the

question often arises as to whether the damage is due to leakage electric current.

Although, considerable investigations and analysis have been carried out dealing

with bearing current (Chapters 2–8) still the diagnosis of the cause of failed bearings

– using lubricants having different characteristics – due to electric current, has not

been well understood. Hence, a study was undertaken to understand the effect of

electric fields on the roller bearings, lubricated with greases of different resistivities,

by diagnosis of magnetic flux density on the bearing surfaces. Also, to diagnose the
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change in the electro-adhesion forces in the bearings operated in pure rolling friction

without electric fields and under the influence of electric fields by analysis of the used

lubricants.

Shaft voltages exist in electric machines as a result of asymmetry of faults,

winding faults, unbalanced supplies, electrostatic effects, air-gap fields, magnetized

shaft or other machine members, asymmetries of the magnetic fields, etc. The latter

are caused by rotor eccentricity, poor alignment, manufacturing tolerances, uneven

gaps, segmental lamination punching, variation in permeability and various other

unforeseen reasons. In general, magnetic flux develops in electric machines due to

asymmetry of the magnetic circuit, which closes in the circumference over the yoke

and induces voltage on the shaft. This results in a localized current at each bearing

rather than a potential difference between shaft ends. A current path, however, along

shaft, bearings and frame results in a potential difference between the shaft ends as

discussed in Chapter 5 [1–3].

This phenomenon can be elaborated as follows.When asymmetry of themagnetic

circuits exists due to various reasons, as explained above, including that of rotor and

stator sagging, it produces variable magnetic flux. Since shaft continuously rotates

even under these conditions (under the influence ofmagnetic flux in themagnetic field),

this leads to induce voltage on the shaft. Since variable magnetic asymmetry is

localized because of localized uneven gaps in segmental punching and tolerance, the

voltage generated is localized and variable. The localized variable shaft voltage induces

voltage on the rolling-elements and bearing outer race by mutual induction, and

localized loop of current between shaft/inner race and rolling-elements, and rolling-

elements and outer race appears depending on localized bearing impedance. This is a

complex phenomenon. But, in principle, it happens as explained. The combination of

various defects including axial shaft flux due to residual magnetization, rotor eccen-

tricity and asymmetrical rotor winding increase shaft voltage, and a current path,

along shaft bearings and frame, results in a potential difference between shaft ends.

At a certain threshold voltage depending on the resistivity of the lubricant and

operating conditions, electrical breakdown occurs and current flows through the

bearing [4]. Thus, circular current in the inner race leaks through the rolling-elements

to the outer race by following a path of least resistance, and establishes the field

strength leading to development of residual magnetic flux on the track surface of

races, rolling-elements and, inner and outer surface of races in due course [5].

The investigations given in this chapter were undertaken to determine and

compare experimentally and theoretically the developed magnetic flux density distri-

bution on the track surface, inner and outer surface of races, and rolling-elements

under the influence of electric current. Also, current flow through the damaged

bearings of motors and alternators has been established by the developed theoretical
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model, by measurement of residual flux density on the track surfaces, inner/outer

surfaces of races and rolling-elements. The level of current, thus determined, is

compared with the derived value of current obtained by the measurement of shaft-

voltage and bearing resistance.

This chapter does not deal with hydrodynamic bearings used in turbogenerators.

It deals with rolling-element bearings used in motors/alternators. Frequent failure

(30% of total failure) has been reported because of this phenomenon.

9.3 Theoretical Model and Approach for Determination of Field Strength

In a rolling-element bearing, the current enters the inner surface of the inner race,

through its bore in a distributed form, and flows around and outward until it concen-

trates at one or several rolling contacts. As the rolling-elements orbit, the current

carrying contact travels. Currents then flow through each of the conducting rolling-

elements, between two diametrically opposite contact areas. As the rolling-elements

rotate with respect to the contact areas, these currents gradually sweep out 360 degrees

around a major circle. In the outer race, the same situation as in the inner race occurs,

but from the contact surface outward rather than inward. If there were only one

conducting rolling-element at a time, then two arc currents would travel in the races

towards its contact areas – one clockwise and one counter clockwise.Depending on the

resistance, these two currents may or may not be equal in magnitude. If more than one

rolling-element conducts, then of course, the situation is more complex. In the theor-

etical model, current flow in one direction, both in inner and outer race, is assumed.

9.4 Field Strength on Track Surface of Races and Rolling-Elements

9.4.1 Field Strength on the Track Surface of the Inner Race of a

Rolling-Element Bearing due to the Flow of Circular Current

in the Outer Race and Rolling-Elements

Under the effect of shaft voltage, circular current flows through the inner race

before it leaks through rolling-elements to outer race and establishes the field

strength in the bearing [4–6]. The field strength on the track surface of inner race

depends on the flow of a circular current in the arc of the outer race before it leaks to

the ground through the path of least resistance and flow of current through

the rolling-elements before it passes to the outer race. The field strength follows

Fleming’s left hand rule. Field lines surrounding an arc of a race due to flow of

current are shown in Fig. 9.1.
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9.4.1.1 Due to Current Flow in the Arc of the Outer Race

The developed field strength on the track surface of an inner race, Hiro, due to

the flow of circular current, Ib, in the outer race, is determined by using Rir for X and

(R2
or � R2

ir)
0:5 for Y in Eqn. (ix) of the Appendix, and as shown in Fig. 9.1, is given as:

Hiro ¼
2pIb(R

2
or � R2

ir)

R3
or

(9:1)

9.4.1.2 Due to Flow of Circular Current in Rolling-Elements

The circular current flows in a few rolling-elements before it leaks from the inner

race to the outer race by following a path of least resistance. Since there are a number

of rolling-elements in a bearing, the system of rolling-elements is treated as the ring of

radius R equal to that of the bearing pitch radius. The field strength on the track

surface of inner race due to the current flow in rolling-elements is determined similar

to Eqn. (9.1) and is given as:

Hirr ¼
2pIb(R

2 � R2
ir)

R3
(9:2)

9.4.1.3 Equivalent Field Strength on the Track Surface of the Inner Race

The equivalent field strength (Hir) on the track surface of the inner race due to the

direction of the flow of circular current in the outer race and rolling-elements is the

summation ofHiro andHirr, since on rotation, rolling-elements change the polarity and

outer race is stationary. So, the equivalent field strength will be either addition or

difference ofHiro andHirr, and is determined, using Eqns. (9.1) and (9.2), as:

Field lineslbA

B

C D

y
r

Ω

Ο

h = r − x

r2 = y2 + x2h x

Fig. 9.1. Field strength at locations O and D and field lines due to circular current Ib
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Hir ¼
2pIb[R

2R2
or(R	 Ror)� R2

ir(R
3 	 R3

or)]

R3
orR

3
(9:3)

9.4.2 Field Strength on the Inner Surface of the Inner Race due to

Flow of Circular Current in the Outer Race and Rolling-Elements

9.4.2.1 Due to Flow of Circular Current in Outer Race

Similar to Section 9.4.1, the developed field strength on the inner surface of the

inner race,Hirio, due to flow of circular current, Ib, in the outer race determined using

Riri for X and (R2
or � R2

iri)
0:5 for Y in Eqn. (ix) of the Appendix, and as shown in

Fig. 9.1, is given as:

Hirio ¼
2pIb(R

2
or � R2

iri)

R3
or

(9:4)

9.4.2.2 Due to Flow of Circular Current in Rolling-Elements

The field strength on the inner surface of the inner race due to the current flow in

rolling-elements,Hirir, is determined similar to Eqn. (9.2) by replacing R2
ir by R

2
iri, and

is given as:

Hirir ¼
2pIb(R

2 � R2
iri)

R3
(9:5)

9.4.2.3 Equivalent Field Strength on the Inner Surface of the Inner Race

The equivalent field strength, Hiri, on the inner surface of the inner race is

determined similar to Eqn. (9.3) by summation of Hirio and Hirir, and is given as:

Hiri ¼
2pIb[R

2R2
or(R	 Ror)� R2

iri(R
3 	 R3

or)]

R3
orR

3
(9:6)

9.4.3 Field Strength on the Track Surface of the Outer Race due to the Flow of

Circular Current in the Inner Race and Rolling-Elements

9.4.3.1 Due to the Flow of Circular Current in the Inner Race

The field strength on the track surface of the outer race, Hori, due to the flow of

current in the inner race, is evaluated using Ror for X and Ror (R
2
or � R2

ir)
0:5=Rir for Y

(as determined in Fig. 9.2) in Eqn. (ix) of the Appendix, and is determined as:

Hori ¼
2pIbRir(R

2
or � R2

ir)

R4
or

(9:7)
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9.4.3.2 Due to the Flow of Circular Current in the Rolling-Elements

The flow of current through the rolling-elements creates the field strength both

in the inner race and outer race. Similarly to Eqn. (9.2) for the field strength on the

bearing inner race due to the flow of current in the rolling-elements, the field strength

on the track surface of outer race is determined by replacing Rir with R in Eqn. (9.7),

and is given as:

Horr ¼
2pIbR[R

2
or � R2]

R4
or

(9:8)

D

B

A

X = Ror

O

Y

C

Rir AO = Rir
BO = x = Ror

From DDCO and DBAO
DC = y = Ror (Ror

2
- Rir

2) 0.5/Rir

l b

Fig. 9.2. Field strength at location C due to circular current Ib
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9.4.3.3 Equivalent Field Strength on the Track Surface of

Outer Race of a Bearing

The equivalent field strength on the track surface of the outer race due to the

flow of circular current in the inner race and rolling-elements is determined as the

summation of Hori and Horr using Eqns. (9.7) and (9.8), since on rotation rolling-

elements change the polarity with respect to rotating inner race. So, the equivalent

field strength will be either difference or addition of Hori and Horr, and is given as:

Hor ¼
2pIb[R

2
or(Rir 	 R)� (R3

ir 	 R3)]

R4
or

(9:9)

9.4.4 Field Strength on the Outer Surface of the Outer Race due to the

Flow of Circular Current in the Inner Race and Rolling-Elements

9.4.4.1 Due to Flow of Circular Current in the Inner Race

Similarly to Section 9.4.3, the developed field strength on the outer surface of

outer race, Horoi, due to flow of circular current Ib in the inner race is determined by

using Roro for X and Roro(R
2
oro � R2

ir)
0:5=Rir for Y (as determined by Fig. 9.2) in Eqn.

(ix) of the Appendix, and is determined as:

Horoi ¼
2pIbRir(R

2
oro � R2

ir)

R4
oro

(9:10)

9.4.4.2 Due to Flow of Circular Current in Rolling-Elements

The field strength on the outer surface of the outer race, Horor, due to flow of

current in rolling-elements is determined by replacing Rir by R in Eqn. (9.10), and is

given as:

Horor ¼
2pIbR(R

2
oro � R2)

R4
oro

(9:11)

9.4.4.3 Equivalent Field Strength on the outer Surface of the Outer Race

The equivalent field strength, Horo, on the outer surface of the outer race is the

summation ofHoroi andHoror, and is determined similar to Eqn. (9.9), and is given as:

Horo ¼
2pIb[R

2
oro(Rir 	 R)� (R3

ir 	 R3)]

R4
oro

(9:12)
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9.4.5 Field Strength on the Rolling-Elements due to the Flow of Circular

Current in the Inner and the Outer Races of the Bearing

9.4.5.1 Due to Flow of Circular Current in the Outer Race

The field strength on the rolling-elements due to flow of current in the outer race

is determined using R in place of Rir in Eqn. (9.1) and is given as:

Hror ¼
2pIb(R

2
or � R2)

R3
or

(9:13)

9.4.5.2 Due to Flow of Circular Current in the Inner Race

The field strength on the surface of rolling-elements due to the flow of current in

the inner race is determined using R in place of Ror in Eqn. (9.7) and is given as:

Hrir ¼
2pIbRir(R

2 � R2
ir)

R4
(9:14)

9.4.5.3 Equivalent Field Strength on Rolling-Elements

On rotation, rolling-elements change the polarity, and outer race being station-

ary, the equivalent field strength on the surface of rolling-elements depends on

the direction of current flow in the races. The equivalent field strength will be

either difference or addition of Hrir and Hror. So, by using Eqns. (9.13) and (9.14),

it is given as:

Hr ¼
2pIb[R

2(RirR
3
or 	 R4)� R2

or(RorR
3
ir 	 R4)]

R3
orR

4
(9:15)

9.5 Magnetic Flux Density on Bearing Surfaces

9.5.1 On the Track Surface of the Inner Race of the Bearing

The magnetic flux density on the track surface of the bearing’s inner race, Bir,

due to field strength, Hir, in an oil medium of relative permeability, Ur, with respect

to free space, is given by:

Bir ¼ UUrHir ¼ 4p � 10�7UrHir (in tesla) (9:16)
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On using Eqn. (9.3) for equivalent field strength on the track surface of the inner

race (Hir), the flux density on the track surface of the inner race (in gauss), Bir, is

determined as:

Bir ¼
78:96� 10�3UrIb[R

2R2
or(R	 Ror)� R2

ir(R
3 	 R3

or)]

R3R3
or

(9:17)

9.5.2 On the Inner Surface of the Inner Race

Using Eqn. (9.6), flux density, Biri, on the inner surface of the inner race is

determined by the relation given in Eqn. (9.16), which yields:

Biri ¼
78:96� 10�3UrIb[R

2R2
or(R	 Ror)� R2

iri(R
3 	 R3

or)]

R3
orR

3
(9:18)

9.5.3 On the Track Surface of the Outer Race

Using Eqns. (9.9) and (9.16), the flux density on the track surface of the

bearing’s outer race (in gauss) is determined as:

Bor ¼
78:96� 10�3UrIb[R

2
or(Rir 	 R)� (R3

ir 	 R3)]

R4
or

(9:19)

9.5.4 On the Outer Surface of the Outer Race

Similarly, using Eqns. (9.12) and (9.16), flux density on the outer surface of the

outer race is determined as:

Boro ¼
78:96� 10�3UrIb[R

2
oro(Rir 	 R)� (R3

ir 	 R3)]

R4
oro

(9:20)

9.5.5 On the Surface of Rolling-Elements

Using Eqns. (9.15) and (9.16), the minimum/maximum residual magnetic flux

density on a few rolling-elements (in gauss) is determined as:

Br ¼
78:96� 10�3UrIb[R

2(RirR
3
or 	 R4)� R2

or(RorR
3
ir 	 R4)]

R3
orR

4
(9:21)

It may be noted that the theoretical and average measured flux densities match

closely. According to Table 9.1, the theoretical and the average measured flux

densities differ by less than a factor of 1.3 in all cases.
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Table 9.1. Comparison of theoretical and measured values of magnetic flux

density on the surfaces of races and rolling-elements of various bearings

Bearing

type

Bearing parameters and

operating conditions Location

Flux density (gauss)

Flow of current

through bearingTheoretical

Measured

(average)

NU 326 Rir ¼ 83:5mm Bir 30.04–4.06 34.50 50 A (measured)

Ror ¼ 121:5mm Biri 45.65–0.18 –

R ¼ 102.5 mm

Riri ¼ 65:0mm Bor 19.725–3.93 15–25

Roro ¼ 140:0mm Boro 21.10–1.10 –

After testing NU 326 bearing for 250 h on

exposure of 50 A (AC) at 1.12–2.30 V on

bearing test machine at 1100 rev min�1

under 5000 N horizontal, 10 000 N

radial loads

Br 19.94–1.99 14–18 (on a few

rolling-elements)

NU 228 Rir ¼ 79mm Bir 9.51–2.5 12.2

Ror ¼ 93mm

R ¼ 86 mm Biri 16.95–1.45 –

Riri ¼ 70mm

Roro ¼ 125mm Bor 7.90–2.18 9.0 25 A (measured)

After about 6000 h of motor operating

at 2880 rpm, bearing damage detected.

Shaft voltage and resistance measured

approximately 2.5 V and 0.1 ohm,

respectively

Boro

Br

11.72–0.27

6.35–0.22

–

5–7 (on a few

rolling-elements)

32.11 (calculated)
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Table 9.1. (Continued)

Bearing

type

Bearing parameters and

operating conditions Location

Flux density (gauss)

Flow of current

through bearingTheoretical

Measured

(average)

NU 311 Rir ¼ 35mm Bir 15.64–2.29 14 12 A (measured)

Ror ¼ 52mm

R ¼ 43.5 mm Biri 26.20–0.05 –

Riri ¼ 27:5mm

Roro ¼ 60mm Bor 11.27–2.13 10

A number of bearings of alternator

operating at 750 rpm damaged at different

intervals varying between 500 h and

2500 h of operation. Shaft voltage and

resistance measured approximately 6 V

and 0.5 ohm, respectively.

Boro

Br

11.51–0.65

11.64–0.70

–

10–12 (on a few

rolling-elements)

10.65 A

(calculated)

NU 230 Rir ¼ 91mm Bir 15–2.93 15 32.6 A

(calculated)

Ror ¼ 75mm

R ¼ 105mm Biri 25.11–0.98 �20

Riri ¼ 119mm

Roro ¼ 135mm Bor 10.44–2.61 –

A number of bearings of 1700 kW

motors operating at 2880 rpm damaged

at different intervals of operation under

the influence of different levels of shaft

voltages.

Boro

Br

12.71–1.30

9.78–0.65

–

–
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9.6 Electro-Adhesion Forces

9.6.1 Role and Assessment of Electro-Adhesion Forces in Rolling Friction

The genesis of intermolecular forces during rolling fiction involves electrostatic

attraction or repulsion between electrons and nuclei, and interaction of electro-

dynamic, magnetic and exchange forces between the atoms [7]. The higher tempera-

ture rise of bearings operated under electric field (458C temperature rise of the outer

race of NU 326 bearing as against 258C under pure rolling friction under identical

operating conditions) suggests the reduction in the fatigue life, and increase in

resistance to the rolling due to the forces of electro-adhesion (Chapter 3). However,

the function of lubricant is to reduce the adhesion forces across an interface [8].

The mechanism of adhesion, friction and wear on the bearing surfaces in

presence of lubricating film is quite complex. The process of adhesion involves the

formation of a junction between the asperities contact, which may finally lead to

elastic and plastic deformation under load [2, 9]. The energies of atomic nature are

exchanged at the asperities, which may be affected by cage and roller slip due to close

interaction of rolling-elements with the races [10].

It is rather difficult to estimate the electro-adhesion forces in the rolling friction.

But, these can be assessed with a reasonable accuracy by SRV analysis; the change in

coefficient of friction, the profile depth and the ball scar diameter of the used greases

recovered from the active zone of the bearings. This is because the activities of zinc

additive i.e. zinc dithiosphosphate or zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDTPs) used

as multifunctional additives in the grease, protects the rubbing metal surfaces

under pure rolling friction and contributes to friction and wear reduction, and

depends, partly, on the amount of additive on these surfaces. Physisorption and

chemisorption processes precede the chemical reactions with metal; therefore, it is

probable that load-carrying capacity is related to these processes. Correlation be-

tween ZDTPs adsorption data and wear is shown and also discussed that ZDTPs are

reversibly physisorbed on iron at 258C, but at 508C undergo chemisorption reactions

[11]. On the other hand decomposition of ZDTPs in the lithium base greases under

the influence of electric fields leads to the formation of lithium zinc silicate

(Li3:6Zn0:2SiO2) in presence of high relative percentage of free lithium and silica

impurity in the grease under high temperature in the asperity contacts along with

the formation of gama lithium iron oxide (g-LiFeO2). Besides this the original

structure of lithium stearate changes to lithium palmitate as discussed in Chapter 3.

On the contrary, these changes are not detected under pure rolling friction [12].

The above changes in the lubricating medium of the bearings operated

under electric fields are reflected in SRV analysis (Table 9.2), and are related to
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electro-adhesion forces in the rolling friction. Also, these are contributed by the

medium-metal interaction, rate of chemical reaction, affinity of lubricating medium

components for the metal, availability of free metal and temperature rise. If the

grease, recovered from such bearings is put in a new bearing, the bearing may have

premature failure due to higher temperature rise even under pure rolling friction.

9.6.2 Role of Lubricant in Rolling Friction

The bearing using high-resistivity (1011 ohm cm) and low-conductivity lubricant

accumulate electric charges on the surfaces up to the threshold limit at which discharge

leaks at the asperity contacts. On the contrary, a bearing using low-resistivity

(107 ohm cm) and high-conductivity lubricant does not accumulate electric charges, but

the ‘silent’dischargeoccursbetween the interacting surfaces through the lubricant,which

gradually gets decomposed [12]. The type of lubricant affects a bearing in a characteristic

manner and develops distinguished failure pattern on the surfaces (Figs. 5.1–5.5).

A bearing is influenced by the adsorption potential and chemical activity of the

rubbing surfaces, the boundary layer properties of the lubricant, the temperature

gradient and the electric field strength in the crevice-shaped space between rollers and

races. The phenomenon in the rolling friction is similar to the adhesion on separation

like gas discharge luminescence, emission of high energetic electrons and X-ray

radiation [7].

9.7 Experimental Facilities and Investigations

9.7.1 Bearing Test Machine

The bearing test machine developed in-house, shown in Fig. 3.2 of Chapter 3

and in [2, 3, 4], was used to evaluate the performance of various sizes of rolling-

element bearings at different operating parameters, and to programme the investi-

gations in the tribological areas.

For evaluating the bearing performance under shaft current, a silver-lined slip-

ring assembly was used. The current is allowed through the shaft, a test bearing

and the housing to complete the electric circuit; the support bearings were fully

insulated to avoid the passage of current. For applying different levels of potential

across the test bearing, a variable transformer and dimmerstat were used.

9.7.2 Schmierstoff- / Lubricant- / Material (SRV)Test System

The SRV test system has been used to evaluate the characteristics of the

fresh and used greases. After sampling the small quantities of the grease from
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bearing’s active zone (less than 0.1 g), the lubricity has been examined by deter-

mining the friction coefficient and the wear, under 100 N load and 1000 mm

amplitude and 50 Hz frequency by running ball on flat surface for 2 h test duration

at 508C on SRV. Table 9.2 shows analysis of the fresh and deteriorated grease

samples and Figs. 3.23 and 3.24 show typical SRV plot of the deteriorated grease

samples after 41 h and 250 h of operation under the influence of electric current,

respectively.

9.8 Test Conditions and Procedure

9.8.1 Non-Insulated Bearings under Shaft Current

The bearing NU 326, lubricated with low-resistivity grease (105 ohmm) was

tested at 1100 rpm under 104 N and 5� 10N radial loads (908 to each other) for a

duration of 250 h (at 1.12–2.3 V) by passing 50 A (AC). Current of 50 A was

controlled throughout the test. Corrugations and corrosions were detected on the

track surface of races and rolling-elements of the bearing as discussed in Chapters 3

and 5 [2, 3]. The tests were repeated on new bearings without the passage of electric

current.

9.8.2 Study of Magnetic Flux Density on Bearing Surfaces

The surface of bearings, tested under the influence of electric current and

without the passage of current, and used damaged bearings of motors and alternators

have been examined. The magnetic flux density distribution at various angular

locations on the lower and upper width sides on inner and outer surfaces of the

races have been studied with Hall Probe and Magnetic Field Flux Monitor (manu-

factured by Bell Inc.). Also, the same was studied on track surfaces, the inner surface

of the inner race and on the outer surface of the outer race of the various bearings.

The technical particulars of the Hall Probe and Magnetic Field Flux Monitor are

given in Table 9.3.

Figure 9.3 shows the probe location for the measurement of flux density

immersing out from the track surface, at various angular locations. Figure 9.4

shows the residual flux density distribution on the upper and lower width sides

of the inner race of NU 326 bearing after passing 50 A for 250 h. Figure 9.5

shows the same on inner race of the damaged bearing, NU 228, used in a motor

for about 6000 h. Figures 9.6–9.9 show the residual flux density distribution on

different surfaces of NU 230 damaged motor bearings. The residual flux density

distribution on different damaged alternator bearings of type NU 311 was also

studied.
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Table 9.2. SRV analysis of greases

Fresh grease

before filling

in the bearings

Grease from active

zone of bearings

after 250 h of

operation under

current

Grease from

active zone of

bearings after

250 h of

operation under

pure rolling

friction

S. No Test data

Low

resistivity

High

resistivity

Low

resistivity

High

resistivity

Low

resistivity

Coefficient of friction

m (min) 0.105 0.125 0.132 0.122 0.10

m (max) 0.1125 0.132 0.40 0.145 0.120

Profile depth point (mm) 0.5 0.90 1.6 0.90 0.50

Ball scar diameter (mm) 0.52 0.48 0.66 0.48 0.48

Maximum. ratio of coefficient

of friction as compared to

fresh grease

– – 3.81 1.16 1.14

Ratio of profile depth as compare

to fresh grease

– – 3.2 1.0 1.0

Ratio of ball scar diameter as

compared to fresh grease

– – 1.27 1.0 1.0

1
9
4

C
h
a
p
ter

9



Table 9.3. Technical particulars of hall

probe and magnetic field flux monitor

1. Field range: 0–10 gauss, 0–100 gauss

different ranges with 10 X probe

2. Linearity % of reading: 0.1% to 10KG

3. Instrument accuracy: 	 0.05% of reading plus

	 0.02% of FS plus probe error

4. Stability: �20–708C, time 	 0.1% FS maximum

Bearing inner race
Tranverse hall 
probe

Gauss meter 

Fig. 9.3. Probe location on bearing track surface for measurement of flux density
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9.9 Theoretical and Experimental Data on Flux Density

9.9.1 Experimental

9.9.1.1 Bearing Lubricated with Low-Resistivity Lubricant

Significant magnetic flux density distribution as shown in Fig. 9.4, along with

corrosion and corrugations were detected on the track surfaces of races and rolling-

elements of the NU 326 roller bearing after operation under electric current [3, 4]. On

the contrary, these changes were not detected on bearings after operation without the

influence of electric current. A maximum residual flux density of 2.5 gauss on NU 326

bearing surfaces was foundwithout the influence of electric current, whichwasmore or

less the same as on the new bearings type NU 326, NU 230, NU 311, and NU 228.

Significant changes were found in SRV analysis of the friction and wear char-

acteristics of the used greases (Table 9.2). On the contrary, these changes were not

detected after operation with pure rolling friction. Under the influence of electric

fields corrosion and corrugations were detected on the 6326 ball bearing surfaces, but

the significant flux density distribution was not detected.

At upper side of inner
race (L)
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circumference

At lower side of inner race (m)
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Fig. 9.4. Magnetic flux density distribution around the track surface of inner race of NU 326

bearing after passing 50 A (AC) at 1.2–2.3 V for 250 h
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9.9.1.2 Bearings Lubricated With High-Resistivity Lubricant

Under the influence of electric fields and pure rolling friction, the significant flux

density (2.2 gauss) on the surface of roller bearing NU 330 and NU 2215 was not

detected, and also significant changes in SRV analysis of the used grease (Table 9.2).

The bearing NU 2215 was damaged under electric fields, but no corrugation pattern

and corrosion were observed (Fig. 4.8). Also, no damage was found showing corru-

gations on the NU 330 motor bearing surfaces.

9.9.2 Theoretical

The theoretical values of magnetic flux density were determined on the inner and

outer surface of inner and outer races, and rolling-elements of different bearings (NU

326, NU 228, NU 230 and NU 311) using Eqns. (9.17)–(9.21), and are shown in

Table 9.1. The residual flux density, thus determined, on the NU 326 bearing was

compared with the measured values of the tested bearing under the influence of a
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Fig 9.5. Magnetic flux density distribution on width of inner race track surface of NU 228

damaged motor bearing
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50 A current (Fig. 9.4). Similarly, the flow of current through the damaged bearings

type NU 228 and NU 230 of the motors was established by measuring the flux

density on the bearing surfaces using Fig. 9.5 and Figs. 9.6–9.9, respectively. The flow

of current through NU 311 alternator bearing was also established. The same was

compared with the measured values of shaft voltage and bearing resistance.

9.10 Discussion on Investigations

9.10.1 Magnetic Flux Density Distribution on Races and

Rolling-Elements of Test Bearing

The magnetic flux density on the inner race of the tested NU 326 roller bearing

under the influence of electric current varies between 95 and �80 gauss (Fig. 9.4).

The two positions (‘A2’ and ‘A1’) of zero flux density at 1808 apart (at 1308 and 3108

angular locations) indicate that the inner race has become a two-pole magnet with ‘E’

and ‘F’ (908 away from ‘A1’ and ‘A2’) as the points of maximum flux density

(Fig. 9.4).

The current from the inner to the outer race tends to flow through the asperity

contacts through a path of least resistance towards ‘A2’ (Fig. 9.4). The current
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Fig. 9.6. Variation of flux density along the circumference of the width of track, surface

diameter of the inner race of NU 230 bearing
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entering the outer race at the farthest point from ‘A2’ (at 1808 opposite) tends to

flow in the clockwise and anti-clockwise directions to reach ‘A2’. The ring current

thus flows in the outer race and creates the residual alternating magnetic flux

density distribution on the inner race and rolling-elements. The difference in the

direction of current flow, at points 908 away from ‘A2’, creates equal and opposite

residual flux densities on the inner race (the maximum being 95 gauss at ‘E’ and �

80 gauss at ‘F’, both 1808 apart). The maximum difference of 35 gauss at ‘E’ and �

25 gauss at F between the curves L and m, across the width of inner race, is

attributed to the difference in the film thickness that could have occurred due to

misalignment, and corrosion on the surfaces due to electrochemical decomposition of

the lubricant [7].

The average residual flux density has been measured on the track surface of

inner race of NU 326 bearing as 34.5 gauss (Fig. 9.4).The flux density on the track

surface of outer race varies between 15 and 25 gauss and that on a few rolling-

elements varies between 14 and 18, and most of the rolling-elements have a flux

density between 2 and 3 gauss. The average to minimum flux density determined by

the developed relations varies between 30.04 and 4.06, 19.725 and 3.93 and 19.94 and

1.99 gauss on the track surfaces of the inner race, outer race and on rolling-elements
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Fig. 9.7. Variation of flux density along the circumference of the width of inside diameter of

the inner race of NU 230 bearing
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respectively, under the influence of 50 A electric current, as shown in Table 9.1. Also,

theoretical values of the similar flux density on the inner surface of the inner race,

Biri, and outer surface of the outer race, Boro, were determined to vary between 45.65

and 0.18, 21.10 and 1.10 gauss, respectively, and were found to match the measured

values (Table 9.1).

9.10.2 Residual Magnetic Flux Density Distribution on Races and Rolling-

Elements of Damaged Bearings of Motor and Alternator

9.10.2.1 Damaged NU 228 Bearing of a Motor

The residual flux density distribution on the track surface of the inner race of

the damaged NU 228 motor bearing varies between þ20 and �42 gauss as shown

in Fig. 9.5. The average residual flux density on the track surface of the inner and

outer races were detected as 12.2 and 9 gauss, respectively, and on a few rolling-

elements as 5–7 gauss (maximum). However, most of the rolling-elements generally

have residual flux density of 1–2 gauss. From the measured residual flux density data

and using Eqns. (9.17)–(9.21), the current flow through the motor bearing

was estimated as 32.11 A. This matches approximately with a current flow
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Fig. 9.8. Variation of flux density along the circumference of the thickness of the inner race

of NU 230 bearing (side A)
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of 25 A determined by the measurement of resistance and the shaft voltage

(Table 9.1). The analytically determined flux density on the track surface of the

inner race, outer race and on a few rolling-elements varies between 9.51 and 2.5, 7.90

and 2.18 and 6.35 and 0.22 gauss, respectively, using 25 A flow of current through

the bearing. The residual flux density on the inner surface of inner race and outer

surface of the outer race has been determined to vary in the range 16.96–1.45, 11.72–

0.27 gauss respectively. These values match closely with that of the average measured

values (Table 9.1).

The two positions C and D (260 degree apart) as the points of maximum residual

flux density, with the positions E and F (1808 apart) as the locations of zero flux

density indicate that the inner ring has become a two-pole magnet (Fig. 9.5). Also,

before it is grounded, the circular current flows in the outer race in such a way that it

creates the maximum residual flux at locations C and D with a zero flux at locations

E and F in the inner race. The maximum difference in flux density of 16 gauss,

between curves J and K across the width of the inner race, can be attributed to

misalignment and difference in film thickness (Fig. 9.5).
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of NU 230 bearing (side B)
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9.10.2.2 Damaged NU 230 Bearing of a Motor

The average residual flux density on the track surface of the inner race, Bir and

inner surface of the inner race, Biri of the damaged NU 230 bearing is measured as 15

and 20 gauss, respectively, as shown in Figs. 9.6 and 9.7. This matches closely with the

calculated average to minimum values of 15–2.93, and 25.11–0.98 gauss, for Bir and

Biri respectively, with a flow of current as 32.6 A (Table 9.1). Residual flux density

variation on the track surface and outer surface of the outer race (Bor andBoro), and on

rolling-elements, Br, is analytically determined as 10.44–2.61, 12.71–1.30 and 9.78–

0.65 gauss, respectively, which matches approximately with the measured values.

Figures 9.8 and 9.9, showing the variation of flux density along the circumference

of the thickness of the inner race on both sides indicate a pattern similar to that of the

variation on the track surface and inner surface of the inner race (Figs. 9.6 and 9.7).

9.10.2.3 Magnetic Flux Density on Damaged NU 311 Alternator Bearings

The residual magnetic flux density has been measured on various damaged

bearings of type NU 311. The average residual flux density on the track surface of

the inner race, outer race and rolling-elements was measured as 14, 10, 10–12 gauss,

respectively, which matches the theoretically determined average to minimum flux

density variation of 15.64–2.29, 11.27–2.13 and 11.64–0.70 gauss respectively, by

taking the flow of current as 12 A determined through the measured shaft voltage

of 6 V under the bearing resistance of 0.05 ohm, as shown in Table 9.1. Also, residual

flux density variation of average to minimum on the inner surface of the inner race,

Biri, and the outer surface of the outer race, Boro, has been analytically determined as

26.20–0.05 and 11.51–0.65 gauss, respectively.

In general, it may be noted that the residual flux density on the inner surface of

the inner race and the outer surface of the outer race is more than that of the residual

flux density on the respective track surfaces of races of the bearings (Table 9.1).This

is because of the effect of flow of current and the positional location of the surface

with respect to the bearing center.

9.10.2.4 Electro-Adhesion Forces in Bearings

Under the influence of electric fields, the increase in ratio of maximum coeffi-

cient of friction, profile depth and ball scar diameter of the used and fresh greases in

SRV analysis are 3.81, 3.2 and 1.27 in the bearings using low-resistivity greases as

against 1.16, 1.0 and 1.0, respectively using high-resistivity greases (Table 9.2, Figs.

3.23 and 3.24). This may be correlated with decomposition of the grease and the

presence of lithium iron oxide and lithium zinc silicate in the medium [12]. This

suggests that the electro-adhesion forces increase in the bearings using low-resistivity
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grease as compared to high-resistivity grease under pure rolling friction (Table 9.2).

The deterioration of the low-resistivity grease gradually corrodes bearing surfaces,

which finally leads to increased wear and failure of bearing [2, 12].

9.10.2.5 Effect of lubricants on Bearings and Flux Density

Under the influence of the electric current, bearing lubricated with low-resistiv-

ity lubricant allows the passage of current, which corrodes the bearing surfaces and

flux density is developed on the track surfaces. On the contrary under the influence of

electric fields, a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity grease accumulates electric

charges on the surfaces, and does not allow passage of current, thereby significant

magnetic flux density is not developed. However, when the accumulated charges

exceed the threshold value, the sudden discharge takes place at the asperity contacts,

and this damages the bearing surfaces [4].

The current starts flowing when the high points on the asperities of interacting

surfaces come close or when the conducting particles bridge the oil film. These

conducting paths are broken as the asperities become separated either by the higher

film thickness, or by the vibration effects, or a combination of both, the arcing results,

which damages the surfaces by the arc welding and high temperature effect (Chapters

4, 5 and 11).

9.10.3 Magnetic Flux Density – An Overall View

The developed magnetic flux density on the races and rolling-elements is gov-

erned by the field intensity due to the flow of electric current and the permeability of

the medium. The flow of current in a bearing depends on the shaft voltage, lubricant

characteristics and operating parameters [2, 3]. These are the variable parameters

during the course of operation, and accordingly the field intensity becomes variable.

Furthermore, the leakage/flow of current from inner race to rolling-elements and to

the outer race follows the path of least resistance, which itself is a variable function

and is governed by different parameters including that of asperity contacts and

temperature-rise besides rolling-element frequency, cage and roller slip and the

machine characteristics [4]. To develop a theoretical model for determination of

field intensity due to the variable circular current is a complex investigation. How-

ever, the developed model is an initial approach work in this direction, which

facilitates to determine field intensity depending on the radius of track surfaces,

including that of the pitch radius, and the flow of current through the bearing. The

flux density varies on the races and the rolling-elements. This is because of relative

dimensions of races and rolling-elements and unsteady flow of current under the

dynamic conditions of operation of a rolling-element bearing.
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9.10.4 Effects of Residual Magnetic Flux on Bearings

The residual magnetic flux density on the track surfaces of a rolling-

element bearing can lead to premature failure through the mechanical forces or

heat generated. The flux passing through a bearing produces forces of attraction,

hysteresis loss and eddy current [13]. The parasitic energy losses are supplied from the

mechanical shaft power, and, therefore, increase the torque required to turn the

shaft.

The bearings made of hard steel have relatively large magnetic hysteresis loss.

The loss can be due to variation in magnitude of flux. During rotation of a bearing,

load is distributed between a limited numbers of rolling-elements. This may lead to

further instantaneous changes in fluxes and, hence, cyclic change in attractive forces

on bearing elements. This may cause premature failure of bearings due to non-

uniform wear of bearing surfaces [13].

9.11 Conclusions

Based on the above study and investigations, following conclusions and recom-

mendations are drawn [5, 14, 15, 16]:

(1) Under the effect of current, significant flux density is not developed on

the surfaces of ball bearing using low-resistivity grease.

(2) Under the influence of electric current, a bearing using high-resistivity

grease does not develop significant magnetic flux density distribution on

its surfaces.

(3) Under the influence of electric fields, there occur changes in electro-

adhesion forces when bearings are lubricated with low-resistivity grease

than with grease of high-resistivity. Whereas, pure rolling friction does

not affect electro-adhesion forces considerably.

(4) Detection of corrugations on bearing surfaces does not necessarily indi-

cate damage by electric current.

(5) By the study of magnetic flux density distribution along with the study of

damaged and corrugated bearings surfaces, and also by the analysis of

deterioration of greases used in the bearings, a diagnosis of leakage

current through a non-insulated bearing of an electric motor can be

established.

(6) Under the influence of an electric current, a rolling-element bearing

using low-resistivity lubricant develops field intensity, which leads to

magnetic flux density distribution on the surfaces of races and rolling-

elements.
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(7) The flow of current in inner race and rolling-elements affects the flux

density distribution on outer race track and outer surfaces, and the flow

of current in outer race and rolling-elements affects the flux density

distribution on inner race track and inner surfaces, and that of flux

density on rolling-elements is affected by current flow in the races.

(8) The developed flux density on the different surface of races and rolling-

elements also depends on track radii, respective race radii, pitch radius

and relative permeability of the lubricant.

(9) In general, the developed flux density is higher on the track surface of

the inner race as compared with that of the outer race and rolling-

elements. Also, residual flux density on the inner surface of inner race

and outer surface of the outer race is more than that of the respective

track surfaces of the races.

(10) Using the developed analytical model, and by experimental determin-

ation of the flux density on the surfaces of the damaged bearing, the

level of flow of electric current through the bearing can be ascertained

without the measurement of shaft voltage and bearing impedance.

(11) The magnetic flux density analytically determined on races and rolling-

elements, by the developed model, match closely with the experimen-

tally evaluated average residual flux density on the bearing elements.

Study of the magnetic flux density under the influence of variable current

density and mutual interaction of flux densities on the races and rolling-elements of

a bearing under different modes of operation, is a complex analytical model, and

needs further investigation.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of Field Strength at the Centre Due to Circular Current

If a current of strength Ib flows in the race of a rolling-element bearing (in a

circular path), it can be treated as a circular magnetic shell of strength r. And

strength r can be taken equivalent to Ib[6].
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To find a magnetic potential at a point O on the axis at the bearing centre due to

flow of current in the race, the solid angle, V, subtended by the circle is determined

(Fig. 9.1). To do this, a sphere with centre O is drawn such that circle of radius r lies

on the sphere. The solid angle (V) subtended by the slice ACB as shown in Fig. 9.1, is

given as:

V ¼
Area of slice ACB

r2
(i)

The area (A) of slice of a sphere lying between two parallel planes is equal to the

area of circumscribing cylinder between the plane, whose axis is perpendicular to

these planes. So

A ¼ 2prh (ii)

where

h ¼ r� X (iii)

and

V ¼
2prh

r2
¼ 2p 1�

X

r

� �

(iv)

But, magnetic potential at the bearing centre is given as:

V ¼ rV ¼ IbV ¼ 2pIb 1�
X

r

� �

(v)

Since from Fig. 9.1

r2 ¼ X2 þ Y 2, (vi)

Magnetic potential at the bearing centre is given as (by Eqns. (v) and (vi)

V ¼ 2pIb 1� X X 2 þ Y 2

 ��1=2

h i

(vii)

By symmetry, it is evident that the magnetic field strength due to the circular

current in the inner as well as outer race is directed along the axis, and its value is

therefore given as [6]

H ¼
�dV

dX
(viii)
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Using Eqn. (vii), the field strength is expressed as:

H ¼ 2pY 2Ib X2 þ Y 2

 ��3=2

(ix)

For a point at the centre of bearing, when X ¼ O, the field strength is

given as:

Ho ¼
2pIb

Y
(x)

Nomenclature

A area of element

Bir magnetic flux density on track surface of inner race

Biri magnetic flux density on inner surface of inner race

Bor magnetic flux density on track surface of outer race

Boro magnetic flux density on outer surface of outer race

Br magnetic flux density on rolling-elements

h height of element

H field strength

Ho field strength at the centre

Hiro field strength on track surface of inner race due to the flow of circular

current in outer race

Hirio field strength on the inner surface of inner race due to flow of circular

current in outer race

Hirr field strength on track surface of inner race due to flow of circular current

in rolling-elements

Hirir field strength on the inner surface of inner race due to flow of circular

current in rolling-elements

Hir equivalent field strength on track surface of inner race

Hiri equivalent field strength on inner surface of inner race

Hror field strength on rolling-elements due to flow of circular current in outer

race

Hrir field strength on rolling-elements due to flow of circular current in inner

race

Hr equivalent field strength on rolling-elements

Hori field strength on track surface of outer race due to flow of circular current

in inner race
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Horoi field strength on outer surface of outer race due to flow of current in inner

race

Horr field strength on track surface of outer race due to flow of circular current

in rolling-elements

Hor equivalent field strength on track surface of outer race

Horor field strength on outer surface of outer race due to flow of circular current

in rolling-elements

Horo equivalent field strength on outer surface of outer race

Ib bearing current

Rir track radius of inner race

Riri inside radius of inner race

Ror track radius of outer race

Roro outside radius of outer race

R pitch radius of bearing

r radius of circle

v magnetic potential

X distance from bearing centre

Y length of the element

V solid angle

r magnetic strength

Ur relative permeability oil with respect to free space (¼ 1)

Uo permeability of free space (4� 10�7 henrym�1)
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Chapter 10

TIME SPAN FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
FLUTES AFTER THE APPEARANCE OF SLIP
BANDS ON THE TRACK SURFACE OF
ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS UNDER
THE INFLUENCE OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

10.1 General

A theoretical approach is developed in this chapter to determine the time span

for development of flutes after the appearance of slip bands on the track surface of

rolling-element bearings operating under the influence of electric current. A theoret-

ical model has been developed using the continuum theory of Griffith to determine

the energy per unit area required for the development of corrugations after the

appearance of slip bands on the track surfaces. Also, an expression is deduced for

the net energy input per unit area on the track surfaces by the amount of electric

current passed through the bearing at the measured shaft voltage in a given span

of operation. By the formulation of pitch of corrugations derived using bearing

dimensional and operational parameters along with developed model and expres-

sions, the time span for the development of corrugations has been determined. A

similar time span has also been ascertained experimentally. Theoretical and experi-

mental values of time span, thus determined, have been compared and found to

match closely.

The analysis given in this chapter can also be used for the determination of the

shaft voltage or bearing current if the time for the formation of corrugation is

known.



10.2 Introduction

Chapters 2–9 have dealt with the origin of the phenomenon of shaft voltage in

electric machines and the flow of current through rolling-element bearings and

rotating contacts. Flow of current [1–3] depends on the bearing impedance, which

is a function of the lubricant characteristics, resistivity, oil film thickness and voltage

across a bearing [4]. In general, the effect of electric currents on contact temperature,

slip bands initiation and the life of rolling contact bearings has been discussed [1, 5].

In addition, investigations have been carried out on corrugation patterns and the

theoretical evaluation of impedance, capacitance and instant charge accumulation on

the surfaces of rolling-element bearings operated under the influence of electric

current [6, 7]. The deterioration of lubricant in rolling-element bearings has been

studied and found to be accelerated when the bearings are exposed to electric

current [8]. It has been established that cracks grow parallel to the rim at a depth

influenced by fracture mechanics considerations, but 1010 contact cycles life of SAE

52100 (bearing steel) is likely to be dominated by the initiation stage of a crack [9].

However, above a certain level of cyclic stress (the fatigue limit) some crystals on the

surface of the specimen develop slip bands as a result of shearing of atomic planes

within the crystals. With increase in the number of contact cycles these slip bands

broaden and intensify the points where separation occurs within one of the bands

and a crack is formed [10]. No study has been reported regarding appearance of crack

of certain width i.e. corrugation on the track surface of a roller bearing after

initiation of slip bands for a bearing operated under the influence of electric current.

This chapter deals with this study and investigations [11].

10.3 Background of Electric Current Damage and the

Formation of Slip Bands/Corrugations

Electric current damage of the bearings is of two types. In the first type, when

the low-resistivity lubricant (< 105 ohmm) is used in the roller bearings, the ‘silent’

discharge occurs through the bearing elements under the influence of electric current.

This decomposes the used lubricant and corrodes the bearing surfaces, which lowers

the fatigue life of the bearings [12]. The original structure of the lubricant also changes

[13]. Passage of current causes surface heating, which leads to low-temperature

tempering. This accelerates the formation of slip bands and corrugations on

the track surface of races. Magnetic flux density is also developed on the track

surfaces [14].

In the second type, when the high-resistivity lubricant (> 109 ohmm) is used in

the roller bearings, an accumulation of charges occur on the track surfaces until it
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reaches the threshold critical value when the breakdown takes place. The surface

damage is caused by arcing effect. This is accompanied by mass transfer and elevated

local temperatures on the asperities of the contact surfaces [4, 7].

10.3.1 Process of Formation of Slip Bands

At each revolution of the shaft, part of the circumference of the inner race passes

through a zone of maximum radial force, and Hertzian pressure between the rolling-

elements and raceway (at the line contact) lead to a maximum shear stress. The

maximum shear stress is taken as the criterion for yielding, and this occurs in the sub-

surface at a depth approximately equal to half the radius of the contact surface

[6, 8]. It is generally at this point the failure of the material, leading to slip bands

formation will initiate. The formation of slip bands is accelerated by the passage

of current, corrosion and oxidation of surfaces, lubricant characteristics and quality

of a bearing [6].

The number of cycles has been determined in terms of time after the stabilization

of the temperature rise of the roller tracks, when some crystals on the roller track of

the inner or the outer race develop slip bands as a result of shearing of atomic plane

within the crystals [5].

10.3.2 Process of Formation of Flutes/Corrugations on the Track Surfaces

of Races and Rolling-Elements

The slip bands are formed in the sub-surface prior to the appearance of flutes/

corrugations on the track surfaces. The followings may take place before the initi-

ation of corrugations:

(1) Generation of sub-surface dislocation;

(2) Pile up of dislocation;

(3) Coalescence of voids leading to slip bands formation;

(4) Generation of persistent slip bands [PSB] (these are not due to piled up

dislocations at a tilt wall and are not preceded by coalesced voids);

(5) Cracks form along PSB and initiated from the tip of the slip bands, and

finally, and

(6) Appearance, formation and propagation of flute/corrugation of the

track surface.

Since cracks form along PSB, and flutings/corrugations form along PSB as

established experimentally [5], it is assumed that the cracks are the precursor of

corrugations/flutings.
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After the crack/slip band under the track sub-surface is initiated, the process

that governs the propagation leading to formation of corrugations/flutes is consid-

ered by the continuum theory of Griffith [15].

10.4 Theoretical Analysis for Energy Requirement for the Appearance

of Corrugations

10.4.1 Energy Required for the Formation of Corrugations on

Track Surfaces of Bearings

For a flute/corrugation of width W to appear on track surface under a stress @,

the surface energy required for the opening of a tip of the slip band into diameter/

width W of the surface flute is given as:

U ¼ 2pqcr1
W

2

� �2

(10:1)

Some of the energy input in the material will be absorbed in plastic flow, which

can deform the material plastically. The distortion in front of the tip of the corruga-

tion on the track surface to be formed from the existing slip band, is of the order of

@=E. It extends over dimension of the order of W/2 from both sides of the slip band.

Thus an opening of flute/corrugation in the distorted material on the track surface

leads to an energy change, which is given as [15]:

U ¼ 2pqcr1
W

2

� �2

�
@2

2E

� �

4

3
p

W

2

� �3

(10:2)

When the energy input in the bearing material by the applied stress exceeds the

surface energy of the bearing material, the tip of the corrugation surface area will

increase. Thus, for the minimum energy required for opening of corrugation tip on

the track surface, it is evident that;

dU

dW
¼ 0 (10:3)

which gives

@corr ¼ 2
Eqcr1

W

� �1=2

(10:4)

And energy per unit area for the appearance of opening of a tip of the flute of

diameter/width of corrugation, W, on the track surface is determined as:
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qcr1 ¼
@2
corrW

4E
(10:5)

The gradual opening of a slip band after distortion of a single crack tip from the

location just below the track surface gets extended over the complete width, B, of the

track surface. The number of such openings one after the other covering the entire

width of the track surface for a single corrugation is the ratio of width of the track

surface to that of diameter/width of the tip of the corrugation and is given as:

b ¼
B

W
(10:6)

The energy per unit area required for appearance of a single corrugation on the

track surface after the formation of slip band is the product of the energy per unit

area required for the opening of the tip of corrugation [qcr1] and the number of such

tips of diameter W in the width of the track surface B, and is given as [using Eqns.

(10.5) and (10.6)]:

qcr ¼ qcr1b ¼
@2
corrB

4E
(10:7)

The number of corrugations on the track surface of the inner race is the ratio of

the circumference of the track surface of the inner race and the pitch of the corru-

gation. This can be determined as [6]:

Nir ¼
pDir

Dir

(10:8)

Similarly

Nor ¼
pDor

Dor

(10:9)

and

Nr ¼
pd

Dr

(10:10)

The pitch of corrugations on inner race, outer race and rolling-elements are

determined by bearing dimensional and operational parameters [6, 8].

The energy per unit area required for the appearance of corrugation on the track

surface of races and rolling-elements is determined as:

qir ¼ qcrNir ¼
@2
corrBDir

4EDir

(10:11)
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qor ¼ qcrNor ¼
@2
corrBDor

4EDor

(10:12)

qr ¼ qcrNrN ¼
@2
corrLDN

4EDr

(10:13)

The overall net energy per unit area (Jm�2) required for the appearance of

corrugations on the track surface of a bearing is given as:

qb ¼ qir þ qor þ qr

or

qb ¼
@2
corr[BDir=Dir þ BDor=Dor þ LdN=Dr]

4E
(10:14)

10.4.2 Determination of Electrical Energy for the Formation of

Flutes on the Track Surface of Bearings

The net electrical energy input to the bearing by passing current I at V volts for a

duration of t seconds is given by:

Q ¼ VIt [J] (10:15)

The area of the track surface of the inner race, outer race and rolling-elements is

determined as:

A ¼ p(BDir þ BDor þ LdN) (10:16)

The net electrical energy per unit area on the track surface of a bearing is

determined as:

q ¼
Q

A
¼

VIt

p[BDir þ BDor þ LdN]
(10:17)

Considering the heat loss by various means, the electrical energy per unit area on

the track surfaces responsible for the formation of corrugations is given as (Clause

10.5.3 – clause on heat transfer in bearings):

qc ¼
VIt

2p[BDir þ BDor þ LdN]
(10:18)
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10.5 Experimental Investigations and Other Related Aspects

10.5.1 Experimental Investigations on the Passage of a

Current through Bearings

The experimental investigations of the passage of a current through NU 326

bearings and periodical damage of bearings are given in Chapter 3–5. Figures 5.1–5.5

show the bearing damage by slip bands initiation and formation of corrugations on

bearing surfaces. The dimensional and operating parameters of the NU 326 bearing

are given in Table 10.1. The measured values of the pitch and width of corrugations

on the track surface of the races of the NU 326 bearing after 250 h of operation is also

given in Table 10.1 [6].

The outer race of the bearing and grease temperatures stabilized at temperatures

of 35 8C and 50 8C above ambient for up to 25 h of periodic testing, although the

temperature at the contact zone between roller tracks of the races and rollers would

have been higher since heat dissipates through the shaft and housing, etc. However, a

stabilized outer race and grease temperature could be taken as a reasonably accurate

indication of a stabilized temperature of the roller track [5].

The maximum depth of slip bands on the track surface of the inner race of the

NU 326 bearing is taken as 0.003mm, equivalent to the measured depth of corruga-

tions after 250 h of operation [6].

10.5.2 Duration/Number of Cycles Before Initiation of Slip Bands

on Roller Track of Races

Instant thermal stresses due to thermal transients on the roller tracks of races

caused by roller contact under the influence of electric current depend on the instant

rise in temperature. As the instant rise in temperature stabilizes the contact thermal

stresses increase and affect the fatigue life [5]. Experimental investigations indicated

as per the test conditions given in Clause 10.5.1 that the first appearance of slip bands

on the roller track of inner race tested with current of 50A (AC) has taken about

41 h [6], or 106 cycles after stabilization of bearing temperature. Also, the life

expectancy of a bearing before slip bands are initiated will be higher with a low

value of current density. This is because of lesser rise in the contact temperature with

decrease in current intensity.

On comparing the electric energy per unit area (q) and total energy per unit

area for the appearance of corrugation (qb) on the track surfaces of the bearing

as given in the Eqns. (10.14) and (10.18), respectively, the duration (the additional

time) the bearing would have taken after the slip bands formation before the
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appearance of flutes/corrugations on the track surface of races and rolling-element is

determined as:

t ¼
(p@corr)

2(BDir þ BDor þ LdN)(BDirD
�1
ir þ BDorD

�1
or þ LdND�1

r )

2VIE
(10:19)

Also, shaft voltage or current passed through the bearing can be determined

provided the duration (t) of the appearance of corrugation is assessed/established.

10.5.3 Heat Transfer in Bearings

The temperature level at which a rolling-element bearing operates is a function

of operating parameters, lubricant characteristics, housing design and operating

environment. Three fundamental modes of heat transfer exists; conduction of heat

within solid structure, convention of heat from solid to fluids in motion, and

radiation. Because of discontinuities of the structure, which comprises a rolling-

bearing assembly, classical methods of heat transfer cannot be applied to obtain a

solution describing the system temperature. However, the finite difference method

can be used to obtain mathematical solution with approximation [16]. For different

design it is found that between 40 and 50 per cent of heat is approximately conducted

away and lost by various means from the source of generation with the environment

via the shaft, housing and bearing. The heat generated in the bearing by rolling

friction is very small as compared to that of passage of current [5]. Hence it has not

been considered for analysis. So for determining the duration of the appearance of

corrugations on track surface of races, half of the electrical energy supplied per unit

area has been considered for analysis as shown in Eqn. (10.18).

10.6 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Data

From the test data given in Chapter 3 and dimensional parameters of the NU

326 bearing as given in Table 10.1, the energy per unit area required for the

appearance of corrugations on the track surface of the inner and outer races as

well as rolling-elements, has been determined using Eqn. (10.14). The energy input

per unit area on the track surfaces responsible for the formation of corrugations by

passage of electric current through the bearing has been determined by Eqn. (10.18).

The time required for appearance of flutes/corrugations on the track surface of

NU 326 bearing has been determined by Eqn. (10.19) using the data given in

Table 10.1. The duration, thus determined, theoretically, has been compared with

the duration determined by the investigations carried out on the bearing test rig by

the passage of electric current through the bearings.
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10.7 Discussion on Energy and Time Required for the

Appearance of Corrugations

10.7.1 Energy for opening of the Tip of Corrugation on the Track Surface

The energy per unit area required for the appearance of the opening of a tip of

flute/corrugation on the track surface of races and rolling-elements of a bearing is

directly proportional to the square of the stress limit (@corr) from the existing slip

band, and width of the tip of a flute, and is inversely proportion to Young’s modulus

of elasticity of the bearing material [Eqn. (10.5)]. Furthermore, for the full developed

corrugation pattern on the bearing track surfaces after initiation of slip bands, energy

Table 10.1.

Dimensional and operating parameters of the NU 326 bearing

d 38mm

D 205mm

Dir 167mm

Dor 243mm

L/B �1

L 38mm

N 14

n 1100 rev. min�1

P 112� 102 N

U 1.12V

I 50A

Experimental and theoretical data

Wir 0.120mm

Wor 0.145mm

H 0.003mm

E 210� 109 Nm�2

Dir 0.381mm

Dor 0.392mm

t 209 h (experimental)

t 190.29 h (theoretical)

@corr 700� 106 Nm�2
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per unit area is a function of @2
corr, E, width of the track surface, diameter of the track

surface and pitch of the corrugations. The less the pitch of the corrugations and the

greater the number of rolling-elements in a bearing, more energy is needed per unit

area for the appearance of corrugations on the bearing surfaces [Eqns. (10.11)–

(10.14)].

10.7.2 Electrical Energy

The electrical energy supplied to the bearing depends on the shaft voltage,

bearing current and the time for bearing operation under the influence of electric

current. The track surfaces of the inner and outer races and rolling-elements of a

bearing are affected by the bearing current. The net electrical energy per unit area on

the track surfaces is determined by Eqn. (10.18) and depends on width, number of

rolling-elements, diameter of rolling-element and diameter of track surfaces of a

bearing.

It may be pointed out that the momentary energy density delivered to the

surfaces is not uniform since the current is conducted across narrow paths at asperity

contacts. However, this energy will uniformly heat the entire surface by conduction

in due course. Thus energy delivered over time average to a uniform total and the

flutes will correspondingly develop fairly uniformly on track surfaces. Furthermore,

as soon as the lubricant deterioration is initiated and corrosion appears on the track

surfaces, the rolling-element frequency changes. Rolling-elements do not follow

standard pattern and do not travel uniformly over the non-uniformly corroded

rings. This is the reason that the fluting phenomenon creates periodic damage of

any pitch in due course [5, 8].

10.7.3 Time Required for the Appearance of Corrugations on

the Track Surfaces

Theoretically time, t, required for appearance of corrugations on the track

surfaces after the slip bands formation depends on the pitch of corrugations on the

track surfaces, width and diameters of the inner race and outer race tracks, diameter

and length of the rolling-elements, shaft voltage, current passed through the bearing

and the stress limit for appearance of the opening of the tip of the flute on the track

surface [Eqn. (10.19)]. The value of t, thus established theoretically (190.29 h) using

Eqn. (10.19), match closely with that of experimental value (209 h) as shown in

Table 10.1. Also, if the time and shaft voltage for the appearance of corrugations is

known, then the amount of current flow through the bearing can be established

theoretically by using Eqn. (10.19).
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10.8 Conclusions

Based on the above investigations and analysis, the following conclusions are

drawn [11]:

(1) The energy per unit area for the appearance of an opening of a tip of the

flute on the track surface of a rolling-element bearing depends on ma-

terial properties, level of contact stresses and width of the corrugations.

(2) The energy per unit area for full development of corrugation pattern on

the track surfaces after initiation of slip bands depends on material

properties, level of contact stresses, diameter and width of track surfaces,

length and diameter of rolling-elements, and pitch of corrugations.

(3) The less the pitch of corrugations and greater the number of rolling-

elements in a bearing, the more energy per unit area is needed for the

appearance of corrugations after the formation of slip bands.

(4) The diameter and width of track surfaces and diameter and length of

rolling-elements affect the electric energy distribution per unit area of a

rolling-element bearing.

(5) The time required for the appearance of corrugations after the slip bands

formation depend on the dimensions of the track surfaces, pitch of

corrugations, number of rolling-elements, shaft voltage, current and

properties of the bearing material.

This analysis make it possible to predict the time, shaft voltage or bearing

current for the appearance corrugation pattern after the slip bands are formed on

the track surface of bearings lubricated with low-resistivity lubricant under the

influence of an electric current.
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Nomenclature

A area of track surface of inner race, outer race and rolling-elements

of bearing

B width of track surface

d diameter of rolling-element

D pitch diameter

Dir outer diameter of inner race

Dor inner diameter of outer race

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

H depth of slip bands on roller track of races

I current passing through bearing
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L length of rolling-element

n rev. min�1

N number of rolling-elements in bearing

Nir, Nor, Nr number of corrugations on inner race, outer race and rolling-

elements, respectively

P resultant load on bearing

q electrical energy distribution per unit area on the track surface

qcr energy per unit area for appearance of a single flute from existing

slip band on track surface

qcr1 energy per unit area for opening a tip of the slip band into

diameter/width W of flute on the track surface

qir, qor, qr energy per unit area required for the appearance of corrugations on

the track surface of the inner race, outer race and rolling-elements,

respectively

qb energy per unit area for appearance of corrugations on track

surface of bearing

qc electrical energy per unit area responsible for appearance of

corrugations on the track surface of bearing

Q net electrical energy

t time required for appearance of corrugations after slip band

formation on track surfaces

U net energy required for conversion of slip bands into the surface flutes/

corrugations

V voltage across bearing

W width of corrugation/flute

Wir, Wor width of corrugation on the inner race and outer race, respectively

b L/W

Dir, Dor pitch of corrugation on inner race, outer race and rolling-elements,

respectively

@ stress

@corr stress for flute appearance from opening of the tip of flute from an

existing slip band on the track surface
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Chapter 11

APPEARANCE OF CRATERS ON
TRACK SURFACE OF ROLLING-ELEMENT
BEARINGS BY SPARK EROSION

11.1 General

A theoretical investigation has been carried out to determine the time span for

the appearance of craters due to spark erosion on the track surfaces of rolling-

element bearings operating under the influence of shaft voltages. An analytical

model has been developed using the continuum theory of Griffith to determine

energy per unit area required for the development of craters on the track surfaces.

Also, an expression is deduced for the net energy transmitted per unit area on the

track surfaces by the leakage of stored charge energy resulting in the appearance of

craters under the effect of shaft voltage and bearing capacitance depending on

operational and dimensional parameters of a bearing in a given span of operation.

By the formulation of capacitive stored energy in a bearing using high-resitivity

lubricant along with the developed model and expressions using the ratio of cycles

to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated charge energy at the various levels of

bearing to shaft voltage, the time span/cycles for the appearance of craters of

specified dimensions by spark erosion has been determined. Matching time span/

cycles has been ascertained by the investigation of a case history of the diagnosis of

bearings that failed by crater formation [1]. The analysis can also be used for

determination of shaft voltage if the time span/cycles for the formation of known

size craters and bearing capacitance are established.



11.2 Introduction

Previous chapters have dealt with the origin of the phenomenon of shaft voltage

in electrical machines and the flow of current through rolling-element bearings. The

flow of current depends on the bearing impedance, resistivity of lubricant, oil film

thickness and voltage across a bearing [2]. In general, the effects of electric currents

on contact temperature, slip bands initiation and the life of rolling contact bearings

have been analyzed [3]. Investigations have been carried out on corrugation patterns

and the theoretical evaluation of impedance, capacitance and instant charge accu-

mulation on the surfaces of rolling-element bearings operated under the influence of

electric current [4, 5]. Threshold voltage has been established exceeding which the

flow of current through a bearing increases instantaneously. Also, the investigations

have been reported for determination of time span for the appearance of flutes/

corrugations on the track surface of rolling-element bearings using low-resistivity

lubricant under the influence of electric current [6].

In this chapter, a theoretical model has been developed using the continuum

theory of Griffith to determine energy per unit area, and time span/cycles required

for the appearance of craters of specified dimensions by spark erosion on the track

surfaces of bearings using high-resistivity lubricants.

11.3 Background and Principle Involved in the Formation of Craters

Damage of the bearings due to electric current is of two types. In the first type,

when the low-resistivity lubricant (f < 105 ohmm) is used in the rolling-element

bearings, the ‘silent’ discharge passes through the bearing elements under the influ-

ence of electric current. This decomposes the used lubricant and corrodes the bearing

surfaces, which lowers the fatigue life of the bearings. The original structure of the

lubricant also changes [7]. Passage of current causes surface heating, which leads to

low-temperature tempering. This accelerates the formation of slip bands and corru-

gations on the track surfaces of races. Magnetic flux density is also developed on the

track surfaces [3, 8].

In the second type, when the high-resistivity lubricant (f > 109 ohmm) having

viscosities 127.33 cSt at 40 8C and 10.43 cSt at 100 8C, and relative permittivity of 2.5,

is used, the bearing acts like a capacitor. An accumulation of charges occur on the

track surfaces, until it reaches the threshold critical value depending on the shaft

voltages, bearing dimensional and operational parameters, exceeding which the

discharge takes place continuously between races and rolling-elements and leads to

bearing failure in due course similar to that of the first type. Under these conditions

bearing cease to behave like a capacitor and charge accumulation does not take place
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on the track surfaces. However, below the threshold critical voltage, the bearing acts

like a capacitor and charge gets accumulated on the track surfaces. But, even under

these conditions, due to various reasons, operational instabilities cause track surface

damage by spark erosion and craters of different sizes are formed. In general, the

behavior of oil film below the threshold voltage is ohmic, and it becomes non-ohmic/

conductive above the threshold voltage [2, 5].

11.4 Theoretical Analysis for Energy Requirement Leading

to the Formation of Craters

11.4.1 Energy Required for Formation of Craters on Track Surfaces

For a crater of diameter Wc to appear on the track surface under a stress @, the

surface energy required for the opening of a tip of the crater from the subsurface is

given as [9]:

U ¼ 2pqcr
W

2

� �2

(11:1)

Some of the energy input in the material is absorbed in plastic flow, which can

deform the material plastically. The distortion to appear at the crater location on the

track surface from the existing stress location at the subsurface is of the order of @=E.

The distortion extends in different sides over a dimension of the order of the diameter

of the crater. Thus an opening of a crater in the thermally distorted material on the

track surface leads to an energy change, which is given as [9]:

U ¼ 2pqcr
Wc

2

� �2

�
@2

2E

� �

4p

3

Wc

2

� �3

(11:2)

In general, this equation shows howmuch energy is required to initiate a crater of

diameter Wc in a material with an existing stress of @. When the energy input in the

bearingmaterial by the applied stress exceeds the surface energy of the bearingmaterial

at the localized area, the crater formation propagates. Thus, for the minimum energy

required for an appearance of a crater tip on the track surface, it is evident that

d

d

U

Wc

¼ 0 (11:3)

which gives

@c ¼ 2
Eqcr

Wc

� �0:5

(11:4)
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This shows what the critical @c must be for a crater of size Wc to grow

spontaneously. Furthermore this equation is then re-arranged in terms of @c and

Wc [as shown in Eqn. (11.5)] to determine how much energy per unit area, qcr, is

needed to form any crater on the track surfaces in absence of an existing stress, a

quantity needed later to determine how much energy should be accumulated. From

Eqn. (11.4) it is evident that

qcr ¼
@2
cWc

4E
(11:5)

The critical stress determined in Eqn. (11.4) can be used to produce spontaneous

propagation of existing/initiated craters. In addition, the significance of Eqn. (11.4) is

that Eqn. (11.2) can be re-written in the following form by re-arrangement of

mathematical terms as shown, for further analysis:

U ¼ 2pqcr
Wc

2

� �2

1�
2

3
(@�)2

� �

(11:6)

where @� ¼ @=@c is just the existing stress normalized to the critical value appropriate

to the size of crater chosen, Wc. So, in the first case when @� ¼ 1, it still costs energy

to create the crater but it costs no more to cause it to grow. Thus, the net energy, U1,

to create the crater is given as

U1 ¼
2

3

� �

pqcr
Wc

2

� �2

(11:7)

In the second considered case when @� ¼ 0, the net energy U2 to create the crater

is given as

U1 ¼ 2pqcr
Wc

2

� �2

(11:8)

From Eqns. (11.7) and (11.8), it is evident that the energy required in the second

case, when the existing stress is zero, is three times more than that of the first case

when existing and critical stress levels are equal, i.e. (U2 ¼ 3U1). Furthermore, Eqn.

(11.6) shows that the total energy U corresponds to an area twice that of the crater

itself, since it is basic to the Griffith’s model that two surfaces of area A are created

by the cratering process.

For M craters of diameter Wc to appear on the track surfaces simultaneously,

the net energy required will be M times that of U, U1, U2 under different conditions

as discussed in Eqns. (11.6)–(11.8).
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11.4.2 Electrical Model and Equivalent Capacitance of

Rolling-Element Bearings

Electrically, a bearing is modeled as a parallel Combination of K identical inner-

ring contacts in series with a parallel combination of K identical outer-ring contacts,

where K is the number of rolling-elements within the loaded zone. Because of the

lubricant film present, each contact is taken to be capacitor and resistor combination,

so that the net equivalent bearing electrical component reduces to a combination of

Rb and Cb [5].

The equivalent capacitance of, Cb, a roller bearing opposes any change in the

existing voltage and causes an electrical charge to be stored. The instant stored

charge on the bearing surfaces is determined as [10]

Qc ¼ VCb (11:9)

Also, charges on the inner and outer races (Qir and Qor) of a bearing are

determined assuming that for an instant ‘K’ rollers are in loaded zone with the

races. The charges are given as

Qir ¼ KVCir, and Qor ¼ KVCor (11:10)

The equivalent capacitance of inner race and rollers being in parallel is KCir, and

that of the outer race and rollers is KCor. Furthermore Cir and Cor are in series to

each other, and related to Cb [5], and given in Chapter 6 as

Cb ¼
KCirCor

Cir þ Cor

(11:11)

where Cir and Cor are determined by the bearing parameters [5], and given in

Chapter 6 as

Cor ¼
2jL tan�1 Wir(b=ho)

1=2=2
h i

(bho)
1=2

(11:12)

and

Cor ¼
2jL tan�1 Wor(d=ho)

1=2=2
h i

(dho)
1=2

(11:13)

A change in charge results in a current flow in the capacitor. It is this current

that opposes a voltage change across the bearing capacitor and is determined by
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I ¼ Cb

dV

dt
(11:14)

where dV/dt is the rate of voltage change in volts per second.

11.4.3 Voltage–Current Characteristics

Voltage atwhich the spark discharge commences is called ignition or the threshold

voltage. It has been established that the voltage drop along the spark decreases as the

spark current increases, which indicates that the gap resistance drops quicker than the

current rises. The resistance of the spark gap and voltage drop along the spark for a

short duration (10�4 to 10�5 s) may be treated as constant and time invariant quan-

tities. For an instant, the resistance drop at the asperity contact is taken as equivalent to

that of bearing resistance under static conditions [10], and given in Chapter 7.

11.4.4 Width of Contact on Track Surfaces Between

Races and Rolling-Elements

For each shaft revolution, part of the circumference of the inner race of a bearing

passes through a zone of maximum radial force. The Hertzian pressure between

rolling-elements and raceways leads to a maximum shear stress. The latter is taken as

criterion for yielding of roller tracks. The deformation is made by ‘K’ rolling-elements

in the loaded zone on the track surface of races. The width of contact by the resultant

load ‘P’ as a result of ‘p’ positions of plane of action of loading by ‘K’ rollers on the

roller track of the inner race is determined in Chapters 5 and 6, and given as [4, 5]

Wir ¼ 2:15
Pd(D� d)

pKELD

� �1=2

(11:15)

Similarly, width of contact on the roller track of the outer race is determined as

Wor ¼ 2:15
Pd(Dþ d)

pKELD

� �1=2

(11:16)

The initiation of crater formation due to spark erosion occurs in the width of

contact Wir or Wor of a rolling-element bearing.

11.4.5 Spark Erosion due to Instantaneous Leakage of Stored Charge Energy

Between Roller Track of Races and Rolling-Elements

When a bearing is operating below the threshold voltage, the leakage of accu-

mulated charge energy on the track surfaces takes place when the high points on the
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asperities of track surfaces of races and rolling-elements come close, or when the

conducting particles bridge the oil film by vibration effects, or by positive and

negative cage and roller slip phenomenon occurring under different operating con-

ditions, or when a roller passes from a loaded zone to the unloaded zone [11]. Under

these conditions the instantaneous passage of charge energy between rollers and races

through oil film causes spark erosion during bearing operation in microsecond

(10�6 s). This leads the contact resistance between races and rolling-elements to

become instantaneously minimum. Thus, repeatedly instantaneous leakage of accu-

mulated charge energy on the track surfaces at the asperity contacts between rollers

and races generates an instantaneous heat, which lead to initiate craters in due course

after a certain number of shaft revolutions. In such conditions, when conducting

paths between rollers and races are broken, the asperities become separated by higher

thickness of film, and charges re-start accumulating on the track surfaces by the

induction effect. Since the film thickness between inner race and rolling-elements is

less than that of the outer race and rolling-elements, the probability of the crater

formation is more on inner-race track surface. Figure 11.1 shows the initiation of

craters on the inner-race track surface of the damaged bearing of a motor.

11.4.6 Cycles Required to Accumulate and Discharge of Accumulated

Charges on Bearing Track Surfaces

The rate at which the charge builds up on the surfaces of a bearing capacitor

when connected to a DC source, e, is assumed to vary exponentially with time t, with

time constant RbCb, while similarly, if the source is replaced by a zero resistance, the

capacitor discharges with the same time constant. Under this assumption, the times

(or equivalently the number of shaft rotations) required for the potential difference

across the bearing capacitor either to build up from 0 to V or to decay can be

determined.

At the instant when machine is started, the potential difference (V) across the

inner race and rolling-elements as well as the rolling-elements and outer race is zero.

But this gradually increases by the phenomenon of electrical induction and ap-

proaches the shaft voltage (e). While the shaft voltage increases, the charge on the

bearing using high-resitivity lubricant, comprising charges on the inner and outer

races (Qir and Qor), builds up. Till then bearing voltage, V, is changing, transient

current is delivered from the shaft voltage. To maintain continuity throughout the

circuit, there is rate of change of flux within the dielectric (lubricant).

The ratio of shaft revolutions to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated

charges on/from the inner race, outer race and a roller/rollers is independent

of various parameters and depends only on the ratio of difference of the
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natural logarithm of the shaft and bearing voltage to the shaft voltage, to the ratio

of the natural logarithm of the shaft to the bearing voltage [12], and is given in

Chapter 8 as

Nicn

Nidn

¼
Loge(1� a)

Loge a
(11:17)

The ratio of shaft revolutions to accumulate and discharge the accumulated

charges (Nicn=Nidn) increases with the ratio of bearing to shaft voltage (V/e). As the

ratio V/e increases from 0.1 to 0.9, the ratio Nicn=Nidn increases from 0.05 to 20.91

[12]. It is evident that for the successive higher values of bearing to shaft voltage, a,

the ratio of Nicn=Nidn is higher than for the immediate lower value of a (V/e).

Furthermore, it takes a longer time to accumulate the charges as compared to that

of the dissipation of the accumulated charges as Nicn > Nidn [12]. The ratio of shaft

rotations to accumulate and discharge the accumulated charges by a single rolling-

element or by all the rolling-elements and races of a bearing is identical. Also,

complete charge accumulation takes the same number of shaft revolutions equivalent

to that of the charge accumulation by a single rolling-element and roller track of

races [12] as explained in Chapter 8.

The number of shaft revolutions, Nidn, to discharge of the accumulated

charges is based on the time for voltage to decay. The physical significance of Nidn

indicates that while the bearing inner race, shaft and rolling elements are in rotation,

the fraction of a second (10�5 s) when dissipation of charge energy between races

and rollers takes place, shaft simultaneously continues to rotate. Similarly, for the

accumulation of charges on the track surfaces depending on the time constant,

the shaft makes revolutions (Nicn). The charge accumulation and dissipation is

a continuous process during bearing operation under the influence of shaft

voltages. Furthermore, result from many experiments indicate that a rolling

bearing Hertzian contact behaves like a leaky capacitor, with a capacitance given

basically by the EHD lubricant film thickness and a resistance, determined by

random asperity contacts through this film, assisted by vibrations, depending on

the source micro-topography. The bearing contact resistance, in parallel with the

capacitor, varies with high frequency as the asperities move through the Hertzian

zone. As a result of this high frequency resistance variation, the potential drop across

the contact is never equal to the equilibrium value, which means that the rolling-

elements are continuously charging and discharging, with a time constant also

continuously varying, however, with more time for charging than time for dischar-

ging. This is considered by taking the ratio of Nicn=Nidn for analysis as explained

in Chapter 8 [12].
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11.4.7 Determination of Electrical Energy Required for Formation

of Craters on the Track Surfaces of Bearings

The net stored energy of charge between track surfaces of races and rolling-

elements is given by [13]

Q ¼ 0:5CbV
2(J) (11:18)

The area of a crater of diameter Wc appearing on the track surface of a bearing

is determined as

A ¼ p
Wc

2

� �2

(11:19)

By the Griffith model two surfaces of area A are created by the cratering

process. Therefore the net area is considered as 2A for further analysis as discussed

in Section 11.4.1. It is evident that the number of times accumulation and dissipation

of charge energy in each cycle between races and rollers is a very complex random

phenomenon. Hence, it is assumed that the net stored energy is dissipated in each

cycle between the track surfaces. Thus electric energy transmitted per unit area per

cycle on the track surfaces is determined as

q ¼
Q

2A
¼

CbV
2

pW 2
c

(11:20)

The minimum energy dissipated per unit area in Nc cycles responsible for the

formation of a crater on the track surfaces is determined as

qn ¼
CbV

2Nc

pW 2
c

(11:21)

Considering the ratio of Nicn=Nidn, the minimum number of cycles for the

formation of craters is determined as Nicn=Nidn times the value of Nc or Nidn=Nicn

times value of qn. Hence the net energy per unit area for the formation of a crater is

determined using Eqns. (11.9) and (11.21), and given as

qnet ¼
NcQ

2
c

pCbW 2
c

�
Nidn

Nicn

(11:22)

11.4.8 Duration/Number of Cycles Before Initiation of Craters on Track Surfaces

Instant localized thermal stresses due to thermal transients on the roller tracks of

races caused by instantaneous leakage of accumulated charge energy by a leaky
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bearing capacitor depend on instant rise in temperature at the localized spots leading

to the formation of craters in due course [14–16]. Once a small crater is formed,

formation of other craters follows at various asperity contacts. Release of material

from the crater/craters accelerates the process by bridging the film thickness between

races and rolling-elements at different locations causing an increase in the number/

diameter of craters. Simultaneously more number of craters could be initiated/could

appear, depending on the operating parameters and the condition of a bearing. This

is in general a random phenomenon.

On comparing the net electric energy per unit area, qnet, given in Eqn. (11.22)

and the total energy per unit area, qcr, required for appearance of a crater on

the track surfaces of the bearing as given in Eqn. (11.5), the minimum number of

cycles/duration, a bearing would have taken before the appearance of a crater is

determined as

Nc ¼
pCb@

2
cW

3
c

4EQ2
c

�
Nicn

Nidn

(11:23)

For M number of craters of diameter Wc to appear simultaneously on the track

surfaces, the number of cycles will be M times that of Nc. Also, from this equation it

is evident that the number of cycles required to form a crater depends on square of its

diameter [since @2
c / W�1

c as per Eqn. (11.4)]. Obviously there is a preference for

small craters, although rather arbitrarily a bigger size (1mm or so) is taken as the

critical size for determining the life of the bearing.

11.5 Experimental Investigations

The investigations on the passage of a current through bearings show that the

threshold voltage varies with operating parameters and lubricant characteristics. A

low-resistivity lubricant (105 ohmm) having a viscosity of 99.92 cSt at 40 8C and

9.68 cSt at 100 8C, and a relative permittivity (jr) of 2.5 begins to conduct electricity

at a voltage of 1.12V and allows a current of 50A (AC) to pass through the NU 326

roller bearing tested on roller bearing test rig operating at 1100 rev. min�1 under

radial loads of 104 N and 5� 103 N [6]. The bearing shows the ratio of capacitive

reactance to active resistance to be 14� 102. It behaves like a conductor, allowing a

current to pass without exhibiting a threshold voltage phenomenon and showing a

capacitive response [2]. The bearing fails by initiation of slip bands leading to a

corrugation pattern on the bearing surfaces. In contrast, a roller bearing using high-

resistivity lubricant (109 ohmm) having a relative permittivity (jr) of 2.5, indicates a

ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance of 0.14 and behaves like a capacitor

until the threshold voltage is reached and indicates a threshold voltage phenomenon.
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The charge accumulation on the track surfaces and threshold voltage have been

established experimentally [2, 4]. The craters initiation on the track surfaces of the

NU 330 bearing have been established at different operating parameters due to the

leakage of charge energy. Figure 11.2 shows the enlarged view of the crater on the

bearing track surface.

11.6 Data Deduction and Discussion on Energy & Time

Required for the Formation of Craters

From the test data and dimensional parameters of the NU 330 bearing as given

in Tables 11.1 and 11.2, the time/cycles required for the appearance of craters on the

track surfaces have been determined using Eqn. (11.23) for a typical case where a

diameter of the crater is found as 1mm. The ratio of Nicn=Nidn in Eqn. (11.23) is

Table 11.1. Experimental and theoretical data for the initiation of craters on the

roller track of races of the NU 330 bearing using high-resistivity lubricant due to

stored energy of charge leakage between the races and rolling-elements

Dimensional and Operational Parameters of the NU 330 Bearing

d 42mm E 210� 109 Nm�2

D 235mm j 2:5� 8:85419� 10�12 fm�1

K 3 d 0:020mm�1

L 45mm b 0:029mm�1

N 14 f 109 ohmm

n 1100 rev:min�1 @c 700� 106 Nm�2

P 105 N

Wc 1mm

Table 11.2. Experimental and theoretical data

n (rpm) 450 750 1000 1200

Qc � 10�12 (C) 7.62 19.71 21.20 54.5

Cb(pf) (ref. [5]) 190.4 131.41 106.4 94.0

V (mV) (ref. [5]) 40 150 200 580

Nc 1:51� 1010 3:8� 109 1:09� 109 1:5� 108

t >3 years >3 years >2 years 84 days
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taken approximately 2.5 considering an average bearing-to-shaft voltage (V/e) as

0.66 [12]. Typical damage of the bearing through craters formation by spark erosion

is shown in Figs. 11.1 and 11.2. Figure 11.3 shows the metallurgical structure of a

surface damaged by spark erosion. Stereo microscope examination of the defective

region shows the removal of material and evidence of it having been melted. Polish-

ing and etching of the defective region shows a light etching tendency compared to

the unaffected region which is etched darkly. The spark erosion region shows an

untempered martensitic structure with a very high micro-hardness >1100HV as

compared to the tempered martensite structure with micro-hardness of �600HV as

region away from the area of spark erosion (Fig. 11.3). The duration, thus deter-

mined theoretically, has been ascertained with the investigations of the case history

for the formation of craters due to charge leakage through the bearings.

11.6.1 Energy for the Appearance of Craters on the Track Surfaces

The energy per unit area qcr required for the appearance of a crater on the track

surface of races of a rolling-element bearing is directly proportional to the square of the

critical stress limit (@c), diameter of a crater, and inversely proportional to Young’s

Fig. 11.1. Craters on the damaged inner-race track surface of a roller bearing

by instantaneous leakage of charge energy
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modulus of elasticity of the bearing material [Eqn. (11.5)]. Also, the electrical energy,

qnet, required for the crater formation is proportional to the square of charge accumu-

lation on the bearing surfaces, and inversely proportional to the bearing capacitance

and square of the crater diameter. Furthermore, it is a function of number of cycles

required for the crater formation and the ratio of the cycles for discharge of the

accumulated energy to that of the stored energy of charge on the track surfaces [Eqn.

(11.22)].

It may be pointed out that the electrical energy of the charge accumulation may

dissipate at a number of points in a single shaft revolution depending on several

causes, including instability, vibration, surface finish, etc. [16], and initiate craters of

different sizes and intensities on the track surfaces. A similar pattern gets repeated in

each shaft revolution, which results in the formation of identifiable craters in due

course [17].

By the process, as analyzed, the formation of localized craters by spark erosion

is continued, and the mass transfer from the developed craters deteriorate the

condition of the bearing and lead to form more number of different sized craters

much faster by the fusion of the tiny material particles released from the craters. At

some locations an increased area is fused by spark erosion in due course, whereas

initially, in general, the systematic formation of craters takes place (refer Fig. 11.1).

Fig. 11.2. Enlarged view of a crater on the track surface of the inner

race of a rolling-element bearing
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11.6.2 Cycles/Time Required for the Appearance of Craters

on the Track Surfaces

The cycles/time Nc required for appearance of craters on the track surfaces is

proportional to bearing capacitance, the square of critical stress limit for the appear-

ance of craters, the cube of a crater’s diameter, the ratio of cycles for accumulation

and dissipation of charge energy, and inversely proportional to the square of the

charge accumulation on bearing surfaces, and is a function of properties of the

bearing material [Eqn. (11.23)]. Also, it is a function of number of craters, and

there are chances for formation of small craters although arbitrary.

The value of cycles for the appearance of a crater of 1mm diameter at the spatial

location of the energy due to temporal build up vary between 1:51� 1010 to 1:5� 108

cycles at different levels of bearing voltages and charge accumulation under different

parameters of operation (Table 11.2). However, mechanical loading and temperature-

rise due to frictional losses also contribute to the reduction in bearing life, but their

effect is much less compared to the effect of dissipation of stored energy on the

bearing surfaces. From Table 11.2, it is evident that from an increase in bearing

voltage of 200–580mV, the bearing life reduces from 1:09� 109 to 1:5� 108 cycles,

i.e. from 750 to 84 days only. This suggests that the bearing deterioration is a steady

process more resembling wear than a catastrophic fracture event. Below 200mV

Fig. 11.3. Enlarged view of the spark erosion showing the cavity and molten like appearance
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shaft voltage the bearing life is more than 1010 cycles. This indicates that the safe

limit of shaft voltage for a rolling-element bearing in general is less that 200mV.

The same has been the recommendation of the reputed manufacturers of the Power

Plant Equipments. Furthermore, this has been ascertained by the investigation of

operational data and the case history of various damaged bearings of different

machines.

It may be noted from the analysis that the life expectancy of a bearing before the

craters are initiated will be higher if the threshold voltage of operation is lower. This

is because there is less rise in contact temperature. In addition, a decrease in charge

accumulation and an increase in bearing capacitance result in a higher number of

cycles before the initiation of craters. Particularly, the decrease in charge accumula-

tion increases the bearing life more significantly, since the life is inversely propor-

tional to the square of charge accumulation [Eqn. (11.23)]. Also, if the time/number

of cycles, the bearing capacitance and the diameter of craters are known, then

the charge accumulation/shaft voltage can be established theoretically by using

Eqn. (11.23).

11.7 Conclusions

From the above analysis, the following conclusions are drawn [1, 17]:

1. The energy per unit area for the appearance of a crater on the track

surfaces of a rolling-element bearing depends on the material properties,

the critical/limiting level of contact stresses and the diameter of the crater.

2. The electrical energy per unit area for the appearance of a crater is a

function of charge accumulation, the bearing capacitance, the crater’s

diameter, the number of cycles and the ratio of cycles for dissipation of

the charge energy to that of the accumulation.

3. The number of cycles required for the appearance of a crater depends on

the bearing capacitance, the charge accumulation, the crater’s diameter,

the critical/limiting level of contact stresses, the material properties and

the number of cycles for accumulation of charge energy to that of the

dissipation.

4. The decrease in the charge accumulation and the increase in the bearing

capacitance results in a higher number of cycles before initiation of craters

on the track surfaces.

5. The safe limit of shaft voltage for rolling-element bearings is less than

200mV. Any increase in which reduces the life of a bearing very fast.
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Nomenclature

a ratio of potential difference across bearing to shaft voltage (V=e < 1)

A area of craters

Cb equivalent capacitance of bearing

Cir capacitance between inner race and a roller

Cor capacitance between outer race and a roller

d diameter of rolling-element

D pitch diameter

e shaft voltage

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

ho minimum film thickness

I current passing through bearing

K number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone

L length of rolling-element

M number of craters

n rev:min�1

N number of rolling-elements in bearing

Nc number of shaft revolutions before initiation of craters

Nicn, Nidn number of revolutions to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated

charges on the track surfaces, respectively

p positions of plane of action of loading (p ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . )

P resultant load on bearing

q electric energy per unit area dissipated in a cycle for craters formation

on the track surfaces

qn electrical energy per unit area dissipated in Nc cycles for appearance of

craters

qnet net electrical energy required for appearance of craters considering the

ratio of shaft revolutions to accumulate and discharge of the

accumulated energy in Nc cycles

qcr energy per unit area required for formation of craters on the track

surfaces

Q net stored electrical energy of charge between races and rolling elements

Qc charge accumulation on track surfaces of bearing

Qir charge accumulation between inner race and rolling-element

Qor charge accumulation between outer race and rolling-elements

r radius of rolling element

Ri track radius of inner race

Ro track radius of outer race
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Rb equivalent resistance of bearing

t time required for appearance of craters on track surfaces

U net energy required for appearance of a crater on track surfaces

U1, U2 net energy required for appearance of a crater when @� ¼ 1 and when

@� ¼ 0, respectively

V potential drop across bearing

Wc diameter of crater

Wir, Wor width of contact of rolling-element on inner race and outer race,

respectively

b (Ri þ r)=(2Rir) inner race constant

d (Ro � r)=(2Ror) outer race constant

@c critical stress level for appearance of craters on the track surfaces

@� @=@c ratio of existing stress to the critical stress

@ existing stress

f oil resistivity (ohmm)

j permittivity (dielectric constant of lubricant) in fm�1

jr relative permittivity of lubricant
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Chapter 12

APPEARANCE AND EFFECT OF
LOCALIZED ELECTRIC CURRENT
IN ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS

12.1 General

The diagnosis and cause analysis of rolling-element bearing failure have been

well studied and established in literature. Failure of bearings due to unforeseen

causes were reported as: puncturing of bearings insulation; grease deterioration;

grease pipe contacting the motor base frame; unshielded instrumentation cable; the

bearing operating under the influence of magnetic flux, etc. These causes lead to the

passage of electric current through the bearings of motors and alternators and

deteriorate them in due course. But, bearing failure due to the localized electric

current between the track surfaces of races and the rolling-elements has not been

hitherto diagnosed and analyzed.

This chapter explains the cause of generation of localized current in presence of

shaft voltage. Also, it brings out the developed theoretical model to determine the

value of localized current density depending on the dimensional parameters, the shaft

voltage, the contact resistance, the frequency of rotation of shaft and rolling-elements

of a bearing. Furthermore, failure caused by a flow of localized current has been

experimentally investigated.

12.2 Introduction

The causes listed in Chapters 1 and 2 develop a magnetic flux, which closes in the

circumference over the yoke and induces voltage on the shaft as the machine rotates.



This results in a localized current at each bearing rather than a potential difference

between the shaft ends. A current path, however, along shaft, bearings and frame

results in a potential difference between the shaft ends [1–3].

It has been reported that at a certain threshold voltage, depending on the

resistivity of the lubricant and operating conditions, current flows through the

bearing [4]. Also, it was established by Busse et al. [5] that the dielectric strength of

the lubricant is the ability to withstand voltage without breakdown. Prashad [6]

studied that the flow of circular current in the inner race leaks through the rolling-

elements to the outer race by following a path of least resistance and establishes a field

strength leading to the development of magnetic flux on the track surface of races

and rolling-elements. Also, this has been experimentally investigated.

Studies were reported on the causes and control of electric currents in bearings

by Morgan and Wyllie [7]. Andreason [8] determined flow of current through

lubricated contacts. Simpson and Crump [9] studied the effect of electric current on

bearing life. The effect of operating parameters on an impedance response of

a rolling-element bearing has been analyzed by Prashad [4, 10]. The deterioration

of lubricants used in non-insulated bearings investigated by Komatsuzaki [11],

Prashad [12], and Remy and Magnin [13]. Investigations were also carried out to

evaluate the pitting mechanism on the lubricated surfaces under AC electric current

by Lin et al. [14], and by Chiou et al. [15].

The surveys of the failure of rolling-element bearings indicate various

causes including that of failure due to corrugations by Winder and Wolfe [16] and

Prashad [17, 18]. The mechanism of corrugations formed on the track surfaces and

related investigations were reported by Prashad and co-workers [3, 19]. In addition to

the well-established causes, the bearing may also fail due to the causes generally

unforeseen during design and operation. These causes have been discussed by

Prashad [20].

This chapter presents with the help of case study the failure of bearings of

motors by the effect of localized electric current between the track surface of races

and rolling-elements under the conditions when the other causes of bearing failure

have been ruled out by all possible investigations. Also, the principle for generation

of localized current has been established and analyzed along with the development of

theoretical model to determine its value.

12.3 Bearing Arrangement and Nature of Bearing Failure

Failure of bearings was detected in a few motors. These motors rated 2100 kW,

operating at 1494 rpm, have a three-bearing arrangement. The motors are used to

drive primary air fans.
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At the non-drive end (NDE) of the motor, the bearing type NU 228 is used and

is insulated. Figure 12.1 shows the arrangement of the bearing in the motor. At the

drive-end (DE) of the motor, roller bearing type NU 232 and ball bearing type 6332

are used for taking both radial and axial loads simultaneously. All the bearings are

grease-lubricated, and the motors are designed for continuous operation with peri-

odic re-lubrication. The bearings are also instrumented for continuous measurement

of the temperature during operation.

After commissioning, a few motor bearings both on NDE and DE failed

prematurely. The nature of the failure was due to the formation of corrugations

and flutings on the roller tracks of races besides corrosion on the raceways and

rolling-elements, irrespective of the make of the bearings used. Typical corrugation

pattern on the track surface of a failed bearing is shown in Chapter 5. However, the

depth of corrugations and degree of development of corrugations and flux density

were different on various failed bearings. The original color of the grease in between

the rolling-elements was also found to change and became black.

12.4 Investigations, Observations and Data Collection

Various investigations pertaining to shaft voltage and vibrations were carried out

on bearings of different motors, both on NDE and DE, and various other related

aspects were inspected. The shaft voltages weremeasured betweenNDE andDE shaft,

DE shaft to ground, and NDE shaft to ground. The vibration levels were measured in

microns and mm s�1 at both NDE and DE bearings. The dimensional accuracy of the

newbearingswere checked and found to be in linewith the specifications. Inspection of

the dimensional accuracy and themetallurgical examinations of the components of the

failed bearings also revealed consistency with the specifications. Various failed bear-

ings were examined. Samples of the fresh grease and the used grease from the rolling-

elements of the failed bearings were collected and analyzed.

None of the following causes of the bearing failure could be established, which

might have led to the passage of current though bearings (Fig. 12.1).

I. Grease pipe was not in contact with the base frame in any of the motors.

II. Current path through bearings via the path through the collection of

leaked grease and the base frame was not detected.

III. All the instrumentation cables were completely shielded.

IV. Insulation of the bearings was fully intact in all the failed motor bearings.

This was established by the value of high resistance measured across the

bearing insulation.

V. Passage of current through connecting the bolts, the nuts, etc. could not

be established in any of the failed motor bearings.
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The shaft voltage at the site on these failed motor bearings was measured as

1600mV before and after the replacement of failed bearings. The shaft voltage at the

works during the test run was also recorded as high as 500mV for these motors as

compared to the other motors. The difference of shaft voltage measured at the sites

Grease inlet

Bearing
insulation

Instrumentation
cable

Unshielded
cable

Accumulation
of dirt/sludge

Insulation pad Base plate

Grease
collection

Grease outlet

Grease leakage

Gap
Grounding
brush

Non-insulated
bolt

Fig. 12.1. Schematic showing bearing arrangement with lubricant flow path, unshielded

instrumentation cable and other unforeseen causes leading to the passage of electric current
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and the works may be attributed to the used analogue/digital devices besides the

coupled mode of operation and other unforeseen causes. For other normal running

motors, shaft voltage as measured was less then 200mV. The failure of NU 228

bearings was reported at the site on these motors after a run of approximately 300 h.

A grounding brush was not used in all such motors as a practice. Furthermore, there

was no adequate space available on the shaft to install the grounding brush.

12.5 Theoretical Model and Approach to Determine the Flow of

Localized Current in a Bearing

In a rolling-element bearing using low-resistivity lubricant (105ohmm) in

the presence of shaft voltage, current can flow through the bearings. This occurs

in all such cases when current finds a low resistance path to flow as brought

out in Section 12.4. But when the current does not find a way to pass through

any of the paths as listed in Section 12.4, and the shaft voltage is more than the

threshold voltage/safe voltage (>200mV), a substantial level of localized current

between the rolling-elements and the track surface of the inner race may appear

which may deteriorate the bearing and disintegrate the lubricant in course of time

causing flux density distribution, corrosion and blackening of the track surface as

reported by Prashad [20]. This reduces the fatigue life of bearings and lead to

premature failure.

The existing shaft voltage on the rotating shaft induces the voltage on the track

surface of rolling-elements. Since the rolling-element rotates at much higher fre-

quency than the shaft rotating speed [19, 21], this leads to generate higher voltage

on the surface of rolling-elements as per principles of electric and electromagnetic

fields [22]. Thus, potential difference between the inner race and rolling-elements is

developed. The revolution of rolling-elements along the track surface further affects

the induced voltage on the track surface of the rolling-elements besides their rotation

around their own axis. This makes the analytical model quite complex. However, the

potential difference between rotating shaft/inner race and rolling-elements lead to the

passage of localized current at the contact surface depending on the contact resist-

ance between the contact zone of track surface of the inner race and the rolling-

elements. The induced voltage phenomenon also occurs between the track surface

of the outer race and the rolling-elements. Furthermore, the flow of localized current

between the inner race and the rolling-elements depending on the different points

of contacts during rotation turns into circular current in the inner race and rolling-

elements quite frequently in the course of operation. The proximity contact of

rolling-elements with the outer race may lead to a flow of current through the

outer race for a short duration. This flow of partial/full circular current establishes
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the field strength leading to the development of residual magnetic flux on the track

surface of races and rolling-elements in due course [6].

It may be imagined that current enters the track surface of the inner race due

to the developed potential drop between rolling-elements and track surface of the

inner race in the loaded zone at the surfaces of contact points between them, in

a distributed form. The current flows around and outward until it concentrates at

one or several rolling-contacts. As the rolling-elements orbit, the current carrying

elements travel. Current then flows through each of the conducting rolling-elements,

between two diametrically opposite contact areas. As the rolling-elements rotate

with respect to the contact areas, these currents gradually might sweep out 3608

around a major circle. If there was only one conducting rolling-element at

a time, then two arc currents would travel in the race towards its contact areas one

clockwise and the other counterclockwise. Depending on the resistance these two

currents may or may not be equal in magnitude. If more than one rolling-element

contacts, then, of course, the situation is more complex. In the theoretical model,

current flow in one direction in the inner race is assumed for analysis. The flow and

break of flow of a localized electric current continues depending on condition

and regime of operation.

12.5.1 Determination of Speed of Rolling-Elements

Under pure rolling, the absolute velocity at a point located on the circumference

of a rolling-element is equal to the circumferential speed of the inner race. Simultan-

eously, on an opposite point (at 1808) of the same rolling-element contacts the

stationary outer race. The absolute speed of each point on the rolling-element is

a combination of the speed of the rolling-element around its axis and the speed of the

set of rolling-elements around the bearing axis. The absolute velocities of the two

points 1808 apart on the diameter of the rolling-element are parallel and vary linearly

between the velocities at the points of contact on the inner and outer race.

With the above analysis, the rotating speed frequency of the rolling-elements has

been determined as [19]

fb ¼ 0:5fs
D

d

� �

1�
d

D

� �2

cos2 a

" #

(12:1)

The ratio of the speed of rotation of rolling-elements and shaft speed is given as

Vbs ¼
fb

fs
¼ 0:5

D

d

� �

1�
d

D

� �2

cos2 a

" #

(12:2)
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For a radial cylindrical roller bearing, a ¼ 0

So,

Vbs ¼ 0:5
D2 � d2

dD

� �

(12:3)

12.5.2 Induced Voltage on Rolling-Elements

As the shaft-voltage (E) develops and changes with time, the voltage on the track

surface of the inner race, Eir, accordingly changes. This is because the inner race is

press fitted on the shaft, and it is considered integral with the shaft. The voltage on

the track surface of rotating inner race, Eir, induces the voltage on the rolling-

elements rotating around their own axis and moving along the track surface of the

inner and outer races. This makes the phenomenon of induced voltage very complex.

The rotating rolling-elements loop may be considered as a type of alternating

current generator or in other words, rolling-elements develop voltage depending on

the speed of rotation. The voltage in the absolute term is more on those surfaces of

rolling-elements, which are at right angles to the existing field because of shaft

voltage on track surface of inner race and zero on the parallel surfaces to the field.

The developed voltage on rolling-elements broadly depends on the area of such loop

formed by rotating rolling-elements and not on their shapes. The voltages, thus

developed on the surfaces of rolling-elements, (Eir), depend on the rotating speed

of the rolling-elements besides other electromagnetic factors. Considering the ratio of

the speed of rolling-elements with respect to the shaft speed, Vbs, the voltage on the

rolling-elements (Er) is taken as the product of Vbs and shaft voltage (E) using

principles of electric current theory [22]. This leads to determine the potential

difference between rolling-elements and track surface of inner race as

Erir ¼ Er � Eir (12:4)

On using Eqn. (12.3), the potential difference Erir is determined as (where

Eir ¼ E, and Er ¼ EVbs)

Erir ¼ EVbs � E (12:5)

or

Erir ¼ E
D2 � d2 � 2Dd

2Dd

� �

(12:6)

Furthermore, development of same induced voltage as on rolling-elements occurs

on the track surface of outer race under the influence of voltage existing on surfaces of
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rolling-elements. So, the potential difference between the rolling-elements and outer

race will be of insignificant value as the outer race of bearing is stationary [22].

12.5.3 Bearing Resistance

The resistance between the track surface of the inner race and rolling-elements

depends on bearing kinematics, lubricant film thickness, width of contact between

track surface and rolling-elements and the number of rolling-elements in loaded

zone. For the bearing using low-resistivity lubricant (105ohmm), the resistance (Rc)

of the bearing as determined is found to vary between 0.1 and 0.5 ohm [4].

12.5.4 Localized Electric Current in Bearings

Localized current between the track surface of the inner race, and rolling-elements

is determined using Eqn. (12.6) and the contact resistance (Rc), and is given as

Ib ¼
Erir

Rc

¼
E

Rc

D2 � d2 � 2Dd

2Dd

� �

(12:7)

12.6 Field Strength on the Track Surface of Races and Rolling-Elements

Due to the presence of localized electric current in the partial/complete arc of the

inner race and rolling-elements, the field strength develops on the track surfaces of

rolling-elements and inner race in due course. The field strength on these elements

can be determined separately as reported by Prashad [6].

12.6.1 Field Strength on the Track Surface of Inner Race

The field strength (Hirr) on the track surface of the inner race due to flow of

current in rolling-elements has been analyzed in Chapter 9, and is determined as [6]

Hirr ¼
2pIb R2 � R2

ir


 �

R3
(12:8)

12.6.2 Field Strength on Rolling-Elements

On rotation, rolling-elements change polarity, and the outer race being station-

ary, the field strength on the surface of rolling-elements depends on the flow of

circular current in inner race and is given as [6] (refer Chapter 9)

Hrir ¼
2pIbRir(R

2 � R2
ir)

R4
(12:9)
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The chances of development of significant field strength on the track surface of

outer race due to the flow of intermittent local current in the track arcs of the inner

race and rolling-elements are quite remote, and hence it is not considered in the

analysis. However, sometimes development of traces of flux density on the outer-race

track surface can not be ruled out.

12.7 Magnetic Flux Density

The field strength on the track surface of the inner race and rolling-elements of a

bearing gives rise to the development of magnetic flux density on these surfaces (refer

Chapter 9). These can be determined analytically as reported by Prashad [6].

12.7.1 Magnetic Flux Density on the Track Surface of Inner Race

The magnetic flux density on the track surface of the inner race of a bearing, Bir,

due to field strength, Hirr, in an oil medium of relative permeability, Ur with respect

to free space is given by [6]

Bir ¼ UUrHir ¼ 4p � 10�7UrHirr (in tesla) (12:10)

which is determined (in gauss) using Eqn. (12.8) as

Bir ¼
78:96� 10�3UrIb(R

2 � R2
ir)

R3
(12:11)

12.7.2 Magnetic Flux Density on Track Surface of Rolling-Elements

On using Eqns. (12.9) and (12.10), the residual flux density on a few rolling-

elements (in gauss) is determined as

Br ¼
78:96� 10�3UrIbRir (R

2 � R2
ir)

R4
(12:12)

It may be noted that the residual magnetization of steel, remaining after an

alternating magnetizing current is switched off, bears no simple theoretical relation-

ship to the magnetization during passage of a direct current of the same effective

value, as established.

12.8 Determination of Time Span for the Appearance of Flutes on the Track Surfaces

Instant thermal stresses due to thermal transients on the roller track of races

caused by the roller contact under the influence of electric current depends on the
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instant rise in temperature. As the temperature-rise stabilizes, the contact thermal

stresses increase and affect the fatigue life. The duration, the bearing, would have

taken after the slip bands formation before the appearance of flutes/corrugations on

the track surface of inner race is determined as [23]

t ¼
(p@corr)

2(BDir þ BDor þ LdN) (BDirD
�1
ir þ BDorD

�1
or þ LdND�1

r )

2ErirIbY
(12:13)

12.9 Data Analysis

All the failed bearings both on NDE and DE ends of the three motors were

examined. In these bearings the damage as reported in Section 12.3 was studied.

Investigations were carried out on the NU 228 bearings and the flux density distri-

bution on their track surfaces was detected using magnetic flux monitor similar to

procedure reported by Prashad [6]. The pitch of corrugations on the track surfaces of

the NU 228 bearing was measured. The theoretical time span for the formation of

corrugations after the slip band formation was determined using Eqn. (12.13). The

dimensional and operating parameters of bearing type NU 228 and various deter-

mined values of measured/analytical parameters are given in Tables 12.1 and 12.2,

respectively.

Table 12.1. Dimensional and operating

parameters of NU 228 bearing

B 42mm

Rir 79mm

Roro 125mm

Ror 116mm

R 97.5mm

d 37mm

D 195mm

Dir 158mm

Dor 232mm

L/B 1

N 14

n 1500 rev: min�1
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12.10 Results and Discussion on the Localized Current, the Flux Density,

Time Span and Mechanism of Bearing Failure

12.10.1 Potential Difference between Rolling-Elements and Track Surface

of Inner Race, and Flow of Localized Current Between Them

The potential difference between the rolling-elements and track surface of inner

race of an insulated bearing working under the influence of shaft voltage depends

on the shaft voltage, the pitch diameter and diameter of rolling-elements as per the

derived relations in Eqn. (12.6). The bearing type NU 228, working under the

influence of shaft voltage of 1.6V, develops potential difference of 2.46V between

the rolling-elements and the track surface of the inner race. The ratio of this

potential difference to the shaft voltage, Erir=Er, has been worked out as 1.54

(Table 12.2). This ratio depends on the speed of rotation of rolling-elements to

the shaft speed and is a function of the dimensional parameters of a roller bearing,

Eqn. (12.3). Furthermore, localized electric current between the track surface of the

inner race and rolling-elements depends on the potential difference (Erir) and

contact resistance (Rc). It is a function of the shaft voltage, E, the contact resist-

ance, Rc and dimensional parameters of a bearing [Eqn. (12.7)]. The intensity of

local current, theoretically has been determined as 12.30A for the existing shaft

Table 12.2. Experimental and theoretical data

E 1.6V

Rc 0.20 ohm

Erir 2.46V

Erir=E 1.54

Ib 12.30A

Y 210� 109 Nm�2

Bir 3.6 gauss (theoretical)

Bir 5 gauss (maximum on measurement)

Br 3 gauss (experimental on a few rolling-elements)

Br 2.7 gauss (theoretical)

Dir 0.25mm

Dor Not detected

Dr Not detected

@corr 700� 106 Nm�2

t 107.45 h

t1 300 h
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voltage of 1.6V and resistance, Rc, of 0.2 ohm (Table 12.2). The localized electric

current damages the track surfaces of the bearing in due course and initiates to

form corrugations similar to the figures shown in Chapter 5. On the contrary, for

the shaft voltages of 500 and 200mV, the value of local current has been determined

as 3.84 and 1.54A, respectively. These low values of current do not affect the

bearing during operation. In addition, the outer race being stationary, significant

potential difference is not generated between the outer race and rolling-elements,

and thus current does not pass between them. However, momentarily circular

current, through an arc of the outer race can flow as and when proximity contact

of the outer race and rolling-elements takes place in a sector due to instabilities/

vibrations during operation.

12.10.2 Residual flux Density Distribution on the Track Surface of

Inner Race and Rolling-Elements

Flow of current between the track surface of inner race and rolling-elements due

to the existing potential drop leads to generate the residual flux density distribution

on the track surface of the inner race and rolling-elements in due course. The flux

density on the track surface of the inner race has been determined theoretically as

3.6 gauss, using Eqn. (12.8). The maximum value of flux density was determined as

5 gauss by measurement (Table 12.1). On a few rolling-elements the flux density was

determined and found to be maximum of 4 gauss. Theoretically, the flux density

was determined as 2.7 gauss on rolling-elements using Eqn. (12.9). The presence of

flux density by measurement and theoretical investigations indicates that the local-

ized current has passed through the bearing arc partially [6]. This has created

corrugations/flutes on the inner-race track surface of the bearings and deteriorated

the lubricant, which has corroded the surfaces of bearings and led to failure by the

reduction of fatigue life [10, 12, 24].

12.10.3 Assessment of Time Span Before the Appearance of Flutes

on the Track Surfaces

As a result of the shearing of atomic planes within the crystals, some crystals on

the roller track of the inner or outer race develop slip bands. The slip bands are

formed in the sub-surface prior to the appearance of flutes/corrugations on the track

surfaces. The formation of slip bands is initiated by shear stress caused by operating

parameters, and is accelerated by the passage of electric current, the corrosion and

oxidation of track surfaces. Furthermore, the formation of slip bands depends on

lubricant characteristics and quality of a bearing. The following may take place

before the initiation of corrugations:
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1. Generation of persistent slip bands (PSB);

2. Crack form along PSB and initiated from the tip of slip bands, and

3. Formation and propagation of flutes/corrugations on the track surface.

After the cracks/slip bands under the track surfaces are initiated, the process

that governs the propagation leading to the formation of corrugations/flutes is

considered by the continuum theory of Griffith [10, 23].

The time span, a bearing takes before the formation of flutes on the track

surfaces after the slip bands formation depends on the dimensions of the track

surface, the pitch of corrugations, the number of rolling-elements, the potential

difference between the track surface and rolling-elements, the intensity of local

current and the properties of the bearing material. The pitch of corrugations on the

rolling-elements and outer race were not found and hence the values of D�1
r , D�1

or are

negligible, Eqn. (12.13). This time span, t, for the initiation of corrugations is

determined as 107.45 h, using Eqn. (12.13), without considering the time for the

formation of slip bands (Table 12.2). The net time for the development of slip

bands including that of flute formation on track surface of the inner race after

commissioning is found to be approximately 300 h according to site data as given

in Table 12.2. This might match practically with the actual time of initiation of flutes

after the formation of slip bands, as determined, analytically.

12.10.4 Bearing Failure Under Localized Current

Electric current damage of a bearing is of two types. In the first type, when the

low-resistivity lubricant (<105 ohmm) is used in the roller bearings, a silent discharge

occurs through the bearing elements under the influence of electric current. This

decomposes the used lubricant and corrodes the surfaces of the bearings, which

lowers the fatigue life of the bearings as discussed by Prashad [3, 12]. Furthermore,

passage of current through a bearing increases its operating temperature. Subse-

quently, thermal stresses are increased and surface heating takes place, which leads to

low-temperature tempering of the track surfaces. This accelerates the formation of

slip bands and corrugations on the track surfaces in due course [10, 18]. Magnetic

flux density is also developed on the track surfaces, and original structure of the

lubricant undergoes changes [12, 6].

In the second type of bearing failure, when the high-resistivity lubricant

(>109 ohmm) is used in the roller bearings, an accumulation of charges occurs on

the track surfaces until it reaches a threshold critical value when breakdown takes

place. This leads to damage of the track surface caused by arcing. This is accompan-

ied by mass transfer and elevated local temperature on the asperity of the contact

surfaces [4, 25].
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12.11 Conclusions

Based on the above analysis, the following conclusions are drawn [26]:

1. Under the influence of higher shaft voltage, a rolling-element bearing

using low-resistivity lubricant, may deteriorate due to the development

of potential difference between track surface of inner race and rolling-

elements. This leads to the passage of localized current depending on the

contact resistance between them.

2. The potential difference between the track surface of inner race and

rolling-elements develops because of the higher frequency of rotation of

rolling-elements as compared to the shaft speed. The potential difference,

thus developed, depends on the shaft voltage and bearing kinematics.

3. The ratio of potential difference between the track surfaces of inner race

and rolling-elements to that of the shaft voltage is a function of pitch and

rolling-elements diameters of a bearing. For the NU 228 bearing, it is

determined as 1.54.

4. The development of magnetic flux density on the track surface of the

inner race and rolling-elements indicates flow of locally generated current

between them.

5. The time of the appearance of flutes on the track surface can be estimated

by, the bearing kinematics, the existing potential difference between the

track surface of inner race and rolling-elements, the value of localized

current, the properties of bearing material together with measured values

of pitch of the corrugations on the track surfaces.

6. The failure of a bearing by the localized current can be avoided by limiting

the shaft voltage to a maximum of 200mV. In case a higher value of shaft

voltage persists, it is preferable to ground a brush. However, sometimes by

altering the path of a flow of circular current through dismantling and

reassembling of the bearing as a means of modulation of track surfaces

under interaction, the effect of localized current can be minimized.

7. Study of localized current in rolling-element bearings is a complex phenom-

enon and needs solution of complex analytical models and investigations.
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Nomenclature

B width of track surface

Bir magnetic flux density on track surface of inner race

Bor magnetic flux density on track surface of outer race

Br magnetic flux density on rolling-elements

d diameter of rolling-element

D pitch diameter

Dir outside diameter of inner race

Dor inner diameter of outer race

E shaft voltage

Er voltage on rolling-elements

Eir voltage on track surface of rotating inner race

Erir potential difference between rolling-elements and track surface of

inner race

fs shaft rotational frequency

fb rolling-element frequency

Hirr field strength on track surface of inner race due to flow of current in

rolling-elements

Hrir field strength on surface of rolling-elements due to flow of current

in inner race

Ib bearing current

L length of rolling-element

n rpm
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N number of rolling-elements in a bearing

R pitch radius of bearing

Rc bearing resistance

Rir track radius of inner race

Ror track radius of outer race

Roro outside radius of outer race

t time required for appearance of flutes after slip bands formation on

track surfaces

t1 net time of bearing operation after commissioning for inspection

Vbs ratio of speed of rolling-elements and shaft speed (fb=fs)

Y Young’s modulus of elasticity

Ur relative permeability oil with respect to free space (¼1)

Uo permeability of free space (4� 10�7 henrym�1)

a contact angle

@corr stress for flute appearance from opening of the tip of flute from an

existing slip band on the track surface

Dir, Dor, Dr pitch of corrugation on inner race, outer race and rolling-element,

respectively.
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Chapter 13

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO
DETERMINATION OF STIFFNESS
OF ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS

13.1 General

An alternative approach has been developed to determination of the effective

stiffness of rolling-element bearings through evaluation of electrical parameters

under different operating conditions. These parameters have been theoretically

evaluated using width of deformation on the track surface of races, minimum film

thickness, lubricant characteristics and bearing geometry. Besides this, by applying

another developed alternative approach also, based on the inverse of the rate of

change of width of bearing deformation on the track surface of races with applied

load, the effective stiffness of a roller bearing has been assessed approximately.

The effective stiffness has been determined at different loads and speeds of

operation using electrical analogy, and by approximate method using width

of deformation under different loads. The values of effective stiffness by these

developed alternative procedures, thus determined, have been compared with that

of the values determined by existing conventional procedure, and found to have

matching trend.

13.2 Introduction

In rotating rolling-element bearings, the actual surface area of contact depends

on surface roughness and primarily comprises of ‘asperity contacts’. The bearing

performance is improved if the film thickness is 2–3 times more than the average



roughness depth. The minimum film thickness between races and rolling-elements

offers maximum capacitance and minimum capacitive reactance, depending on the

permittivity of the lubricant. On the contrary, the active resistance offered by a

bearing is minimum at the minimum film thickness; however, it is primarily governed

by the resistivity of the lubricant. The interaction between races and rolling-elements

in presence of oil film is like a resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit, with the oil film

offering an impedance to current flow [1].

In general, the effect of electric current on contact temperature, slip bands

initiation, and life of rolling contact bearings has been investigated [2]. In addition,

analysis has been made on corrugation patterns, and the theoretical evaluation of

capacitance, resistance, impedance and instant charge accumulation on the surfaces

of rolling-element bearings operated under the influence of electric current has been

reported [3, 4].

In most cases, it is possible to represent a mechanical system by an electrical

circuit. This analogy between the electrical and mechanical systems exists because of

the similarity of the differential equations, which represent them [5]. Using this

analogy, equivalent dynamic coefficients of two-lobe and three-lobe journal bearings

have been determined [6, 7].

This chapter discusses and gives the theoretical procedure to determine the

effective stiffness of rolling-element bearings based on the evaluated electrical param-

eters under different operating conditions. Damping of a bearing has been assessed

by electrical analogy. The effective stiffness has also been determined approximately

on considering the reverse of rate of change of width of deformation on the track

surface of races with applied load on a rolling-element bearing. The effective stiffness

of a rolling-element bearing, thus determined, by these developed approaches has

been compared with that of the existing technique [8, 9].

13.3 Theoretical Analysis to Determination of Stiffness of Roller Bearing

13.3.1 Determination of Width of Deformation

Rollers of different diameters of the same material in contact under load form

theoretically a rectangular surface of deformation of a length equal to the length of

the rollers. Width of deformation on these rollers has been determined in Chapter 5,

and is a function of material characteristics, their dimensions and load on the rollers

and is given as [3]

Wir ¼ 2:15
Pd(D� d)

pNzELD

� �0:5

(13:1)
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and

Wor ¼ 2:15
Pd(Dþ d)

pNzELD

� �0:5

(13:2)

13.3.2 Determination of Bearing Capacitance and Resistance

The capacitance and resistance have been determined between track surface of

inner race and a roller, as well as track surface of outer race and a roller in Chapter 6,

and given as [4]

Cir ¼
2jL

(birho)
1=2

tan�1 0:5Wir

bir

ho

� �1=2
" #

(13:3)

and

Cor ¼
2jL

(borho)
1=2

tan�1 0:5Wor

bor

ho

� �1=2
" #

(13:4)

as well as

Ri ¼
r(birho)

1=2

2L tan�1 Wir=2(bir=ho)
1=2

h i (13:5)

and

Ro ¼
r(borho)

1=2

2L tan�1 Wor=2(bor=ho)
1=2

h i (13:6)

where

bir ¼ 0:5 [r�1 þ R�1
ir ] and bor ¼ 0:5 [r�1 � R�1

or ] (13:7)

The minimum film thickness (ho) is determined by the Grubin’s formula. The

equivalent capacitance and resistance of a roller bearing are determined from the

bearing’s equivalent circuit. It is evident that the equivalent circuit of inner as well as

outer races with rollers are RC circuits in parallel, whereas inner and outer-race

circuits are in series to each other, considering the flow of current from shaft to the

bearing housing as shown in Fig. 13.1. Resistance and capacitance between inner race

and a roller as well as outer race and a roller are considered in parallel to each other

for evaluation of impedance, capacitive reactance and equivalent capacitance of races

and a roller (refer Fig. 13.1).
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The following equations used for evaluation of equivalent capacitance and

resistance:

Zir ¼
jXirRi

Ri þ jXir

(13:8)

and

Zor ¼
jXorRo

Ro þ jXor

(13:9)

Outer race

Inner race

R

Ri,

Ro, Cor

Cir

Zir

Zor Ro
RoCor Cor

Ri Ri
Cir Cir

R ≈ o R ≈ o

Fig. 13.1. Electrical equivalent bearing circuit
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where

Xir ¼ (wCir)
�1 and Xor ¼ (wCor)

�1 (13:10)

Since

Zr ¼ Zir þ Zor (13:11)

which gives

Rr ¼
X 2

irX
2
or (Ri þ Ro)þ RiRo (X

2
orRi þ X 2

irRo)

(RiRo � XirXor)
2 þ (XorRi þ XirRo)

2
(13:12)

and

Xr ¼
R2

iR
2
o (Xir þ Xor)þ XirXor (R

2
iXor þ R2

oXir)

(RiRo � XirXor)
2 þ (XorRi þ XirRo)

2
(13:13)

This leads to determine capacitance between races and a roller as

Cr ¼ (wXr)
�1 (13:14)

Assuming that the rollers in the loaded zone (Nz) of a bearing under inner and

outer races are equally loaded, the equivalent capacitance of a bearing is given as [4]

Cb ¼ NzCr (13:15)

Similarly, equivalent resistance of a bearing is given as [4]

Rb ¼
Rb

Nz

(13:16)

13.3.3 Stiffness of Roller Bearing by Electrical Analogy

An electrical circuit with components including inductance, resistance and cap-

acitance under the influence of voltage correspond to equation representing a mech-

anical system with damping and stiffness characteristics with a single degree of

freedom [5, 6]. These equations imply a voltage–force analogy, in which, capacitance

(Cb) in farads and resistance (Rb) in ohms of a bearing correspond to equivalent

stiffness�1(Kqe)
�1 in mN�1 and damping in N sm�1, respectively [6]. Also, bearing

stiffness due to bending moment and radial force between rollers and outer race

[since, Kr and Km are parallel to each other (refer Fig. 13.2)], and between rollers and

inner race is given as

NzKrm ¼ Nz(Kr þ Km) ¼ Kqe, and NzKr ¼ Kqe (13:17)
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In case of a rolling bearing, resistance between races and rollers (Rb) is less

because of very small oil film thickness existing between rolling-elements and track

surface of races in the loaded zone. Furthermore, periodic asperity contacts between

the races and rolling-elements under different conditions of operation in rotation

reduce the bearing resistance. Consequently, by electrical analogy, rolling bearings

show poor damping characteristics. On the contrary, stiffness characteristics play a

very significant role in such bearings. This is because of variation in capacitance,

which in turn vary inverse of the film thickness between the rolling-elements and

track surface of races (Chapter 6).

It may be noted that the electrical analogy is geometrically based on the

solutions for charge distribution along potential and isostatic surfaces, with an

assumed analogy between force and voltage. The solution satisfies continuity. Ratios

Radial force
Outer ring

Inner ring

Roller
Bending
moment

Km

Kr

Kr

Fig. 13.2. Dynamic model of a roller bearing
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of solutions eliminate the need for heuristic data such as resistivity, dielectric con-

stant, etc.; thus any value will suffice, as these values are not required for compar-

isons provided the lubricant conditions remain constant. Solutions to electrical

equations provide potential lines and iso-surfaces. Hence, the electrical analogy can

be used as an alternative to conventional analysis, as a potential tool for relative

comparison in addition to the absolute [6].

13.3.4 Effective Stiffness and Dynamic Model of a Roller Bearing

A roller bearing under rotation is generally loaded by radial force and bending

moment. Consequently, bearing rings have displacement in radial direction and to

the direction of bending moment, and have stiffness (Kr and Km) due to the forces

acting in these directions. Figure 13.2 shows the dynamic model of a roller bearing.

Under the effect of Kr and Km, roller bearing dynamic model become very complex

for analysis. Furthermore, mutual interaction of Kr and Km makes it mathematically

more complex. However, Km, being very small in a roller bearing, can be neglected

for determination of effective stiffness (Kqef ). Hence from Eqn. (13.17) for outer race

and rollers, it is evident that

KrNz ¼ Kqe (since Km ¼ 0) (13:18)

Since, rollers and races are in series to each other for the flow of current from

one race to another through rollers, so the effective bearing stiffness (Kqef ), i.e. the

product of radial stiffness and number of rollers in the loaded zone (KrNz), consider-

ing the net effect of radial force on the inner and outer races through rollers can be

determined as

2(KrNz)
�1 ¼ 2(Kqe)

�1 ¼ (Kqef )
�1, or Kqef ¼ Kqe=2 (13:19)

13.3.5 Assessment of Approximate Stiffness of Roller Bearings

The stiffness, a common design parameter for oil film bearing, is inverse of the

rate of change of bearing deflection with applied load. The maximum elastic contact

deformation and width of contact deformation is dependent on the rolling-element

load as discussed in Chapter 5 [3, 9]. The principal bearing deflections, which affect

the stiffness, are radial, axial and moment loads applied simultaneously require

complex analysis. Considering the width of deflections/deformations on the track

surface of inner and outer races by p positions of plane of loading, the stiffness of

inner and outer races can be determined, approximately, by differentiating Eqns.

(13.1) and (13.2), which yield
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Kir ¼
dP

dWir

¼ 0:43�
WirpNzELD

d(D� d)
(13:20)

and

Kor ¼
dP

dWor

¼ 0:43�
WorpNzELD

d(Dþ d)
(13:21)

Since Kir and Kor are in series and rolling-elements are in parallel to each other

with respect to the applied load. Thus, the approximate effective bearing stiffness can

be determined as

Kqwf ¼
ZKirKor

Kir þ Kor

(13:22)

13.3.6 Stiffness by Conventional Approach

In lieu of the more rigorous approach to bearing deflection, Palmgren [9] has

developed series of formulas to calculate bearing deflection for specific conditions of

loading. For a radial roller bearing for slow and moderate speed with line contact at

each raceway, the radial deflection is given as [8]

dr ¼
8:71� 10�7P 0:9

max

L0:8 cosa
(13:23)

where

Pmax ¼
5P

Z cosa
(13:24)

This gives roller bearing stiffness as [9]

Kqp ¼
dP

ddr
¼ 3� 105Z0:9L0:8P0:1 cos1:9 a(1bin:�1) (13:25)

13.3.7 Theoretical Data at Different Operating Parameters

The equivalent capacitance of the NU 330 roller bearing has been computed

using Eqns. (13.3)–(13.15) for different parameters of operation given in Table 13.1.

The effective stiffness at different loads and speeds of the bearing has also been

computed using electrical analogy and given in Table 13.1. The number of rolling-

elements in the loaded zone has been taken considering the load distribution in the

bearing [8]. The number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone vary depending on
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Table 13.1. Capacitance, resistance and stiffness of roller bearing type NU 330 at different operating parameters

Speed (rpm) 450 750 1200

P (N) 4500 7500 104 4500 7500 104 4500 7500 104

Wir (mm) 0.163 0.210 0.243 0.163 0.210 0.243 0.163 0.210 0.243

Wor (mm) 0.195 0.252 0.291 0.195 0.252 0.291 0.195 0.252 0.291

ho � 10�4 (mm) 22.4 21.2 20.70 32.5 30.8 30.1 45.7 43.4 42.3

Cir(pf) 72.4 98.7 116.9 49.9 67.9 80.4 35.5 48.2 57.9

Cir(pf) 72.4 98.7 116.9 49.9 67.9 80.4 35.5 48.2 57.9

Cor(pf) 86.6 118.4 140.1 59.7 81.4 96.5 42.5 57.8 69.6

Xir � 107 (ohm) 4.4 3.2 2.7 6.4 4.6 4.0 8.97 6.6 5.6

Xor � 107 (ohm) 3.68 2.6 2.3 5.33 3.83 3.30 7.5 5.62 4.6

Ri � 107 (ohm) 30.68 22.4 18.96 44.4 32.6 27.5 62.3 45.93 38.6

Ro � 107 (ohm) 25.5 18.6 15.8 37.0 27.17 22.9 52.1 38.27 32.2

Rr � 107 (ohm) 1.1 0.79 0.71 1.6 1.17 1.02 2.3 1.7 1.01

Rb � 107 (ohm) 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.15

Xr � 107 (ohm) 7.92 5.69 4.93 11.48 8.11 6.97 16.14 12.93 9.98

Cr(pf) 40.2 56.0 64.6 27.7 39.3 45.7 19.73 24.6 31.87

Cb(pf) 361.8 336.0 323.0 304.7 314.4 319.9 276.2 295.2 286.8

Kqe � 109(Nm�1) 2.76 2.98 3.1 3.28 3.18 3.13 3.62 3.39 3.49

Kqef � 109(Nm�1) 1.38 1.49 1.55 1.64 1.59 1.57 1.81 1.70 1.75

Kqp � 109(Nm�1) 1.8 (at 4500 N) 1.92 (at 7500 N) 1.97 (at 104 N

Kqwf � 109(Nm�1) 0.4 (at 4500 N) 0.5 (at 7500 N) 0.6 (at 104 N)

Kinematics: d ¼ 42mm, Rir ¼ 96:5mm, Ror ¼ 138:5mm, D ¼ 235mm, L ¼ 45mm, p ¼ 1, Z ¼ 14, bir ¼ 0:020mm�1, bor ¼ 0:029mm�1, j ¼ 2:5� 8:85419

� 10�12fm�1, r ¼ 109 ohmm, n ¼ 50Hz, R ¼ 0ohm (Kqp and Kqwf are without speed consideration).
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load, bearing clearance and operating speed. The stiffness values, computed by the

developed approximate procedure given in Eqns. (13.20)–(13.22), are shown in the

same table along with the stiffness values, determined by the conventional approach

using Eqns. (13.23)–(13.25).

13.3.8 Data Analysis and Discussion

13.3.8.1 Effective Stiffness by Electrical Analogy

The equivalent stiffness depends on inverse of the equivalent capacitance of a

roller bearing, which in turn is a function of capacitive reactance (Xir and Xor),

resistance (Ri and Ro) and capacitance (Cir and Cor) between a roller and track

surface of inner and outer races, and number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone

considering load distribution, clearance and operating speed [Eqns. (13.3)–(13.15)].

Cir and Cor depend on lubricant permittivity, minimum film thickness, roller’s radius

and length, roller track radius of respective inner and outer races, and width of

deformation on the track surface of respective races [Eqns. (13.3), (13.4) and (13.7)].

Similarly, Ri and Ro depend on the same parameters along with lubricant resistivity

except that of the permittivity of the lubricant as shown in Eqns. (13.5)–(13.7). The

equivalent stiffness (Kqe) is a complex function of stiffness due to radial load and

bending moment (Kr and Km), and depends on the dynamic model of a bearing

(Fig. 13.2). The effective stiffness (Kqef ) is established as 1/2 that of the equivalent

stiffness (Kqe) as shown in Eqn. (13.19).

The effective stiffness (Kqef ) of the NU 330 roller bearing vary between

1:38� 109 and 1:81� 109 Nm�1 under different combination of loads varying be-

tween 4500 and 104 N, and speeds varying between 450 and 1200 rpm, as shown in

Table 13.1. With speed variation from 450 to 1200 rpm at 7500 and 104 N loads, the

effective stiffness (Kqef ) changes from 1:49� 109 to 1:76� 109 Nm�1, and from

1:55� 109 to 1:75� 109 Nm�1, respectively (Table 13.1). At constant speed with

increase in load, effective stiffness is slightly changed. This occurs because of

change of film thickness with load [8]. At 750 and 1200 rpm, with increase in

load from 4500 to 10 000N, Kqef changes from 1:64� 109 to 1:57� 109 Nm�1, and

1:81� 109 to 1:75� 109 Nm�1, respectively, as shown in Table 13.1. In general,

variation of stiffness is non-linear with operating parameters. This occurs due to

the variation of film thickness and lubricant characteristics with change in operating

parameters.

From Table 13.1, it is evident that the values of equivalent bearing resistance (in

ohms), i.e. bearing damping in N sm�1 [7] under different operating parameters is

approximately 103 times less as compared to the bearing stiffness without considering

the periodic asperity contacts between races and rolling-elements.
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13.3.8.2 Stiffness by Developed Approximate Procedure Using

Width of Deformation

The effective stiffness of a roller bearing by the developed approximate proced-

ure depends on the bearing dimensional parameters, the material properties, the

bearing load and the number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone and the total

number of rolling-elements in a bearing as shown in Eqns. (13.20)–(13.22). The

operating speed of bearing has not been considered for determination of stiffness

by this method. The values of the effective stiffness (Kqwf ) vary from

0:40� 109 to 0:6� 109 Nm�1 as the load changes from 4500 to 104 N as against

1:38� 109 to 1:55� 109 Nm�1 under similar load conditions, but at 450 rpm of

rotation, using electrical analogy approach. The difference in stiffness values, thus

determined, is attributed to the effect of operating parameters on the film thickness

and load distribution in a bearing.

13.3.8.3 Stiffness by Conventional Procedure

The stiffness of a roller bearing under radial load as worked out by Palmgren [9]

[Eqn. (13.25)] is a functionof the number and length of rollers, and load acting on them.

Under different loads varying between 4500 and 104 N, stiffness of NU 330 roller

bearing vary between 1:8� 109 and 1:97� 109 Nm�1. Under similar load conditions

at 450 rpm of rotation using developed electrical analogy approach, stiffness vary

between 1:38� 109 and 1:55� 109 Nm�1 (Table 13.1). However, at 1200 rpm at

4500 N load, the stiffness is determined as 1:81� 109 Nm�1. The difference in stiffness

values, determined by these methods can be attributed to the effect of operating

parameters and load distribution. The speed of operation of a bearing affects the

dynamic loadand film thickness,which in turn influence thebearing stiffness.However,

in general, the values of stiffness determined by the conventionalmethod and electrical

approach match within close limits. Also, the procedure given by Palmgren and the

developed approximatemethod usingwidth of deformation indicate identical behavior

pattern of the change of effective stiffness under identical conditions (Table 13.1).

13.3.9 Conclusions

The major conclusions based on the above analysis are [10]:

1. The inverse of capacitance in (farads) under various operating parameters

can be taken as equivalent stiffness (Nm�1) of a roller bearing.

2. The effective stiffness is a function of equivalent stiffness, and depends on

dynamic model including that of the stiffness due to radial force and

bending moment.
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3. The capacitance/stiffness�1 of a roller bearing is a function of lubricant

permittivity and resistivity, minimum film thickness, length and radius of

roller, roller track radius, width of deformation on track surface and

number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone.

4. The effective stiffness determined by the approximate method is a func-

tion of bearing dimensional parameters, bearing load, number of rolling-

elements in a bearing and number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone.

5. The effective stiffness of a rolling-element bearing changes with operating

parameters and load characteristics and its distribution.

6. In general, under identical operating conditions, the values of stiffness

determined by conventional method and developed electrical approach

match within proximity limits.

7. The developed approximate method using width of deformation and

conventional method indicate identical pattern of the change of effective

stiffness under identical operating conditions.

Nomenclature

Cr equivalent capacitance between races and a roller

Cb equivalent capacitance of roller bearing

Cir, Cor capacitance between inner race and a roller, and outer race and a roller,

respectively

d diameter of rolling-element

D pitch diameter of roller bearing

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

ho minimum film thickness

Kir stiffness between inner-race track surface and a roller

Kor stiffness between outer-race track surface and a roller

Kr stiffness between races and a roller due to radial force

Km stiffness between races and a roller due to bending moment

Krm stiffness between races and a roller due to radial force and bending

moment

Kqe equivalent bearing stiffness by electrical analogy

Kqef effective stiffness of roller bearing by electrical analogy

Kqwf approximate effective stiffness determined by width of deformation

Kqp stiffness by conventional existing procedure

L length of roller

n frequency

Nz number of rollers in the loaded zone of bearing
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p plane of action of loading (p ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . .)

P applied load

Pmax maximum radial load

r radius of roller

R resistance of rolling-element

Rir, Ror track radius of inner race and outer race in a radial plane, respectively

Ri resistance between inner race and a roller

Ro resistance between outer race and a roller

Rr equivalent resistance between races and a roller

Rb equivalent resistance of roller bearing

w 2pn

Wir, Wor width of deformation on inner and outer race, respectively

Xir capacitive reactance between inner race and a roller

Xor capacitive reactance between outer race and a roller

Xr equivalent capacitive reactance between races and a roller

Z number of rolling-elements in a bearing

Zir impedance between inner race and a roller

Zor impedance between outer race and a roller

Zr impedance between races and a roller

a contact angle

bir bearing inner race constant

bor bearing outer race constant

dr deflection/contact deformation

r resistivity of lubricant (ohm m)

j permittivity/dielectric constant of lubricant (fm�1)

jr relative permittivity of lubricant

13.4 Theoretical Analysis to Determination of Stiffness of Ball Bearing

13.4.1 Determination of Width of Deformation

Balls of different diameters of the same material in contact under load form a

surface of deformation and have a specific radius of contact area. Width of deform-

ation on these balls has been determined in Chapter 5, and is a function of material

characteristics, their dimensions and load on the balls [11, 12].

The width to be covered by deformation/corrugation by p positions of plane of

action of loading by the resultant load P by balls on the track surface of inner and

outer races is determined in Chapter 5, and given as [12]
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Wib ¼ 1:76
Pd(D� d)

pNzE(D� 2d)

� �1=3

(13:26)

and

Wob ¼ 1:76
Pd(Dþ d)

pNzED

� �1=3

(13:27)

The width of deformation on the ball track of inner race and outer race is

separated by a minimum film thickness (ho). This forms a parallel plate capacitor

between the track surface of races and a ball in presence of the lubricant of known

dielectric constant (j). Also, resistance exists between track surface of races and a

ball, depending on the resistivity of the used lubricant.

13.4.2 Determination of Bearing Capacitance and Resistance

The capacitance of parallel-plate capacitor formed by inner and outer race, and

a ball of a ball bearing is maximum at the point of contact at the minimum film

thickness, and reduces on both sides of the contact. On the contrary, resistance is

minimum at the point of contact at the minimum thickness. The capacitance and

resistance have been determined between track surface of inner race and a ball, as

well as between the track surface of outer race and a ball [13] in Chapter 6, and are

given as

Cib ¼ 2pjb1f
�1
1 Loge

1þ f1W
2
ib

4ho

� �

(13:28)

and

Cob ¼ 2pjb2d
�1
1 Loge

1þ d1W
2
ob

4ho

� �

(13:29)

as well as

Rib ¼
rf1

2pb1 loge (1þ f1W
2
ib=4ho)

(13:30)

and

Rob ¼
rd1

2pb2 loge (1þ d1W
2
ob=4ho)

(13:31)
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where

b1 ¼
f1

f2

� �1=2

, b2 ¼
d1

d2

� �1=2

and

f1 ¼ 0:5[r�1 þ r�1
i ], f2 ¼ 0:5[r�1 � r�1

ib ]

d1 ¼ 0:5[r�1 � r�1
o ], d2 ¼ 0:5[r�1 � r�1

ob ]
(13:32)

and

rib ¼
d(D� d)

D
, rob ¼

d(Dþ d)

Dþ 2d

The minimum film thickness (ho) is determined by the Grubin’s formula [8, 9].

The equivalent capacitance and resistance of a ball bearing are determined from the

bearing’s equivalent circuit. It is evident that the equivalent circuit of inner as well as

outer races with balls is RC circuits in parallel, whereas inner and outer-race circuits

are in series to each other, considering the flow of current from shaft to the bearing

housing, as shown in Fig. 13.3. Resistance and capacitance between inner race and a

ball as well as outer race and a ball are considered in parallel for evaluation of

impedance, capacitive reactance and equivalent capacitance of races and a ball

(Fig. 13.3).

Zib ¼
jXibRib

Rib þ jXib

(13:33)

and

Zob ¼
jXobRob

Rob þ jXob

(13:34)

where

Xib ¼ (wCib)
�1 and Xob ¼ (wCob)

�1 (13:35)

Since

Zb ¼ Zib þ Zob (13:36)

which gives

Rb ¼
X 2

ibX
2
ob(Rib þ Rob)þ RibRob(X

2
obRib þ X2

ibRob)

(RibRob � XibXob)
2 þ (XobRib þ XibRob)

2
(13:37)
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and

Xb ¼
R2

ibR
2
ob(Xib þ Xob)þ XibXob(R

2
ibXob þ R2

obXib)

(RibRob � XibXob)
2 þ (XobRib þ XibRob)

2
(13:38)

This leads to determination of capacitance between races and a ball as

Cb ¼ (wXb)
�1 (13:39)

Outer race

Inner race

 R

Rlb, Clb

Rob, Cob

Rlb ClbZlb

Zob Rob Cob

Rlb

Rob Cob

Clb

R ≈ o R ≈ o

Fig. 13.3. Electrical equivalent ball bearing circuit
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Assuming that the balls in the loaded zone (Nz) of a bearing under inner and

outer races are equally loaded, the equivalent capacitance of a bearing is given as [13]

Cr ¼ NzCb (13:40)

Similarly, equivalent resistance of a bearing is given as [12]

Rr ¼
Rb

Nz

(13:41)

13.4.3 Determination of Stiffness of Ball Bearing by Electrical Analogy

An electrical circuit with components including inductance, resistance and cap-

acitance under the influence of voltage correspond to equation representing a mech-

anical system with damping and stiffness characteristics with a single degree of

freedom [5, 6]. These equations imply a voltage–force analogy, in which capacitance

(Cr) in farads and resistance (Rr) in ohms of a bearing correspond to equivalent

stiffness�1(Kqe)
�1 inmN�1 and damping (N sm�1), respectively [6]. Equivalent stiff-

ness (Kqe) can be expressed as the sum of radial stiffness, axial stiffness, bending

moment between each race and a ball with the product of the number of balls in the

loaded zone, i.e. stiffness of ball bearing due to radial and axial forces, and bending

moment is given as

NzKrma ¼ Nz(Kr þ Km þ Ka) ¼ Kqe (13:42)

(Since Kr, Km and Ka are parallel to each other, as shown in Fig. 13.4.)

In the case of a rolling bearing, resistance between races and balls is negligible

because of very small oil film thickness existing between rolling-elements and track

surface of races in the loaded zone [9]. Furthermore, periodic asperity contacts

between the races and balls under different conditions of operation in rotation reduce

the bearing resistance. Consequently, by electrical analogy, rolling-element bearings

show poor damping characteristics. On the contrary, stiffness characteristics play a

very significant role in such bearings. This is because of variation in capacitance,

which in turn varies inversely with the film thickness between the rolling-elements

and track surface of races [13].

13.4.4 Effective Stiffness and Dynamic Model of a Ball Bearing

A ball bearing under rotation is generally loaded by radial force, axial force and

bending moment. Consequently, bearing rings have displacement in radial, axial and

direction of the bending moment alongwith stiffness (Kr, Ka, Km) due to the forces

acting in these directions. Figure 13.4 shows dynamic model of a ball bearing. Under
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the effect of Kr, Ka and Km, ball bearing dynamic model becomes very complex

for analysis. Furthermore, mutual interaction of Kr, Ka and Km in these directions

between inner race and balls, outer race and balls make it mathematically

more complex as shown in Fig. 13.4 projecting the dynamic model of a ball bearing.

Also, it is evident that Kr, Ka and Km are in parallel to each other, and can be

considered approximately equal in close proximity under the effect of small film

thickness and stable operating conditions (Fig. 13.3). Hence, from Eqn. (13.42), it is

evident that

NzKrma ¼ 3NzKr ¼ Kqe (sinceKr ¼ Km ¼ Ka) (13:43)

From Fig. 13.3, it is evident that Kr, Km and Ka between inner race and a ball,

and similarly between outer race and a ball are in series to each other, considering the

flow of current between the races. However, individually, Kr, Km and Ka are in

parallel to each other. The effective stiffness (Kqef ) of a ball bearing considering the

net interaction between balls and inner and outer races due to the radial force, i.e.

Outer ring

Radial force

Axial force

Inner ring

Km

Km

Kr

Kr

Ka Ka
Ball

Bending
moment

Fig. 13.4. Dynamic model of a ball bearing
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product of radial stiffness and number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone (NzKr)

can be determined as [Eqn. (13.43)]

3(Kqe)
�1 þ 3(Kqe)

�1 ¼ 2(NzKr)
�1 ¼ (Kqef )

�1, or Kqef ¼ Kqe=6 (13:44)

13.4.5 Assessment of Approximate Effective Stiffness of Ball Bearings

The stiffness, a common design parameter for oil film bearing, is inverse of the

change of bearing deflection with applied load. The maximum elastic contact de-

formation and width of contact deformation is dependent on the rolling-element load

[12, 9]. The principal bearing deflections which affect the stiffness are radial and axial

loads applied simultaneously, besides bending moment, require complex analysis.

Considering the width of deflections/deformations on the track surface of inner and

outer races by p positions of plane of loading, the stiffness of inner and outer races

and a ball can be determined, approximately, by differentiating Eqns. (13.26) and

(13.27), which yield

Kib ¼
dp

dWib

¼
0:55W 2

ib pNzE(D� 2d)

d(D� d)
(13:45)

and

Kob ¼
dP

dWob

¼
0:55W 2

ob pNzED

d(Dþ d)
(13:46)

Since Kib and Kob are in series and rolling-elements are in parallel to each other

with respect to the applied load on shaft, the approximate net/effective bearing

stiffness can be determined as

Kqw ¼
ZKibKob

Kib þ Kob

(13:47)

13.4.6 Determination of Bearing Stiffness by Conventional Approach

In lieu of the more rigorous approach to bearing deflection, Palmgren [9] has

developed series of formulas to calculate bearing deflection for specific conditions of

loading. For slow and moderate speed, deep-groove and angular-contact ball bearing

subjected to radial load, which causes only radial deflection, that is [8]

dr ¼
1:58� 10�5P

2=3
max

d1=3 cosa
(13:48)
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where

Pmax ¼
5P

Z cosa
(13:49)

This gives ball bearing effective stiffness as [9]

Kqp ¼
dP

ddr
¼ 0:32� 105z2=3d1=3p1=3 cos5=3 a (1 bin:�1) (13:50)

13.4.7 Data Deduction and Discussion

The equivalent capacitance of the 6326 ball bearing has been computed using

Eqns. (13.28)–(13.40) for different parameters of operation given in Table 13.2. The

equivalent (Kqe) and effective stiffness (Kqef ) at different loads and speeds of the

bearing has also been computed [Eqn. (13.44)] using electrical analogy, and are given

in Table 13.2. The number of balls in the loaded zone has been taken considering the

load distribution in the bearing [8]. The number of balls in the loaded zone varies,

depending on load, bearing clearance and operating speed. The effective stiffness

values, computed by the developed approximate procedure given in Eqns. (13.45)–

(13.47), are shown in Table 13.2 alongwith the stiffness values, determined by the

conventional approach using Eqns. (13.48)–(13.50).

13.4.7.1 Determination of Effective Stiffness by Electrical Analogy

The equivalent stiffness of a ball bearing depends on inverse of its equivalent

capacitance, which in turn is a function of capacitive reactance (Xib and Xob),

resistance (Rib and Rob) and capacitance (Cib and Cob) between a ball and track

surface of inner and outer races, and the number of rolling-elements in the loaded

zone considering load distribution, clearance and operating speed [Eqns. (13.28)–

(13.40)]. Cib and Cob depend on lubricant permittivity, minimum film thickness,

ball’s radius, ball track radius of respective inner and outer races, and width of

deformation on the track surface of respective races [Eqns. (13.28), (13.29) and

(13.32)]. Similarly, Rib and Rob depend on the same parameters as Cib and Cob

along with lubricant resistivity except that of the permittivity of the lubricant as

shown in Eqns. (13.30)–(13.32). The equivalent stiffness (Kqe) is a complex function

of Kr, Ka and Km, and depends on the dynamic model of a ball bearing (Fig. 13.4).

The difference among these values is not very significant under the influence of small

film thickness and stabilized conditions of operation. Considering this, the effective
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stiffness (Kqef ) is established as one-sixth of the equivalent stiffness (Kqe) as shown in

Eqn. (13.44).

The effective stiffness of the 6326 ball bearing varies between 1:64� 109 and

1:88� 109 Nm�1 under different combinations of loads varying between 70� 103

and 120� 103 N, and speeds varying between 1000 and 1500 rpm, as shown in

Table 13.2. At 1000 rpm at 11:7� 103 and 70� 103 N loads, the effective stiffness

(Kqef ) changes from 2:4� 109 to 1:64� 109 Nm�1, and at 1500 rpm at 95� 103 and

120� 103 N loads, the effective stiffness changes from 1:88� 109 to 1:84� 109 Nm�1

(Table 13.1). At constant speed with increase in load, effective stiffness is slightly

Table 13.2. Capacitance, resistance, capacitive reactance and stiffness of ball

bearing type 6326 at different operating parameters

Speed(rpm) 1000 1500

P (N) 11:7� 103 70� 103 95� 103 120� 103

Wib (mm) 1.20 2.40 2.89 2.97

Wob (mm) 1.15 2.29 2.77 2.84

ho � 10�4 (mm) 23.02 28.17 27.83 27.31

Cib (pf) 15.87 25.74 29.17 29.81

Cob (pf) 14.02 24.57 28.49 29.21

Xib � 107 (ohm) 20.1 12.4 10.9 10.7

Xob � 107 (ohm) 22.7 13.0 11.2 10.9

Rib � 107 (ohm) 139.3 85.9 75.8 74.2

Rob � 107 (ohm) 157.9 90.1 77.7 75.8

Rb � 107 (ohm) 6.1 3.6 3.1 3.03

Rr � 107 (ohm) 0.87 0.9 1.03 1.01

Xr � 107 (ohm) 41.8 25.0 21.7 21.12

Cb (pf) 7.62 12.7 14.7 15.1

Cr (pf) 68.58 101.6 88.5 90.6

Kqe � 109 (Nm�1) 14.5 9.84 11.3 11.03

Kqef � 109 (Nm�1) 2.4 1.64 1.88 1.84

Kqp � 109 (Nm�1) 0.86 1.56 1.73 1.87

Kqw � 109 (Nm�1) 0.12 0.42 0.60 0.66

Kinematics: d ¼ 46 mm, ri ¼ 80 mm, ro ¼ 126 mm, D ¼ 206 mm, p ¼ 1, Z ¼ 9, d1 ¼ 0:018 mm�1,

d2 ¼ 0:0089mm�1, j ¼ 2:5� 8:85419 � 10�12 fm�1, f1 ¼ 0:028mm�1, f2 ¼ 0:007745mm�1, b1 ¼ 1:42,

b2 ¼ 1:9013, r ¼ 109 ohm m, n ¼ 50Hz, R ¼ 0 ohm (Kqp and Kqw are without speed consideration).
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changed. This occurs because of decrease in film thickness with increase in load [8]. In

general, variation of stiffness is non-linear with operating parameters. This occurs

due to the variation of film thickness and lubricant characteristics with change in

operating parameters.

From Table 13.2, it is evident that the values of equivalent bearing resistance (in

ohms), i.e. bearing damping in N s m�1 [7] under different operating parameters are

approximately 103 times less as compared to the bearing stiffness without considering

the periodic asperity contacts between races and rolling-elements.

13.4.7.2 Determination of Stiffness by Developed Approximate Procedure Using

Width of Deformation

The effective stiffness of a ball bearing by the developed approximate proced-

ure depends on the bearing dimensional parameters, material properties, bearing

load and the number of rolling-elements in the loaded zone as shown in Eqns.

(13.45)–(13.47). The operating speed of bearing has not been considered for deter-

mination of stiffness by this method. The values of the effective stiffness (Kqw)

vary from 0:42� 109, 0:60� 109 to 0:66� 109 N m�1 as the load changes

from 70� 103, 95� 103 to 120� 103 N as against 1:64� 109, 1:88� 109 to

1:84� 109 Nm�1 under similar load conditions, but at 1000 to 1500 rpm of rotation,

using electrical analogy approach (Table 13.2). The difference in stiffness values, thus

determined, is attributed to influence of operating parameters on the film thickness

and load distribution in the bearing.

13.4.7.3 Determination of Stiffness by Conventional Procedure

The stiffness of a ball bearing under radial load as worked out by Palmgren [9]

[Eqn. (13.50)] is a function of the number and diameter of balls, and load acting on

them. Under different varying loads of 70� 103, 95� 103 and 120� 103 N, stiffness

of 6326 ball bearing varies as 1:56� 109, 1:73� 109 and 1:87� 109 N m�1, respect-

ively. Under similar load conditions at 1000 to 1500 rpm of rotation using developed

electrical analogy approach, effective stiffness varies as 1:64� 109, 1:88� 109 and

1:84� 109 Nm�1 (Table 13.2). The difference in stiffness values, determined by these

methods can be attributed to the effect of speed. The speed of operation of a bearing

affects the dynamic load and film thickness, which in turn influences the bearing

stiffness. However, in general, the values of stiffness determined by the conventional

method (Kqp) and electrical approach (Kqef ) match closely as shown in Table 13.2.

Also, the procedure given by Palmgren and the developed approximate method using

width of deformation indicate identical behavior pattern of the change of effective

stiffness under identical conditions (Table 13.2).
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13.4.8 Conclusions

Besides conclusions given in Section 13.3.9 for a roller bearing, additional major

conclusions for ball bearing are [14]:

1. The effective stiffness is a function of equivalent stiffness, and depends on

the dynamic model of a ball bearing, particularly on radial and axial

stiffness including that of the bending moment.

2. The equivalent capacitance=stiffness�1
of a ball bearing is a function of

the lubricant permittivity, the minimum film thickness, the diameter of

ball, the ball track radius, the width of deformation on track surfaces and

the number of balls in the loaded zone.

3. By electrical analogy, it is established that the effective stiffness of a ball

bearing changes with operating speed and load characteristics, and it is

approximately one-sixth of the equivalent stiffness determined by elec-

trical analogy.

13.5 Conclusions

The technique developed, and further development and extension of the meth-

odology of electrical analogy has potential to determine effective stiffness more

reliably under complex loading pattern and faster in different situations, as compared

to the conventional technique for a rolling-element bearing.
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Nomenclature

Cb equivalent capacitance between races and a ball

Cr equivalent capacitance of ball bearing

Cib, Cob capacitance between inner race and a ball, and outer race and a ball,

respectively

d diameter of rolling-element

D pitch diameter of ball bearing

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

ho minimum film thickness

Kr stiffness between race and a ball due to radial force

Ka stiffness between race and a ball due to axial force

Km stiffness between race and a ball due to bending moment

Krma stiffness between races and a ball due to radial and axial forces, and

bending moment

Kib, Kob stiffness of inner and outer-race track surfaces and a rolling-element,

respectively

Kqe equivalent bearing stiffness by electrical analogy

Kqef effective stiffness of ball bearing

Kqw approximate effective stiffness by width of deformation

Kqp effective stiffness by existing procedure

Nz number of balls in the loaded zone of bearing

n frequency (HZ)
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p plane of action of loading (p ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . .)

P applied load

Pmax maximum radial load

r radius of ball

ri, ro track radius of inner race and outer race, respectively

rib, rob common deformation radius bisecting r and ri, r and ro, respectively

Rib resistance between inner race and a ball

Rob resistance between outer race and a ball

Rb equivalent resistance between races and a ball

Rr equivalent resistance of ball bearing

R resistance of ball

w 2pn

Wib, Wob width of deformation on inner and outer race, respectively

Xib capacitive reactance between inner race and a ball

Xob capacitive reactance between outer race and a ball

Xb equivalent capacitive reactance between races and a ball

Z number of rolling-elements in a bearing

Zib impedance between inner race and a ball

Zob impedance between outer race and a ball

Zb impedance between races and a ball

b1, b2 functions of inner and outer race constants

d1, d2 bearing outer race constants

dr deflection/contact deformation

f1, f2 bearing inner race constants

r resistivity of lubricant (ohm m) contact angle

j permittivity/dielectric constant of lubricant (fm�1)

jr relative permittivity of lubricant
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Chapter 14

FAILURE DIAGNOSIS AND INVESTIGATIONS
OF ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS DUE
TO UNFORESEEN CAUSES

14.1 General

This chapter highlights the investigations pertaining to the diagnosis of rolling-

element bearings of motors and alternators failed due to the causes generally unfore-

seen during design and operation. However, in general the diagnosis of the failure of

the bearings has been well established in literature. The unforeseen causes by failure

diagnosis have been established. These generally unforeseen causes found to lead to

the passage of electric current through bearings of the motors and alternators and

deteriorate them in due course.

The vibration and shaft-voltage data, characteristics of the grease used in

various rolling-element bearings, and other related aspects were analyzed and un-

foreseen causes of failure of bearings diagnosed.

14.2 Introduction

14.2.1 Causes of Shaft Voltages and Flow of Current Through Bearings

Phenomenon of shaft voltages exists in electrical machines, which causes flow of

current through the bearings depending on the resistance of the bearing circuits. This

has been discussed in Chapters 2 and 12 in details [1–15].

At a certain threshold voltage, depending on the resistivity of the lubricant and

operating conditions, current flows through the bearing [4]. Thus, the flow of circular



current in the inner race leaks through the rolling-elements to the outer race by

following a path of least resistance and establishes a field strength leading to the

development of magnetic flux on the track surface of races and rolling-elements [5] as

discussed in Chapter 9.

Studies have been carried out by various authors on the causes and control of

electric currents in bearings [6], flow of current through lubricated contacts [7], the

effect of electric current on bearing life [8], the effect of operating parameters on an

impedance response [4], and the deterioration of lubricants used in non-insulated

bearings [10–12]. These have been discussed in Chapters 3–10.

The surveys of the failure of rolling-element bearings indicate various causes

including that of failure due to corrugations [16, 13, 14]. The mechanism of forma-

tion of pattern of corrugations on the track surfaces and related investigations on

roller bearing surfaces have been explained in Chapter 5.

This chapter deals the investigations pertaining to generally unforeseen causes,

which lead to the premature failure of rolling-element bearings in motors and

alternators.

14.3 Bearing Arrangement and Nature of Bearing Failure

The motors with rated capacity 2100 kW operating at 1494 rpm have three

bearing arrangements. The motors are used to drive primary air fans of 500-MW

generators.

On the non-drive end (NDE) of the motor, an insulated bearing NU 228 is used.

On the drive-end (DE) of the motor, roller bearing type NU 232 and ball bearing type

NU 6326 are used for taking both radial and axial loads simultaneously. All the

bearings are grease lubricated and the motors are designed for continuous operation

with the periodic re-lubrication. Bearings are also instrumented for continuous

measurement of the temperature during operation. Figure 12.1 shows the schematic

diagram of NDE bearing arrangement in the motor.

The alternators were designed with the output voltage of 24V with 4.5-kW

rating. Each alternators uses bearing type NU 311 at the drive-end and 6309 at the

non-drive end. The alternators are used for charging batteries and operation of

lighting system.

After commissioning, a few motors and alternators, bearings were failed pre-

maturely. The nature of the failure was the formation of corrugations and flutings on

the roller tracks of the races besides corrosion on the raceways and rolling-elements,

irrespective of the make of the bearings used. However, the depth of corrugations

and degree of development of corrugations were different. The color of the grease

was also found to have got blackened.
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14.4 Investigations, Observations and Data Collection

The investigations pertaining to shaft voltage, vibration and shock pulse levels

were carried out on various motors, both at non-drive end and drive-end, and

various other related aspects were inspected.

14.4.1 Measurement of Shaft Voltages

The shaft voltages were measured between non-drive end and drive-end shaft,

drive-end shaft to ground, and non-drive end shaft to ground. Table 14.1 shows

shaft-voltage data after removing the grounding brush. Table 14.2 indicates fre-

quency analysis of different shaft voltages after spectrum analysis of the shaft

voltages recorded on tape recorder using shaft probes. Shaft voltages were also

measured on retaining the grounding brush and keeping the brush intact (Fig. 12.1).

14.4.2 Measurement of Vibration Levels and Spectrum Analysis

Vibration levels were measured in mm s�1 on both non-drive end and drive-end

bearings using B and K vibration-measuring instruments. Table 14.3 shows the

vibration levels in horizontal, vertical and axial directions.

14.4.3 Inspection of Dimensional Accuracy and Metallurgical Examination

The dimensional accuracy of new bearings were checked and found to be in line

with the specifications. Also, the dimensional accuracy and metallurgical examin-

ations of the components of the failed bearings revealed consistency with the speci-

fications.

Table 14.1. Overall values of shaft voltages of different

motors without grounding brush (in V)

Motor

Non-drive end to

drive-end shaft

Non-drive end

to ground

Drive-end

shaft to ground

A 1.004 1.004 1.0

B 0.64 0.030 0.65

C 1.14 1.15 0.47

D 0.85 0.85 0.58

E 0.65 0.80 0.82

F 0.74 0.91 0.40
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14.4.4 Analysis of Lubricants from Failed Bearings

Various failed bearings were examined. Sample of fresh grease and used grease

from the rolling-elements of the failed bearings were collected and analyzed.

14.4.5 Study of Bearing Location in Alternators

In certain original design of alternators, it was found that the rolling-element

bearing type NU 311, at the drive-end was mounted in the housing as shown in

Table 14.2. Frequency analysis of shaft voltages (V) of different motors

Motor

No.

Frequency (Hz)

Non-drive end to drive-end Non-drive end to ground

50 195 1150 1445

Over

all 50 195 1150 1445

Over

all

A 0.04 – 0.10 0.33 – 0.13 0.03 0.28 0.55 0.74

B 0.67 – 0.07 0.17 0.81 0.008 0.002 0.009 0.014 0.02

C 0.96 0.15 0.19 0.46 1.44 0.062 0.18 0.31 0.65 0.91

D – – – – – 0.77 0.1 0.21 0.65 1.22

E 0.18 0.029 0.11 0.37 0.525 0.06 0.026 0.123 0.47 0.53

F 0.87 0.0212 0.053 0.19 0.978 0.55 – 0.076 0.22 0.76

Table 14.3. Vibration levels of different motors in mm s�1 (rms)

Motor

Non-drive end Drive-end

RemarksH V A H V A

A

B

C

D

E

F

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.6

0.65

0.6

1.2

0.65

0.8

0.6

0.35

1.0

0.7

0.7

0.65

0.55

0.35

1.0

1.5

2.0

1.2

1.0

0.8

2.0

1.5

1.6

1.1

0.8

0.9

1.5

0.8

1.1

0.8

0.7

0.5

1.0

H, V, A are

horizontal, vertical

and axial, levels of

vibration.

As per ISO 10816 Part 1–5

bearings are in good

condition up to vibration

levels of 1:8mms�1, and

above this, in satisfactory

condition.
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Fig. 14.1. In the modified design of the alternators for the compact design, bearings

were provided in the projection of the end cover (Fig. 14.2). But the projection was

towards the inside of the alternator, because of which the bearing was located almost

under the influence of the field coil, as shown in Fig. 14.2. The bearing elements were

found to have been magnetized. The magnetic flux density on the track surface of

some bearings was found to be as high as 40 gauss by gauss meter. In general, flux

density found to vary between 10 and 40 gauss. Also, the stray voltages of 2–6 and

6–20V were measured under ‘no-load’ and ‘load’ conditions, respectively.

14.4.6 Checking for Grease Pipe Contacting the Base Frame

In a few motors, it was found the outlet grease pipe was either in direct contact

with the base plate or passing through the accumulation of grease outlet from the

bearing (Fig. 12.1).

BRG No. NU 311
Main coil

Field coil

Rotor

Shaft

Fig. 14.1. Design configuration showing location of bearing, field and

main coils of original alternator
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14.4.7 Checking of Grease Leakage Through Seals

Excess of grease leaking through seals got collected just beside the bearing

housing, and thus the contact between the bearing housing and the base plate was

made through the contaminated grease even though the bearing pedestal was insu-

lated from the base plate, as shown in Fig. 12.1. Collection of dirt/sludge etc. between

the corners of the base at bearing pedestal and the base plate was also detected,

particularly in the thermal power houses.

14.4.8 Checking for Unshielded Instrumentation Cables

Instrumentation cable used for measurement of bearing temperature sometimes

gets unshielded due to various unforeseen reasons, and the cable comes partially in

contact with the base plate/bearing housing. A few of such cases have been found and

BRG No. NU 311

Main coil

Field coil

Rotor

Shaft

Fig. 14.2. Design configuration showing location of bearing, field and main

coils of modified alternator
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investigated. In fact in the present case study, unshielded instrumentation cables were

established to be the cause of bearing failure, after the investigations.

14.4.9 Checking for Improper Contact of Grounding Brush with Shaft

Due to prolonged operation, dust collection, improper gap between brush and

shaft, and improper maintenance, the grounding brush loses the grip with the

rotating shaft. This was found in various locations.

14.4.10 Checking for Damage of Bearing Insulation

The prolong operation of bearings under vibration, leads to the ageing of

insulation, depending on quality of insulating material. This results in the break-

age/crack of the bearing insulation. Consequently, it generates a resistance-free path

of bearing current, which leads to catastrophic failure of the bearings (Fig. 12.1). This

has been detected in a few motor bearings.

14.4.11 Checking for Passage of Current Through Connecting Bolts, Nuts, etc.

If the connecting bolts, nuts, joints of bearing pedestal and base plate are not

properly shielded, a current is found to pass through the bearing even if the bearing

insulation pads are properly maintained (Fig. 12.1). A few such cases have been

found and investigated.

14.5 Results and Discussion

14.5.1 Shaft Voltages and Their Frequencies

The measurement of shaft voltages with and without the grounding brush

indicated that the gap between the shaft and grounding brush was not set precisely.

Also, the brush was not maintained and cleaned properly. That is why the brush was

not able to ground the shaft voltage properly. Table 14.1 indicates that the different

levels of shaft voltages exist in all the motors because of the various causes as brought

out and explained in Chapter 2. The minimum voltage of motor ‘B’ between NDE

and ground was measured as 0.030V as against 0.64V between NDE and DE shaft,

and 0.65V between DE and ground (Table 14.1). This (minimum voltage of 0.030V)

indicates that the insulation at NDE bearing of motor ‘B’ was bridged on the path.

This was confirmed on dismantling the bearings of motor ‘B’, and breakage of the

insulation was detected. The maximum voltage of motor ‘C’ between NDE and

ground was measured as 1.15V. The drive-end shaft to ground voltage of 0.4V of

motor ‘F’ indicates the passage of feeble current through the bearings as compared to
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motors ‘A’, ‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘E’. The investigations indicated the partial unshielded

instrumentation cable contacting the bearing housing was the source of the passage

of current through the bearing of the motor ‘F’.

The frequency analysis of the shaft voltage signals, shown in Table 14.2, indi-

cates that the major component of shaft voltage consists of the magnitude of the slot

passing frequency at 195, 1150 and 1445Hz, and line passing frequency component

of 50Hz. The voltage of slot passing frequency component at 1445Hz between

NDE and DE varies between 0.17 and 0.37V, and that between NDE and ground

varies between 0.014 and 0.65V. The voltage at line frequency component of 50Hz,

between NDE and DE, and between NDE and ground varies between 0.04 and

0.96V, and 0.008 and 0.77V, respectively.

The presence of different magnitudes at the above frequencies of the shaft

voltage is attributed to the magnetic asymmetry at unequal air gap created by the

static and dynamic eccentricity. This may occur partially due to the deviation in

quality control norms, and may be controlled to some extent by high precision

erection of the machines [5].

14.5.2 Vibration Analysis

The vibration levels and noise emission indicate the bearing condition. For an

unhealthy rolling-element bearing, levels of high frequency components and overall

vibration levels rise considerably. Initially, incipient damage like, microspalls on the

track surface of rolling-element bearings, generates high frequency vibrations. How-

ever, when the defects in the roller track increase and grow in size, then the magni-

tude of low frequency components increases [16].

From the magnitude of vibration levels, it is evident that the overall vibration

levels in axial and radial directions were within acceptable limits as per ISO 10816,

Part 1–5 (Table 14.3). The presence of the principal slot harmonic frequency com-

ponents and their side bands between 1300 and 1600Hz existed in all the motor

bearings with varying higher levels in axial direction. This indicates the existence

of varying degree of magnetic asymmetry of air gaps due to static and dynamic

eccentricity in all the motors. This originates different levels of shaft voltages [1–3] as

shown in Tables 14.1 and 14.2, and led to bearing failure as a result of the passage of

electric current through bearings due to the various unforeseen causes as brought out

in Section 14.3 of this chapter (Chapters 3 and 5).

The overall vibration levels in all the motors were in normal limits except

in motors ‘B’ and ‘F’, where overall vibration levels were rose to 2mm s�1, as

shown in Table 14.3. Moreover, the major constituents of the spectrum of motor

‘B’ and ‘F’ were found to exist in low frequency range, which indicates that in
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these motor bearings, the incipient damage had already set. Shock pulse levels

of motors ‘B’ and ‘F’ also indicated initial incipient stage of damage of bearings,

whereas condition of all other motor bearings was normal but necessitated

immediate re-lubrication.

14.5.3 Passage of Current Through Bearings

Whenever a grease outlet pipe and the base plate are in contact, either directly or

through the accumulation of grease outlet from the pipe, this makes closed circular

path of current flow through the rotating shaft and the bearings. This happens even if

the bearing insulation and/or insulation pads are intact. Similarly, accumulation of

grease leakage from bearing seals on the base plate and pedestal makes the passage

for a flow of feeble current. Furthermore, accumulation of excessive dirt/sludge

between the edge of the base of bearing pedestal and base plate creates the path for

a current flow even in the presence of insulation pads. This happens when the bearing

is not insulated in the housings, as shown in Fig. 12.1.

Under the condition of improper contact of grounding brush with shaft, the

brush is not able to make the path of least resistance for grounding the shaft current.

The current then tend to pass through the bearing or tend to create localized loop in

the bearing, depending on the bearing impedance. This leads to deterioration of the

bearing condition and causes the bearing failure in due course. This happens when

the bearing housing and bearing pedestal are not properly insulated.

Sometimes, apart from the puncturing of the bearing insulation, unshielded

instrumentation cable contacting the base plate also create the path of the least

resistance for the flow of electric current through the bearings. This was established

as the cause of failure of motor bearings ‘F’.

14.5.4 Magnetic Flux Density

The presence of magnetic flux density along with the corrugation pattern

and corrosion on the bearing surfaces indicate the damage due to electric current

as explained in Chapter 9 [14, 15]. The presence of corrugation pattern without

significant flux density distribution indicates plastic deformation of the bearing

surfaces by mechanical loading, accompanied by the flexibility of the supporting

structure, and was influenced by the frequency of rotation of rolling-elements in the

inner race.

From Fig. 14.2, it is evident that the non-insulated bearing NU 311 was located

under the field winding in the alternator design. This makes the NU 311 bearing of

alternator permanently magnetized, and magnetic flux density develops on the

bearing elements [5]. If the bearing had been located away from the influence of
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the field coils, as shown in Fig. 14.1, magnetic flux density would not have been

developed on the bearing elements [14].

When the outer race of the bearing is magnetized and the inner race and rolling-

elements rotating inside the outer race, voltage is generated by electromagnetic

principles and the flow of current starts through the inner race and rolling-elements

depending on the impedance of the oil film thickness and threshold voltage phe-

nomenon [4]. This was confirmed by the stray voltages of 2–6 and 6–20V of the

alternator measured under ‘no-load’ and ‘load’ conditions, respectively. This shows

dissymmetry of the magnetized field, rotor eccentricity apart from the other

causes given in references [3, 5]. However, in addition to other manufacturing errors,

the major contribution to the higher voltage between the shaft and the body

is attributed to the bearing location under the influence at the field coil, which

magnetized the bearing and damaged it due course as explained in Chapter 9 [5,

14, 15].

14.5.5 Analysis of Failed Bearings

Corrugation and ridges were found on the track surface of the races of all the

failed bearings, besides the corrosion on the track surfaces. The track surface of the

bearings got corroded because of the decomposition of the grease, and formation of

corrugations on the track surfaces by low-temperature tempering and Hertzion

pressure on the raceways [1, 3], which finally results in the reduction of bearing

fatigue life and failure in due course as dealt in Chapter 5 [8, 9].

14.5.6 Effects of Bearing Current on Lubricant

The zinc additive, i.e. zinc dithiophosphate or zinc dialkyldithiophosphate

(ZDTP), used as multifunctional additive in the grease, under rolling friction protects

the rubbing metal surfaces and contributes to friction and wear reduction, which

depends partly on the amount of additive on these surfaces. Decomposition of

ZDTP in the lithium base greases under the influence of electric fields leads to

the formation of lithium zinc silicate (Li3:6Zn0:2SiO2) in the presence of a high

relative percentage of free lithium and silica impurity in the grease under high

temperature in the asperity contacts along with the formation of gamma lithium

iron oxide (g-LiFeO2). During the process, lithium hydroxide is also formed which,

corrodes the bearing surfaces. And the original structure of lithium stearate changes

to lithium palmitate. On the contrary, these changes are not detected under pure

rolling friction.

The used grease taken from the motor bearing ‘B’ showed above changes,

similar to those described in references [10, 11] and Chapter 3.
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14.5.7 Process of Bearing Failure Under the Influence of Leakage Current

When the current leaks through the roller bearing in which low-resistivity

(105 ohmm) grease has been used, a ‘silent’ discharge passes through the bearing

elements. This creates a magnetic flux density distribution on the bearing surfaces.

Also, when a bearing is located and operates under the influence of magnetic field,

voltage is generated and current flows through the bearing depending on the bearing

impedance and the threshold voltage phenomenon. Under these conditions, this leads

to the electrochemical decomposition of the grease in the initial stages, which, in turn,

corrodes the bearing surfaces [10] as explained in Chapter 3. And, then, gradual

formation of flutings and corrugations on the surfaces [3, 7, 13] occurs as found in

the bearings of motors ‘B’ and ‘F’. Subsequently, wear increases and the bearing fails.

14.6 Conclusions

From the above investigations and analysis, the following are concluded [17, 18]:

(i) Current passes through the bearing because of puncturing of bearing

housing insulation, grease outlet pipe touching motor base frame, and

improper contact of grounding brush with the shaft.

(ii) Current can also pass through a bearing on such occasions when un-

shielded instrumentation cable touches the bearing, even if the bearing

insulation is healthy.

(iii) If the bearing is not insulated in the housing, accumulation of dirt/

sludge between the pedestal and base plate creates the path for the

flow of leakage current through the bearing even if pedestal insulation

pads are healthy.

(iv) Under the influence of field coils, a roller bearing develops magnetic flux.

During operation of a bearing under the influence of magnetic field,

voltage is generated. Also, stray voltage on the bearing is developed.

(v) Current passes through a bearing, depending on the bearing impedance

and threshold voltage phenomenon.

(vi) Levels of measured voltage between bearing and ground, and between

bearing and shaft indicate the condition of the bearing insulation.

Vibration levels indicate the bearing condition.

(vii) A varying magnetic flux density of 10–40 gauss is developed on the track

surface of races of bearings, depending on a flow of current.

(viii) In the case of bearings using grease of low-resistivity, failure occurs

under the ‘silent’ electric discharge due to chemical decomposition, and

the formation of flutings and corrugations on the bearing surfaces.
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(ix) To avoid the bearing failure under the influence of electric current,

bearings should not be located under the influence of field coils in the

alternators.

(x) Bearings should be properly insulated and shielded for any possible

means of leakage of electric current.

By the detection of the flux density on the bearing surfaces along with the

corrugated pattern on the tracks surfaces, by analysis of deterioration of greases

used in the bearings, and by measurement of stray and shaft voltages, the failure of

bearings by the passage of electric current can be established. And the extent of

deterioration is ascertained by the vibration analysis. Also, the bearings can be

shielded against any unforeseen causes for precluding any possible means of leakage

of current, for ensuring their trouble-free operational life.
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Chapter 15

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS OF A
CYLINDRICAL HYDRODYNAMIC JOURNAL
BEARING AND REDUCTION IN ITS LIFE
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF SHAFT-VOLTAGES

15.1 Introduction

For the reliable performance of a hydrodynamic journal bearing an adequate

amount of oil is required for the bearing surfaces under relative motion. This forms

the oil film thickness between the journal and the bearing surface. The quantity of oil

needed depends on the heat generated that needs to be transferred within a bearing.

There exists a considerable difference between the oil temperature in the region of

load-carrying oil film – in the zone of minimum film thickness – and the outlet oil

temperature from a bearing [1]. Some of the lubricant is drawn into a bearing

clearance by rotation of a journal and the remaining lubricant is forced into the

bearing by delivery supply pressure.

It is well established that the temperature rise of the exit oil from the load-carrying

oil film of a bearing is comparatively less when increasing rpm at constant load

compared to increasing load at constant rpm. This is because of a decrease in eccen-

tricity ratio and corresponding increase in film thickness (by increasing rpmat constant

load). This causes more heat transfer by increased flow of oil from load-carrying oil

film, and may increase the exit oil temperature from this region. On the contrary, at

constant speed and increasing load, the eccentricity ratio increases and film

thickness decreases. Under these conditions, the quantity of exit oil flowing from the



loaded zone is reduced. Thus, the exit oil temperature from the load-carrying oil film

may increase. But, by mixing of fresh oil from the supply groove, the exit oil tempera-

ture may reduce and also may add to increase temperature inhomogeneity in the

unloaded zone of a bearing [2]. Also in both the above conditions, the profile of the

film thickness in the loads carrying zone will be quite different.

It is evident that in hydrodynamic journal bearings, the zone of minimum

film thickness i.e. load-carrying oil film varies along the circumference of a bearing-

through the bearing length. This forms a capacitor of varying capacitance

between the journal and the bearing depending on permittivity of the lubricant,

circumferential length of load-carrying oil film, bearing length, eccentricity ratio

and the clearance ratio of a bearing. Besides that, the load-carrying oil film offers

resistance depending on operating parameters and resistivity of the lubricant. Thus,

the load-carrying oil film forms a resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit and offers imped-

ance to a current flow in a hydrodynamic journal bearing. So, analyzing the RC

circuit the behavior of a journal bearing can be predicated.

This chapter brings out the theoretical studies undertaken to determine the

capacitance and active resistance of the interacting surfaces of a journal and bearing

in the load-carrying oil film under different operating parameters. Also, the bearing

capacitive reactance has been determined to analyze the effect of permittivity and the

role of capacitance on the behavior of a hydrodynamic journal bearing. Besides this,

optimum variation of capacitance with rpm at different L/d ratio has been computed,

which can be utilized to determine the optimum value of clearance/diameter ratio

under different eccentricity ratios to determine the safe load-carrying capacity. Also,

this chapter brings out the theoretical studies establishing the reduction in bearing

life under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages before initiation of craters

on the bearing surfaces as compared to the bearings operating without the influence

of shaft voltages.

15.2 Theoretical Determination of Electrical Parameters of Cylindrical

Hydrodynamic Journal Bearings

15.2.1 Capacitance

Hydrodynamic theories consider the idealized case of smooth surfaces and

continue to predict finite film thickness under conditions of high load and low

speed. Furthermore, for each revolution of the shaft, part of the circumference of

the journal passes through a zone of load-carrying oil film. This forms a parallel plate

capacitor of varying thickness between the interacting surfaces of the journal and the
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bearing. However, the capacitance of parallel plate capacitor is maximum at min-

imum film thickness and reduces on both sides as the film thickness is increased.

The film thickness (h) at an arbitrary point C (Fig. 15.1) on the bearing surface

at a distance X from the minimum film thickness (ho) along the bearing circumfer-

ence at an attitude angle u is given as:

h ¼ Cr 1� « cos u½ � (15:1)

And the minimum film thickness is obtained when u ¼ 0 and given as:

ho ¼ Cr 1� «½ � (15:2)

The change in capacitance (DC) between two rectangular plates of width dX

situated between X þ dX and X along X-axis (along the bearing circumference) of

bearing length L (along Y-axis) located at the attitude angles varying between uþ du

and u (between points C and D) and separated by a film thickness varying between

hþ Dh and h is given by:

DC ¼ 2j
X þ dXð ÞL� XL½ �

2hþ Dhð Þ
(15:3)

The change in film thickness (Dh) is very small in comparison to dX, and hence

can be neglected. Thus the change in capacitance is given as:

DC ¼
jdXL

h
(15:4)

From Fig. 15.1, it is evident that

dX ¼
dud

2
(15:5)

On substituting Eqns. (15.5) and (15.1) in Eqn. (15.4), the change in capacitance

is given as:

DC ¼
Ljddu

2Cr 1� « Cos uð Þ½ �
(15:6)

The maximum change in capacitance depends on the attitude angle and it is along

the film thickness. So, on integrating between �u and þu on both sides of minimum

film thickness (i.e. u ¼ 0), the equivalent bearing capacitance can be determined as:

Cb ¼
Lj

c

� �
ð

u

�u

du

(1� « cos u)
(15:7)
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where

c ¼
2Cr

d
(15:8)

and hence

Cb ¼
4Lj

c 1� «2ð Þ
1
2

" #

tan�1 tan 0:5u
1þ «ð Þ

1� «ð Þ

� �1
2

( )

(15:9)

Theoretically, boundary limit for the length of load-carrying oil film is not

available. However, it has been established that the angle p=2 (or l ¼ pd=4), made

by corresponding arc of load-carrying oil film at the bearing center can be used with

reasonable accuracy for eccentricity ratio ranging between 0.6 and 0.8 [1, 3]. Thus,

the maximum change in capacitance occurs in limits between �p=4 and p=4 from the

X

X + dX

h
C

D

d

d 
+ 

C
d

O

O'

q

Dh

ho

q + dq

Fig. 15.1. Journal configuration in a hydrodynamic cylindrical journal bearing under rotation
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location of minimum film thickness where u is taken as zero (Fig. 15.1). Hence,

equivalent bearing capacitance is determined as:

Cb ¼

4djd tan�1 0:41
1þ «ð Þ

1� «ð Þ

� �1=2
( )

c 1� «2ð Þ
1=2

(15:10)

15.2.2 Active Resistance

The change in conductance/resistance�1(DFb) between two rectangular plates of

width dX situated between (X þ dX ) and X along X-axis (along the bearing circum-

ference) of bearing length L (along Y-axis) located at the attitude angles varying

between (uþ du) and u and separated by a film thickness varying between hþ Dh and

h (Fig. 15.1), is given as:

DFb ¼
dXL

rh
[Dh being negligible] (15:11)

The maximum change in conductance/resistance�1 depends on the attitude angle

and it is along the film thickness. So, on integrating between þu and�u on both sides

of the minimum film thickness (i.e. u ¼ 0) similar to Eqn. (15.7) and using Eqns.

(15.1), (15.5) and (15.8) the equivalent bearing conductance is determined as:

Fb ¼
1

Rb

¼

ð

u

�u

(L=cr)du

(1� « cos u)
(15:12)

and hence

Rb ¼
rc 1� «2

 �1

2

h i

4L tan�1 tan 0:5u
1þ «ð Þ

1� «ð Þ

� �1
2

(15:13)

Similar to the capacitance the maximum change in conductance/resistance�1

occurs in the limits from p=4 to �p=4 from the minimum film thickness where u is

taken as zero. Thus the equivalent bearing resistance of a hydrodynamic journal

bearing with the reasonable accuracy is determined as:

Rb ¼
rc 1� «2

 �1

2

h i

4dd tan�1 0:41
1þ «ð Þ

1� «ð Þ

� �1
2

(15:14)
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In operation, the actual circumferential contact in the zone of load-carrying oil

film between the journal and a bearing depends on surface roughness and irregular

oil film, and comprises primarily the high ‘points’ contact. Also, the area of contact is

governed by vibrations of the oil film under different conditions of operation. In case

of a stationary journal, the actual area of contact is relatively large and consists

mainly of quasi-metallic surfaces of the journal and a bearing, the resistance of which

is measured as 0.4–0.5 ohms. Instantaneously, resistance under operating conditions

(Rb) can be taken as equivalent to the high ‘points’ contact resistance under static

conditions (Rs). This is because for a fraction of a second (10�3 s – duration to pass

zone of load-carrying oil film – as shown in Table 15.1), the journal and bearing are

treated as stationary at the high points during rotation of the journal. This can also

be explained due to the temporary lack of slip at the asperities due to elastic

deformation between the journal and bearing. Also, the surface effect due to shaft

voltage on the Babbitt liner is taken as up to the depth (H) of 0.001mm [4].

15.2.3 Determination of Capacitive Reactance and Impedance of

Hydrodynamic Journal Bearings

Capacitive reactance between the interacting surfaces of journal and the bearing

in the load-carrying oil film is given as [5]:

Xcb ¼
1

wCb

(15:15)

where

w ¼ 2pf and f ¼ 50Hz

The equivalent circuit of a bearing consisting of a journal with a load-carrying

oil film is considered as a series resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit. The impedance of

bearing equivalent circuit is determined as [5]:

Zb ¼ Rb � jXcb (15:16)

And the ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance is given as [Eqns.

(15.10), (15.14) and (15.15)]:

Xcb

Rb

¼
1

wrj
(15:17)

15.2.4 Determination of Stored Charge on Bearings

When a journal bearing is exposed to an electric current, the resultant/equivalent

capacitance of the bearing opposes any change in the existing voltage and causes an
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electric charge to be stored. The stored charge (Q) on the bearing surfaces is

determined as [5]

Q ¼ VCb (15:18)

15.2.5 Lubricant Characteristics and Bearing Behavior

When a bearing using a high-resistivity lubricant (1014 ohmcm) having viscosity

43–48 cSt at 40 8C and viscosity index 95 (min) with relative permittivity (jr) of 2.2

operates under electric fields, the current does not begin to flow until the first

threshold voltage is reached. At the first threshold voltage (the increase in voltage

from zero to a specific maximum value with negligible current flow), the increase in

current flow is instantaneous (Chapter 4). Beyond the first threshold voltage, even a

further small increase in voltage results in a very high increase in the current similar

to rolling-element bearings using high-resistivity lubricant.

15.3 Optimum Clearance Ratios and Safe Load-Carrying Capacity

For assessment of optimum value of clearance ratio at different eccentricity

ratios, the following relations are used to determine S, «, and p [1, 3].

S ¼
2:08

(1� «)
(15:19)

where S, the loading coefficient is given by [3]:

S ¼
2pc2

hW
and p ¼

ShW

2c2
(15:20)

Also, W and p are determined as:

W ¼
2pn

60
, p ¼

P

Ld
(15:21)

The maximum safe load-carrying capacity per unit area (at 120 8C exit oil

temperature from load-carrying oil film) at different operating speeds, clearance

and eccentricity ratios has been worked out for the oil (viscosity 43–48 cSt at

40 8C and about 11–12 cSt at 90 8C), and shown in Fig. 15.6 – variation of safe

load-carrying capacity with clearance ratio at different rpm of operation – of

reference [3].
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15.4 Theoretical Analysis of the Estimation of Bearing Life Under

the Influence of the Shaft Voltages

For establishing the reduction in bearing life under the effect of shaft voltages,

the following analysis has been carried out.

15.4.1 Reduction in Bearing Life

Instantaneous charge leakage, accumulated on the bearing surfaces, leads to rise

in contact temperature between the journal and hydrodynamic journal bearing

lubricated with a high-resistivity lubricant under the influence of different levels of

shaft voltages. An analysis has been carried out for the rise of contact stresses by the

instantaneous charge leakage, where stresses lead to the initiation of craters by the

arcing effect, resulting in subsequent damage to the bearing liner. Charge leakage

between high ‘points’ of journal and a bearing liner during momentary contact in the

zone of load-carrying oil film has been used to establish heat generated and instant-

aneous temperature rise in each shaft rotation.

Using this temperature rise, the contact stresses are determined and a

reduction in bearing life compared to the bearing operating without the influence

of shaft voltage is established. Subsequently, the safe limit of a shaft voltage has been

assessed for the reliable operation of a bearing operating under the influence of shaft

voltage.

15.4.2 Determination of Width of Contact Between the Journal and Bearing

To determine the width of contact around the circumference between the journal

and a hydrodynamic bearing, the transformation of relation of the width of contact

between two rollers is used. Rollers of diameters d1 and d2 in contact under the action

of load P forms a rectangular surface of deformation of a length equal to the length

of rollers L. Width of contact on these rollers is given as [6]:

Wr ¼ 2:15
Pd1d2

EL(d1 þ d2)

� �1=2

(15:22)

To transform the above relation for a journal bearing, d1 is taken as the journal

diameter (d) and d2 as bearing diameter (Cd þ d). Thus, the width of contact on

bearing circumference is determined as:

Wb ¼ 2:15d
p 1þ 1

c

� 

E

2

4

3

5

1
2

(15:23)
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15.4.3 Duration of Circumferential Contact Between

Journal and Bearing

Duration of circumferential contact between the journal and a bearing crossing

the zone of load-carrying oil film is determined as Wb=Vn, and is given as:

tin ¼
0:68

fs

p 1þ 1
c

� 

E

2

4

3

5

1
2

(15:24)

15.4.4 Heat Generated and Instantaneous Temperature Rise of

Bearing Liner by Instantaneous Charge Leakage in the

Zone of Load-Carrying Oil Film Between the Journal

and Bearing

When a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity oil is operated under the

influence of shaft voltage, current does not flow through the bearing and charge

gets accumulated on the journal surface until the shaft voltage is below the threshold

voltage. However, slow passage of charge takes place through the bearing when

the high ‘points’ on the journal and the bearing in the zone of load-carrying

oil film come close or when the conducting particles bridge the oil film. These

conducting paths are broken when high points become separated by greater thick-

ness of oil film. Under such conditions, arcing results due to instantaneous

charge leakage under different operating conditions by vibration effects due to

various reasons. This gives rise to instantaneous minimum resistance between

the journal and bearing, equivalent to that of bearing resistance under static

conditions (Rs).

The instantaneous charge leakage between the journal and a bearing generates

heat instantly. The electrical energy q due to charge leakage Q for a duration tin, at

the first threshold voltage V, through a contact resistance Rs between the journal and

bearing having capacitance Cb, is given as:

q ¼ I2bRstin (15:25)

This energy influences the zone of load-carrying oil film (of widthWb, length Lb

and depthH), and increases its temperature after certain number of cycles. Hence, by

using Eqns. (15.18), (15.24) and (15.25) and neglecting loss of heat by oil flow and

other means, the instantaneous temperature rise is determined as:

Tin ¼
Q2

pC2
bfsRsLbdHr1c

(15:26)
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15.4.5 Instantaneous Temperature Rise due to Charge Leakage in the Zone

of Load-Carrying Oil Film Between the Journal and Bearing in each

Shaft Rotation

The number of times the journal passes over the Wb in each shaft rotation

is pd=Wb. Assuming that 50 per cent of the journal circumference has high

‘points’ which come in contact with the high ‘points’ of Wb – the width of contact

on a bearing liner in the zone of load-carrying oil film, gives the instantaneous

temperature rise at any single position on a bearing liner in each shaft rotation

as Tin times the pd=2Wb. This is simplified using Eqns. (15.23) and (15.26), and

given as:

Tn ¼
Q2

4:30d

p

E
1þ

1

c

� �� �1
2

C2
bfsRsLbHr1c (15:27)

15.4.6 Thermal Stresses due to Thermal Transients on Bearing Liner

During the operation of a hydrodynamic journal bearing, from the initial-

conditions, a transient thermal gradient due to charge leakage occurs first. If at

an instant, bearing liner temperature is known, then the transient thermal gradients

can be determined at various time intervals. In addition, the thermal stresses can

be evaluated for any instant of time/point in time. The overall temperature rise of

bearing liner due to charge leakage for a short interval (10�3 s) approaches zero.

However, instantaneous rise in contact stresses on the high ‘points’ of the liner are

determined as [6]:

sin ¼
�aETin

(1� m)
(15:28)

And initial contact stresses without the influence of shaft voltage and charge

leakage are given as:

so ¼
�aETo

(1� m)
(15:29)

The operating temperature of a bearing affects the contact stresses. However,

the instantaneous temperature rise of liner due to charge leakage in each shaft

rotation may set residual contact stresses, which are determined as:

sn ¼
�aE(Tn þ To)

(1� m)
(15:30)
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15.4.7 Determination of Decrease in Life Span of Bearing Liners due to the

Initiation of Craters under Various Levels of Shaft Voltages

Due to charge leakage on the high ‘points’, the contact stresses increase in due

courseonthebearing liner.Theratioof thesestressesascompared totheoriginal stresses

without the effect of shaft voltages is determined as [by Eqns. (15.29) and (15.30)]:

sn

so

¼ 1þ
Tn

To

(15:31)

The ratio of so=sn gives the indication of a decrease in the life of bearing liner

under the effect of shaft voltages as compared to the original life. The ratio of

percentage increase in stresses compared to the original stresses [(sn � so)=so per

cent] gives the percentage reduction in bearing liner life on the high ‘points’ before the

initiation of craters.

15.5 Data of Theoretical Analysis

Values of Cb, Rb, Xcb, and Zb for the hydrodynamic cylindrical bearings with

various L/d and clearance ratios have been determined at different eccentricity ratios

using Eqns. (15.10), (15.14), (15.15) and (15.16). Figure 15.2 shows variation of

bearing capacitance (Cb) with clearance ratio (c) at different values of « and d.

Figure 15.3 shows the variation of capacitance (Cb) with eccentricity ratio («) at

different values of d and c.

Similarly variation of resistance (Rb) with clearance and eccentricity ratios (c, «)

is shown in Figs. 15.4 and 15.5. Figure 15.6 shows variation of bearing capacitive

reactance (Xcb) with clearance ratio (c) at different values of eccentricity («) and

length/diameter (d) ratios.

The optimum variation of capacitance with speed is shown in Fig. 15.7 for

bearings with L/d (d) of 0.7 and 1.5. However, for study of this variation the optimum

values of clearance (c) and eccentricity («) ratios used for the determination of safe

load-carrying capacity has been used [3].

By the field data analysis of various bearings operating under normal condi-

tions, the stabilized bearing temperature has been taken as 50 8C. And sn has been

determined for different values of shaft voltages varying from 0.25V to 2V to

determine the ratio of so=sn of a bearing operating under stabilized regime and

having the parameters given in Table 15.1. The shaft voltages are taken less than the

first threshold voltage to avoid the effect of chemical decomposition of the oil. For

various bearing parameters for L=d ¼ 1 and d ¼ 300mm see Table 15.1 [3].
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15.5.1 Evaluation of Safe Load-Carrying Capacity by Determining

Bearing Capacitance

For evaluating the safe load-carrying capacity, firstly the optimum value of

capacitance of a bearing with given L/d ratio at the operating speed is determined

by Fig. 15.7. The capacitance, thus determined, is used to evaluate the clearance ratio

at the desired eccentricity ratio (Figs. 15.2 and 15.3). The values of clearance and

eccentricity ratios, thus established, are used to work out the safe load-carrying

capacity by Eqns. (15.19), (15.20) and (15.21).

15.6 Discussion on Theoretical Analysis

15.6.1 Bearing Capacitance

Bearing capacitance decreases with increase in clearance ratio. However, with

increase in L/d (d) at constant clearance ratio, the bearing capacitance increases

Table 15.1. Instantaneous temperature rise, contact stresses, contact duration and

reduction in bearing liner life due to charge leakage between the journal and

hydrodynamic journal bearing under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages

Analytical values of temperature rise at different levels of charge

accumulation and shaft voltages

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

V (V) 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 2.0

Q� 10�9(C) 6.25 12.5 18.75 25 31.25 37.5 50

Tn (8C) 0.67 2.68 6.0 10.72 16.75 24.12 42.88

so=sn 0.99 0.95 0.89 0.82 0.75 0.67 0.54

% reduction in bearing life 1 5 11 18 25 33 46

Ratio of temperature rise as

against 0.5V

– 1 2.24 4.01 6.25 9 16

Ratio of reduction in bearing

life as against 0.5V

– 1 2.20 3.60 5 6.6 9.2

Bearing dimensions, operating parameters and analytical values d ¼ 300mm, L ¼ 300, L=d(d) ¼ 1,

n ¼ 1500 rpm, fs ¼ 25, Cd=d(d) ¼ 0:0015, « ¼ 0:82, p ¼ 0:2Kgmm�2, r ¼ 1014ohmcm, H ¼ 0:001mm,

Rs ¼ 0:4 ohm, j ¼ 2:5 � 8:85419 � 10 fm�1, jr ¼ 2:5, To ¼ 50 8C, Cb ¼ 25 � 10�9f [Eqn:(9:10)],

Wb ¼ 117:84mm, tin ¼ 5� 10�3 s, Lb ¼ 2 % of L in each contact (Wb) times the 50% of circumferential

high ‘points’ contact in each shaft rotation i.e. (2L/100) (pd=2Wb) ¼ 23:99mm, r1 ¼ 7:46� 103 kgm�3,

c ¼ 2:26� 102 wskg�1
8C

�1
, m ¼ 0:36, E ¼ 40� 109 Nm�2:
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(Fig. 15.2). Similarly, capacitance increases with eccentricity ratio at constant L/d

and clearance ratio (Fig. 15.3). The capacitance of 300mm diameter bearing with

different L/d ratio vary between 5:62 nf to 84:51 nf under different operating con-

ditions (Fig. 15.2).

For the bearing with L=d ¼ 1:5 and Cd=d ¼ 0:0025, the change in capacitance is

from 15:29 to 33:81 nf as against 38:19 to 84:51 nf for Cd=d ¼ 0:001 and

L=d(d) ¼ 1:5 when eccentricity ratio is varied from 0.7 to 0.9 (Figs. 15.2 and 15.3).

For the same eccentricity variation for the bearing with Cd=d ¼ 0:0025 and d ¼ 0:7,

the change in capacitance is from 7:13 nf to 15:78 nf as against 17:82 nf to 39:44 nf

for Cd=d ¼ 0:001 and d ¼ 0:7 (Fig. 15.2).
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Fig. 15.2. Variation of bearing capacitance (Cb) with clearance ratio (c)

at different eccentricity ratios («) for length/diameter ratio (d) of 0.7 and

1.5 of bearing with diameter 300mm
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15.6.2 Capacitive Reactance, Resistance and Impedance of Hydrodynamic

Journal Bearings

The capacitive reactance of a hydrodynamic journal bearing is about 104

times less than that of its resistance under identical operating conditions. The

capacitive reactance (Xcb) of a bearing using lubricant of resistivity 1014 ohm cm

and relative permittivity of 2.2 is of the order of 105 ohms as against active resistance

of 109 ohms (Figs. 15.4–15.6). Capacitive reactance of the bearing vary between

0:56� 105 ohms and 5:66� 105 ohms. It decreases with increase in eccentricity

ratio for a bearing with constant Cd=d ratio. However, it increases with the bearing

clearance.
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For d ¼ 0:7 and Cd=d ¼ 0:001,Xcb decreases from 2:26� 105 to 0:81� 105 ohms

as « varies from 0.6 to 0.9. And Xcb increases from 0:56� 105 to 1:41� 105 ohms for

the bearing with d ¼ 1, « ¼ 0:9 as Cd=d varies from 0.001 to 0.0025 (Fig. 15.6).

On the contrary, capacitive reactance decreaseswith increase inL/d ratio under the

fixed clearance and eccentricity ratio. For Cd=d ¼ 0:0025 and « ¼ 0:9, the Xcb de-

creases from2:02� 105 to 1:41� 105 ohms asL=d(d) increases from0.7 to 1 (Fig. 15.6).

The variation of resistance with «, d is in the same pattern as that of the

capacitive reactance (Figs. 15.4 and 15.5). Resistance decreases with increase in
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eccentricity ratio for a bearing with constant Cd=d ratio. However, it increases with

increase in Cd=d ratio. For d ¼ 1:5 and c ¼ 0:002, Rb decreases from 1:30� 109 to

0:46� 109 ohms as « varies from 0.6 to 0.9 (Fig. 15.5). And Rb increases from

1:38� 109 to 3:45� 109 ohms for the bearing with d ¼ 0:7 and « ¼ 0:6 as Cd=d

increases from 0.001 to 0.0025 (Fig. 15.4). However, resistance decreases with in-

crease in d under the constant clearance and eccentricity ratios. For c ¼ 0:0025 and

« ¼ 0:8, the Rb decreases from 2:0� 109 to 0:94� 109 ohms as d increases from 0.7 to

1.5 (Figs. 15.4 and 15.5).
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Impedance of a hydrodynamic journal bearing is governed by the resistance and

is not considerably affected by the capacitive reactance. This is because the Rb is 10
4

times more than Xcb. In general, impedance of a bearing is of the same order as that

of the bearing resistance (Figs. 15.4 and 15.6).

15.6.3 Variation of Bearing Capacitance with Speed

The bearing capacitance decreases with increase in speed. However, it increases

with increase in L/d ratio. For L=d ¼ 1:5, the bearing capacitance decreases from
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38:5 nf to 24:5 nf as against 25 nf to 16 nf for L=d ¼ 1, and 17:5 nf to 11 nf for

L=d ¼ 0:7 as the speed changes from 1500 to 4000 rpm (Fig. 15.7). For the safe and

reliable operation of a bearing the capacitance should be less than that depicted, as

shown in Fig. 15.7, at any operating speed.

15.6.4 Ratio of Capacitive Reactance and Active Resistance

With increase in eccentricity ratio, the bearing capacitance increases but resist-

ance and capacitive reactance reduce (Figs. 15.3 and 15.5). However, the ratio of

capacitive reactance to the active resistance is constant and is less than unity

(1:64� 10�4) up to the first threshold voltage for a bearing using oil having resistivity

1014 ohmcm and a relative permittivity of 2.2. It shows that bearing accumulates the

electric charges up to the first threshold voltage. On the contrary, a bearing using

low-resistivity lubricant (107 ohmcm) passes current without indicating threshold
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voltage phenomenon. Furthermore, passage of current disintegrates the low-resistiv-

ity lubricant and bearing fails in due course. This suggests that the Xcb=Rb should be

less than unity for a bearing to show capacitive response similar to that of the rolling-

element bearings (Chapter 4).

15.6.5 Width of Contact Between the Journal and Liner in the Zone of Load-

Carrying Oil Film

The width of contact between the journal and liner in the zone of load-carrying

oil film depends on clearance ratio (Cd=d), load per unit area (p) and liner material

properties. Width of contact (Wb) increases with increase in load on a bearing.

However, it is independent of L/d ratio [Eqn. (15.23)]. For bearing of 300mm

diameter having Cd=d ¼ 0:0015 operating at 1500 rpm with p ¼ 0:2Kgmm�2, Wb

is 117.84mm and duration of contact in the zone of load-carrying oil film is

5� 10�3 s (Table 15.1).

15.6.6 Temperature Rise in the Zone of Load-Carrying Oil Film Between the

Journal and Bearing

The temperature rise in the zone of load-carrying oil film between the journal

and a bearing depends on the journal diameter, the clearance ratio and the summa-

tion of length of high ‘points’ contact in each shaft rotation (Lb). The rate of

temperature rise under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages decreases

as the frequency of rotation increases, but increases as the square of the ratio of

charge accumulation to bearing capacitance as shown in Eqn. (15.27).

For 300mm diameter bearing having capacitance of 25� 10�9(f), and operat-

ing at 1500 rpm with « ¼ 0:82, the rate of temperature rise at the high ‘points’ on the

bearing surfaces increases as the charge accumulation/shaft voltage increases. As the

shaft voltage increases from 0.25 to 2V, the rate of temperature rise at the high

‘points’ in each shaft rotation (Tn) increases from 0.67 to 42.88 8C (Table 9.1). Up to

a shaft voltage of 0.5V, Tn is 2.68 8C, which increases steeply to 4.01, 6.25, 9.0 and 16

times as the shaft voltage rises to 1, 1.25, 1.5 and 2Volts respectively (Table 15.1).

However, below 0.5V, temperature rise as well as rate of increase is much less as

compared to that of above 0.5V. The similar trend is found for various sizes of

bearings under different conditions of operation.

15.6.7 Ratio of Thermal Stresses and Percentage Reduction in Bearing Life

The ratio of original stresses without the effect of instantaneous charge leakage/

shaft voltage to that of the bearings operating under different levels of shaft voltages
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(so=sn) decreases from 0.99 to 0.54 as the shaft voltage increases from 0.25 to 2V.

Subsequently, (sn � so)=so per cent, i.e. the minimum reduction in bearing life

before appearance of craters on liner increases from 1 to 46 per cent. However, up

to 0.5V shaft voltage, the reduction in bearing liner life is only 5 per cent. When shaft

voltage exceeds 0.5V liner life reduces very quickly. The bearing life decreases from

2.2 to 9.2 times at 0.75 and 2V as compared to 0.5V shaft voltage. Below 0.5V shaft

voltage, reduction in bearing life is very much less as compared to that above 0.5V

(Table 15.1). It is therefore recommended that shaft voltage should not be allowed to

reach more than 0.5V, to guarantee safe and reliable operation of a hydrodynamic

journal bearing. This closely matches with the recommendation of leading manufac-

turers of the rotating machines.

15.7 Damages Resulting from Shaft Voltages

Shaft voltages and resulting bearing currents lead to damages caused by

arcing across bearing and shaft surfaces. The main consequence of arcing is the

wear of soft bearing (Babbitt) material and rapid accumulation of wear debris

in the lubricating oil. The electrical wear of the bearing and the deterioration

of the lubricant accelerate the mechanical wear and hence results in further destruc-

tion of the bearings. This excessive wear results in the loss of their load-carrying

capacity [7].

It is observed that oil films in hydrodynamic bearings cease to be insulators

and behave like perfect conductors when subjected to high voltages or fast changing

voltages [7]. The voltage at which this happens is similar to threshold voltage

phenomenon occurring in rolling-element bearings lubricated with high-resistivity

lubricants. Also this depends on oil film thickness, the rate of change of voltage

and is accompanied by an arc. The current flows in the arc when high points on

the asperities of the journal come close to or contact similar points on the bearing,

or when the fused metal particles pass through the oil film [8]. The current flow

is intermittently broken as the asperities are separated by the motion of the

shaft. This interruption takes place in a microsecond or less, which causes high-

induced voltages and accumulation of charges across the oil film due to the self-

inductance. This is, however, a running-in effect and once running-in conditions is

complete, this effect is removed under running-in conditions. Charge accumulation

depends on bearing capacitance and may cause sustained arcing at the asperities

contacts between journal and the bearing resulting in metal fusing and bearing

damage. However, the shaft is less sensitive to arcing effects due to its higher

melting point.
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15.8 Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn based on the analysis carried out in this

chapter [9, 10]:

(1) Bearing capacitance increases with increase in eccentricity andL/d ratios,

but reduces with increase in bearing clearance and operating speed.

(2) Bearing resistance and capacitive reactance increase with clearance

ratio, but decrease with increase in eccentricity ratio.

(3) Bearing resistance and capacitive reactance decrease with increase in

L/d ratio under the constant clearance and eccentricity ratios.

(4) The resistance of a bearing using oil with resistivity 1014 ohm cm and a

relative permittivity of 2.2 is 105 times higher than the capacitive

reactance.

(5) The impedance of a bearing is mainly governed by its resistance than its

capacitive reactance.

(6) The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance depends on per-

mittivity and resistivity of the lubricant.

(7) For the capacitive response of a bearing the ratio of capacitive react-

ance to active resistance should be less than unity.

(8) The width of circumferential contact between the journal and bearing

depends on clearance ratio, the load per unit area and the liner material

properties. It increases with load and is independent of the L/d ratio.

(9) The instantaneous temperature rise due to charge leakage in an oil film

depends on the journal diameter, the clearance ratio and the summation

of the length of high ‘points’ contact in each shaft rotation.

(10) Temperature rise under the influence of shaft voltage decreases with

increase in frequency of rotation. However, it increases as the square of

the ratio of charge accumulation to the bearing capacitance increases.

(11) Instantaneous thermal stresses on the liner depend on instantaneous

temperature rise due to charge leakage.

(12) Temperature rise of liner below 0.5V shaft voltage is much less and

does not have a significant effect on the bearing life. Reduction in

bearing life is 5 per cent at 0.5V as against 46 per cent at 2 volts shaft

voltage.

(13) At 2V shaft voltage temperature rise of liner increases 16 times and its

life decreases by a factor of 9.2 as compared to 0.5V shaft voltage.

(14) For safe, reliable operation and adequate life of a bearing, shaft voltage

of 0.5V must not be exceeded.
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The developed technique may have a potential as an effective tool to assess

performance of hydrodynamic journal bearings and may act as a guide to select the

design parameters for safe and reliable operation of a cylindrical journal bearing, and

also, to assess reduction of life of a journal bearing under the effect of shaft voltages.
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Nomenclature

c specific heat of bearing liner

Cb bearing capacitance

Cd bearing diameter clearance

d shaft diameter

d1 diameter of roller 1

d2 diameter of roller 2
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E Young’s modulus of elasticity

f frequency of applied voltage

fs shaft rotational frequency

Fb bearing conductance (ohm�1)

h oil film thickness

ho minimum oil film thickness

H depth of craters on bearing liner

Ib bearing current

l peripheral length of load-carrying oil film

L bearing length

Lb summation of length of high ‘points’ contact in the zone of load-carrying

oil film between the journal and bearing in each shaft rotation

n rpm

p load per unit area (P/Ld)

P bearing load

q electrical energy due to charge leakage between the journal and bearing

liner

Q stored electric charge

Rb bearing resistance in operating conditions

Rs bearing resistance in static conditions

S loading coefficient

tin duration of contact between the journal and bearing to cross zone of

load-carrying oil film during operation

To rise of bearing temperature without the effect of charge leakage

Tin instantaneous rise of bearing contact temperature due to charge leakage

during passage of the journal in the zone of load-carrying oil film

Tn bearing temperature rise due to charge leakage in each shaft rotation

V shaft voltage

Vn circumferential shaft speed (pdfs)

w 2pf

W 2pn=60

Wb width of contact between the journal and bearing in the zone of load-

carrying oil film

Wr width of contact between rollers

Xcb capacitive reactance of bearing

Zb bearing impedance

a coefficient of thermal expansion

d ¼ L=d length to diameter ratio

« eccentricity ratio
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h dynamic oil viscosity

m Poisson’s ratio

u attitude angle

r oil resistivity

r1 density of bearing material

sin instantaneous rise in contact stresses due to charge leakage on a ring liner

in the zone of load-carrying oil film

sn contact stresses due to charge leakage on part of the bearing liner in each

shaft rotation

so contact stress on bearing liner in the zone of load-carrying oil film

without the effect of charge leakage

j permittivity/dielectric constant of oil (fm�1)

jr relative permittivity of oil

c ¼ Cd=d diameteral clearance ratio
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Chapter 16

ANALYSIS OF CAPACITIVE EFFECT OF
JOURNAL BEARINGS ON REPEATED
STARTS AND STOPS OF A MACHINE AND
MINIMUM NUMBER OF CYCLES FOR THE
FORMATION OF CRATERS ON THE LINER
SURFACE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
SHAFT VOLTAGES

16.1 Introduction

A number of surveys have indicated that large numbers of bearing failures are

due to bearing current. The origin of shaft voltage phenomenon in electric machines

and flow of current through bearings and lubricated contacts have been dealt in

different chapters besides electrical parameters of various bearings [1–8]. Various

authors have reported that the passage of current through a hydrodynamic journal

bearing in a zone of load-carrying oil film, which causes craters to develop over time

and damages the bearing surface [9]. Also, it causes loss of load-carrying capacity of

the bearing over time [10]. Theoretical analysis on the effects of instantaneous charge

leakage on roller tracks of roller bearings and reduction in life of hydrodynamic

journal bearings under the influence of electric current has been analyzed in the

Chapters 7, 8 and 15 [11–12].

In this chapter, a study is reported on the capacitive effect and life estimation of

hydrodynamic journal bearings on repeated starts and stops of a machine operating

under the influence of shaft voltages. The purpose is to determine the increase in



charge accumulation on the bearing liner with time when the machine is started and

the gradual leakage of the accumulated charges on the liner as the shaft voltage falls

when the power supply to the machine is switched-off.

Under these conditions, the variation of shaft revolutions to accumulate charges

and discharge to the accumulated charges on the liner surface of hydrodynamic

journal bearings at various levels of bearing-to-shaft voltage is analyzed. Also, the

variation of safe limits of starts and stops with the ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage is

studied.

Furthermore, it has been established that during rotation, the oil film thickness

of a hydrodynamic journal bearing depends on clearance and eccentricity ratios,

which in turn depend on load, oil viscosity and operating speed [13, 14]. A passage of

current due to various reasons through a bearing in a zone of load-carrying oil film

develops craters on the liner surface in due course and damages it. That is why

bearings are insulated to restrict the flow of current through them. However, in the

event of insulation damage or in non-insulated bearings or by other unforeseen

causes (deposition of dirt, foreign particles on the side planes of the insulation

separating the conducting surfaces) or when the journal and the bearing liner come

in very close contact due to various instabilities of bearings and the system, flow of

localized current through the bearing and journal becomes unavoidable. This dam-

ages the bearing liner and causes loss of load-carrying capacity of the bearings in due

course [10].

The theoretical model developed in this chapter brings out the effects of

instantaneous leakage of charge energy between the journal and a bearing lubri-

cated with high-resistivity oil and operating under the influence of shaft voltages

of different levels, so as to determine the minimum number of shaft revolutions/

cycles for the formation of craters of different sizes on the bearing liner. The

gradual rise in temperature at the ‘high’ points, because of the leakage of charge

energy, causes softening of the bearing liner at ‘high’ points contact and reduction

in its toughness, leading to the formation of craters of different dimensions in

due course. This temperature rise has been considered in the model. Besides

this, the volume of craters can be assessed by the developed model, provided the

minimum number of shaft revolutions/cycles for the appearance of craters, under

the known parameters of bearing operation and shaft voltage has been

established experimentally. Also, by the assessment of dimensions and number of

craters on the bearing liner after the identified span and known operating parameters

of the bearing, the shaft voltage, which has caused the craters formation, can be

estimated.
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16.2 Theoretical Analysis Pertaining to Repeated Starts and Stops of a Machine

16.2.1 Theoretical Background

Magnetic flux develops in electric machines due to asymmetry of the magnetic

circuits, which closes in the circumference over the yoke and induces the voltage on

the shaft. Shaft voltage and flux can occur in the electric rotating machines due to

various reasons, which usually result in localized currents at each bearing rather than

a potential difference between shaft ends as discussed in Chapters 2 and 4.

It is evident that in a hydrodynamic journal bearing, the zone of minimum film

thickness i.e. the load-carrying oil film varies along the circumference of a bearing

through the bearing length. This forms a capacitor of varying capacitance between

the journal and the bearing, depending on the permittivity of the lubricant, circum-

ferential length of load-carrying oil film, bearing length, eccentricity ratio, and the

clearance in a bearing. Besides this, the load-carrying oil film offers resistance

depending on the operating parameters and resistivity of the lubricant. Thus, the

load-carrying oil film offers impedance to current flow in a hydrodynamic journal

bearing. This has been analyzed in Chapter 15.

16.2.2 Time Required to Accumulate Charges on Bearing Liner After

Start of a Machine

At the instant when the machine is started, the potential difference (V) across the

journal and bearing liner surface is zero. But this gradually increases and approaches

the shaft voltage (E). While the shaft voltage increases, the charge (Qb) on the

bearing liner (bearing lubricated with high-resistivity lubricant (r) 1014 ohm cm)

builds up. Until then V is changing, and transient current is delivered from the

shaft voltage.

To maintain continuity throughout the whole circuit, there is a rate of change of

flux (dQb=dT) within the dielectric (lubricant), which is given as [15, 16]:

I ¼
dQb

dT
(16:1)

And, the stored charge on the bearing surfaces is determined as [16, 14]:

Qb ¼ V � Cb (16:2)

And if the current is varying then [15]:

I ¼ Cb �
dV

dT
(16:3)
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Also, it can be expressed as:

I ¼
(E � V )

Rb

(16:4)

So from Eqns. (16.1)–(16.4), it is evident that:

V ¼ E � Rb � Cb �
dV

dT
(16:5)

On integrating Eqn. (16.5) and applying the initial conditions as T ¼ 0, V ¼ 0,

the solution of Eqn. (16.5) is obtained as:

V ¼ E � 1� e�T=CbRb

� 

(16:6)

and so

Qb ¼ E � Cb(1� e�T=CbRb) (16:7)

The time taken (Tcb) to develop charge Qb on liner of a bearing having capaci-

tance Cb and resistance Rb is expressed as [using Eqn. (16.6)]:

Tcb ¼ �Cb � Rb � loge (1� a) (16:8)

16.2.3 Current Passing through Bearing

From Eqns. (16.2) and (16.4), shaft voltage is given as:

E ¼ I � Rb þ
Qb

Cb

(16:9)

Using Eqn. (16.1) and applying initial conditions as T ¼ 0, I ¼ E=Rb, the

solution of Eqn. (16.9) is:

I ¼
E

Rb

� �

� e�T=RbCb (16:10)

and potential drop across a bearing is given as:

V ¼ I � Rb ¼ E � e�T=RbCb (16:11)

16.2.4 Time Required to Discharge the Accumulated Charges From

Bearing Liner During Stop

As soon as the power supply to a machine is switched-off, magnetic flux

disappears and the shaft voltage becomes zero very quickly. The rate of discharge
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of bearing capacitor (formed during bearing operation) is determined by differenti-

ating Eqn. (16.11), and given as:

�dV

dT
¼

E

Cb � Rb

� �

e�T=CbRb (16:12)

At the instant, when machine is stopped (T ¼ 0), the rate of change of bearing

potential drop is determined as:

dV

dT
¼

�E

Cb � Rb

(16:13)

In time constant (Cb � Rb), the potential drop of bearing capacitor falls and is

determined as [by Eqn. (16.11)]:

V ¼ E � e�1 ¼ 0:368E (16:14)

The time required (Tdb) to decrease potential drop V to the value of ‘a’ times the

shaft voltage (E) (V ¼ a� E) is given as [by Eqn. (16.11)]:

Tdb ¼ �Rb � Cb loge a (16:15)

16.2.5 Duration/Time Taken by Journal to Cross the Zone of

Load-Carrying Oil Film

The duration/time taken by the journal to cross the zone of load-carrying oil

film is determined as Wb=Vn, and is given as [12]:

tbn ¼
0:68

Fs

� �

�
p(1þ 1=c)

Y

� �1=2

(16:16)

The number of time the journal passes over regionWb, the circumferential width

of load-carrying oil film, in each shaft rotation is determined as bbn, and is deter-

mined as [12]:

bbn ¼
pd

Wb

(16:17)

where

Wb ¼ 2:15� d �
p�(1þ 1=c)

Y

� �1=2

[12] (16:18)
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16.2.6 Number of Shaft Rotations for the Charge Accumulation on

Bearing Liner After Start of a Machine

The number of times the journal crosses the zone of the load-carrying oil film of

a bearing (Nbc) for the charge accumulation Qb after start of a machine can be

determined as the ratio of time taken (Tcb) to accumulate charges to the time taken

for the journal to cross the zone of load-carrying oil film during operation (tbn), and

can be determined as:

Nbc ¼
Tcb

tbn
(16:19)

By using Eqns. (16.8) and (16.16), the Nbc is expressed as:

Nbc ¼ �1:47� Fs �
P(1þ 1=c)

Y

� ��1=2

�Cb � Rb � loge (1� a) (16:20)

The number of shaft rotations (Nbcn) to accumulate the charges (Qb) is deter-

mined as the ratio of Nbc to bbn, i.e. the number of times part of the circumference of

journal crosses the zone of load-carrying oil film to the number of such respective

crosses of the journal in each shaft rotation. Thus, Nbcn is expressed as follows using

Eqns. (16.17)–(16.20):

Nbcn ¼ �Fs � Cb � Rb � loge (1� a) (16:21)

16.2.7 Number of Shaft Rotations for the Discharge of the

Accumulated Charges After the Stop of a Machine

The number of times that a part of the circumference of the journal crosses the

zone of load-carrying oil film to discharge of the accumulated charges from the

bearing liner (Nbd) after the power supply to a machine is switched-off, is determined

similar to the Eqn. (16.19) on using the time required for the discharge of the

accumulated charges [Eqn. (16.15)], and is given as:

Nbd ¼
Tdb

tbn
(16:22)

In a manner similar to that discussed above, relations for Nbd and Nbdn (number

of shaft rotations to discharge of the accumulated charges on the liner surface) are

developed using Equations (16.15) to (16.17), and is given as:

Nbd ¼
Rb � Cb � loge a

0:68

� �

� Fs �
p(1þ 1=c)

Y

� ��1=2

(16:23)
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and

Nbdn ¼ �Fs � Rb � Cb � loge a (16:24)

16.2.8 Determination of the Ratio of Number of Shaft Rotations for Charge

Accumulation to Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

The ratio (Nbc=Nbd) indicating the number of times, a part of the circumference

of the journal crosses the zone of load-carrying oil film for the charge accumulation

to discharge the accumulated charges from the liner of a hydrodynamic journal

bearing, and the ratio of the number of shaft revolutions (Nbcn=Nbdn) for the same

is determined using Eqns. (16.20)–(16.24), and given as:

Nbcn

Nbdn

¼
Nbc

Nbd

¼
loge (1� a)

loge a
(16:25)

16.2.9 Number of Starts and Stops before the Initiation of Craters on the

Liner Surface of a Journal Bearing

The number of starts and stops before the initiation of craters on the liner

surface of a hydrodynamic journal bearing (Nssb) can be determined as the ratio of

the net time required to initiate craters (Csb=Fs) to the time lapse for charge and

discharge of the accumulated charges (Tcb and Tdb) in each start and stop of

a machine to the number of cycles (Csp) required before the machine come to

standstill condition after the power supply to the machine is off. Thus Nssb can

be determined as:

Nssb ¼
�Csb

Fs � (Tcb þ Tdb)� Csp

(16:26)

The number of cycles Csp, before the machine comes to standstill condition,

depends on the machine inertia, and friction in bearings, apart from the other factors.

Various experimental investigations reveal that, in general, Csp varies between 20 to

90Fs. Using Eqns. (16.8) and (16.15), the Nssb is determined as:

Nssb ¼
�Csb

Fs � Cb � Rb � loge a(1� a)� Csp

(16:27)
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16.3 Theoretical Model to Determine Number of Cycles for the Appearance

of Craters on the Liner Surface

16.3.1 Determination of Equivalent Bearing Capacitance and Stored Charges

The equivalent capacitance of a hydrodynamic journal bearing depends on its

dimensions and operating parameters and has been determined in Chapter 15, and is

given as [7]:

Cb ¼

4djd tan�1 0:41
(1� «)

(1� «)

� �1=2
( )

c(1� «2)1=2
(16:28)

The equivalent capacitance of a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity oil

(1012 ohm m) opposes any change in the existing voltage, and causes storing of

charge. The instantaneous stored charge depends on the bearing capacitance (Cb)

and voltage across the oil film (V), and is given by Eqn. (16.2).

16.3.2 Wear in Sliding Electric Contacts and Its Effect on Bearing Performance

The major differences between sliding contacts and most other contacts are the

problems related to wear during extended period of operation. Good conduction of

electric current between opposing contact members under relative motion initiates

essentially metal-to-metal contact, and such sliding characteristics produce surface

changes like loss of surface finish, transfer of material from softer interacting metal

surface, fretting corrosion, abrasion, adhesion, etc. at the contact interface.

The friction between lubricated contacts depends on the effectiveness of a

lubricant (its resistivity, volatility and chemical stability) and other contact condi-

tions, which contribute to the load support by the hydrodynamic effect. Further-

more, under the effect of shaft voltage exceeding threshold voltage, instantaneous

flow of current takes place, leading to the softening of the high ‘points’ or prows

of the bearing surface. This would tend to accentuate the adhesion between the

interacting members and prolong the phase of reforming of the prow. In case of

instantaneous actual softening of the contact member, the interaction may result in

sliding seizure.

16.3.3 Determination of Minimum Number of Cycles/Revolutions for the

Appearance of Craters on the Bearing Liner

When a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity oil (1012 ohm m) is operated

under the influence of shaft voltage, current does not flow through the bearing and
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charge gets accumulated on the bearing surface till the shaft voltage is below the

threshold voltage as discussed in Chapter 4 [4]. The flow of current takes place by

itself only when the shaft voltage reaches or exceeds the value of threshold voltage.

When the voltage is below the threshold voltage, the charge is induced on the inner

peripheral surface of the bearing (i.e. liner) due to self-inductance, and an equal and

opposite charge is induced on the outer peripheral surface of the journal bearing,

which is earthed in case of non-insulated bearing. During rotation of the journal,

primarily, slow continuous passage of charge takes place through the bearing when

the ‘high’ points on the journal and the bearing in the zone of load-carrying oil film

come close due to vibration effects resulting from various instabilities of hydro-

dynamic journal bearings. Also, when the high ‘points’ of the interacting surfaces

are separated by oil film of a relatively higher thickness, because of bearing operating

parameters (in case of lightly loaded bearings), arcing results due to instantaneous

leakage of stored charge energy between the journal and the bearing liner under the

effect of higher amplitude of vibrations due to instabilities of various sources, which

causes the interacting surfaces to come in proximity instantaneously. For insulated

bearings, this phenomenon leads to the instantaneous flow of localized current.

The instantaneous charge leakage between the journal and the high ‘points’ of a

bearing generates an instant heat. The discharge of stored electrical energy, q,

between journal and the hydrodynamic journal bearing of capacitance Cb, due to

charge leakage Qb at the bearing voltage V is given as [using Eqn. (16.2)]:

q ¼ Cb

V 2

2
¼ 0:5QbV (16:29)

A part of the stored energy of charge, qn, is dissipated to K ‘high’ points contact

between the journal and the bearing after N cycles of rotation. The energy dissipated

to K high ‘points’ after these N cycles raises their temperature to the softening limits,

which leads to crater formation at each of these points. The field experience with

journal bearings and literature survey indicate that instability phenomenon in hydro-

dynamic journal bearings causes vibrations of frequency 0:5Fs or so. However, these

vibrations are of very low energy/amplitude in stable bearings. But, even then, this

causes proximity/closeness of the high ‘points’ of the journal and liner surface [17].

This means that each ‘high’ point contact between the journal and bearing occurs

0:5Fs times per second. Thus, the number of asperity high ‘point’ contacts in Na

cycles is 0:5Na i.e. Np. This indicates that, in general, 0:5Na number of contacts lead

to the dissipation of stored energy of charge. So, the minimum energy (qn) dissipated

after Na cycles, resulting in crater formation, is given as:

qn ¼ Npq ¼ 0:5Naq
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which is [using Eqn. (16.29)]:

qn ¼ 0:25NaCbV
2 (16:30)

This dissipated energy creates K craters (of radius r and depth H) in the zone of

load-carrying oil film, and increases temperature by Tn after Na cycles of operation.

Furthermore, each ‘high’ point of a bearing contacts the journal (pd=Wb) D times in

each shaft rotation. So, using Eqn. (16.31) and neglecting loss of heat by oil flow and

other means, the following is evident:

qn ¼ 0:25NaCbV
2 ¼ pr2HKr1cTn

pd

Wb

� �

D (16:31)

The number of cycles for accumulating charges (Nbcn) and discharge of the

accumulated charges (Nbdn) play an important role in determining the minimum

cycles to create the craters on a liner (N). So considering the ratio of Nbcn to Nbdn,

the minimum number of cycles for the formation of craters of specified dimensions is

determined as Nbcn=Nbdn times of Na and is given as [using Eqn. (16.18)]:

N ¼
5:8Vvr1cTn

CbV 2

p(1þ 1=c)

Y

� �1=2
( )

D
Nbcn

Nbdn

(16:32)

The number of shaft revolutions Nbcn to accumulate charges Qb and number of

shaft revolutions Nbdn to discharge of the accumulated charges have been worked out

theoretically in the Eqns. (16.21)–(16.25), and can be used in the Eqn. (16.32) to

determine the minimum number of cycles for the appearance of crates on bearing

liner surface.

In general, formation of craters occurs in the zone of minimum film thickness

along the bearing length. To determine the minimum revolutions for initiation of

craters on the liner (N), localized ‘high’ point temperature of 140 8C – the softening

temperature of the liner at which the material toughness drastically reduces –

has been considered for the analysis. Initial bearing temperature has been taken

as 20 8C. The softening temperature may vary between 120 and 150 8C, depending

on the properties of the liner material. Furthermore, the ratio of Nbcn to Nbdn

depends on shaft voltage and varies from 1 to 25 [18, 19]. This ratio has been taken

as 12.5 for the data deduction, considering the bearing-to-shaft voltage (a) approxi-

mately as 0.84.

Also, in the Eqn. (16.32), if N is known, V is measured and Cb is determined by

Eqn. (16.28) by known parameters of operation, then the net volume of craters Vv

can be estimated. Similarly, shaft voltage can be determined if the values of

N, Vv, Cb have been ascertained.
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16.4 Data Deduction

16.4.1 Repeated Starts and Stops of a Machine

The ratios Nbcn=Nbdn and Nbc=Nbd are determined for different values of

bearing-to-shaft voltage, (a ¼ V=E), varying from 0.1 to 0.9 using Eqn. (16.25),

and the variation of Nbcn=Nbdn and Nbc=Nbd against bearing-to-shaft voltage (a) is

shown in Fig. 16.1.

The number of starts and stops of a machine before the initiation of craters on

the bearing liner surface is determined for a ¼ 0:1�0:9 using Eqn. (16.27). Figure 16.2

indicates the variation of number of starts and stops (Nssb) before initiation of craters

on the liner at various levels of bearing-to-shaft voltage (V/E) of the hydrodynamic

journal bearing of 300mm diameter operating at 1500 rpm (Fs ¼ 25 sec�1), having

Cb, and Rb as 25� 10�9 (f), and 7� 108 ohm, respectively [7, 12]. The Csp for the

machine has been experimentally determined as approximately 20Fs. And Csb based

on the temperature rise and thermal stress calculations [12] under frequent start and

stop regimes is approximately established as 109 cycles.
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Fig. 16.1. Variation of the ratio of shaft revolution to accumulate and discharge of

accumulated charges (Nbcn=Nbdn) at various levels of bearing-to-shaft voltages a (V/E) on the

liner surface of a hydrodynamic journal bearing under the influence of shaft voltages
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16.4.2 Minimum Number of Shaft Revolutions for the Appearance of Craters

Using Eqn. (16.32), minimum number of cycles for the appearance of craters on

bearing liner surface (N) has been determined for different values of shaft voltages

varying from 0.25 to 2V, for a bearing operating under stabilized regime and having

parameters given in Table 16.1. The shaft voltages taken are less than the first

threshold voltage (<3V), to avoid the effect of chemical decomposition of the oil

[4]. The various bearing parameters L=d ¼ 1 and d ¼ 300mm, as given in Table 16.1,

have been taken from the References [7, 13].

16.5 Results and Discussion

16.5.1 Time Duration and Number of Shaft Rotations required to Accumulate

Charges on Bearing Liner Surface and Discharge of the Accumulated

Charges during Repeated Starts and Stops of a Machine

Time required to accumulate the charges on the liner of a hydrodynamic journal

bearing depends on bearing capacitance Cb and resistance Rb. Also, this is a function
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Fig. 16.2. Variation of number of starts and stops (Nssb) of a machine before formation of

craters on liner surface of the hydrodynamic journal bearing operating under the influence

of electric currents at various levels of bearing-to-shaft voltage a (V/E)
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of the natural logarithm of the difference of shaft and bearing voltage to the shaft

voltage [Eqn. (16.8)]. Similarly, time required to discharge off the accumulated

charges depends on Cb and Rb, and is a function of the natural logarithm of the

ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage [Eqn. (16.15)].

The number of times a journal circumferential location passes through the

zone of load-carrying oil film to accumulate and discharge the accumulated

charges depends on the shaft rotational frequency, clearance-to-diameter ratio

Cd=d, load per unit area (p) and the natural logarithm of the shaft-to-bearing

voltage, besides Cb, Rb and properties of the liner material [Eqns. (16.20) and

(16.23)]. However, the shaft revolutions to accumulate charges and to discharge the

accumulated charges depend on Cb, Rb, a and Fs [Eqns. (16.21) and (16.24)]. And the

ratio of shaft revolutions to accumulate and discharge the accumulated charges on

the liner surface is independent of all these parameters and depends only on the ratio

of difference of natural logarithm of shaft and bearing voltage to the voltage across

bearing, and on the ratio of the natural logarithm of the shaft and bearing voltage

[Eqn. (16.25)].

The ratio of shaft rotations to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated

charges (Nbcn=Nbdn) increases with V/E. As (V/E) increases from 0.1 to 0.9, the

(Nbcn=Nbdn) increases from 0.05 to 20.91 (Fig. 16.1). It is evident that for the

successively higher value of ‘a’, the ratio of Nbcn=Nbdn is higher than for the imme-

diate lower value of V/E (Fig. 16.1).

Table 16.1. Minimum number of cycles for the formation of craters of

specified dimensions on the liner surface of a hydrodynamic journal bearing

due to leakage of stored charge energy between the journal and the

bearing under the influence of shaft voltages of different levels

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

V (V) 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0

(VCb)10
�9 (C) 6.25 12.5 18.8 25.0 31.25 37.5 43.7 50.0

N � 109 (cycles) 38.4 9.6 4.27 2.4 1.54 1.07 0.78 0.6

Years (minimum) 48.6 12.16 5.4 3.04 1.95 1.36 0.99 0.76

Ratio of increase in reduction

in life as against 0.5V

– – 2.25 4.0 6.25 8.97 12.3 16.0

Bearing dimensions, operating parameters and analytical values d ¼ 300mm, L ¼ 300mm, L=d(d) ¼ 1,

n ¼ 1500 rpm, Fs ¼ 25 s�1, Cd=d(c) ¼ 0:0015, «¼ 0:82, p¼ 2�106Nm�2, r¼ 1012 ohmm,H ¼ 0:75mm,

r ¼ 0:5mm, Vv ¼ 14:92� 10�9 m3, j ¼ 2:5� 8:85419� 10�12 f=m, jr ¼ 2:5, Cb ¼ 25� 10�9(f) [Eqn.

(16.28)], K ¼ 25, r1 ¼ 7:46� 103 kgm�3, c ¼ 2:26� 102 ws kg�1 
C�1, Y ¼ 40� 109 Nm�2, D ¼ 0:05

(0:01� 0:5), Nbcn=Nbdn ¼ 12:5
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16.5.2 Number of Start and Stop Cycles Before the Initiation of Craters

on the Bearing Liner due to Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

The number of starts and stops before the initiation of craters on the liner

surface of a hydrodynamic journal bearing depends on the number of cycles required

to initiate craters, shaft rotational frequency, capacitance and resistance of the

bearing, number of cycles before machine comes to standstill condition after the

power supply to the machine is switched-off (Csp), and natural logarithm of a (V/E)

[Eqn. (16.27)].

The number of starts and stops to initiate craters on the bearing liner decreases

as the ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage increases. For a journal bearing of 300mm

diameter, number of starts and stops to initiate craters on the liner decreases from

3300 to 1905 as the bearing-to-shaft voltage (a) increases from 0.5 to 0.9 (Fig. 16.2).

16.5.3 MinimumNumber of Cycles for the Formation of Craters of Various Sizes on

the Liner Surface at Different Shaft Voltages

The minimum number of cycles for formation of craters of specified sizes/net

volume on the liner surface of a hydrodynamic journal bearing depends on the

clearance ratio, load per unit area and properties of liner material, and varies

inversely with the square of shaft voltage, and capacitance of a bearing [Eqn.

(16.32)]. Bearing capacitance, in turn, depends on L/d, eccentricity and Cd=d ratios

[Eqn. (16.28)].

For 300mm diameter bearing having capacitance of 25� 10�9 (f) operating at

1500 rpm with « ¼ 0:82, the value of N for the same volume of craters decreases as

the shaft voltage increases from 0.25 to 2V. At 0.5V shaft voltage, N is 9:6� 109

cycles, which decreases steeply to 0:6� 109 cycles as the shaft voltage increases to 2V

(Table 16.1). However, at 0.25V (below 0.5V), N is 38:4� 109 cycles. Similar trend

is found for bearings of other sizes after analysis under different conditions of

operation.

16.5.4 Effect of Shaft Voltage on Life Span of a Bearing

The minimum life span and operating cycles of operation of bearing decreases as

the shaft voltage increases. As seen from Table 16.1, at 1500 rpm, the minimum years

of operation for the formation of craters of different sizes of net volume

(Vv)14:92� 10�9 m3 decreases from 12.16 to 0.76 years as the shaft voltage increases

from 0.5 to 2V. However, under ideal hydrodynamic conditions, the life of a bearing

is infinite. In general, as compared to 0.5 V shaft voltage, ratio of increase in

reduction of bearing life changes from 2.25 to 16 times as the shaft voltage increases
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from 0.75 to 2V. Whereas, at 0.25V, the effect on bearing life is insignificant (Table

16.1). It is, therefore, recommended that for safe and reliable operation of a hydro-

dynamic journal bearing, shaft voltage should not be allowed to exceed 0.5V. This

matches closely with the recommendation of leading manufacturers of the rotating

machines. The experimental and theoretical investigation pertaining to diagnosis of

failure of a hydrodynamic journal bearing under the effect of shaft voltage of a

synchronous condenser has been reported, which indicates the formation of craters in

2 h after 12� 104 cycles with volume of craters as 3:77� 10�12 m3 at the shaft voltage

of 2.5V [20]. Also, laboratory tests conducted by different authors show that shaft

voltage of 10 to 20V may cause severe electro-erosion in bearings and shaft seals.

With increasing shaft voltage the volume of erosion increases sharply and damages

the bearings within no time [21].

It may be noted that under the influence of lower shaft voltage, the life expect-

ancy of a journal bearing is much higher before the craters are initiated on the liner,

because of less rise in contact temperature at the ‘high’ points. In addition, decrease

in charge accumulation (CbV ¼ Qb) and increase in bearing capacitance also result in

less rise in contact temperature in the load-carrying zone of a bearing [Eqn. (16.31)],

since CbV
2 ¼ Q2

b=Cb. This subsequently increases the number of minimum cycles for

the appearance of craters on the liner surface of a bearing [Eqn. (16.32)]. This is

because the square of fractional value of charge in the denominator of Eqn. (16.32)

plays a significant role as compared to Tn (since CbV
2 ¼ Q2

b=Cb) and increases N

significantly.

16.6 Conclusions

From the developed theoretical model and analysis, the following conclusions

are brought out [19, 22]:

(1) Time required to accumulate and discharge the accumulated charges on

the bearing liner depends on the bearing capacitance and resistance, and

is a function of the natural logarithm of the ratio of bearing-to-shaft

voltage.

(2) The number of shaft rotations to accumulate and discharge the accumu-

lated charges on the liner surface depends on shaft rotational frequency

besides the capacitance and resistance of the bearing, and the ratio of

bearing-to-shaft voltage.

(3) As the ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage increases, the ratio of shaft

rotation to accumulate and discharge the accumulated charges

increases.
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(4) With increase of bearing-to-shaft voltage, the number of starts and stops

to initiate craters on the liner surface of a hydrodynamic bearing

decreases.

(5) The minimum number of cycles for the formation of craters of

different sizes and of specified volume on the bearing liner depends on

the clearance ratio, the load per unit area and the liner properties,

and varies inversely with the square of shaft voltage, and bearing

capacitance.

(6) For a hydrodynamic journal bearing operating under the influence of

shaft voltage, the minimum number of cycles for the appearance of

craters is much higher at shaft voltage below 0.5V as compared to that

at values above 0.5V. Also shaft voltage of less than 0.5V does not affect

the life of the bearing. In contrast, at shaft voltage of 2V, reduction in

bearing life increases to 16 times of that at 0.5V, for the identical volume

of craters formed.

(7) For safe and reliable operation and adequate life of a bearing, shaft

voltage of 0.5V must not be exceeded.

This analysis, besides establishing the effect of capacitive response of the bear-

ings, is useful for transient performance analysis and life assessment of bearings

under the effect of shaft voltages.
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Nomenclature

a ratio of potential difference across bearing to shaft versus casing

voltage (a ¼ V=E < 1)

c specific heat of bearing liner, ws kg�1 
C

Cb bearing capacitance

Cd bearing diametral clearance

Csb number of cycles before initiation of craters on liner surface of journal

bearing

Csp number of cycles before the machine comes to stand still condition

after the power supply is cut-off

d shaft diameter

E shaft versus casing voltage

Fs shaft rotational frequency

H depth of craters on bearing liner, m

K number of craters

I current passing through bearing

L bearing length

n rpm

N minimum number of shaft revolutions/cycles for appearance of craters

on bearing liner surface

Na number of cycles for appearance of craters on bearing liner

Np number of ‘high’ point contacts in Na cycles

Nbc number of times a part of circumference of journal crosses the load-

carrying oil film during operation, during which charges (Qb) will

accumulate on the liner surface of a bearing

Nbcn number of shaft rotations to accumulate charges (Qb)

Nbd number of times a part of circumference of journal crosses the load-

carrying oil film providing opportunity to discharge of the

accumulated charges (Qb)

Nbdn number of shaft revolutions to discharge of the accumulated charge (Qb)

Nssb number of starts and stops before the formation of craters on the

bearing liner

P bearing load

p load per unit area (P/Ld)

Qb electric charge accumulation on bearing

qn electrical energy dissipated to K high points due to charge leakage

between journal and bearing liner after N cycles, ws
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q stored electrical energy between journal and hydrodynamic journal

bearing, ws

r radius of crater, m

Rb bearing resistance

tbn duration/time taken by the journal to cross the zone of load-carrying

oil film during operation

T time

Tcb time required to accumulate charge (Qb) on bearing liner

Tdb time required to discharge of the accumulated charges from bearing liner

V potential drop across bearing

Vn circumferential shaft speed (pdFs)

Vv net volume of craters of different sizes (pr2KH), m3

Wb width of contact between journal and bearing in the zone of load-

carrying oil film

Y Young’s modulus of elasticity

bbn number of times journal passes in the zone of load-carrying oil film in

each shaft rotation

d ¼ L=d length to diameter ratio

« eccentricity ratio

m dynamic oil viscosity

u attitude angle

r resistivity of lubricant

r1 density of bearing material, kgm�3

j permittivity/dielectric constant of lubricant (�m�1)

jr relative permittivity of lubricant

c Cd=d, diametral clearance ratio

D ratio of asperity to the net contact surface area of bearing liner and

journal in each shaft revolution
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Chapter 17

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS AND
DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF DIFFERENT
MULTI-LOBES AND TILTING-PAD JOURNAL
BEARINGS BY ELECTRICAL ANALOGY

17.1 General

A theoretical approach to evaluate capacitance, resistance, capacitive reactance

and impedance of different multi-lobes and tilting-pad hydrodynamic journal bear-

ings under different operating conditions has been developed. It has been established

that the change in capacitance and resistance with the change in eccentricity ratio is

non-linear. The capacitance and resistance, thus determined, are correlated with the

flexibility/stiffness�1 and damping coefficients of bearings, respectively, using elec-

trical analogy approach and it is found that the stiffness and damping coefficients are

higher for multi-lobe bearings as compared to those of the cylindrical bearings

having identical dimensional parameters operating under similar operating condi-

tions. Also, tilting-pad journal bearings are found to have better dynamic character-

istics than the equivalent multi-lobe bearings.

The analysis may have a potential to diagnose the stability regime of a bearing

through the bearings electrical parameters. The electrical analogy may be a useful

alternative to the conventional techniques.

17.2 Introduction

Cylindrical journal bearings are not common in use in high-speed machines

because of their higher temperature increase and bearing instability. Two-lobe,



three-lobe and four-lobe, tilting-pad journal bearings are used extensively in high speed

rotating machines because of their superior dynamic characteristics. Multi-lobe bear-

ings can be chosen so that the rotor support system can be tuned to minimize the rotor

response.Dynamic coefficients data for two-lobe, three-lobe, four-lobe and tilting-pad

bearings are available in the literature. Perturbation techniques have been used, which

require solving theReynolds equationboth for stiffness anddamping coefficients [1–3].

In most of the cases, it is possible to represent a mechanical vibrating system by

an electric circuit. This is because of analogy between electrical and mechanical

systems exist because of the similarity of differential equations, which represent

them [4]. The assembly and measurement of electrical system is much easy as

compared to that of the mechanical system.

It is evident that in hydrodynamic journal bearings, the zone of minimum film

thickness, i.e. the load-carrying oil films, varies along the circumference of a bearing

through out the bearing length. This forms a capacitor of varying capacitance

between the journal and bearing, depending on permittivity of the lubricant, circum-

ferential length of load-carrying oil film, bearing length, eccentricity and clearance of

the bearing. In addition, the load-carrying oil film offers resistance depending on

operating parameters and resistivity of the lubricant. Thus, the load-carrying oil film

forms a resistor–capacitor (RC) circuit and offers impedance to a current flow in a

hydrodynamic journal bearing. Thus, by analyzing the RC Circuit the behavior of a

journal bearing can be predicted. Similar studies have been carried out for cylindrical

journal and rolling-element bearings in Chapters 15 and 5, respectively [5, 6].

This chapter discusses the theoretical studies undertaken to determine the cap-

acitance and active resistance of the interacting surface of a journal with two-lobe,

three-lobe, four-lobe and tilting-pad bearings in the load-carrying oil film under

different operating parameters. Also, the equivalent capacitance and active resistance

of these bearings have been determined and compared with that of a cylindrical

bearing of the same size operating under identical parameters [5]. Based on the

capacitance and resistance, dynamic coefficients of different multi-lobe, tilting-pad

and cylindrical bearings have been computed, and the values have been compared.

17.3 Two-Lobe Journal Bearing

17.3.1 Geometry and Geometrical Characteristics of Two-Lobe

Elliptical Bearings

The elliptical bearing is made up of two circular arcs, with their centers of

curvature, OL, and OU, each displaced by a distance, ep, from the geometric center,

Ob, of the bearing as shown in Fig. 17.1. For any given journal position Oj, the

eccentricities e1, e2 and attitude angles f1, f2 of the two lobes will be different as
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shown in Fig. 17.2. The various mathematical relations can be developed for an

elliptical bearing and given for the lower lobe as [7]

«1 ¼ «2p þ «2 2« «p cosf
� 1=2

(17:1)

f1 ¼
tan�1 « sinf

«p þ « cosf

 � (17:2)

and

l1 ¼
p

2
� f1

Likewise, for the upper lobe:

«2 ¼ («2p þ «2 � 2««p cosf)
1=2 (17:3)

f2 ¼
p � tan�1 « sinf

«p � « cosf
(17:4)

and

l2 ¼ 3
p

2
� f2
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Lower lobe
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Fig. 17.1. Journal configuration in a hydrodynamic elliptical/two-lobe journal

bearing under rotation
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The film thickness for the lobes, in non-dimensional form, can be expressed

as [7]

H ¼ 1þ «1 cos (uþ l1) (17:5)

H ¼ 1þ «2 cos (uþ l2)

where

H ¼
h

Ch

and

h ¼ Ch[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]

h ¼ Ch[1þ «2 cos (uþ l2)]
(17:6)
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Fig. 17.2. Geometric parameters of elliptical/two-lobe journal bearing
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17.3.2 Theoretical Analysis

17.3.2.1 Capacitance and Active Resistance of Cylindrical Hydrodynamic

Journal Bearings

For each revolution of the shaft, part of the circumference of the journal passes

through a zone of load-carrying oil film. This forms a parallel plate capacitor of

varying thickness between the interacting surfaces of the journal and the bearing. The

equivalent capacitance of a hydrodynamic journal bearing has been determined in

Chapter 15 and is given as [5]

Ccb ¼
4djd tan�1 0:41 (1þ «c)=(1� «c)½ �1=2

c(1� «2c)
1=2

(17:7)

The equivalent resistance of a cylindrical bearing is determined as [5]

Rcb ¼
Lr(1� «2c)

1=2

4dd tan�1 0:41 (1þ «c)=(1� «c)½ �1=2
(17:8)

17.3.2.2 Capacitance and Active Resistance of Upper and Lower

Lobe of a Two-Lobe Elliptical Journal Bearings

17.3.2.2.1 Capacitance

In an elliptical bearing contrary to a cylindrical journal bearing, positive pres-

sure builds up in both lower and upper lobes. The analysis is performed in a unitary

manner, for both lobes, by starting the analysis with an isolated lobe placed in any

position with respect to the shaft or to the bearing center. The characteristics of a

bearing as a whole are found by summing the results from a number of lobes.

During rotation of the shaft, part of the circumference of the journal passes

through lower lobe and part passes through the upper lobe in a zone of active load-

carrying oil film. This forms a parallel plate capacitor of varying film thickness

between the interacting surface of the journal and an individual lobe, whereas

capacitance of both the lobes are in parallel to each other with respect to the journal.

However, the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor is greatest at the minimum film

thickness of an individual lobe, and reduces on both sides as the film thickness

increases.

17.3.2.2.1.1 Capacitance of Lower Lobe

The change in capacitance DC, between two rectangular plates of width dX and

length L, located at the angular coordinate differential du (as shown in Fig. 17.1)

and separated by a film thickness of Dh, is given as
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DC ¼
2j[(X þ dX )L� XL]

2hþ Dh
(17:9)

The change in film thickness (Dh) is very small in comparison to dX and hence

can be neglected. Thus, the change in capacitance is given as

DC ¼
jdXL

h
(17:10)

From Fig. 17.1, it is evident that

dX ¼ du(rþ Ch) (17:11)

On substituting Eqns. (17.6) and (17.11) into Eqn. (17.10), the change in cap-

acitance is given as

DC ¼
jL(rþ Ch)du

Ch[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
(17:12)

The maximum change in capacitance depends on angle u – the angular coord-

inate measured from leading edge – and occurs along the film thickness. Thus,

integrating between the inlet angle upi and the outlet angle upe, the capacitance of

the lower lobe of a two-lobe bearing is determined as

CL ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)

ð

upe

�upi

[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
�1du (17:13)

Equation (17.13) can be integrated by Sommerfeld substitution [8] and capaci-

tance is worked out using equation l1 ¼ p=2� f1:

CL ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «21)

�1=2

� cos�1 «1 � sin (upe � f1)

1� «1 sin (upe � f1)

� �

� cos�1 «1 þ sin (upi þ f1)

1þ «1 sin (upi þ f1)

� �� �

(17:14)

17.3.2.2.1.2 Capacitance of the Upper Lobe

Similar to Eqn. (17.14), the capacitance of the upper lobe of an elliptical bearing

is given as

CU ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)

ð

upe

�upi

[1þ «2 cos (uþ l2)]
�1du (17:15)

On integrating and using equation l2 ¼ 3p=2� f2, the capacitance of upper

lobe is worked out similar to Eqn. (17.14) and given as
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CU ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «22)

�1=2

� cos�1 «2 þ sin (upe � f2)

1þ «2 sin (upe � f2)

� �

� cos�1 «2 � sin (upi þ f2)

1� «2 sin (upi þ f2)

� �� �

(17:16)

17.3.2.2.2 Resistance

The change in conductance=resistance�1
, DF , between two rectangular plates of

width dX of bearing length L, located at an angular coordinate differential du and

separated by a film of thickness Dh, is given as

DF ¼
dX L

rh
(Dh being small and hence negligible) (17:17)

The maximum change in conductance=resistance�1
depends on an angle u – the

angular coordinate measured from the leading edge and along the film thickness. So,

on integrating between the inlet angle upi and the outlet angle upe, the resistance of the

lower lobe [using Eqns. (17.11) and (17.6)] is determined as

FL ¼ R�1
L ¼ r�1L(rþ Ch)C

�1
h

ð

upe

�upi

[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
�1du (17:18)

The above equation is integrated using Sommerfeld substituting [8], and

resistance of lower lobe is worked out using equation l1 ¼ p=2� f1, which is

given as

RL ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «21)
1=2

� cos�1 «1 � sin (upe � f1)

1� «1 sin (upe � f1)

� �

� cos�1 «1 þ sin (upi þ f1)

1þ «1 sin (upi þ f1)

� �� ��1

(17:19)

Similarly, resistance for upper lobe (F�1
U =RU) is worked out using equation

l2 ¼ 3p=2� f2 and given as

RU ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «22)
1=2

� cos�1 «2 þ sin (upe � f2)

1þ «2 sin (upe � f2)

� �

� cos�1 «2 � sin (upi þ f2)

1� «2 sin (upi þ f2)

� �� ��1

(17:20)
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17.3.2.3 Equivalent Capacitance and Active Resistance of

Two-Lobe Bearing

17.3.2.3.1 Capacitance

As per the electrical analogy, both the lobes of an elliptical bearing are in

parallel to each other with respect to the journal. So the equivalent capacitance of

the two-lobe bearing is determined as

Ceq ¼ CL þ CU (17:21)

17.3.2.3.2 Resistance

Since both the lobes are in parallel to each other with respect to the journal, the

equivalent resistance of a two-lobe bearing is given as

R�1
eq ¼ R�1

L þ R�1
U

and hence

Req ¼
RLRU

RL þ RU

(17:22)

17.3.2.4 Capacitive Reactance and Impedance of

Two-Lobe Bearings

Capacitive reactance between the interacting surfaces of the journal and the

bearing in the oil film is determined and given as [5]

X�1
eq ¼ wCeq ¼ w(CL þ CU), X�1

L ¼ wCL,

X�1
U ¼ wCU

where w ¼ 2pf

and

X�1
eq ¼ X�1

L þ X�1
U (17:23)

The impedance of bearing circuit is determined as [5]

ZU ¼ RU � jXU

ZL ¼ RL � jXL

and

Zeq ¼ Req � jXeq (17:24)
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The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance is given as [Eqn. (17.23) and

Eqns. (17.13)–(17.20)]

Xeq

Req

¼
R�1

L þ R�1
U

X�1
U þ X�1

U

,
XL

RL

¼
1

wCLRL

,
XU

RU

¼
1

wCURU

Xeq

Req

¼
RL þ RU

wRLRU(CU þ CU)
¼

1

wrj
¼

XL

RL

¼
XU

RU

(17:25)

17.3.2.5 Determination of Stiffness and Damping Coefficients by

Electrical Analogy

For an electrical circuit with components including inductance (Lj), resistance

(R), and capacitance (C), under the influence of voltage (E), the following equation

can be written as [4]

Lj

di

dt
þ Ri þ C�1

ð

i dt ¼ E (17:26)

where t is the time and is current flowing through the circuit.

Since

Q (the charge) ¼

ð

i dt (17:27)

Equation (17.26) is modified as

Lj
€QQþ R _QQþ C�1Q ¼ E (17:28)

The inductance Lj of a journal bearing is worked out by Prashad [9] and is

expressed as [Chapter 21]

Lj ¼ 2� 10�9L loge
Cd þ d

d

� �

(17:29)

The equation representing a mechanical system with damping and a single

degree of freedom is written as

M €XX þ Cc
_XX þ KX ¼ F (17:30)

Equations (17.29) and (17.30) imply voltage–force analogy. Voltage (E) in an

electrical circuit corresponds to force in a mechanical system. Charge (Q) in columns,

current (i) in amperes, inductance (Lj) in Henry, resistance (R) in ohms, capacitance

(C) in Farad of Eqns. (17.28) and (17.26) correspond to displacement (X), velocity (X
.
),

mass (M), damping coefficients (Cc) in N sm�1 and flexibility=stiffness�1
(1=K) in
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mN�1, respectively of Eqn. (17.30). Stiffness (Keq andKcb) and damping (Ceq andCcb)

coefficients of the two-lobe and cylindrical bearings have been evaluated by this

analogy.

17.3.2.6 Comparison of the Electrical Analogy Approach With

Conventional Analysis

It may be noted that the electrical analogy is geometrically based on solutions

for charge distribution along potential and isostatic surfaces, with an assumed

analogy between force and voltage providing coupling to the mechanical hydro-

dynamic problem. The solution satisfies continuity. Ratios of solutions eliminate

the need for heuristic data such as resistivity, dielectric constant and equivalent

inductance of the fluid film; thus any value will suffice, as these values are not

required for comparisons provided the fluid conditions remains constant. Solutions

to the electrical equations provide potential lines and iso-surfaces.

Similarly, a direct solution to the Reynolds equation for a fluid with constant

properties would evolve into a solution of the continuity equation and would only be

geometry-dependent. The dynamic would depend on solutions to the steady and

perturbed equations, and again for constant properties would only be geometry-

dependent. Also, ratios of solutions would not require knowing the fluid properties.

Hence, the electrical analogy can be used as an alternative to conventional analysis,

as a potential tool for relative comparison in addition to the absolute.

17.3.3 Data Derived and Discussion

17.3.3.1 Data Derived from Analysis

The capacitance and resistance of cylindrical and two-lobe bearings (lower lobe

and upper lobe), along with the equivalent dynamic coefficients, are computed under

different eccentricity ratios for the bearing with L=d ¼ 0:5, Ch ¼ 0:4mm,

ep ¼ 0:2mm, Cd=d ¼ 0:001 as per the developed methodology and data is computed

as shown in Tables 17.1 and 17.2. Figures 17.3 and 17.4 show the variation of

stiffness and damping coefficients with eccentricity ratio, respectively. Attitude

angle, eccentricity ratio and other relevant details for a two-lobe bearing have been

taken from the published data [7] for an elliptical bearing. Based on the electrical

analogy, stiffness and damping coefficients are worked out under different operating

conditions for two-lobe and cylindrical bearings (Tables 17.1 and 17.2). Table 17.3

gives the ratio of damping and stiffness coefficients CdL, CdU, Cdeq, KL, KU and Keq

of the two-lobe bearing to that of the respective coefficients of cylindrical bearing

(Cdc, Kcb).
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17.3.3.2 Capacitance of Two-Lobe and Cylindrical Bearings

The capacitance of a two-lobe bearing depends on the capacitance of the lower

and upper lobes. This in turn is a function of lubricant permittivity, horizontal

clearance (Ch), bearing length (L) and shaft radius (r), and depends on the eccentri-

city ratio and attitude angle of the respective lobe along with the angles upi and upe.

With an increase in the eccentricity ratio, the capacitance of a lobe increases. For the

lower lobe, as the eccentricity ratio («1) increases from 0.7 to 0.96, CL increases from

(2:48� 10�9)f to (4:51� 10�9)f. Similarly, for the upper lobe as («2) increases from

0.253 to 0.54, CU increases from (0:6� 10�9)f to (1:66� 10�9)f as shown in Table

17.1. For a lower eccentricity ratio, the capacitance of the lobe has a different

pattern. This is because of the fact the eccentricity ratio («1, «2) and attitude angle

(f1, f2) of a lobe depends on the cosine of the attitude angle (f), in addition to the

global eccentricity ratio («) of the two-lobe bearing [Eqns. (17.1)–(17.4)]. The change

in capacitance with eccentricity ratio is non-linear (Table 17.1).

The capacitance of the lower lobe (CL) of a two-lobe bearing for ratio («) is

greater than that of the upper lobe (CU) under identical eccentricity as shown in

Table 17.1. However the variation is non-linear. It is evident from the fact that the

equivalent capacitance is high [(5:11� 10�9)f and (4:76� 10�9)f] both at the high

and low eccentricity ratios (0.494 and 0.273) of the two-lobe bearing as compared to

the other values of « varying between 0.372 and 0.46, for which the Ceq has lower

value, and it is around (4:1� 10�9)f (Table 17.1).

The capacitance of a cylindrical bearing depends on j, Cd=d, d, and «c. It

increases with the eccentricity ratio, and varies between (6:85� 10�9)f and

(9:3� 10�9)f for the bearing having L=d ¼ 0:5, Cd=d ¼ 0:001 as the eccentricity

ratio changes from 0.273 to 0.494 (Table 17.2). There is no change observed in

pattern of capacitance with a change in the eccentricity ratio as in the case of a

two-lobe bearing (Table 17.2). The change in capacitance with a change in eccentri-

city ratio is non-linear for a cylindrical bearing, similar to that of the two-lobe

bearing.

17.3.3.3 Resistance of Two-Lobe and Cylindrical Bearings

The resistance of a two-lobe bearing depends on the individual resistance of the

lower and upper lobes. This in turn is a function of lubricant resistivity (r), Ch, L, r,

and depend on f1, «1 for the lower lobe, and f2, «2 for the upper lobe along with the

angles upi and upe. With an increase in the eccentricity ratio, the resistance of a lobe

decreases. For the lower lobe as the eccentricity ratio («1) increases from 0.70 to 0.96,

RL decreases from 8:62� 106 to 4:92� 106 ohm. Similarly, for the upper lobe, as «2

increases from 0.253 to 0.54, RU is reduced from 37� 106 to 11:2� 106 ohm. The
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Table 17.1. Capacitance, resistance and dynamic coefficients of two-lobe bearing under different operating parameters

« f�(
) «1 f�
1(


) «2 f�
2(


)

CL

�10�9(f)

CU

�10�9

(f)

Ceq

�10�9

(f)

RL

�106

(ohm)

RU

�106

(ohm)

Req

�106

(ohm)

CdL

�106

(N sm�1)

CdU

�106

(N sm�1)

Cdeq

�106

(N sm�1)

KL

�109

(N m�1)

KU

�109

(Nm�1)

Keq

�109

(Nm�1)

0.494 29.5 0.96 14.7 0.253 106.10 4.51 0.60 5.11 4.92 37.0 4.34 4.92 37 4.34 0.22 1.67 0.20

0.460 57.0 0.84 27.47 0.460 122.66 3.02 1.10 4.12 7.34 20.2 5.38 7.34 20.2 5.38 0.33 0.91 0.24

0.410 69.0 0.75 30.31 0.520 132.65 2.49 1.57 4.06 8.87 14.1 5.50 8.87 14.1 5.50 0.40 0.64 40.25

0.372 74.43 0.70 30.96 0.540 138.01 2.48 1.66 4.14 8.62 13.4 5.25 8.62 13.4 5.25 0.40 0.60 0.24

0.273 79.54 0.61 26.16 0.524 149.04 2.75 2.01 4.76 8.14 11.2 4.71 8.14 11.2 4.71 0.36 0.50 0.21

*L=d ¼ 0:5, L ¼ 150mm, d ¼ 300mm, Ch ¼ 0:4mm, ep ¼ 0:2mm, «p ¼ 0:5, j ¼ 2:5� 8:854� 10�12 fm�1, r ¼ 1011 ohmcm.

3
5
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change in resistance of lobes and bearing with a change in eccentricity ratio is not

linear in all the ranges of eccentricity ratio, and nor the change in equivalent

resistance with global eccentricity ratio («) is linear. The equivalent resistance is

4:34� 106, 5:5� 106 and 4:71� 106 ohm at the eccentricity ratio («) of 0.494, 0.41

and 0.273, respectively (Table 17.1).

Similarly, for a cylindrical bearing, resistance decreases with an increase in

eccentricity ratio and the change of resistance is non-linear for all ranges of eccen-

tricity ratios. The resistance decreases from 3:21� 106 to 2:38� 106 ohm as the

eccentricity increases from 0.273 to 0.494.

17.3.3.4 Stiffness and Damping Coefficients of Two-Lobe and

Cylindrical Bearings

17.3.3.4.1 Damping Coefficient

The damping coefficient of the lower lobe (CdL), of a two-lobe bearing varies

non-linearly from 4:92� 106 to 8:87� 106 to 8:14� 106 Nsm�1 as «1 decreases from

0.96 to 0.75 to 0.61, respectively. Also, CdU follow the non-linear pattern and

decreases from 37� 106 to 11:20� 106 Nsm�1 as «2 increases from 0.253 to 0.524

(Table 17.1). The equivalent damping coefficient (Cdeq) follow a non-linear pattern

similar to that of CdL, CdU and varies from 4:34� 106 to 5:50� 106 to

4:71� 106 Nsm�1 as « decreases from 0.494 to 0.41 to 0.273, respectively (Table

17.1) as shown in Fig. 17.3.

Also, for the cylindrical bearing, the damping coefficient (Cdc) increases non-

linearly from 2:38� 106 to 3:21� 106 Nsm�1 with a variation in the eccentricity

ratio of 0.494–0.273 (Table 17.2). The ratio of CdL=Cdc and CdU=Cdc, Cdeq=Cdc under

different eccentricity ratios vary between 2.07 and 3.27, 3.49 and 15.55, and 1.47 and

2.17, respectively as shown in Table 17.3 (Fig. 17.3). This indicates that a two-lobe

Table 17.2. Capacitance, resistance and dynamic coefficients of cylindrical

hydrodynamic journal bearing under different operating parameters

S. No. « Ccb � 10�9(f) Rcb � 106(ohm) Cdc � 106(N sm�1) Kcb � 109(N m�1)

1 0.494 9.3 2.38 2.38 0.107

2 0.460 8.95 2.48 2.48 0.112

3 0.410 8.24 2.71 2.71 0.121

4 0.372 7.76 2.88 2.88 0.130

5 0.273 6.85 3.21 3.21 0.146

d ¼ L=d ¼ 0:5, L ¼ 150 mm, d ¼ 300 mm, c ¼ Cd=d ¼ 0:001, r ¼ 1011 ohm cm, j ¼ 2:5 � 8:854 �

10�12 fm�1.
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bearing has better damping characteristics compared to a cylindrical bearing

under the identical eccentricity ratios having the identical or comparable dimen-

sional parameters. A similar trend exists in the published work by different authors

[1, 2, 10].

17.3.3.4.2 Stiffness Coefficient

The stiffness coefficient of the lower lobe (KL) varies non-linearly from

0:22� 109 to 0:40� 109 to 0:36� 109 Nm�1 as «1 decreases from 0.96 to 0.75

and 0.70 to 0.61, respectively. Similarly, KU follows non-linear pattern and

decreases from 1:67� 109 to 0:50� 109 N m�1 as «2 increases from 0.253 to 0.524

(Table 17.1) as shown in Fig. 17.4. The equivalent stiffness coefficient (Keq) also
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+

Fig. 17.3. Variation of damping coefficients with eccentricity ratio of lower lobe (CdL), upper

lobe (CdU) and equivalent damping Cdeq of two-lobe and Cdc of cylindrical bearings

Table 17.3. Comparison of dynamic coefficients of two-lobe

and cylindrical bearings

S. No. «c CdL=Cdc CdU=Cdc Ceq=Cdc KL=Kcb KU=Kcb Keq=Kcb

1 0.494 2.07 15.55 1.82 2.06 15.61 1.87

2 0.464 2.96 8.15 2.17 2.95 8.13 2.14

3 0.410 3.27 5.21 2.03 3.31 5.29 2.07

4 0.372 2.99 4.65 1.82 3.08 4.62 1.85

5 0.273 2.54 3.49 1.47 2.47 3.42 1.44
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follows the non-linear pattern, similar to KU, KL, and varies from 0:20� 109 to

0:25� 109 to 0:21� 109 N m�1 as « decreases from 0.494 to 0.41 to 0.273, respect-

ively (Table 17.1), as shown in Fig. 17.4.

For a cylindrical bearing, stiffness coefficient (Kcb) increases non-linearly from

0:107� 109 to 0:145� 109 N m�1 as the eccentricity ratio («c) changes from 0.494 to

0.273 (Table 17.2). The ratios of KL=Kcb, KU=Kcb and Keq=Kcb under different

eccentricity ratios vary between 2.06 and 3.31, 3.42 and 15.61, and 1.44 and 2.07,

respectively, as shown in Table 17.3. This shows that a two-lobe bearing has better

stiffness characteristics as compared to a cylindrical bearing under the identical

eccentricity ratios having the identical or comparable dimensional parameters.

A similar trend exists in the published work [1, 2, 10].

Nomenclature

Cd diametral clearance of cylindrical bearing

Ch horizontal radial clearance of two-lobe bearing

CL, CU capacitance of lower and upper lobe, respectively

CdL damping coefficient of lower lobe

CdU damping coefficient of upper lobe
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Fig. 17.4. Variation of stiffness coefficients with eccentricity ratio of lower lobe (KL), upper

lobe (KU) and equivalent stiffness Keq of two-lobe and Kcb of cylindrical bearings
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Cdeq equivalent damping coefficient of two-lobe bearing

Ceq equivalent capacitance of two-lobe bearing

Cdc damping coefficient of cylindrical bearing

Ccb capacitance of cylindrical bearing

Cc damping coefficient

C capacitance

d shaft diameter

e, e1, e2 bearing eccentricity, eccentricity of lower and upper lobe, respectively

ep bearing ellipticity

E voltage

f frequency of applied voltage

F force

FL, FU conductance of lower and upper lobe, respectively

h film thickness

H h=ch
i current

K stiffness

KL stiffness of lower lobe

KU stiffness of upper lobe

Keq equivalent stiffness of two-lobe bearing

Kcb stiffness of cylindrical bearing

L bearing length

Lj inductance

M mass

Q charge

r radius of journal

rL radius of lobe

R resistance

RL, RU resistance of lower and upper lobe, respectively

Rcb resistance of cylindrical journal bearing

Req equivalent resistance of two-lobe bearing

t time

w 2pf

XL, XU, Xeq capacitive reactance of lower lobe, upper lobe and equivalent

capacitive reactance of two-lobe bearing, respectively

ZL, ZU, Zeq impedance of lower lobe, upper lobe and equivalent impedance of

two-lobe bearing, respectively

d ¼ L=d length to diameter ratio

«c eccentricity ratio of cylindrical bearing
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«, «p, «1, «2 (e, ep, e1, e2)=Ch

f attitude angle of two-lobe bearing

f1, f2 attitude angle for lower and upper lobe, respectively

fc attitude angle of cylindrical bearing

l1, l2 location of loading edge of the positive pressure fluid-film with

reference to line of centers for lower and upper lobes

u angular coordinate measured from leading edge for either lower

or upper lobe

upi inlet angle from line of centers to leading edge film in each lobe

upe outlet angle from line of centers to trailing edge film in each lobe

r resistivity of lubricant

j permittivity/dielectric constant of lubricant [jojr(fm�1)]

jr relative permittivity of lubricant

jo premittivity of free space (8:854� 10�12 fm�1)

c diametral clearance ratio of cylindrical bearing (Cd=d)

17.4 Three-Lobe Bearing

17.4.1 Geometry and Geometrical Characteristics of

Three-Lobe Bearings

The three-lobe bearing is made up of three equal non-concentric arcs, with their

centers of curvatures O1, O2 and O3, each displaced by a distance, ep, from the

geometric center Ob, of the bearing, as shown in Fig. 17.5. For any given journal

positions Oj, the eccentricities e1, e2, and e3 and attitude angles f1, f2, f3 for each

lobe will be different, as shown in Fig. 17.6. The angle f, and distance between

bearing center and journal center give the global attitude angle and eccentricity e,

respectively (Fig. 17.6). Nica [7] has developed various mathematical relationships

for a three-lobe bearing, which are given as

«1 ¼ («2p þ «2 þ 2«p« cosf)
1=2 (17:31)

f1 ¼ tan�1 « sinf

«p þ « cosf

� �

(17:32)

«2 ¼ «2p þ «2 � 2«p« cos
p

3
þ f

� h i1=2
(17:33)

f2 ¼
2p

3
� tan�1 « sin (p=3þ f)

«p � « cos (p=3þ f)

� �

(17:34)
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«3 ¼ «2p þ «2 � 2««p cos
p

3
� f

� h i1=2
(17:35)

f3 ¼
4p

3
þ tan�1 « sin (p=3� f)

«p � « cos (p=3� f)

� �

(17:36)

and

l1 ¼
2p

3
� f1

l2 ¼
4p

3
� f2

l3 ¼ 2p � f3

(17:37)

Ch

rL

ep

rL

o2

o1

ob
o3

rL
dq

r

h

h

x

x + dx

Fig. 17.5. Journal configuration in a hydrodynamic three-lobe journal bearing under rotation
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The film thickness for first, second and third lobe can be expressed as [7]

h ¼ Ch[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)] (17:38)

or

h ¼ Ch[1þ «2 cos (uþ l2)]

or

h ¼ Ch[1þ «3 cos (uþ l3)]

17.4.2 Theoretical Analysis of Capacitance and Active Resistance of

the Individual Lobes of Three-Lobe Bearings

17.4.2.1 Capacitance

In a three-lobe bearing, contrary to an elliptical or a cylindrical bearing, positive

pressure builds in all the three lobes. The analysis is performed in a unitary manner,

for three lobes, by starting the analysis with an isolated lobe placed in any position

with respect to the shaft or to the bearing center. The characteristics of the bearing as

a whole are found by summing up the results from the individual lobes similar to that

of a two-lobe bearing.

o1

eP

ePeP

ob

e2
o2 e3

oj

o3

f1

f

f3

f2

e

e1

Fig. 17.6. Geometrical parameters of a three-lobe journal bearing
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During rotation of the shaft, part of the circumference of the journal passes

through each lobe in a zone of load-carrying oil film. This forms a parallel plate

capacitor of varying film thickness between the interacting surfaces of the journal

and an individual lobe. The capacitances of all three lobes are in parallel to each

other with respect to the journal. However, the capacitance of parallel plate capacitor

is greatest at the minimum film thickness of an individual lobe, and reduces on both

the sides as the film thickness increases.

17.4.2.1.1 Capacitance of the Individual Lobes

The change in capacitance DC between two rectangular plates of width dX of

length L, located at the angular coordinate differential du (as shown in Fig. 17.5) and

separated by a film thickness Dh, is given by

DC ¼ 2j
(X þ dX )L� XL

2hþ Dh
(17:39)

The change in film thickness (Dh) is very small in comparison to dX and hence

can be neglected. Thus the change in capacitance is given as

DC ¼
jdXL

h
(17:40)

From Fig. 17.5, it is evident that

dX ¼ du(rþ Ch) (17:41)

On substituting the values from Eqns. (17.38) and (17.41) into Eqn. (17.40), the

change in capacitance of the first lobe is expressed as

DC ¼
jL(rþ Ch)du

Ch[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
(17:42)

The maximum change in capacitance depends on an angle u – the angle coor-

dinate measured from leading edge to trailing edge – and it is along the film

thickness. Thus, integrating between the inlet angle upi and outlet angle upe, the

capacitance of the first lobe of a three-lobe bearing is determined as

C1 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)

ð

upe

upi

[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
�1du (17:43)

Equation (17.43) can be integrated by Sommerfeld substitution [8]. Capacitance

is worked out by using Eqn. (17.37) (l1 ¼ 2p=3� f1) and by taking upe and upi equal

to 1108 and 108 for the first lobe on considering 208 as the angle for the oil supply for

each lobe. Capacitance of the first lobe is given as
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C1 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «21)

�1=2

� cos�1 «1 þ cos (230
 � f1)

1þ «1 cos (230
 � f1)

� �

� cos�1 «1 þ cos (130
 � f1)

1þ «1 cos (130
 � f1)

� �� �

(17:44)

Similar to Eqn. (17.43), capacitance of the lobes 2 and 3 (C2 and C3) can be

determined using «1, «2 and «3 for the respective lobes and integrating by taking upe

and upi between 2308 and 1308 for lobe 2, and between 3508 and 2508 for lobe 3,

respectively. C2 and C3 are determined by the following equations:

C2 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «22)

�1=2

� cos�1 «2 þ cos (110
 � f2)

1þ «2 cos (110
 � f2)

� �

� cos�1 «2 þ cos (10
 � f2)

1þ «2 cos (10
 � f2)

� �� �

(17:45)

and

C3 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «23)

�1=2

� cos�1 «3 þ cos (350
 � f3)

1þ «3 cos (350
 � f3)

� �

� cos�1 «3 þ cos (250
 � f3)

1þ «3 cos (250
 � f3)

� �� �

(17:46)

17.4.2.2 Resistance

The change in conductance=resistance�1
, DF , between two rectangular plates of

width dX of bearing length L, located at an angular coordinate differential du and

separated by a film thickness Dh, is given as

DF ¼
dXL

rh
(Dh being small and hence negligible) (17:47)

The maximum change in conductance=resistance�1
depends on an angle u – the

angular coordinate is measured from the leading edge and is along the oil film

thickness. So, on integrating between the inlet angle upi and the outlet angle upe,

the resistance of the first lobe of a three-lobe bearing is determined using Eqns.

(17.41) and (17.38), and is given as

F ¼ R�1
1 ¼ r�1L(rþ Ch)C

�1
h

ð

upe

upi

[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
�1du (17:48)

The above equation is integrated using Sommerfeld substitution [8]. The resist-

ance of each lobe is worked out using similar integration limits as for the capacitance

of the respective lobe and is given as
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R1 ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «21)
1=2

� cos�1 «1 þ cos (230
 � f1)

1þ «1 cos (230
 � f1)

� �

� cos�1 «1 þ cos (130
 � f1)

1þ «1 cos (130
 � f1)

� �� ��1

(17:49)

R2 ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «22)
1=2

� cos�1 «2 þ cos (110
 � f2)

1þ «2 cos (110
 � f2)

� �

� cos�1 «2 þ cos (10
 � f2)

1þ «2 cos (10
 � f2)

� �� ��1

(17:50)

R3 ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «23)
1=2

� cos�1 «3 þ cos (350
 � f3)

1þ «3 cos (350
 � f3)

� �

� cos�1 «3 þ cos (250
 � f3)

1þ «3 cos (350
 � f3)

� �� ��1

(17:51)

17.4.3 Equivalent Capacitance, Active Resistance, Capacitive Reactance

and Impendance of Three-Lobe Bearings

17.4.3.1 Capacitance

As per the electrical analogy, all the lobes of a three-lobe bearing are in parallel

to each other with respect to the journal. So the equivalent capacitance of the three-

lobe bearing is determined as

Ceq ¼ C1 þ C2 þ C3 (17:52)

17.4.3.2 Resistance

Since all the lobes are in parallel to each other with respect to the journal, the

equivalent resistance of the three-lobe bearing is given as

Req ¼
R1R2R3

R1R2 þ R2R3 þ R1R3

(17:53)

17.4.3.3 Capacitive Reactance and Impedance of Three-Lobe Bearings

Capacitive reactance between the interacting surfaces of the journal and each

lobe in the oil film, as well as the equivalent capacitive reactance of the bearing, is

determined by Prashad [5] and is expressed as
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X1 ¼
1

wC1

, X2 ¼
1

wC2

, X3 ¼
1

wC3

and

Xeq ¼
1

wCeq

(17:54)

The impedance of bearing circuit is determined as

Z1 ¼ R1 � jX1, Z2 ¼ R2 � jX2, Z3 ¼ R3 � jX3

Zeq ¼ Req � jXeq

(17:55)

The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance is given by [Eqns. (17.43)–

(17.54)]

Xeq

Req

¼
X1

R1

¼
X2

R2

¼
X3

R3

¼
1

rjw
(17:56)

17.4.4 Data Deduction and Discussion

The capacitance, resistance and dynamic coefficients for an individual lobe and

an equivalent value of these parameters for the three-lobe bearing having

L=d ¼ 0:5 (L ¼ 150mm, d ¼ 300mm), Ch ¼ 0:4mm and ep ¼ 0:2mm have been

computed as per the developed methodology and are shown in Table 17.4, and

Figs.17.7 and 17.8. The global attitude angles, eccentricity ratios, and other relevant

details for the three-lobe bearing have been taken from the published data by Nica

[7]. The attitude angles as well as the eccentricity ratios for an individual lobe have

been computed separately using Eqns. (17.31)–(17.36). Based on the electrical

analogy, dynamic coefficients of each lobe have been worked out for the global

eccentricity ratios of 0.293, 0.195, 0.141, and 0.077 with the corresponding attitude

angles of 31.38, 39.88, 44.88 and 49.78, respectively. Also the equivalent values of

dynamic coefficients of the three-lobe bearing have been compared with those of two-

lobe and cylindrical bearings, and are shown in Figs.17.7 and 17.8 [6, 11].

The effective dynamic coefficients of the three-lobe bearings determined by the

approach developed have also been compared with those obtained through the

conventional approaches [12]. The approach used for this comparison is similar to

that reported in Section 17.3 for two-lobe and cylindrical bearings [13].

17.4.4.1 Capacitance

The capacitance of a three-lobe bearing depends on the capacitance of each lobe.

This, in turn, is a function of lubricant permittivity, horizontal clearance (Ch),
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bearing length (L), and shaft radius (r), and depends on the eccentricity ratio and

attitude angle of the respective lobe along with the angles upi and upe [Eqns. (17.43)–

(17.46)].

With a decrease in the global eccentricity ratio from 0.293 to 0.077, the attitude

angle increases from 31.38 to 49.78 (Table 17.4). «1, «2 decrease, as against «3 which

increases, with decrease in global eccentricity ratio. Under these conditions, the

capacitances of lobes 1, 2 and 3 change between (0:975� 10�9)f and

(0:421� 10�9)f, (0:970� 10�9)f and (1:735� 10�9)f, and (1:133� 10�9)f and

(1:960� 10�9)f, respectively. The variation of capacitance with eccentricity ratio is

non-linear. Under global eccentricity ratios of less than 0.293, the capacitance of lobe

3 is more than that of lobes 1 and 2. This is because of the relatively less eccentricity

ratio («3) of lobe 3 and the influence of film thickness and attitude angle on the

capacitance as compared to that of the lobes 1 and 2 [Eqn. (17.38)]. Equivalent

capacitance of the bearing with global eccentricity ratio varies between

(3:13� 10�9)f and (4:21� 10�9)f, and in general increases with decrease in global

eccentricity ratio (Table 17.4). Also, the capacitance of lobes 2 and 3 increases, as

against that of lobe 1, which decreases, with decrease in global eccentricity ratio

(Table17.4).

17.4.4.2 Resistance

The resistance of a three-lobe bearing depends on the individual resistance of

each lobe. This, in turn, is a function of lubricant resistivity, clearance, bearing

length, shaft radius and depends on the attitude angle and eccentricity ratio of each

lobe and varies with the angles upi and upe [Eqns. (17.48)–(17.51)].

Under the change of global eccentricity ratio from 0.293 to 0.077 and attitude

angle from 31.38 to 49.78, the resistances of lobes 1, 2 and 3 change from 22:7� 106

to 52:5� 106 ohm, 22:7� 106 to 12:7� 106 ohm, and 19:54� 106 to 11:29�106 ohm,

respectively (Table 17.4). The variation of resistance with eccentricity ratio is non-

linear. The resistance of the lobe 3 is less than that of lobes 1 and 2, as shown in Table

17.4. This is attributed to the less eccentricity ratio of lobe 3 and the influence of

relatively higher attitude angle as compared to that of the lobes 1 and 2 (as shown in

Table 17.4). Resistance of lobes 2 and 3 decrease, as against that of lobe 1, which

increases with decrease in global eccentricity ratio. However, the equivalent resis-

tance of the three-lobe bearing in general decreases with decrease in global eccentri-

city ratios, and varies between 7:18� 106 and 5:24� 106 ohm, as shown in Table

17.4. This is because of the net effect of the variable film thickness in each lobe of a

three-lobe bearing under the influence of different eccentricity ratios, and operating

under variable conditions.
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Table: 17.4. Capacitance and resistance of three-lobe bearing under different operating parameters

« cosf «

f

(8) «1 «2 «3

f1

(8)

f2

(8)

f3

(8)

C1

�10�9

(f)

C2

�10�9

(f)

C3

�10�9

(f)

Ceq

�10�9

(f)

R1

�106

(ohm)

R2

�106

(ohm)

R3

�106

(ohm)

Req

�106

(ohm)

0.25 0.293 31.3 0.766 0.574 0.280 11.31 89.95 270.1 0.975 0.970 1.133 3.13 22.7 22.7 19.54 7.18

0.15 0.195 39.8 0.662 0.560 0.320 10.46 100.3 252.34 0.799 1.340 1.790 3.93 27.7 16.5 12.32 5.62

0.10 0.141 44.8 0.608 0.553 0.366 9.41 105.7 246.34 0.676 1.606 1.920 4.21 32.4 13.7 11.50 5.24

0.05 0.077 49.7 0.553 0.531 0.425 6.23 112.3 241.85 0.421 1.735 1.960 4.12 52.5 12.7 11.29 5.41

L=d ¼ 0:5, L ¼ 150mm, d ¼ 300mm, Ch ¼ 0:4mm, ep ¼ 0:2mm, «p ¼ 0:5, j ¼ 2:5� 8:854� 10�12 fm�1, r ¼ 1011 ohmcm.
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17.4.4.3 Damping and Stiffness Coefficients of Three-Lobe, Two-Lobe and

Cylindrical Bearings

17.4.4.3.1 Damping Coefficient

The damping coefficient of each lobe varies differently with the eccentricity

ratio. As « changes from 0.293 to 0.077, the variations of Cd1, Cd2 and Cd3 are

non-linear, changing from 22:7� 106 to 52:5� 106 N s m�1, 22:7� 106 to

12:7� 106 N s m�1 and 19:54� 106 to 11:29� 106 N s m�1, respectively as shown

in Table 17.5 (Fig. 17.7). The damping coefficient of lobes 2 and 3 (Cd2, Cd3)

increase, as against that of Cd1, which decreases, with increase in global eccentricity

ratio. Also, the equivalent damping coefficient of the three-lobe bearing follows non-

linear pattern and varies between 5:41� 106 and 7:18� 106 N s m�1 as the global

eccentricity changes between 0.077 and 0.293 as shown in Table 17.5 (Fig. 17.7).

Under the identical conditions of operation, dynamic coefficient of a three-lobe

bearing is found to be more than that of the equivalent two-lobe and cylindrical

bearings, as shown in Fig. 17.7. The data for cylindrical and two-lobe bearings have

been taken from the publishedwork byPrashad [11].A similar trend exists in published

work by Glienicke et al. [1], Knight and Barrett [2], and Dargaiah et al. [10]. Also, the

values of dynamic coefficients determined by the approach developed are found to be

comparable to those obtained through the conventional approaches.

17.4.4.3.2 Stiffness Coefficient

The stiffness coefficient of an individual lobe of a three-lobe bearing depends on

reciprocal of its capacitance [Eqns. (17.28) and (17.30)]. The equivalent stiffness of a

three-lobe bearing is the resultant stiffness of all the lobes connected in parallel.

The stiffness of an individual lobe shows non-linear behavior with the eccentricity

ratio. K1, K2 and K3 vary from 2:38� 109 to 0:970� 109 Nm�1, 0:58� 109 to

1:031� 109 N m�1, and 0:51� 109 to 0:833� 109 N m�1 respectively, as « changes

from 0.077 to 0.293 as shown in Table 17.5 (Fig. 17.8). The stiffness of second and third

lobes (K2, K3) increase with increase in global eccentricity ratio, as against that of K1,

which decreases. The equivalent stiffness of the three-lobe bearing varies between

0:24� 109 and 0:32� 109 N m�1 (Table 17.5). This is more than that of two-lobe

and cylindrical bearings having comparable dimensional parameters and operating

under identical conditions, as shown in Fig. 17.8. The data for cylindrical and two-lobe

bearings have been taken from the published work by Prashad (1996) [11]. A similar

trend exists in published work by Glienicke et al. [1], Knight and Barrett [2], and

Dargaiah et al. [10]. The variation (0:24� 109 to 0:32� 109 N m�1) of the equivalent

stiffness coefficient as shown in Fig. 17.8, determined by this electrical analogy ap-

proach, matches closely with that obtained by Lund and Thomsen [12].
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Table: 17.5. Dynamic coefficients of three-lobe journal bearing under different operating parameters

S. No. « cosf

Cd1 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cd2 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cd3 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cdeq � 106

(Nm�1)

K1 � 109

(Nm�1)

K2 � 109

(Nm�1)

K3 � 109

(Nm�1)

Keq � 109

(Nm�1)

1 0.45 23.60 �67.43 �206.46 �44.06 1.070 �3.110 �9.17 1.96

2 0.25 22.70 22.70 19.54 7.18 0.970 1.031 0.883 0.32

3 0.15 27.70 16.50 12.32 5.62 1.25 0.75 0.560 0.25

4 0.10 32.40 13.70 11.50 5.24 1.48 0.620 0.520 0.24

5 0.05 52.50 12.70 11.29 5.41 2.38 0.58 0.510 0.24
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Fig. 17.7. Variation of damping coefficients with eccentricity ratio of first lobe (Cd1),

second lobe (Cd2), third lobe (Cd3), and equivalent damping of three-lobe, and

Ctb and Ccb of two-lobe and cylindrical bearings
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Nomenclature

C capacitance

Cd diametral clearance

Ch horizontal radial clearance of three-lobe bearing

C1, C2, C3 capacitance of first, second and third lobe, respectively

Ceq equivalent capacitance of three-lobe bearing

Cd1, Cd2, Cd3 damping coefficients of first, second and third lobe, respectively

Cdeq equivalent/effective-damping coefficient of three-lobe bearing

Cc damping coefficient

Ctb equivalent/effective damping coefficient of two-lobe bearing

Ccb equivalent/effective damping coefficient of cylindrical bearing

d shaft diameter

e bearing eccentricity

e1, e2, e3 eccentricity of first, second and third lobe, respectively

ep bearing ellipticity

E voltage

f frequency of applied voltage

F force

F1 conductance

h film thickness

i current

K stiffness

K1, K2, K3 stiffness of first, second and third lobe, respectively

Keq equivalent/effective stiffness coefficient of three-lobe bearing

Ktb equivalent/effective stiffness coefficient of two-lobe bearing

Kcb equivalent/effective stiffness coefficient of cylindrical bearing

L bearing length

Lj inductance

M mass

Q charge

r radius of journal

rL radius of lobe

R resistance

R1, R2, R3 resistance of first, second and third lobe, respectively

Req equivalent resistance of three-lobe bearing

t time

w 2pf

X1, X2, X3 capacitive reactance of first, second and third lobe, respectively
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Xeq, Zeq equivalent capactive reactance and impedance of three-lobe bear-

ing, respectively

Z1, Z2, Z3 impedance of first, second and third lobe, respectively

«, «p, «1, «2, «3 (e, ep, e1, e2, e3)=Ch

f global attitude angle of three-lobe bearing

f1, f2, f3 attitude angle of first, second and third lobe, respectively

l1, l2, l3 location of leading edge of the positive pressure fluid film with

reference to line of centers for first, second and third lobe, re-

spectively

u angular coordinate measured from leading edge of a lobe

upi inlet angle from line of center to leading edge film in each lobe

upe outlet angle from line of center to trailing edge film in each lobe

r resistivity of lubricant

j permittivity/dielectric constant of lubricant [jo jr(fm�1)]

jr relative permittivity of lubricant

jo permittivity of free space (8:854� 10�12 fm�1)

17.5 Four-Lobe Bearing

17.5.1 Geometry and Geometrical Characteristics of Four-Lobe Bearings

The four-lobe bearing is made up of four equal non-concentric arcs with their

centers of curvatures O1, O2, O3, and O4 each displaced by a distance, ep, from the

geometric center Ob, of the bearing as shown in Fig. 17.9. For any given journal

position Oj, the eccentricities e1, e2, e3 and e4 and attitude angles f1, f2, f3 and f4

for each lobe will be different as shown in Fig. 17.10. The angle f and distance

between bearing center and journal center give the global attitude angle and eccen-

tricity e, respectively (Fig. 17.10). The various mathematical relations have been

developed for a four-lobe bearing which are given as

«1 ¼ «2p þ «2 þ 2«p« cosf
� 1=2

(17:57)

f1 ¼ tan�1 « sinf

«p þ « cosf

� �

(17:58)

«2 ¼ «2p þ «2 � 2«p« sinf
� 1=2

(17:59)

f2 ¼
p

2
� tan�1 « cosf

«p � « sinf

� �

(17:60)
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«3 ¼ «2p þ «2 � 2««p cosf
� 1=2

(17:61)

f3 ¼ p þ tan�1 « sinf

«p � « cosf

� �

(17:62)

«4 ¼ «2p þ «2 � 2««p sinf
� 1=2

(17:63)

f4 ¼
3p

2
þ tan�1 « cosf

«p þ « sinf

� �

(17:64)

and

l1 ¼
p

2
� f1

l2 ¼ p � f2

l3 ¼
3p

2
� f3

l4 ¼ 2p � f4

9

>

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

>

;

(17:65)

Ch

x
x + dx

∆h
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o3 dq
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o4o2

eP
rL

rL

o1

Fig. 17.9. Journal configuration in a hydrodynamic four-lobe journal bearing under rotation
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The film thickness for first, second, third and fourth lobe can be expressed

as [8]

h ¼ Ch[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]

h ¼ Ch[1þ «2 cos (uþ l2)]

h ¼ Ch[1þ «3 cos (uþ l3)]

(17:66)

and

h ¼ Ch[1þ «4 cos (uþ l4)]

17.5.2 Theoretical Analysis of Capacitance and Active Resistance

of Four-Lobe Bearings

In a four-lobe bearing, positive pressure is built up in all the four lobes. The

analysis is performed in a unitary manner (for four lobes) by starting the analysis

with an isolated lobe placed in any position with respect to the shaft or to the bearing

center. The characteristics of the bearing as a whole are found by summing up the

results from the individual lobes.

o3

o1

o2

f3

f2

f4

f1

e3

e f

eP

e2

o1

e1

e4

o4

ePob

eP

eP

Fig. 17.10. Geometrical parameters of a four-lobe journal bearing
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17.5.2.1 Capacitance

During rotation of the shaft, part of the circumference of the journal passes

through each lobe in a zone of load-carrying oil film. This forms a parallel plate

capacitor of varying film thickness between the interacting surface of the journal and

an individual lobe. The capacitances of all the four lobes are in parallel to each other

with respect to the journal. However, the capacitance of parallel plate capacitor is

greatest at the minimum film thickness of an individual lobe, and reduces both sides

as the film thickness increases.

17.5.2.1.1 Capacitance of the Individual Lobes

The change in capacitance DC between two rectangular plates of width dX of

length L, located at the angular coordinate differential du (as shown in Fig. 17.9) and

separated by a film thickness Dh, is given by

DC ¼ 2j
(X þ dX )L� XL

2hþ Dh
(17:67)

The change in film thickness (Dh) is very small in comparison to dX and, hence,

can be neglected. Thus the change in capacitance is given as

DC ¼
j dXL

h
(17:68)

From Fig. 17.9, it is evident that

dX ¼ du(rþ Ch) (17:69)

On substituting the values from Eqns. (17.66) and (17.69) into Eqn. (17.68), the

change in capacitance of first lobe is expressed as

DC ¼
jL(rþ Ch) du

Ch[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
(17:70)

The maximum change in capacitance depends on an angle u, the angle coordi-

nate measured from leading edge to trailing edge, and it is along the film thickness.

So on integrating between inlet angle upi and outlet angle upe, the capacitance of the

first lobe of a four-lobe bearing is determined as

C1 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)

ð

upe

upi

[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
�1 d u (17:71)

Equation (17.71) can be integrated by Sommerfeld substitution [8], and capaci-

tance is worked out using Eqn. (17.66) (l1 ¼ p=2� f1) and taking upe and upi equal
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to 808 and 108 for lobe 1 on considering 208 as the angle for the oil supply for each

lobe. So capacitance of the first lobe is given as

C1 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «21)

�1=2

� cos�1 «1 þ cos (170
 � f1)

1þ «1 cos (170
 � f1)

� �

� cos�1 «1 þ cos (100
 � f1)

1þ «1 cos (100
 � f1)

� �� �

(17:72)

Similar to Eqn. (17.72), the capacitance of lobes 2, 3 and 4 (C2, C3 and C4) can

be determined using «2, l2; «3, l3; and «4, l4 for the respective lobes and integrating

on taking upe and upi between 1708 and 1008 for the lobe 2, and between 2608 and

1908 for the lobe 3, and between 3508 and 2808 for the lobe 4, respectively. Thus,

C2, C3, and C4 are determined by the following equations:

C2 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «22)

�1=2

� cos�1 «2 þ cos (350
 � f2)

1þ «2 cos (350
 � f2)

� �

� cos�1 «2 þ cos (280
 � f2)

1þ «2 cos (280
 � f2)

� �� �

(17:73)

C3 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «23)

�1=2

� cos�1 «3 þ cos (170
 � f3)

1þ «3 cos (170
 � f3)

� �

� cos�1 «3 þ cos (100
 � f3)

1þ «3 cos (100
 � f3)

� �� �

(17:74)

and

C4 ¼ jLC�1
h (rþ Ch)(1� «24)

�1=2

� cos�1 «4 þ cos (350
 � f4)

1þ «4 cos (350
 � f4)

� �

� cos�1 «4 þ cos (280
 � f4)

1þ «4 cos (280
 � f4)

� �� �

(17:75)

17.5.2.1.2 Resistance

The change in conductance=resistance�1
[DF ], between two rectangular plates of

width dX of bearing length L located at an angular coordinate differential du and

separated by a film thickness Dh can be expressed as

DF ¼
dXL

rh
(Dh being small and hence negligible) (17:76)

The maximum change in conductance=resistance�1
depends on an angle u, the

angularcoordinatemeasured fromleadingedge, and it is along theoil filmthickness.So,

on integratingbetween inlet angle upi andoutlet angle upe, the resistance of a first lobeof

a four-lobe bearing is determined using Eqns. (17.69) and (17.66), and is given as

F ¼ R�1
1 ¼ r�1L(rþ Ch)C

�1
h

ð

upe

upi

[1þ «1 cos (uþ l1)]
�1du (17:77)
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The above equation is integrated using Sommerfeld substitution [8], and resist-

ance of each lobe is worked out using similar integration limits as for the capacitance

of the respective lobes and is given as

R1 ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «21)
1=2

� cos�1 «1 þ cos (170
 � f1)

1þ «1 cos (170
 � f1)

� �� �

� cos�1 «1 þ cos (100
 � f1)

1þ «1 cos (100
 � f1)

� �� ��1

(17:78)

R2 ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «22)
1=2

� cos�1 «2 þ cos (350
 � f2)

1þ «2 cos (350
 � f2)

� �� �

� cos�1 «2 þ cos (280
 � f2)

1þ «2 cos (280
 � f2)

� �� ��1

(17:79)

R3 ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «23)
1=2

� cos�1 «3 þ cos (170
 � f3)

1þ «3 cos (170
 � f3)

� �� �

� cos�1 «3 þ cos (100
 � f3)

1þ «3 cos (100
 � f3)

� �� ��1

(17:80)

R4 ¼ rChL
�1(rþ Ch)

�1(1� «24)
1=2

� cos�1 «4 þ cos (350
 � f4)

1þ «4 cos (350
 � f4)

� �� �

� cos�1 «4 þ cos (280
 � f4)

1þ «4 cos (280
 � f4)

� �� ��1

(17:81)

17.5.3 Equivalent Capacitance and Active Resistance of Four-Lobe Bearings
The calculation details of equivalent capacitance and active resistance of four-

lobe bearings are given below.

17.5.3.1 Capacitance

As per the electrical analogy, all the lobes of a four-lobe bearing are in parallel to

each other with respect to the journal. So, the equivalent capacitance of the four-lobe

bearing is determined as

Ceq ¼ C1 þ C2 þ C3 þ C4 (17:82)

17.5.3.2 Resistance

Since all the lobes are in parallel to each other with respect to the journal, the

equivalent resistance of the four-lobe bearing is given as

Req ¼
R1R2R3R4

R1R2R3 þ R2R3R4 þ R1R3R4 þ R4R1R2

(17:83)
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17.5.4 Capacitive Reactance and Impedance of Four-Lobe Bearings

Capacitive reactance between the interacting surface of the journal and each

lobe in the oil film as well as equivalent capacitive reactance of the bearing is

expressed as [5, 6]

X1 ¼
1

wC1

, X2 ¼
1

wC2

, X3 ¼
1

wC3

, X4 ¼
1

wC4

,

and Xeq ¼
1

wCeq

(17:84)

And impedance of bearing circuit is determined as

Z1 ¼ R1 � jX1, Z2 ¼ R2 � jX2, Z3 ¼ R3 � jX3, Z4 ¼ R4 � jX4,

and Zeq ¼ Req � jXeq

(17:85)

The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance is given by [Eqns. (17.71)–

(17.83)]

Xeq

Req

¼
X1

R1

¼
X2

R2

¼
X3

R4

¼
X4

R4

¼
1

wrj
(17:86)

17.5.5 Data Derived From Analysis

The capacitance, resistance and dynamic coefficients for an individual lobe and

an equivalent value of these parameters for the four-lobe bearing having

L=d ¼ 0:5(L ¼ 150mm, d ¼ 300mm), Ch ¼ 0:4mm and ep ¼ 0:2mm have been

computed as per the developed methodology and are given in Table 17.6. The global

attitude angles, eccentricity ratios, and other relevant details for the four-lobe bear-

ing have been taken from the published data [1, 7, 10]. The attitude angles as well as

eccentricity ratios for an individual lobe have been computed separately using Eqns.

(17.57)–(17.64). Based on the electrical analogy, dynamic coefficients of each lobe

have been worked out for the global eccentricity ratios of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.45 and 0.5

with the corresponding attitude angles of 22.68, 22.558, 22.558, 22.608 and 23.58,

respectively. Also the equivalent values of dynamic coefficients of the four-lobe

bearing have been compared with those of three-lobe, two-lobe and cylindrical

bearings and are shown in Figs. 17.11 and 17.12.

The effective dynamic coefficients of the four-lobe bearings established by the

developed approach have also been compared with those of the conventional ap-

proaches [12]. The similar approach for this comparison as reported by Prashad for

two-lobe and cylindrical bearings has been used [13].
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17.5.6 Discussion on Analysis and Derived Data

17.5.6.1 Capacitance

The capacitance of a four-lobe bearing depends on the capacitance of each lobe.

This, in turn, is a function of lubricant permittivity, horizontal clearance (Ch),

bearing length (L) and shaft radius (r), and depends on the eccentricity ratio and

attitude angle of the respective lobe along with the angles upi and upe [Eqns. (17.71)–

(17.75)].

As the global eccentricity ratio of the bearing increases from 0.2 to 0.5, the

attitude angle does not change significantly (Table 17.6). The values of «1, «2 and «4,

increase as against «3, which decrease, when global eccentricity ratio increases

from 0.2 to 0.5. Under these conditions, the capacitances of lobes 1, 2, 3

and 4 change between (2:84� 10�9)f and (4:90� 10�9)f, (1:86� 10�9)f and

(1:43� 10�9)f, (1:28� 10�9)f and (1:48� 10�9)f, and (0:92� 10�9)f and

(0:24� 10�9)f, respectively. The variation of capacitance with eccentricity ratio is

non-linear. In general, the capacitance of lobe 1 is more than that of lobes 2, 3 and 4.

This is because of the relatively higher eccentricity ratio («1) of the lobe 1 and the

influence of film thickness and attitude angle on the capacitance as compared to that

of the lobes 2, 3 and 4 (Table 17.6). The equivalent capacitance of the bearing

increases with global eccentricity ratio and varies between (6:46� 10�9)f and

(8:02� 10�9)f, (Table 17.6). This is because of the net effect of variable film thick-

ness in each lobe under the influence of different eccentricity ratios and attitude

angles for a four-lobe bearing operating under variable conditions.

17.5.6.2 Resistance

The resistance of a four-lobe bearing depends on the individual resistance of

each lobe. This, in turn, is a function of lubricant resistivity, bearing clearance,

bearing length and shaft radius, and depends on the attitude angle and eccentricity

ratio of each lobe and varies with the angles upi and upe [Eqns. (17.78)–(17.81)].

Under the variation of global eccentricity ratio from 0.2 to 0.5, the resistances

of lobes 1, 2, 3 and 4 change between 7:82� 106 and 4:54� 106 ohm; 11:93� 106

and 15:49� 106 ohm; 17:15� 106and 13:55� 106 ohm; and 24:11� 106 and

95:58� 106 ohm, respectively (Table 17.6). The variation of resistance with eccentri-

city ratio is non-linear. Contrary to the capacitance, the resistance of the lobe 1 is less

than that of lobes 2, 3 and 4 and resistance of lobe 4 is higher than other lobes as

shown in Table 17.6. This is attributed to the higher eccentricity ratio of lobe 1 and

the influence of relatively less attitude angle as compared to that of the lobes 2, 3 and

4, and much higher attitude angle (303.318) of lobe 4 (Table 17.6). Also, resistance of
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Table 17.6. Capacitance and resistance of four-lobe bearing under different operating parameters

S. No. « «1 «2 «3 «4

f

(8)

f1

(8)

f2

(8)

f3

(8)

f4

(8)

C1�

10�9

(f)

C2�

10�9

(f)

C3�

10�9

(f)

C4�

10�9

(f)

Ceq�

10�9

(f)

1 0.20 0.69 0.46 0.33 0.61 22.60 6.66 66.80 184.04 287.24 2.84 1.86 1.28 0.92 6.46

2 0.30 0.78 0.48 0.24 0.67 22.55 8.07 54.32 206.57 294.66 3.20 1.69 1.45 0.57 6.91

3 0.40 0.88 0.51 0.21 0.75 22.55 9.78 43.41 229.10 299.65 3.72 1.57 1.56 0.56 7.41

4 0.45 0.93 0.53 0.19 0.79 22.60 10.54 40.49 242.1 301.46 4.31 1.52 1.63 0.30 7.76

5 0.50 0.98 0.55 0.20 0.84 23.50 11.8 33.1 258.69 303.31 4.90 1.43 1.48 0.24 8.02

S. No. R1 � 106

(ohm)

R2 � 106

(ohm)

R3 � 106

(ohm)

R4 � 106

(ohm)

1 7.82 11.93 17.15 24.11

2 6.90 13.09 15.33 38.52

3 5.94 14.09 14.22 38.94

4 5.14 14.61 13.55 73.16

5 4.54 15.49 14.96 95.58

L=d ¼ 0:5, L ¼ 150mm, d ¼ 300mm, Ch ¼ 0:4mm, ep ¼ 0:2mm, «p ¼ 0:5, j ¼ 2:5� 8:854� 10�12 fm�1, r ¼ 1011 ohmcm.

3
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lobe 4 increases with increase in global eccentricity ratio from 0.2 to 0.5 as against

that of lobe 1, which decreases, with increase in global eccentricity ratio. However,

the equivalent resistance of the four-lobe bearing decreases with increase in global

eccentricity ratio and varies between 3:21� 106 and 2:76� 106 ohm, as eccentricity

ratio increases from 0.2 to 0.5 as shown in Table 17.6. This is because of the net effect

of the variable film thickness in each lobe of a four-lobe bearing under the influence

of different eccentricity ratios and operating under variable conditions.

17.5.6.3 Damping and Stiffness Coefficients of Four-Lobe Bearing

17.5.6.3.1 Damping Coefficient

The damping coefficient of each lobe varies differently with the eccentricity

ratio. The damping coefficient in N sm�1 is equivalent to that of the resistance in

ohm of each lobe [Eqns. (17.28)–(17.30)]. As « changes from 0.2 to 0.5, the variation

of Cd1, Cd2, Cd3 and Cd4 are non-linear, and vary from 7:82� 106 to 4:54 �

106 Nsm�1, 11:93� 106 to 15:49� 106 Nsm�1, 17:15� 106 to 13:55� 106 Nsm�1,

and 24:11� 106 to 95:58� 106 Nsm�1, respectively (Table 17.7). The damping

coefficient of lobe 4 (Cd4) increases as against that of Cd1, which decreases with

increase in global eccentricity ratio. However, the equivalent damping coefficient of

the four-lobe bearing decreases with increase in global eccentricity ratio and varies

between 3:21� 106 and 2:76� 106 Nsm�1 as the global eccentricity ratio increases

from 0.2 to 0.5 (Table 17.7).

Under the identical conditions of operation, trend of variation of equivalent

dynamic coefficient of a four-lobe bearing with eccentricity ratios is found to be

similar to that of the three-lobe, two-lobe and cylindrical bearings as shown in

Fig. 17.11. The data for cylindrical, two-lobe and three-lobe bearings have been

taken from the published work [11, 14].

17.5.6.3.2 Stiffness Coefficient

The stiffness coefficient of an individual lobe of a four-lobe bearing depends on

reciprocal of its capacitance [Eqns. (17.28)–(17.30)]. The equivalent stiffness of a

four-lobe bearing is the resultant stiffness of all the lobes connected in parallel. The

stiffness of an individual lobe shows non-linear behavior with the eccentricity ratio.

The K1, K2, K3, and K4 vary from 0:35� 109 to 0:20� 109 Nm�1; 0:54� 109

to 0:7� 109 Nm�1; 0:78� 109 to 0:61� 109 Nm�1; and 1:09� 109 to 4:17

�109 Nm�1, respectively, as « changes from 0.2 to 0.5 (Table 17.7). The stiffness of

fourth lobe (K4) increases as against that of K1, which decreases with increase in

global eccentricity ratios (Table 17.7). Furthermore, stiffness of second and third

lobe varies with their respective eccentricity ratios («2, «3). The equivalent stiffness of
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Table 17.7. Dynamic coefficients of four-lobe journal bearing under different operating parameters

S. No. «

Cd1 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cd2 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cd3 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cd4 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cdeq � 106

(N sm�1)

K1 � 109

(Nm�1)

K2 � 109

(Nm�1)

K3 � 109

(Nm�1)

K4 � 109

(Nm�1)

Keq � 109

(N sm�1)

1 0.2 7.82 11.93 17.15 24.11 3.21 0.35 0.54 0.78 1.09 0.14

2 0.3 6.90 13.09 15.33 38.52 3.20 0.31 0.59 0.69 1.75 0.14

3 0.4 5.94 14.09 14.22 38.94 2.98 0.27 0.64 0.64 1.79 0.13

4 0.45 5.14 14.61 13.55 73.16 2.85 0.23 0.66 0.61 3.33 0.13

5 0.5 4.54 15.49 14.96 95.58 2.76 0.20 0.70 0.68 4.17 0.12
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the four-lobe bearing decreases from 0:14� 109 to 0:12� 109 Nm�1, with increase in

global eccentricity ratio (Table 17.7). However, the variation of Keq of four-lobe

bearing is similar to that of three-lobe, two-lobe and cylindrical bearings having

comparable dimensional parameters and working under comparable global eccentri-

city ratios [11, 14]. The variation of equivalent stiffness coefficient as shown in

Fig. 17.12, determined by electrical analogy approach, matches closely with those

determined by the conventional approaches.

Nomenclature

C capacitance

Cd diametral clearance

Ch horizontal radial clearance of four-lobe bearing

C1, C2, C3, C4 capacitance of first, second, third and fourth lobe, respectively

Ceq equivalent capacitance of four-lobe bearing

Cd1, Cd2, Cd3, Cd4 damping coefficients of first, second, third and fourth lobe,

respectively

Cdeq equivalent damping coefficient of four-lobe bearing

Cc damping coefficient
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Fig. 17.11. Variation of damping coefficients with eccentricity ratio of first, second, third and

fourth lobe (Cd1, Cd2, Cd3 and Cd4), and equivalent damping coefficient of four-lobe (Cdeq),

three-lobe (C3lb), two-lobe (Ctb) and cylindrical (Ccb) bearings
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C3lb, Ctb, Ccb equivelent/effective damping coefficient of three-lobe,

two-lobe and cylindrical bearing, respectively

d shaft diameter

e bearing eccentricity

e1, e2, e3, e4 eccentricity of first, second, third and fourth lobe, respectively

ep bearing ellipticity

E voltage

f frequency of applied voltage

F1=R
�1
1 conductance

F force

h film thickness

i current

K stiffness

K1, K2, K3, K4 stiffness of first, second, third, and fourth lobe, respectively

Keq equivalent stiffness of four-lobe bearing

K3lb, Ktb, Kcb equivalent/effective stiffness coefficient of three-lobe,

two-lobe and cylindrical bearing, respectively

L bearing length

Lj inductance

M mass
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Fig. 17.12. Variation of stiffness coefficients with eccentricity ratio of first, second, third

and fourth lobe (K1, K2, K3 and K4), and equivalent stiffness coefficient of four-lobe (Keq),

three-lobe (K31b), two-lobe (Ktb) and cylindrical (Kcb) bearings
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Q charge

r radius of journal

rL radius of lobe

R resistance

R1, R2, R3, R4 resistance of first, second, third and fourth lobe, respectively

Req equivalent resistance of four-lobe bearing

t time

w 2pf

X1, X2, X3, X4 capacitive reactance of first, second, third and fourth lobe,

respectively

Xeq, Zeq equivalent capacitive reactance and impedance of four-lobe

bearing respectively

Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 impedance of first, second, third and fourth lobe, respectively

«, «p, «1, «2, «3, «4 (e, ep, e1, e2, e3, e4)=Ch

f global attitude angle of four-lobe bearing

f1, f2, f3, f4 attitude angle of first, second, third and fourth lobe,

respectively

l1, l2, l3, l4 location of leading edge of the positive pressure fluid film

with reference to line of centers for first, second, third and

fourth lobe, respectively

u angular coordinate measured from leading edge of a lobe

upi inlet angle from line of centers to leading edge film in each lobe

upe outlet-angle from line of centers to trailing edge film in each

lobe

r resistivity of lubricant

j permittivity/dielectric constant of lubricant (fm�1)

jr relative permittivity of lubricant

17.6 Tilting-Pad Journal Bearings

17.6.1 Introduction

Nicholas has used pad assembly method for determining the bearing coefficients

of tilting-pad bearings [16]. The dynamic properties of a tilting pad bearing has been

studied by Lund [17], and Hashimato et al. [18]. The approach used to drive the

dynamic coefficients of such bearings follows basically the same reasoning as for the

fixed lobe bearings to change the pad angular orientation according to the loading. It

is this ability that gives the bearings such special characteristics as negligibly small

cross-coupling terms [17, 18]. This chapter highlights the electrical analogy approach
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to determine effective dynamic coefficients of a tilting-pad journal with four pads

besides the theoretical determination of electrical parameters of these bearings simi-

lar to those of multi lobe bearings as given in the previous sections of this chapter.

17.6.2 Geometry and Geometrical Characteristics of Tilting-Pad

Journal Bearings

Tilting pad journal bearings are of more compact design as compared to those

of the multi-lobe bearings and are less sensitive to deformations and thermal

distortions. Tilting-pad bearings allow a more reliable design for heavy loaded, and

as well for high-speed bearings. The clearance in the bearings can be precisely

controlled by adjustable preload (d�=cp). The small and medium size bearings

are available with 3–5 pads, while in very large size bearings 12–16 pads are used.

The pivot position is usually at the location of 0.55L, 0.6L from one end of the

pad, and for both directions of operation, however, it requires a symmetrical pivot

location. In tilting pad bearings two situations exists, namely load passing through

the pivot and load midway between pivots. Figure 17.13 shows the geometrical

configuration of a tilting-pad bearing with four pads. Figure 17.14 gives details of

a single pad.

Various mathematical relations for a tilting pad journal bearing are given as [16]

Cp ¼ rp � r

d ¼ Cp � Cb

)

(17:87)

dx ¼
d

Cp

¼ 1�
Cb

Cp

(17:88)

For a given preload and eccentricity ratio, the pivot film thickness is calculated

for a given angle u of the pivot location as

h ¼ Cp(1� dx)(1þ «b sin u) (17:89)

«b ¼ �
eb

Cb

(17:90)

17.6.3 Theoretical Analysis of Capacitance and Active Resistance

of Tilting-Pad Journal Bearings

In a tilting-pad journal bearing positive pressure is built up in all the pads

depending on the pad location and operating parameters. The analysis is performed

in a unitary manner, for four pads, by starting the analysis with an isolated pad

placed in any position with respect to the shaft or to the bearing center. The
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characteristics of the bearing as a whole are found by summing up the results from

the individual pads.

17.6.3.1 Capacitance

During rotation of the shaft, part of the circumference of the journal passes

through each pad in a zone of load-carrying oil film. This forms a parallel plate

capacitor of varying film thickness between the interacting surface of the journal and

an individual pad. The capacitances of all the four pads are in parallel to each other

with respect to the journal. However, the capacitance of parallel plate capacitor is

greatest at the minimum film thickness of an individual pad, and reduces both sides

as the film thickness increases.

17.6.3.1.1 Capacitance of the Individual Pads

The change in capacitance DC between two rectangular plates of width dX of

length L, located at the angular coordinate differential du (as shown in Fig. 17.13)

and separated by a film thickness Dh, is given by

Pivot

h

x

x + dx

∆h

ob

oj

W

dq

r

x

Fig. 17.13. Tilting-pad bearing with four pads
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DC ¼ 2j
(X þ dX )L� XL

2hþ Dh
(17:91)

The change in film thickness (Dh) is very small in comparison to dX and hence

can be neglected. Thus the change in capacitance is given as

DC ¼
jdXL

h
(17:92)

op

ob

oj

rP

rb

r

P

d

f

w

qpi

q

qpe

ob bearing center

oj journal center

op pad center

ob oj = eb

op oj = ep

ob P = rb

ob oP = d

Fig. 17.14. Details of a single pad
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From Fig. 17.13, it is evident that

dX ¼ du(rþ Cp) (17:93)

On substituting the values from Eqns. (17.89) and (17.93) into Eqn. (17.92), the

change in capacitance of first pad is expressed as

DC ¼
jL rþ Cp


 �

du

Cp 1� dxð Þ(1þ «b sin u)
(17:94)

The maximum change in capacitance depends on an angle u, the angle coordin-

ate measured from leading edge to trailing edge, and it is along the film thickness. So

on integrating between inlet angle upi and outlet angle upe, the capacitance of the first

pad of a tilting-pad bearing is determined as

C ¼ jLC�1
p (rþ Cp)(1� dx)

�1

ð

upe

upi

(1þ «b sin u)
�1du (17:95)

Equation (17.95) can be integrated by Sommerfeld substitution [8] and capaci-

tance is worked out as

C ¼ jLC�1
p (rþ Cp)(1� dx)

�1(1� «2b)
�1=2

� cos�1 «b þ sin upe

1þ «b sin upe

� �

� cos�1 «b þ sin upi

1þ «b sin upi

� �� �

(17:96)

On taking upe and upi equal to 908 and 108 for the first pad on considering the 108

as the gap between the pads (Fig. 17.13), the capacitance of the first pad is deter-

mined as

C1 ¼ �Kc(1� «2b)
�1=2 cos�1 «b þ sin 10


1þ «b sin 10


� �

(17:97)

where

Kc ¼ jLC�1
p rþ Cp


 �

(1� dx)
�1 (17:98)

Similar to Eqn. (17.97), the capacitance of pads 2, 3 and 4 (C2, C3 and C4) can

be determined on taking upe and upi between 1808 and 1008 for the pad 2, and

between 2708 and 1908 for the pad 3, and between 3608 and 2808 for the pad 4,

respectively. The angle of pad tilt is not considered since it is relatively vary small as

compared to u and does not affect the capacitance of a tilting pad. Thus, C2, C3 and

C4 are determined by the following equations:
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C2 ¼ Kc(1� «2b)
�1=2 cos�1 «b � cos�1 «b þ sin 100


1þ «b sin 100


� �� �

(17:99)

C3 ¼ Kc(1� «2b)
�1=2 p � cos�1 «b þ sin 190


1þ «b sin 190


� �� �

(17:100)

and

C4 ¼ Kc(1� «2b)
�1=2 cos�1 «b � cos�1 «b þ sin 280


1þ «b sin 280


� �� �

(17:101)

17.6.3.2 Resistance

The change in conductance/resistance�1, [DF ], between two rectangular plates

of width dX of a pad length L located at an angular coordinate differential du and

separated by a film thickness Dh is given as

DF ¼
dXL

rh
(Dh being small and hence negligible) (17:102)

The maximum change in conductance/resistance�1 depends on an angle u – the

angular coordinate measured from leading edge and it is along the oil film thickness.

So, on integrating between inlet angle upi and outlet angle upe, the resistance of a first

pad of a tilting pad journal bearing is determined using Eqns. (17.93) and (17.89),

and is given as

F ¼ R�1
1 ¼ r�1L(rþ Cp)C

�1
p (1� dx)

�1

ð

upe

upi

(1þ «b sin u)
�1du (17:103)

The above equation is integrated using Sommerfeld substitution [8], and resist-

ance of each pad is worked out using similar integration limits as for the capacitance

of the respective pads and is given as

R1 ¼ �KR(1� «2b)
1=2 cos�1 «b þ sin 10


1þ «b sin 10


� �� ��1

(17:104)

where

KR ¼ rCpL
�1 rþ Cp


 ��1
(1� dx) (17:105)

R2 ¼ �KR(1� «2b)
1=2 cos�1 «b � cos�1 «b þ sin 100


1þ «b sin 100


� �� ��1

(17:106)
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R3 ¼ KR(1� «2b)
1=2 p � cos�1 «b þ sin 190


1þ «b sin 190


� �� ��1

(17:107)

R4 ¼ KR(1� «2b)
1=2 cos�1 «b � cos�1 «b þ sin 280


1þ «b sin 280


� �� ��1

(17:108)

17.6.4 Equivalent Capacitance and Active Resistance of Tilting-Pad

Journal Bearings

17.6.4.1 Capacitance

As per the electrical analogy, all the pads of a tilting-pad journal bearing are in

parallel to each other with respect to the journal. So the equivalent capacitance of a

tilting-pad journal bearing is determined as

Ceq ¼ C1 þ C2 þ C3 þ C4 (17:109)

17.6.4.2 Resistance

Since all the pads are in parallel to each other with respect to the journal, the

equivalent resistance of a tilting-pad journal bearing is given as

Req ¼
R1R2R3R4

R1R2R3 þ R2R3R4 þ R1R3R4 þ R4R1R2

(17:110)

17.6.5 Capacitive Reactance and Impedance of Tilting-Pad Journal Bearings

Capacitive reactance between the interacting surface of the journal and each

pad in the oil film as well as equivalent capacitive reactance of the bearing is

expressed as [5, 6]

X1 ¼
1

wC1

, X2 ¼
1

wC2

, X3 ¼
1

wC3

, X4 ¼
1

wC4

and Xeq ¼
1

wCeq

(17:111)

And impedance of bearing circuit is determined as

Z1 ¼ R1 � jX1, Z2 ¼ R2 � jX2, Z3 ¼ R3 � jX3, Z4 ¼ R4 � jX4

and Zeq ¼ Req � jXeq

(17:112)
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The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance is given by [Eqns. (17.95)–

(17.111)]

Xeq

Req

¼
X1

R1

¼
X2

R2

¼
X3

R3

¼
X4

R4

¼
1

wrj
(17:113)

17.6.6 Data Derived from Analysis and Discussion

The capacitance, resistance, stiffness and damping coefficients for an individual

pad and an equivalent value of these parameters for the tilting-pad journal bearing

having L/d as 0:5 (L ¼ 150mm, d ¼ 300mm), Cp ¼ 0:25mm and dx(d=Cp) ¼ 0:5mm

have been computed as per the developed methodology and shown in Table 17.8. The

eccentricity ratios, and other relevant details for the tilting-pad bearing have been

taken from the published data [18]. The pad and bearing radial clearance, preload

ratio and pivot film thickness of a pad and bearing electricity ratio have been

computed separately using Eqns. (17.87)–(17.90), respectively. Based on the electrical

analogy, damping coefficients of each pad have been worked out for the bearing

eccentricity ratios of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9 with the corresponding angles of upi and

upe, and data is shown in Table 17.9. Also, the equivalent values of damping

coefficients of the tilting-pad journal bearing are worked out and have been com-

pared with the equivalent size of two-lobe, three-lobe and four-lobe bearings [11–15].

17.6.6.1 Capacitance

The capacitance of a tilting-pad journal bearing depends on the capacitance

of each pad. This, in turn, is a function of lubricant permittivity, pad radial

clearance (Cp), bearing length (L), and shaft radius (r), and depends on the bearing

eccentricity ratio and preload factor along with the angles upi and upe [Eqns. (17.95)–

(17.101)].

As the eccentricity ratio of the bearing increases from 0.2 to 0.9, the capacitance

of pads 1, 2, 3 and 4 changes between (�4:90� 10�9)f and (�3:40� 10�9)f,

(4:89� 10�9)f and (4:08� 10�9)f, (6:52� 10�9)f and (23:61� 10�9)f, and

(�6:24� 10�9)f and (�16:77� 10�9)f, respectively. The variation of capacitance

with eccentricity ratio is non-linear. As per the configuration of the pads in the tilting

bearing, the capacitance of pad 2 is more than that of pad 1, and capacitance of pad 3

is higher than of pad 4. However, capacitance of pad 3 is more than that of all other

pads. This is because of the pad location and the loading condition of pad 3 (Fig.

17.13). The equivalent capacitance of the bearing increases with global eccentricity

ratio and varies between (0:27� 10�9)f and (7:52� 10�9)f (Table 17.8). This is

because of the net effect of variable film thickness of each pad under the influence
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Table 17.8. Capacitance and resistance of the tilting-pad journal bearing under different operating parameters

«b

C1 � 10�9

(�)

C2 � 10�9

(�)

C3 � 10�9

(�)

C4 � 10�9

(�)

Ceq � 10�9

(�)

R1 � 106

(ohm)

R2 � 106

(ohm)

R3 � 106

(ohm)

R4 � 106

(ohm)

Req � 106

(ohm)

0.2 �4.90 4.89 6.52 �6.24 0.27 �4.53 4.53 3.40 �3.55 80.42

0.4 �4.37 4.51 7.90 �7.23 0.81 �5.07 4.91 2.81 �3.06 32.63

0.6 �3.99 4.10 10.32 �9.12 1.31 �5.55 5.40 2.14 �2.43 26.37

0.8 �3.68 4.26 16.48 �12.54 4.52 �6.05 5.20 1.34 �1.76 16.27

0.9 �3.40 4.08 23.61 �16.77 7.52 �6.43 5.43 0.94 �1.32 17.07

L=d ¼ 0:5, L ¼ 150mm, d ¼ 300mm, r ¼ 150mm, Cp ¼ 0:25mm, dx ¼ d=Cp ¼ 0:5, j ¼ 2:5� 8:854� 10�12 fm�1, r ¼ 1011 ohmcm.

Table 17.9. Dynamic coefficients of the tilting-pad journal bearing under different operating parameters

«b

Cd1 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cd2 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cd3 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cd4 � 106

(N sm�1)

Cdeq � 106

(N sm�1)

K1 � 109

(Nm�1)

K2 � 109

(Nm�1)

K3 � 109

(Nm�1)

K4 � 109

(Nm�1)

Keq � 109

(Nm�1)

0.2 �4.53 4.53 3.40 �3.55 80.42 �0.20 0.20 0.15 �0.16 3.70

0.4 �5.07 4.91 2.81 �3.06 32.63 �0.23 0.22 0.13 �0.14 1.23

0.6 �5.55 5.40 2.14 �2.43 26.37 �0.25 0.24 0.10 �0.11 0.76

0.8 �6.05 5.20 1.34 �1.76 16.27 �0.27 0.23 0.06 �0.08 0.22

0.9 �6.43 5.43 0.94 �1.32 17.07 �0.29 0.25 0.04 �0.06 0.13
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of different eccentricity ratios and bearing parameters for the tilting-pad bearing

operating under variable conditions (Table 17.8).

17.6.6.2 Resistance

The resistance of a tilting-pad bearing depends on the individual resistance of

each pad. This, in turn, is a function of lubricant resistivity, pad radial clearance,

bearing length, shaft radius, preload factor and depends on the bearing eccentricity

ratio and varies with the angles upi and upe [Eqns. (17.104)–(17.108)].

Under the change of eccentricity ratio from 0.2 to 0.9, the resistance of pads 1, 2,

3 and 4 changes between �4:53� 106 and �6:43� 106 ohm, 4:53� 106 and 5:43�

106 ohm, 3:40� 106 and 0:94� 106 ohm, and �3:55� 106 and �1:32� 106 ohm,

respectively (Table 17.8). The variation of resistance with eccentricity ratio is non-

linear. Contrary to the capacitance, the resistance of the pad 2 is less than that of pad

1, and resistance of the pad 4 is higher than pad 3 as shown in Table 17.8. However,

resistance of pad 3 is less than all the pads under different eccentricity ratios. This is

attributed to the location and the loading of condition of the pad 3 as compared to

that of the pads 2, 3 and 4, as shown in Fig. 17.13. However, the equivalent resistance

of the tilting-pad bearing decreases with increase in bearing eccentricity ratio and

varies between 80:42� 106 and 17:07� 106 ohm, as eccentricity ratio increases from

0.2 to 0.9 as shown in Table 17.8. This is because of the net effect of the variable film

thickness of each pad of a tilting pad bearing under the influence of different

eccentricity ratios while operating under variable conditions.

17.6.6.3 Damping and Stiffness Coefficients of Tilting-Pad Bearing

17.6.6.3.1 Damping Coefficient

The damping coefficient of each pad varies differently with the eccentricity ratio.

The damping coefficient in N sm�1 is equivalent to that of the resistance in ohm of

each pad. As « changes from 0.2 to 0.9, the variation of Cd1, Cd2, Cd3 and Cd4

are non-linear, and vary from �4:53� 106 to �6:43� 106 Nsm�1, 4:53� 106

to 5:43� 106 Nsm�1, 3:40� 106 to 0:94� 106 Nsm�1 and �3:35� 106 to

�1:32� 106 Nsm�1, respectively (Table 17.9). The damping coefficient of the pads

3 and 4 (Cd3 and Cd4) decreases with increase in eccentricity ratio varying from 0.2 to

0.9 as against that of Cd1 and Cd2, which increases with increase in eccentricity ratio,

and variation is reverse for the pad 2 and pad 3 as compared to that of the pad 1 and

pad 4, which is in negative direction. However, the equivalent damping coefficient of

the four-pad tilting bearing decreases with increase in eccentricity ratio and varies

between 80:42� 106 and 17:076� 106 Nsm�1 as the global eccentricity ratio in-

creases from 0.2 to 0.9 (Table 17.9).
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Under the identical conditions of operation, trend of variation of equivalent

dynamic coefficient of a four-pad tilting bearing with eccentricity ratios is found to

be similar to that of the equivalent four-lobe bearing [15]. However, the values of

equivalent dynamic coefficients are relatively more as compared to four-lobe, three-

lobe and two-lobe bearings as determined in various sections of this chapter (Tables

17.1–17.9), and reported in references [15, 14, 11].

17.6.6.3.2 Stiffness Coefficient

The stiffness coefficient of an individual pad of a tilting-pad journal bearing

depends on reciprocal of its capacitance. The equivalent stiffness of a tilting-

pad bearing is the resultant stiffness of all the pads connected in parallel. The stiffness

of an individual pad shows non-linear behavior with the eccentricity ratio.

The K1, K2, K3, and K4 vary from �0:20� 109 to �0:29� 109 Nm�1, 0:2� 109

to 0:25� 109 Nm�1, 0:15� 109 to 0:04� 109 Nm�1 and �1:16� 109 to �0:06 �

109 Nm�1, respectively, as « changes from 0.2 to 0.9 (Table 17.9). The stiffness of

the pads 1 and 2 (K1 and K2) increases as against that of K3 and K4, which decreases,

with increase in eccentricity ratios (Table 17.9). Furthermore, variation of stiffness of

second and third pads is positive as against that of the pads first and fourth, which is

negative, but vary with their respective eccentricity ratios. The equivalent stiffness of

the tilting-pad journal bearing decreases from 3:70� 109 to 0:13� 109 Nm�1, with

increase in eccentricity ratio (Table 17.9). However, the value of Keq of the tilting pad

is more than that of two, three and four-lobe bearings having comparable dimen-

sional parameters and working under identical global eccentricity ratios [11, 13–15].

The variation of equivalent stiffness coefficient determined by electrical analogy

approach match closely with those determined by the conventional approach.

17.7 Conclusions

Based on the analysis pertaining to lobe-2, lobe-3, lobe-4 and tilting-pad journal

bearings, the followings can be concluded [5, 11, 14, 15]:

1. The capacitance (stiffness�1) and resistance/damping of two-lobe, three-

lobe, four-lobe and tilting-pad journal bearings are function of the lubri-

cant permittivity and resistivity, and depend on horizontal clearance,

journal radius, eccentricity ratio, attitude angle and inlet/outlet angles

from lines of centers from leading/trailing edge film of each lobe/pad.

2. The change in capacitance (stiffness�1) and resistance/damping for an

individual lobe/pad with eccentricity ratio and attitude angle is non-linear.

However, equivalent capacitance of a bearing increases as against that of
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equivalent resistance which decreases with the increase in global eccentri-

city ratio.

3. The capacitance (in f) and resistance (in ohm) of each lobe/pad under

various operating parameters can be taken as flexibility (stiffness�1) (in

mN�1) and damping coefficient (in N sm�1), respectively.

4. By electrical analogy, the damping coefficient and stiffness coefficients of

each lobe/pad vary non-linearly with the eccentricity ratio.

5. The equivalent damping and stiffness coefficient for a four-lobe and

tilting-pad journal bearing decrease with increase in global eccentricity

ratio varying from 0.2 to 0.5, and from 0.2 to 0.9, respectively.

6. The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance depends on premit-

tivity and resistivity of the lubricant.

7. By electrical analogy, the damping and stiffness coefficient of lower and

upper lobe of a two-lobe and that of a cylindrical bearing are found to

vary with the eccentricity ratio. The ratio of damping and stiffness coef-

ficient of two-lobe, three-lobe and four-lobe versus cylindrical bearing is

more than unity for different operating conditions. However, tilting pad

bearings have superior dynamic characteristics than multi-lobe bearings.

This matches closely with the published work by the conventional

methods.

The developed technique and further development and extension of method-

ology of electrical analogy have the potential to determine dynamic coefficients more

reliably and much faster under the complex situations as compared to that of the

conventional techniques.

Nomenclature

C capacitance

Cb radial clearance of tilting pad becomes (rb � r)

Cp radial clearance of pad (rp � r)

C1, C2, C3, C4 capacitance of first, second, third and fourth pad, respectively

Ceq equivalent capacitance of tilting-pad journal bearing with

four pads

Cd1, Cd2, Cd3, Cd4 damping coefficients of first, second, third and fourth pad,

respectively

Cdeq equivalent damping coefficient of tilting pad journal bearing

with four pads

Cc damping coefficient
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d shaft diameter

eb bearing eccentricity (distance between shaft center and

bearing center)

ep pad eccentricity

E voltage

f frequency of applied voltage

F force

F1=R
�1
1 conductance

h film thickness

i current

K stiffness

Kc capacitance constant

K1, K2, K3, K4 stiffness of first, second, third and fourth pad, respectively

KR resistance constant

Keq equivalent stiffness of tilting pad journal bearing with four pads

L pad length

Lj inductance

M mass

Q charge

r radius of journal

rp pad radius

rb bearing radius

R resistance

R1, R2, R3, R4 resistance of first, second, third and fourth pad, respectively

Req equivalent resistance of tilting-pad bearing

t time

w 2pf

X1, X2, X3, X4 capacitive reactance of first, second, third and fourth pad,

respectively

Xeq, Zeq equivalent capacitive reactance and impedance of tilting-pad

bearing with four pads, respectively

Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 impedance of first, second, third and fourth pad, respectively

d distance between pad center to bearing center (rp � rb) or (cp � cb)

dx preload ratio (d=cp)

«b eb=Cb

f attitude angle

u angular coordinate indicating pivot position of a pad of a

tilting journal pad bearing

upi inlet angle from line of centers to leading edge film in each pad
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upe outlet-angle from line of centers to trailing edge film in each pad

r resistivity of lubricant

j permittivity/dielectric constant of lubricant (fm�1)

jr relative permittivity of lubricant
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Chapter 18

EVALUATION OF STIFFNESS AND DAMPING
COEFFICIENTS OF CYLINDRICAL JOURNAL
BEARINGS BY ELECTRICAL ANALOGY

18.1 Introduction

In order to carry out vibration calculations for rotors using hydrodynamic

journal bearings, the non-linear isotropic spring and damping properties of the

lubricant film are each linearized in the vicinity of static working point. Thus four

stiffness coefficients and four damping coefficients are obtained, which depend on

the bearing design and the operational parameters. These coefficients can be deter-

mined by calculation by using the theory of an unsteadily loaded slide bearing and

experimentally on the individual bearing or on real machines. Perturbation tech-

niques have been used, which require solving the Reynolds equation for both stiffness

and damping coefficients [1–3].

In most cases, it is possible to represent a mechanical vibrating system by an

electric circuit. The analogy between electrical and mechanical system exists because

of the similarity of the differential equations which represents them as discussed in

Chapters 17 [4]. Theoretical studies have been undertaken to determine the capaci-

tance and active resistance of the interacting surfaces of a journal and cylindrical,

two-lobe, three-lobe and four-lobe journal bearings in the load-carrying oil film

under different operating parameters in the Chapter 17 [5–7]. Based on the equivalent

capacitance and resistance, the effective stiffness and damping coefficients of cylin-

drical, two-lobe, three-lobe and four lobe bearings have been computed (Chapter 17).

This chapter brings out the theoretical studies undertaken to derive the expres-

sions to determine the stiffness and damping coefficients of cylindrical bearings in



XX, YY, XY and YX directions under different operating conditions by non-

conventional electrical approach. The values of dimensionless stiffness and damping

coefficients, thus determined, have been compared with those obtained by the

conventional approach and potential of the developed non-conventional electrical

approach has been established. Also, effective stiffness evaluated by electrical ana-

logy has been compared with that of the existing technique.

18.2 Background

The capacitance and active resistance of cylindrical hydrodynamic journal bear-

ing as well as comparison of electrical analogy approach with the conventional

analysis have been discussed in details in this section.

18.2.1 Capacitance and Active Resistance of Cylindrical Hydrodynamic

Journal Bearings

For each revolution of the shaft, part of the circumference of the journal passes

through a zone of load-carrying oil film. This forms a parallel plate capacitor of

varying thickness between the interacting surfaces of the journal and the bearing. The

effective capacitance of a hydrodynamic journal bearing has been determined by [5]

in the Chapter 15 and is given as:

Ccb ¼

4djd tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2
 !

c 1� «2ð Þ
1=2

(18:1)

The effective resistance of a cylindrical bearing is determined in Chapter 15 is

given as [5]:

Rcb ¼
cr 1� «2


 �1=2
h i

4 dd tan�1 0:41
1þ «ð Þ

1� «ð Þ

� �1=2
(18:2)

18.2.2 Electrical Analogy Approach

Electrical analogy is geometrically based on solutions for charge distribution

along potential and isostatic surfaces, with an assumed analogy between force and

voltage providing coupling to the mechanical hydrodynamic problem. The solution

satisfies continuity. Ratios of solutions eliminate the need for heuristic data such as
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resistivity, dielectric constant and equivalent inductance of the fluid film, thus any

value will suffice, as these values are not required for comparisons provided the fluid

conditions remain constant. Solutions to the electrical equations provide potential

lines and isosurfaces [6].

Similarly, a direct solution to the Reynolds equation for a fluid with constant

properties would evolve into a solution of the continuity equation and would only be

geometry dependent. The dynamic would depend on solutions to steady and per-

turbed equations, and again for constant properties would only be geometry depen-

dent. Also, ratios of solutions would not require knowing the fluid properties. Hence,

the electrical analogy can be used as an alternative to conventional analysis, as a

potential tool for relative comparison in addition to the absolute.

18.3 Theoretical Derivations

The details of bearing and shaft voltage, stored charges on the bearing surfaces,

forces acting on the bearings, procedure using electrical analogy for the determin-

ation of bearing stiffness and damping coefficients and effective stiffness are dis-

cussed here.

18.3.1 Bearing and Shaft Voltage

Magnetic flux develops in electric machines due to asymmetry of the magnetic

circuits, which closes in the circumference over the yoke and induces the voltages on

the shaft. Shaft voltage and flux can develop in the electric machines for various

reasons namely, winding faults, unbalanced supplies, electrostatic effects, air gap

fields, magnetized shafts or other machine members, or asymmetries of the magnet-

ized fields [8]. This has been analyzed in Chapter 9. Also, shaft voltage depends on

the operating parameters, namely, load, speed, eccentricity ratio apart from the

variation in applied voltage, etc. [9–11]. Furthermore, shaft voltage vary in each

revolution between minimum and maximum values and is a function of frequency.

For lightly loaded bearings, the air-gap field tends to be lower in a zone of minimum

film thickness as compared to that of the heavily loaded bearings. This is because of

change in film thickness with eccentricity ratio and flux density variation apart from

various other unforeseen reasons. That is why, the overall variation of shaft voltage

in each revolution is higher for lightly loaded bearing as compared to that of the

heavily loaded bearing. The effect of shaft voltage on bearing life has been theoret-

ically estimated, and has been brought out in Chapter 16 [11].

It is evident that in a hydrodynamic journal bearing, the zone of minimum

film thickness, i.e. the load-carrying oil film, varies along the circumference of a
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bearing through the bearing length. This forms a capacitor of varying capacitance

between the journal and bearing, depending on the permittivity of the lubricant,

circumferential length of load-carrying oil film, bearing length, eccentricity ratio

and the clearance in a bearing. Besides this, the load-carrying oil film offers

resistance depending on the operating parameters and resistivity of the lubri-

cant. Thus, the load-carrying oil film acts like an impedance to current flow in

a bearing. This has been analyzed in Chapter 16. Furthermore, during rotation,

the minimum oil film thickness of a hydrodynamic journal bearing besides other

parameters and operating conditions depends on clearance and eccentricity

ratio, and varies approximately between 0.05 to 0.02mm depending on the journal

diameter [12].

18.3.2 Stored Charges on Bearing Surfaces

When a journal bearing lubricated with high-resistivity lubricant having resist-

ivity more than 109 ohm m and relative permitivity (1.7–2.5), operates under the

influence of shaft voltage, the current does not begin to flow until a first threshold

voltage is reached. Journal bearing and shaft separated by an insulating high-

resistivity lubricant form a capacitor of varying thickness. Under the effect of shaft

voltage, bearing surface and shaft develop equal and opposite charges by induction

and the net charge on the capacitor, thus formed, as a whole is zero. The electric field

in the oil film region between the bearing and shaft is proportional to the charge and

similarly the potential difference between the shaft and the bearing. Below the

threshold voltage, the capacitance of a bearing opposes any change in the existing

shaft voltage and causes an electric charge to be stored [10–11]. The stored charge on

the surfaces of bearing and shaft is given as:

Q ¼ ECcb (18:3)

At the first threshold voltage (the increase in voltage from zero to a specific

maximum value with negligible current), the increase in flow of current is moment-

ary. On exceeding the first threshold voltage, even a further slow increase in voltage

results in a very high increase in current. This phenomenon has been discussed in

Chapter 4 [10–13].

18.3.3 Forces Acting on Bearing

The electrical interaction between two charges is expressed in terms of the

force they exert on each other. The shaft and bearing, having equal charge Q

on their surfaces and separated by the minimum film thickness ho at the location

of eccentricity ratio «, the maximum force exerted on the bearing is expressed as [14]:
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F ¼
Q2

4pjh2o

 � (18:4)

The minimum film thickness is given as [15]:

ho ¼ Cd

1� «ð Þ

2
(18:5)

Using Eqns. (18.1) and (18.3), the net force acting on the bearing has been

determined by Eqns. (18.4) and (18.5), and is given as:

F ¼

5:1E2L2j tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «Þ

� �1=2
( )2

(1� «)3(1þ «)c2C2
d

(18:6)

The bearing attitude angle as per the short bearing theory is given as [15]:

tanf ¼
1� «2

 �1=2

«
(18:7)

which gives:

sinf ¼ (1� «2)1=2 and Cosf ¼ « (18:8)

From the Fig. 18.1, it is evident that the bearing reaction components of the

force F acting along X and Y directions on the bearing are as follows:

FX ¼ F Sinf and FY ¼ F Cosf (18:9)

These components are expressed using Eqns. (18.6), (18.7) and (18.8) and are

given as:

FX ¼

5:1E2L2j tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)1=2

" #( )2

(1� «)5=2(1þ «)1=2c2C2
d

(18:10)

and

FY ¼

5:1E2L2j« tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)1=2

" #( )2

(1� «)3(1þ «)c2C2
d

(18:11)

On differentiating FX and FY with respect to «, the following derivatives are

obtained:
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dFX

d«
¼

5:1E2L2j tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

(2þ 3«) tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

�
0:82«(1� «2)1=2

(1:17� 0:83«)

( )

c2C2
d(1� «2)3=2(1� «)2

(18:12)

dFY

d«
¼

5:1E2L2j tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

(3«2 þ 3«þ 1) tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

�
0:83«2(1� «2)1=2

(1:17� 0:83«)

( )

c2C2
d(1� «2)2(1� «2)

(18:13)

Also, from Fig. 18.1, it is evident that:

X ¼ eSinf ¼
Cd

2

� �

«Sinf (18:14)

Y ¼ eCosf ¼
Cd

2

� �

«Cosf (18:15)

X and Y can be expressed using Eqn. (18.8) and given as:

X ¼
Cd

2

� �

«(1� «2) and Y ¼ «2
Cd

2

� �

(18:16)

On differentiating Eqn. (18.16) gives:

d«

dX
¼

2(1� «2)1=2

Cd(1� 2«2)
(18:17)

and

d«

dY
¼ (Cd«)

�1 (18:18)

18.4 Bearing Stiffness Coefficients

Assuming that a bearing is running in its equilibrium position as the origin (Ob),

Y being vertically downwards and X being horizontal to the right as shown in the

Fig. 18.1. Assuming also that initially shaft center velocities in X and Y directions are

set to zero. If the shaft is given a small displacement delta X in the X direction, delta

Y in Y direction, then additional forces delta Fx and delta FY will act on the shaft

center Oj (Fig. 18.1).

Then stiffness coefficients by electric force in different directions can be calcu-

lated as:
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(KXX )e ¼
dFX

dX
¼

dFX

d«

d«

dX
(18:19)

(KYY )e ¼
dFY

dY
¼

dFY

d«

d«

dY
(18:20)

(KXY )e ¼
dFX

dY
¼

dFX

d«

d«

dY
(18:21)

(KYX )e ¼
dFY

dX
¼

dFY

d«

d«

dX
(18:22)

By using Eqns. (18.16)–(18.18) and (18.19)–(18.22), the following equations for

stiffness coefficients by electric force have been derived and given as:

(KXX )e ¼

10:2E2L2j tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

(2þ 3«) tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

�
0:82«(1� «2)1=2

(1:17� 0:83«)

( )

c2C3
d(1� 2«2)(1� «2)(1� «)2

(18:23)

ho

F
X

F
Y

oj

ob

Y

X

r

e

∆X

∆Y

Y

f

w

X

ob Bearing centre

oj Journal centre

Fig. 18.1. Bearing coordinate system
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(KYY )e ¼

5:1E2L2j tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

(3«2 þ 2«2 þ 1) tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

�
0:82«2(1� «2)1=2

(1:17� 0:83«)

( )

c2C3
d«(1� «2)2(1� «)

(18:24)

(KXY )e ¼

5:1E2L2j tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

(2þ 3«) tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

�
0:82«(1� «2)1=2

(1:17� 0:83«)

( )

c2C3
d«(1� «2)3=2(1� «)2

(18:25)

(KYX )e ¼

10:2E2L2j tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

(3«2 þ 2«2 þ 1) tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2

�
0:82«2(1� «2)1=2

(1:17� 0:83«)

( )

c2C3
d(1� «2)3=2(1� 2«2)(1� «)2

(18:26)

This may be noted that actual mechanical stiffness coefficients will be at right

angle to that of the stiffness coefficients derived by electric forces. This is because of

the field strength, which follows the standard Fleming’s rule [8, 14]. Thus the actual

stiffness coefficients in different directions are given as:

KXX ¼ (KYY )e, KYY ¼ (KXX )e

KXY ¼ �(KYX )e, KYX ¼ (KXY )e (18:27)

18.4.1 Effective Stiffness

The load-carrying capacity of fluid film bearings is derived from the

hydrodynamic pressures produced in the lubricant film by the shearing action

in the oil film by the rotating journal in a bearing. At any given speed, the

film reaction force is a function of the journal center position relative to the bearing

center (i.e. bearing eccentricity) and, in addition, is a function of journal

center velocity (Fig. 18.1). As the journal whirl orbit increases, its center no longer

coincides with the static equilibrium position but moves gradually closer to the

bearing center.

It should furthermore be recognized that the solution of the Reynolds equation

normally is based on several simplifications, such as the assumption of constant

viscosity and certain hypothesis for the mechanism of film rupture. Furthermore, the

actual operating bearing temperature, and hence, the effective viscosity cannot be

predicted accurately in actual practice. Hence, dynamic coefficients of a bearing

cannot be determined very accurately. That is why the approximate representation

of a bearing by effective stiffness and damping characteristics is satisfactory for most

practical purposes.
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For most practical purposes, the critical journal mass Mcrt is determined as the

upper limit for stability, and given as [16].

Mcrt ¼
Kcb

V 2
(18:28)

and

Kcb ¼
(KXXBYY þ KYYBXX � KXYBYX � KYXBXY )

(BXX þ BYY )
(18:29)

Also, instability whirl frequency is found as:

V 2 ¼
[(KXX � Kcb)(KYY � Kcb)� KXYKYX ]

(BXXBYY � BXYBYX )
(18:30)

By the electrical analogy, the effective stiffness Kcbe has been evaluated in

Chapter 17, and is given as [6]:

Kcbe ¼
1

Ccb

(18:31)

and also

Bcb ¼ Rcb (18:32)

When stiffness (KXX , KYY , KXY , KYX ) and damping (BXX , BYY , BXY , BYX ) co-

efficients are known, then Eqns. (18.29) and (18.30) enable determination of V and

Mcrt: first the product McrtV
2 from Eqns. (18.28) and (18.29), then V from the Eqn.

(18.30) and finally Mcrt from the Eqn. (18.28).

A cylindrical bearing tends to have frequency ratio V/w, of approximately 0.4–

0.5 over most of the speed range as determined by the data published by Lund and

Thomson [16], and Nica [17]. This can be used for the assessment of theMcrt by using

Eqn. (18.28) under the given operating speed frequency on determining the effective

stiffness. The effective stiffness can be determined much faster by the electrical

analogy using Eqn. (18.31) as compared to that of conventional methodology by

using Eqns. (18.29) and (18.30), which is evaluated after determining the four

stiffness and four damping coefficients separately.

18.5 Theoretical Analysis for Damping Coefficients

Similar to the stiffness coefficients, theoretical analysis for bearing damping

coefficients is carried out using the following procedure based on the electrical

analogy.
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18.5.1 Shaft Voltage

Shaft voltage can be expressed in terms of bearing current and resistance, and

can be given as:

E ¼ IbRcb (18:33)

18.5.2 Forces on Bearings

Since the oil film resistance of a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity lubricant

is much higher, and current does not flow through a bearing until the threshold

voltage is reached [13], hence, on substituting shaft voltage by Eqn. (18.33) and

bearing resistance by Eqn. (18.2) in Eqns. (18.10) and (18.11), the components of

bearing forces are expressed as:

FX ¼
I2br

2j(1� «2)1=2

pC2
d(1� «)2

(18:34)

and

FY ¼
I2br

2j«

pC2
d(1� «)2

(18:35)

On differentiating FX and FY with respect to «, the following derivatives are

obtained:

dFX

d«
¼

jr2I2b (2� «2 � «)

pC2
d(1� «)3(1� «2)1=2

(18:36)

and

dFY

d«
¼

jr2I2b (1þ «)

pC2
d(1� «)3

(18:37)

18.5.3 Finite Bearing Analysis

The finite bearing analysis has been used for deriving the following equations

using numerical methods developed by Hays of General Motors [15]:

mLd(d=Cd)
2(d«=dt)

2W
¼ a(1� «)b (18:38)
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which gives

S(d«=dt)

2n
¼ a(1� «)b (18:39)

or

dt ¼
S

2na(1� «)b

� �

d« (18:40)

where a and b are constants, and can be related to L/d ratio quite accurately for 1.33

< L=d < 0:20 by the empirical formulae [15], and are given as:

a ¼ 0:6
d

L

� �

� 0:4 and b ¼ 1:5þ 0:3
d

L

� �1=2

(18:41)

18.6 Mathematical Model

Assume that a bearing is running in its equilibrium position as the origin (Ob), Y

being vertically downwards and X being horizontal to the right as shown in the

Fig. 18.1. Also assuming that initially shaft center velocities dX/dt and dY/dt are set

to zero. If the shaft is given a small displacement deltaX in theX direction, deltaY inY

direction, then additional forces delta FX and delta FY will act on the shaft center Oj

(Fig. 18.1).

Then damping coefficients by electric force in different directions can be calcu-

lated as:

(BXX )e ¼
dFX

(dX=dt)
¼

dFX

d«

d«

dX
dt (18:42)

(BYY )e ¼
dFY

(dY=dt)
¼

dFY

d«

d«

dY
dt (18:43)

(BXY )e ¼
dFX

(dY=dt)
¼

dFX

d«

d«

dY
dt (18:44)

(BYX )e ¼
dFY

(dX=dt)
¼

dFY

d«

d«

dX
dt (18:45)

By using Eqns. (18.36), (18.37), (18.17), (18.18) and (18.38)–(18.40), the follow-

ing equations for damping coefficients derived by electric forces have been obtained:

(BXX )e ¼
I2br

2jS

pC3
dna

" #

ð

(2� «2 � «)

(1� «)3þb(1� 2«2)

� �

d« (18:46)
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(BYY )e ¼
I2br

2jS

2pC3
dna

" #

ð

(1þ «)

«(1� «)3þb

� �

d« (18:47)

(BXY )e ¼
I2br

2jS

2pC3
dna

" #

ð

(2� «2 � «)

«(1� «)3þb(1� «2)1=2

" #

d« (18:48)

(BYX )e ¼
I2br

2jS

pC3
dna

" #

ð

(1þ «)(1� «2)1=2

(1� «)3þb(1� 2«2)

" #

d« (18:49)

On expansion of bracketed terms contained (since « < 1) in Eqns. (18.46)–

(18.49), and subsequently integrating, the damping coefficients have been worked

out. Using Eqns. (18.2) and (18.33), damping coefficients are given as:

(BXX )e ¼ P
2«þ «2(2bþ 5)

2
þ
«3(b2 þ 6bþ 12)

3
þ

«4
(3bþ 7)þ (3þ b)(4þ b)(2bþ 7)

6

� �

4
þ . . .

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

(18:50)

where

P ¼
16SjE2d2d2

naC3
dc

2(1� «2)

" #

tan�1 0:41
(1þ «)

(1� «)

� �1=2
( )2

(18:51)

(BYY )e ¼ 0:5P log«þ«(bþ4)þ
«2(3þb)(6þb)

4
þ
«3(3þb)(4þb)(8þb)

18

�

þ
«4(3þb)(4þb)(5þb)(10þb)

96

þ
«5(3þb)(4þb)(5þb)(6þb)(12þb)

600
þ . . .

�

(18:52)

(BXY )e ¼ 0:5P 2 log «þ «(2bþ 5)þ
«2(3þ b)2

2
þ

«3
(3þ b)(4þ b)(2bþ 7)

6� 0:5

� �

3

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

þ

«4
(3þ b)(4þ b)2(5þ b)

12
�
(3þ b)

2
� 0:5

" #

4

þ

«5
(3þ b)(4þ b)(5þ b)(6þ b)(2bþ 9)

120
�
(3þ b)(3bþ 7)

4
�
3

8

� �

5
þ . . .

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

(18:53)
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(BYX )e ¼ P
«þ «2(4þ b)

2
þ
«3[(3þ b)(6þ b)þ 3]

6

�

þ
«4[9(5þ b)þ (3þ b)(4þ b)(8þ b)]

24

þ
«5[69þ (3þ b)(4þ b)(5þ b)(10þ b)þ 18(3þ b)(6þ b)]

120
þ . . .

�

(18:54)

It may be noted that actual mechanical damping coefficients will be at right

angle to the damping coefficients derived by electric forces. This is because of the

field strength, which follows the standard Fleming’s rule [8, 14]. Thus the actual

damping coefficients in different directions are given as:

BXX ¼ (BYY )e, BYY ¼ (BXX )e and BXY ¼ (BYX )e, BYX ¼ (BXY )e (18:55)

18.7 Determination of Damping and Stiffness Coefficients

The damping coefficients BXX , BYY ,BXY and BYX have been determined using

Eqns. (18.50)–(18.55) for thevarious values of Sommerfeldnumber, attitudeangle,L/d,

eccentricity and clearance ratios. Dimensionless damping coefficients given in Table

18.1, have been evaluated using radial clearance, angular speed of rotation and bearing

load forL/d¼0.5.Thechange in shaftvoltagewitheccentricity ratiogenerallymeasured

in rotating machines is taken from 6.5 to 1.5V for data deduction. The overall shaft

voltageof lightly loadedbearing for each revolution is takenvarying from6.5 to2.5Vas

against overall 4.5 to 1.5V for the bearing working with higher eccentricity ratios.

The following equations have been used on simplyfing the Eqns. (18.41),

(18.50)–(18.55), for determining the damping coefficients for L/d ¼ 0.5:

BXX ¼ 0:5P log «þ 5:92«þ 9:74«2 þ 16:05«3 þ 25:04«4 þ 37:03«5 þ 52:47«6 þ . . .
� �

(18:56)

BYY ¼ P 2«þ 4:42«2 þ 9:07«3 þ 16:35«4 þ 27:45«5 þ 43«6 þ 65:22«7 þ . . .
� �

(18:57)

BXY ¼ P «þ 2:96«2 þ 6:99«3 þ 14:63«4 þ 26:44«5 þ 45:78«6 þ 47:34«7 þ . . .
� �

(18:58)

BYX ¼ 0:5P 2 log «þ 8:84«þ 12:10«2 þ 17:37«3 þ 24:12«4 þ 30:95«5 þ 44«6 þ . . .
� �

(18:59)

The values of damping coefficients determined by the developed approach (Table

18.1) have been compared with the values reported by Lund J.W. and ThomsonK. K.

[16] under identical conditions of operation (also given in Table 18.1).

The change in value of permittivity/dielectric constant with temperature has

been considered for evaluation of the damping and stiffness coefficients of cylindrical
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bearings by using the variation given by Clark, M. Frank [18]. Also, change in oil

viscosity with temperature has been considered for the analysis.

The stiffness coefficients KXX , KYY , KXY and KYX have been determined using

Eqns. (18.23)–(18.27) for the various values of Sommerfeld number, attitude angle,

L/d, eccentricity and clearance ratios. Dimensionless stiffness coefficients given in

Table 18.2 have been evaluated using radial clearance and bearing load. The values

of stiffness coefficients determined by the developed approach (Table 18.2) has been

compared with that of the values reported by Lund J. W. and Thomson K. K. [16]

under identical conditions of operation (Table 18.3).

The effective stiffness has been determined by using Eqns. (18.31) and (18.1) for

cylindrical bearing using electrical analogy for different values of Sommerfeld num-

ber, eccentricity ratio, attitude angle. The data is shown in Table 18.3. Similarly,

effective stiffness has been evaluated using conventional approach by using Eqn.

(18.29) under the identical conditions. The various values for stiffness and damping

coefficients for XX, YY, XY and YX directions are taken from the published data by

Lund, J. W. and Thomson K. K. [16] for the bearing with Cd=d ratio as 0.001 and L/d

as 0.5.

Table 18.1. Values of dimensionless damping coefficients of cylindrical

bearing of L=d ¼ 0:5, determined by the developed electrical approach,

under various operating parameters

S « f8 BXX BXY BYX BYY

3.937 0.114 83.45 � 0.34 � 1.01 � 2.1 1.83

(77.32) (8.58) (1.93) (1.93) (18.44)

2.030 0.207 78.05 1.15 0.88 1.15 1.35

(68.75) (4.80) (2.15) (2.15) (11.18)

0.917 0.372 68.16 1.49 1.15 1.55 1.49

(57.45) (3.23) (2.06) (2.06) (7.70)

0.379 0.570 55.24 1.29 1.21 1.21 1.81

(45.43) (1.89) (1.87) (1.87) (6.76)

0.244 0.655 49.08 1.59 1.29 1.13 2.95

(40.25) (1.54) (1.82) (1.82) (6.87)

0.116 0.772 43.78 2.07 1.53 1.44 3.78

(32.65) (1.15) (1.79) (1.79) (7.59)

L=d ¼ 0:5, L¼ 0:15m, d ¼ 0:30m, j¼ (1:7�2:5)�8:854�10�12 (fm�1), r¼ 109 ohmm, c¼Cd=d ¼ 0:001,

w¼ 157rads�1.

Note: Values in brackets correspond to the conventional approach, as determined by Lund J. W. and

Thomson K. K. (1978)
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18.8 Results and Discussion

In this section damping and stiffness coefficients and effective stiffness have been

discussed.

18.8.1 Damping Coefficients

The damping coefficients BXX , BYY , BXY and BYX as derived by electrical

analogy, depend on shaft voltage, L/d, Sommerfeld number, rotating speed fre-

quency, clearance and eccentricity ratios, and permeability of the used lubricant

[Eqns. (18.50)–(18.55)].

Comparison of dimensionless values of damping coefficients of the cylindrical

bearing, as derived by the developed and the conventional approach, shows similar

pattern under identical values of Sommerfeld number, eccentricity ratio and attitude

angle, as shown in Table 18.1. The difference in the value of damping coefficient in

YY direction may be attributed to the circumferential positional difference of loca-

tion and profile of the oil supply groove to the bearing.

Dimensionless coefficients in XX and YY directions vary between �0.34 and

2.07, and 1.83 and 3.78, respectively, as the eccentricity ratio changes between 0.114

and 0.772. Similarly, under the same variation of eccentricity ratios, values of

dimensionless coefficients in XY and YX directions match closely with each other

(Table 18.1). The difference in these values in XY and YX directions determined by

developed methodology, with respect to that determined by the conventional ap-

proach, is because of the mutual electrical interaction of complex nature in XY and

YX directions. Furthermore, variation of shaft voltage in each revolution and its

effect on eccentricity ratio has not been considered precisely for analysis. This plays a

significant role for the evaluation of the values of damping coefficients. In general,

Table 18.2. Values of dimensionless stiffness coefficients of cylindrical bearing of

L=d ¼ 0:5 by developed electrical approach under various operating parameters.

S « f
 KXX KXY KYX KYY

3.937 0.114 83.45 0.42 �0.03 0.70 0.17

2.030 0.207 78.05 0.25 �0.08 0.39 0.14

0.917 0.372 68.16 0.22 �0.17 0.28 0.22

0.379 0.570 55.24 0.24 �0.92 0.20 0.56

0.244 0.655 49.08 0.40 �0.60 0.32 0.76

0.116 0.772 43.78 0.76 3.40 1.80 2.08
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Table 18.3. Values of stiffness coefficients of cylindrical bearing under various operating parameters

S* «* f
* KXX* KXY* KYX* KYY* BXX* BXY* ¼ BYX* BYY*

K�
cb � 109

(Nm�1)

Kcbe � 109

(Nm�1)

3.937 0.114 77.32 1.89 �4.20 9.27 1.57 8.58 1.93 18.44 0.07 0.09

2.030 0.207 68.75 1.93 �2.5 5.57 1.65 4.80 2.15 11.18 0.11 0.11

0.917 0.372 57.45 1.85 �1.30 4.01 2.12 3.23 2.06 7.70 0.14 0.11

0.379 0.570 45.43 1.68 �0.43 3.64 3.33 1.89 1.87 6.76 0.17 0.12

0.244 0.655 40.25 1.64 �0.13 3.74 4.25 1.54 1.82 6.87 0.17 0.12

0.116 0.772 32.65 1.60 0.30 4.17 6.36 1.15 1.79 7.59 0.16 0.11

L=d ¼ 0:5, L ¼ 0:15m, d ¼ 0:30m, j ¼ (1:7� 2:5)� 8:854� 10�12 (fm�1), r ¼ 109 ohmm, c ¼ Cd=d ¼ 0:001.

*parameters as per Lund J. W. and Thomson K. K. (1978).
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difference between values of damping coefficients determined by the developed and

existing method, may be attributed to the difference in the attitude angles and short

bearing theory used for the analysis apart from the data of the shaft voltages used.

The values of damping coefficients of the cylindrical bearing have been deter-

mined by electrical analogy approach without complex analysis. This leads to estab-

lishing the stability regime of the bearings much faster under different operating

parameters, as compared to the conventional approach.

18.8.2 Stiffness Coefficients

The stiffness coefficients KXX , KYY , KXY and KYX as derived by electrical

analogy depend on shaft voltage, bearing length, clearance and eccentricity ratios,

and permeability of the used lubricant [Eqns. (18.23)–(18.27)].

Comparison of dimensionless values of stiffness coefficients of the cylindrical

bearing having L=d ¼ 0:5,Cd=d ¼ 0:001 derived by the developed and the conven-

tional approach indicate matching with acceptable proximity under different values

of Sommerfeld number, eccentricity ratio and attitude angle as shown in Tables 18.2

and 18.3.

Dimensionless coefficients KXX , KYY vary from 0.42 to 0.76 and 0.17 to 2.08,

respectively, as per the developed methodology as against 1.89–1.60 and 1.57–6.36

respectively, as determined by conventional approach by J. W. Lund as the eccen-

tricity ratio changes between 0.114 and 0.772. Similarly, under the same variation of

eccentricity ratios, values of KXY and KYX coefficients change from �0.03 to 3.4 and

0.70 to 1.80, respectively, by the developed approach as against �4.20 to 0.30, and

9.27 to 4.17, respectively, by the conventional approach (Tables 18.2, 18.3). The

difference in KXY and KYX values determined by developed methodology with that of

the conventional approach is because of the mutual electrical interaction of complex

nature in XY and YX directions. Furthermore, variation of shaft voltage in each

revolution and its effect on eccentricity ratio and shaft voltage has not been con-

sidered precisely for analysis. This plays a significant role for the values of stiffness

coefficients. In general, difference between values of stiffness coefficients determined

by the developed and existing method may be attributed to the difference in the

attitude angles (Tables 18.2 and 18.3) and short bearing theory used for the analysis

apart from the values at shaft voltages used.

18.8.3 Effective Stiffness

As per the electrical analogy, it is established that the effective stiffness of a

cylindrical bearing depends on bearing capacitance [Eqn. (18.31)] which is a function

of operating parameters, bearing design parameters and permittivity of lubricant as
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shown in Eqn. (18.1). As per the conventional approach it has been established that

the effective stiffness depends on the values of stiffness and damping coefficients in

XX, XY, YY and YX directions as shown in the Eqn. (18.29). The values of effective

stiffness under different operating parameters for the cylindrical bearing of L/d ratio

as 0.5 are found to match closely using electrical analogy and conventional ap-

proaches. As shown in Table 18.3 effective stiffness as per electrical analogy vary

between 0:07� 109 and 0:17� 109 Nm�1 as against between 0:09� 109 and

0:12� 109 Nm�1 by the conventional approach under identical operating conditions.

The value of stiffness coefficients and effective stiffness of the cylindrical bearing

are determined by electrical analogy approach much faster without complex analysis.

Also, effective stiffness leads to determination of critical journal mass by using Eqn.

(18.28) to assess the stability regime for the bearings under different operating

parameters.

18.9 Conclusions

Based on the above analysis, the following conclusions are drawn [19–22]:

(1) The stiffness and damping coefficients in different directions of a cylin-

drical journal bearing depends on eccentricity ratio, design parameters

and relative permittivity of lubricant apart from the shaft voltage.

(2) The effective stiffness of cylindrical bearing depends on its capacitance

which in turn is a function of bearing operating and design parameters,

and permittivity of the lubricant.

(3) Dimensionless stiffness and damping coefficients, and effective stiffness

of cylindrical bearings under various operating conditions determined by

electrical analogy approach, are found to match with the values deter-

mined by the conventional approach, within acceptable proximity.

(4) It is easy and less time consuming to determine stiffness and damping

coefficients and effective stiffness by developed electrical analogy ap-

proach as compared to the existing conventional approaches.

(5) The stability regime through critical journal mass can be established

much faster using electrical analogy approach as against that of the

conventional approach.

The technique developed here, and further development and extension of the

methodology of electrical analogy, has the potential to deal precisely with the various

associated tribological analysis for determination of stiffness and coefficients more

reliably, much faster and may lead to close matching with the existing conventional

techniques.
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Nomenclature

a, b bearing constants

BXX , BYY , BXY , BYX dynamic coefficients in XX, YY, XY and YX directions,

respectively, N sm�1

BXX , BYY , BXY , BYX BXXCrw=W , BYYCrw=W , BXYCrw=W , BYXCrw=W ,

(dimensionless damping coefficients)

Bcb effective damping of bearing, N sm�1

Cd diametral clearance

Cr radial clearance

Ccb effective capacitance of cylindrical bearing f (A sV�1)

d shaft diameter, m

e journal center eccentricity

E shaft voltage, V

F force, N

FX , FY bearing reaction force components in X and Y directions,

respectively, N

ho minimum film thickness, m

Ib bearing current

Kcb, Kcbe effective stiffness of cylindrical bearing by conventional

and electrical approach, respectively, Nm�1

KXX , KYY , KXY , KYX stiffness coefficients in XX, YY, XY and YX directions,

respectively, Nm�1

(KXX )e, (KYY )e, stiffness coefficients by electric force in XX, YY, XY and YX

(KXY )e, (KYX )e directions, respectively

KXX , KYY , KXY , KYX KXXCr=W , KYY Cr=W , KXY � Cr=W , KYX Cr=W ,

(dimensionless stiffness coefficients)

L bearing length, m

Mcrt critical journal mass

n rotational speed, rps
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P bearing operational constant

Q charge, Coulomb (A s)

r radius of journal, m

Rcb effective resistance of cylindrical bearing, ohm

t time, s

S Sommerfeld number [(mndL=W ) (d=Cd)
2]

V whirl frequency, rad s�1

w 2pn, angular speed of rotation, rad s�1

W static load, N

X, Y journal center coordinates, m

d ¼ L=d length to diameter ratio

« eccentricity ratio (e=Cr)

f attitude angle of cylindrical bearing

r resistivity of lubricant (ohmm)

j permittivity/dielectric constant of lubricant [jojr (fm�1)]

jo permittivity of free space [8:854� 10�12 (fm�1)]

jr relative permittivity of lubricant

c ¼ Cd=d diametral clearance ratio
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Chapter 19

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS AND LIFE
ESTIMATION OF PIVOTED PAD THRUST
BEARINGS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SHAFT VOLTAGES

19.1 Introduction

For the reliable performance of a thrust bearing, an adequate amount of oil

must be provided to the interacting surfaces between the thrust collar/runner and

pads under relative motion, which forms variable oil film thickness from leading to

trailing edge of the pads [1].

The pivoted pad of a thrust bearing supported by a pivot is free to assume any

angle with the rotating collar. The resultant force on the pad acts through a pivot

point. However, if the pivot point coincides with the center of pressure of a fixed-pad

system, there is no essential difference in both the systems [2]. For the reversible

direction of operation, the pivot position is at the mid point of the pad. It is an

experimental fact that the pad assumes an angle of inclination even with location at

the center due to geometrical imperfections and slight convexity in the pad surface

[1]. Also, thermal edge effects, causing a decrease in oil viscosity, change the angle of

tilt, like offset pivoted pads during reversible operation [2]. In addition, the angle of

tilt causes the variation in the ratio of oil film thickness at leading to trailing edge.

This determines the load-carrying capacity of the bearing depending on sliding

velocity, pad dimensions and oil viscosity, and establishes the bearing behavior.

It is evident that in thrust bearings, the variation in oil film between pads and

thrust collar forms a capacitor of varying capacitance from the leading to trailing



edge. This depends on permittivity of the lubricant, pad width, angle of tilt and the

ratio of oil film thickness at leading to trailing edge. Besides this, variable oil film

thickness offers variation in resistance along the pad profile depending on the

resistivity of the oil. Thus, the variable oil film thickness forms the resistor–capacitor

(RC) circuit of variable resistance and capacitance between the thrust collar and pads

and offers impedance to a current flow in a hydrodynamic thrust bearing. By

analyzing the RC circuit, the behavior of a thrust bearing can be predicted. However,

similar studies have been carried out for roller and hydrodynamic journal bearings

[3, 4], but no such studies have been carried out either for fixed or for pivoted pad

thrust bearings.

This chapter brings out the theoretical studies undertaken to determine the

capacitance and active resistance between the interacting surfaces of pivoted pads

and thrust collar under different conditions of operation. Also, the capacitive react-

ance is analyzed for the effect of permittivity and the role of capacitance in the

behavior of a pad. The effect of the number of pads on equivalent capacitance and

resistance of a thrust bearing has also been analyzed. And the effect of different levels

of angle of tilt under various operating conditions affecting the ratio of oil film

thickness at leading to trailing edge has been computed to analyze how the variation

in capacitance, resistance and capacitive reactance of a pivoted pad affect the

behavior of thrust bearings.

This chapter also brings out the theoretical studies on the effects of instantan-

eous charge leakage between the thrust collar and a pad lubricated with high-

resistivity oil under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages. The objective

is to determine instantaneous rise in temperature of high ‘points’ between the thrust

collar and a tilting pad due to instantaneous charge leakage in the zone of load-

carrying oil film in each shaft rotation. The rise in temperature, thus achieved, is used

to determine the contact stresses and to establish the reduction in thrust bearing life

under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages before the initiation of craters

on the liner surfaces as compared to the bearings operating without the influence of

shaft voltages.

19.2 Theoretical Determination of Capacitance Between Pivoted Pad

and Thrust Collar/Runner of a Bearing

The pivoted pad of a thrust bearing separated by oil film thickness h2 at the

leading and h1 at the trailing edge from the rotating thrust collar forms a parallel

plate capacitor of variable thickness in the presence of a lubricant of dielectric

constant j:DCp is the change in pad capacitance between two rectangular plates of

width dX located in between the distances X þ dX and X from the trailing edge
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(Fig. 19.1) along the X-axis i.e. along pad length L, of a pad of width B, along Y-axis,

and separated by a film thickness varying between hþ Dh and h (Fig. 19.1). This is

given as:

Cp ¼ 2j
[(X þ dX )B� XB]

(2hþ Dh)
(19:1)

The change in film thickness (Dh) is very small in comparison to dX, and hence is

neglected.

The film thickness will vary from the trailing to leading edge (h1 to h2) for an

offset pivoted pad along the X-axis (Fig. 19.1). This variation for the pivoted pad is

given as [2]:

h ¼ mX 2 (19:2)

where m is a pad constant.

On differentiating Eqn. (19.2) and substituting in Eqn. (19.1), the change in

capacitance can be expressed as:

DCp ¼
jBh�3=2dh

2m1=2
(19:3)

The maximum change in capacitance depends on the film thickness between the

trailing and leading edges, between h1 and h2. So on integrating between h1 and h2,

the capacitance of a pad is given as:

Cp ¼
jB (h

1=2
2 � h

1=2
1 )

(mh1h2)
1=2

(19:4)

Z

L

∆
h

X

h2

U

X

X + dX

X1

h1

dX

a

h

X2

Fig. 19.1. Pad configuration in thrust bearing under rotation
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On substituting the values of m, h2=h1, and h2 from Appendix A, the pad

capacitance is expressed as:

Cp ¼
jB(H þ 1)(H1=2 � 1)

aH
(19:5)

19.3 Theoretical Determination of Active Resistance Between Thrust

Collar/Runner and a Pivoted Pad

The change in conductance�1/resistance DF�1
p =DRp between two rectangular

plates of width dX located in between the distances X þ dX and X from the trailing

edge along the X-axis (along the length L) and width B (along Y-axis) of a pivoted

thrust pad, and separated by a film thickness varying between (hþ Dh) and h

(Fig. 19.1), is given as [5]:

DFp ¼
dXB

rh
(19:6)

The maximum change in conductance�1/resistance depends on the film thickness

between trailing and leading edges (h1 and h2). So on integrating between h1 and h2

and using Eqn. (19.2), the pad conductance is determined as:

Fp ¼
1

Rp

¼
B

2rm1=2

� �
ð

h2

h1

h�3=2dh (19:7)

On integrating and substituting the values of m, h2=h1 and h2 from Appendix A,

Rp is expressed as

Rp ¼
raH

[B(H þ 1)(H1=2 � 1)]
(19:8)

19.4 Capacitance and Resistance of Thrust Bearings

The pads of thrust bearings are in parallel to each other, so capacitance and

resistance (Cb and Rb) of a tilting pad thrust bearing having N pads, are determined

as N times Cp and 1/N times Rp, respectively.

In operation, the actual contact in the zone of load-carrying oil film between the

thrust collar and the pads depends on surface roughness, irregular oil film and

comprises primarily the high ‘points’ contact. Also, vibrations of the oil film under

different conditions of operation govern area of contact. In case of a stationary
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thrust collar, the actual area of contact is relatively large and consists mainly of

quasi-metallic surfaces of the thrust collar and bearing pads. However, in rotation

the actual high ‘points’ contacts between the thrust collar and pads of a bearing is

much smaller. Under stationary conditions, resistance between thrust collar and pads

is measured as 0.4–0.5 ohms, which enables to pass high current as compared to the

operating conditions. Instantaneously, resistance under operating conditions (Rb)

can be taken as equivalent to the high ‘points’ contact resistance under static

condition (Rs). This is because for a fraction of a second (10�3 s – duration to pass

zone of load-carrying oil film – as shown in Table 19.1) at the high ‘points’ the thrust

collar and a pad is treated as stationary during rotation of the collar. This can also be

explained because of temporary lack of slip at the asperities due to elastic deform-

ation between the thrust collar and pads.

19.5 Determination of Capacitive Reactance and Impedance of Hydrodynamic

Thrust Bearing, and Between Thrust Collar and an Individual Pad

The capacitive reactance between interacting surfaces of a thrust collar and a

pad is given as [5]:

Xcp ¼
1

wCp

(19:9)

And the impedance of equivalent (RC) circuit of a pad is determined as:

Zp ¼ Rp � jXcp (19:10)

Similarly, capacitive reactance and impedance of a thrust bearing is given as:

Xcb ¼
1

wCb

, and Zb ¼ Rb � jXcb (19:11)

The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance of a thrust bearing, and an

individual pad and thrust collar is expressed as [Eqns. (19.9), (19.11), (19.8) and

(19.5)]:

Xcb

Rb

¼
Xcp

Rp

¼
1

wjr
(19:12)

19.6 Life Estimation of Pivoted Pad Thrust Bearings

The effect of instantaneous charge leakage on the temperature rise at the contact

between the thrust collar and a pivoted (tilting) pad of a hydrodynamic thrust
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bearing lubricated with high-resistivity lubricant operating under the influence of

different levels of shaft voltages has been used to estimate the life of a pivoted pad

thrust bearing. Charge leakage between high ‘points’ of the thrust collar and a pad

liner during momentary contact in the zone of load-carrying oil film is used to

establish the heat generated and instantaneous temperature rise in each shaft rota-

tion. On the basis of temperature rise, an analysis is carried out for the rise of contact

stresses by the instantaneous charge leakage, which leads to initiation of craters by

the arcing effects resulting in subsequent damage of pad liner. The consequential

reduction in thrust bearing life, in comparison to the bearing operating without the

influence of shaft voltage, is then established. Subsequently, the safe limit of shaft

voltage is assessed for a reliable operation of a thrust bearing operating under the

influence of shaft voltage.

19.6.1 Determination of Width of Contact Between the

Thrust Collar and a Tilting Pad

The high ‘points’ contact between the thrust collar and a tilting pad in the zone

of minimum film thickness under the action of load p, form a rectangular surface of

deformation on a pad liner having dimensions equal to width of contact (Wp) and

pad width (B). The minimum width of contact causing pitting on the liner is

expressed as:

Wp ¼
p

Bssp

(19:13)

19.6.2 Duration of Contact Between a Pad and the Thrust Collar

Duration of surface contact between the thrust collar and a pad in crossing the

zone of load-carrying oil film is determined as Wp=Vn, and given as:

tp ¼
p

pBsspdmfs
(19:14)

19.6.3 Stored Charge on Bearing Surfaces

The equivalent capacitance of a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity oil

(1014 ohm cm) opposes any change in the existing voltage and causes an electric

charge to be stored. The instantaneous stored charge depends on capacitance and

voltage across oil film, and is given as:

Qb ¼ VCb ¼ VCpN ¼ QpN (19:15)
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A change in charge results in current flow in the capacitor. It is this current,

which opposes a voltage change across the capacitor and is determined as:

Ib ¼ Cb �
dV

dt
¼

NCpdV

dt
(19:16)

where dV/dt is the rate of voltage change in volt per second.

19.6.4 Voltage Current Characteristics of Electric Arc

The dependence of voltage drop with the arc current is known as voltage-current

characteristics. Voltage at which the arc discharge commences is called the ignition or

storage voltage of the arc or the bearing threshold voltage [6]. It has been established

that the voltage drop with the arc decreases as the arc current increases, which

indicates that the gap resistance drops quicker than the current rises. The resistance

of the arc gap and voltage drop with the arc for a short duration may be treated as

constant and time invariant quantities. Furthermore, there is a great difference

between the variation of the arc voltage and voltage gradient in the immediate

neighborhood of the electrodes and with the rest of the arc. Also, voltage drops

sharply within the cathode and anode region.

The above characteristics of the electric arc is used with the reasonable

accuracy to analyze the phenomenon occurring in a hydrodynamical thrust

bearing using lubricating oil of higher resistivity (1014 ohmcm.) and operating

under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages. The make and break of

the high ‘points’ contact between the thrust collar and pads in a load-carrying

oil film during a contact duration of 10�3 s (Table 19.1) is taken as time invariant

and voltage drop is treated as constant. Therefore during operation for an instant

the resistance at the high ‘points’ contact is taken equivalent to that of bearing

resistance under static conditions. The effect of shaft voltage on the Babbitt

liner is taken up to the depth (Hd) of 0.001mm as per the details available in the

reference [7].

19.6.5 Lubricant Characteristics and Bearing Behavior

When a bearing using high-resistivity (r) lubricant (1014 ohm cm) having viscos-

ity 43–48 cSt at 408C and viscosity index 95 (min) with relative permittivity (jr) of 2.2

operates under electric fields, the current does not begin to flow until the first

threshold voltage is reached. At the first threshold voltage (the increase in voltage

from zero to a specific maximum value with negligible current flow), the increase in

current flow is nearly instantaneous. Beyond the first threshold voltage, even a
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further small increase in voltage results in a very high increase in current similar to

journal and rolling-element bearings [6].

19.6.6 Heat Generated and Instantaneous Temperature Rise of Bearing Liner

by Instantaneous Charge Leakage in the Zone of Load-Carrying Oil

Film Between the Thrust Collar and Pads of a Thrust Bearing

When a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity oil is operated under the influ-

ence of shaft voltage, current does not flow through the bearing and charge gets

accumulated on the surface of thrust collar until the shaft voltage is below the

threshold voltage [6]. However, slow passage of charge takes place through the

bearing when the high ‘points’ on the collar and the pads in the zone of load-carrying

oil film come close or when the conducting particles bridge the oil film. These

conducting paths are broken when high points become separated by greater

thickness of oil film. Under such conditions arcing results due to instantaneous

charge leakage under different operating conditions by vibration effects due to

various reasons. This gives rise to instantaneous minimum resistance between the

thrust collar and pads equivalent to that of thrust bearing resistance under static

conditions (Rs).

The instantaneous charge leakage between the thrust collar and a pad generates

an instant heat. The electrical energy q due to charge leakage Q for a duration tp at

the first threshold voltage V through a contact resistance Rs=N between the thrust

collar and pads having capacitance Cp is given as:

q ¼
I2p � Rs � tp

N
(19:17)

or in terms of charge and capacitance electrical energy can be expressed as [using

Eqn. (19.15)]:

q ¼
Q2

p � tp �N

C2
p � Rs

(19:18)

This energy influences the zone of load-carrying oil film (of width of contactWp,

pad width B and depth Hd), and increases instantaneous temperature of the mass

(WpBHdr1) of the pad temperature after a certain number of cycles. Hence, by using

Eqn. (19.18) and neglecting loss of heat by oil flow and other means, the following is

evident

Wp � B�Hd � Tip � r1 � c ¼
Q2

p � tp �N

C2
p � Rs

(19:19)
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So, the instantaneous temperature rise due to instantaneous charge leakage

between the thrust collar and a pad on the high ‘points’ in the zone of load-carrying

oil film during each contact is determined as [using Eqns. (19.13) and (19.14)]:

Tip ¼
Q2

p �N

p� C2
p � fs � Rs � B�Hd � dm � r1 � c

(19:20)

19.6.7 Instantaneous Temperature Rise Due to Charge Leakage in the

Zone of Load-Carrying Oil Film Between Thrust Collar and

Pad in each Shaft Rotation

The number of times the thrust collar passes over theWp in each shaft rotation is

pdm=Wp. Assuming that 0.2 per cent of the thrust collar has high ‘points’ which come

in contact with the high ‘points’ of Wp – the width of contact on a pad liner in the

zone of load-carrying oil film, which gives the instantaneous temperature rise at any

single position on a pad liner in each shaft rotation as Tip times the p103dm=2Wp.

This is simplified using Eqn. (19.20) and given as:

Tp ¼
103 �Q2

p �N

2� C2
p � fs � Rs �Wp � B�Hp � r1 � c

(19:21)

For a bearing having N pads, the net charge (Qb) and capacitance of a bearing

(Cb) will be N times Qp and Cp respectively, since the pads are in parallel with respect

to the collar. Also, net pad width, and width of high ‘points’ contact, and Hd will be

N times B, Wp and Hd, respectively. Substituting values of BWp and Hd along with

the values of Qb and Cb, the instantaneous rise of thrust bearing temperature in each

shaft rotation is given as [using Eqn. (19.15)]:

Tb ¼
103 �Q2

p

2C2
p � Rs �N2 � B�Wp � fs �Hd � r1 � c

(19:22)

This instantaneous temperature rise would be identical between various high

‘points’ contact of the thrust collar and liner of thrust bearing pads in each rotation

of the shaft. This could cause initiation of craters on the liner after a certain number

of shaft revolutions.

19.6.8 Thermal Stresses Due to Thermal Transients on Bearing Liner

During operation of a thrust bearing, firstly from the initial conditions a

transient thermal gradient due to charge leakage occurs. If at an instant, pad liner

temperature is known, then transient thermal gradients after various time intervals
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can be determined. In addition, the thermal stresses can be evaluated for any instant

of time. The overall temperature rise of bearing liner due to charge leakage for a

short interval (10�3 s) approaches zero. However, instantaneous rise in contact

stresses on the high ‘points’ of the pad liner are determined as [8]:

sip ¼
�G � E � Tip

(1� m)
(19:23)

and initial contact stresses without the influence of shaft voltage and charge leakage

are given as:

so ¼
�G � E � To

(1� m)
(19:24)

sip is compressive during increase in temperature. The Babbitt liner temperature

at the high ‘points’ contact with the thrust collar tends to grow instantaneously, but

is restricted by adjacent material at a lower stabilized temperature. However, com-

pressive stresses at the pad liner change to gradual tensile stresses at the bonded

surface of liner with the bearing shell.

The operating temperature of a thrust bearing affects the contact stresses. But

the instantaneous temperature rise of liner due to charge leakage in each shaft

rotation may set residual contact stresses which are determined as:

sb ¼
�G � E � (Tb þ To)

(1� m)
(19:25)

19.6.9 Bearing Damage Resulting From Shaft Voltages due to Instantaneous

Charge Leakage

Shaft voltages and resulting bearing currents lead to damages caused by arcing

across bearing pads and thrust collar. The main consequence of arcing in presence of

high-resistivity oil is the wear of Babbitt liner and rapid aging of the lubricating oil. It

is observed that oil films in the hydrodynamic thrust bearings cease to be insulators

and behave like conductors when subjected to high voltages or fast changing voltages

[9]. The voltage at which this happens is similar to threshold voltage phenomenon

occurring in rolling-element bearings [6]. Also, this depends on oil film thickness, rate

of change of voltage and is accompanied by an arc.

The current flow is intermittently broken as the high ‘points’ are separated by

the motion of the collar, and this interruption takes place in a microsecond or less

which causes high induced voltage and accumulation of charges across the oil film

due to self inductance. Charge accumulation depends on bearing capacitance and
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may cause sustained arcing at the high ‘points’ contact between the thrust collar and

the bearing pads resulting in metal fusing and damage of liner surface by craters

formation. However, the collar is less sensitive to arcing effects due to its higher

melting point.

19.6.10 Determination of Decrease in Life Span of Pad Liners due to the

Initiation of Craters Under Various Levels of Shaft Voltages

Under ideal conditions of operation the life of the pad liners is very high because

of hydrodynamical pressure developed in the squeeze film, which avoids direct

metal-to-metal contact between the thrust collar and pad liners. However, during

starts and stops there occurs shear force on the liners, which affects the fatigue life of

pads. Also, oxidation, deterioration and aging of the circulating oil affect the bearing

performance.

Due to charge leakage on the high ‘points’, the contact stresses increase in due

course on the pad liners. The ratio of these stresses as compared to the original

stresses without the effect of shaft voltages is determined as [by Eqns. (19.24) and

(19.25)]:

sb

so

¼ 1þ
Tb

To

(19:26)

The ratio of sb=so gives the indication of decrease in the life of pad liners under

the effect of shaft voltages as compared to the original life. And ratio of percentage

increase in stresses as compared to the original stresses [(sb � so)=so per cent] gives

the percentage reduction in life of the pad liners on the high ‘points’ before the

initiation of craters.

19.7 Data Deduction From Theoretical Analysis

Values of Cp,Rp,Xcp, and Zp for the pivoted pad of the thrust bearing

with different values of H varying from 2 to 5, and angle of tilt (a) varying from 18

to 38 have been computed using Eqns. (19.5), (19.8)–(19.10). Figures. 19.2–19.4

show the variation of capacitance, resistance and capacitive reactance of the pivoted

pad at various angles of pad tilt and ratios of oil film thickness at leading to trailing

edge of the thrust bearing having a pad width of 200mm. Also, sb is determined

for different values of shaft voltages varying from 0.25 to 2V to determine

the ratio of sb=so of a bearing operating under stabilized regime and having

parameters given in Table 19.1. The shaft voltages are taken less than first threshold

voltage to avoid the effect of chemical decomposition of the oil. The various
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Table 19.1. Instantaneous temperature rise, contact stresses, contact duration and reduction in bearing liner life

due to charge leakage between the thrust collar and pads under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages

and charge accumulation

Analytical values of temperature rise at different levels of charge accumulation and shaft voltages

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

V (V) 0.2 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2

Qb � 10�10 (C) 3.3 6.6 9.9 13 16.5 19.8 23 26

T

b (C) 2.7 10.8 24.2 43 67.2 97 132 172

sb=so 0.95 0.82 0.67 0.54 0.43 0.34 0.27 0.22

% reduction in bearing life 5 18 33 46 57 66 73 78

Ratio of temperature rise

as against 0.25V

1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64

Ratio of reduction in life

as against 0.25V

1 3.6 6.6 9.2 11.4 13.2 14.6 15.6

Bearing dimensions, operating parameters and analytical values dm ¼ 300mm, B ¼ 200mm, n ¼ 1500 rpm, N ¼ 8, fs ¼ 25, p ¼ 12� 1014 N, r1 ¼ 1014

ohmcm, Hd ¼ 0:001mm, Rs ¼ 0:5ohm, j ¼ 2:5� 8:85419� 10�12 (fm�1), jr ¼ 2:5, To ¼ 50 8C, a ¼ 18, H ¼ 2:2, Cp ¼ 16:3� 10�11 (f), Cb ¼ 13:04 �

10�10 (f), Wp � B ¼ 8:68� 10�3 m2, tp ¼ 1:8� 10�3 s.

4
3
6

C
h
a
p
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parameters of a thrust bearing having eight pads of width 200mm each are given in

Table 19.1 [10]. The specific pressure (ssp) causing pitting on the tin-based Babbitt

material is taken as 14� 106 Nm�2 [11]. And by the field data analysis of various

bearings operating under normal conditions, the stabilized bearing temperature is

taken as 508C.

19.8 Results and Discussion on Electrical Parameters and Bearing Life

19.8.1 Capacitance

The capacitance of the pivoted pad of a thrust bearing depends on the ratio of

oil film thickness at the leading to trailing edge (H), angle of pad tilt (a), bearing

width (B) and permittivity of lubricant (j), and is independent of pad length [Eqn.

(19.5)]. Capacitance of a bearing is the product of the number of pads and the

capacitance of an individual pad.

The capacitance of a pivoted pad decreases with an increase in the angle of tilt at

the constant ratio of film thickness from the leading to trailing edge. However, the

pad capacitance increases with increase in H at a fixed value of pad tilt. The relative

increase of capacitance at the lower angle of tilt (< 18) is much higher as compared to

higher tilt (> 2.58) as H varies from 2 to 5. This indicates that the capacitance of a

centrally pivoted pad is much higher as compared to the capacitance of equivalent off

set pivoted pad, (due to the lower value of pad tilt of a centrally pivoted pad as

compared to the off set pivoted pad). The capacitance of a pad asymptotically

decreases as the angle of tilt increases beyond 1.58 (Fig. 19.2).

For a pad of width 200mm, the capacitance at H ¼ 2:3 decreases from 331.0 pF

at a ¼ 0:58 to 55.2 pF at a ¼ 38. On the contrary, at the constant angle of tilt

(a ¼ 0:58), the capacitance increases from 277.2 pF at H ¼ 2 to 662 pF at H ¼ 5.

However, the relative variation of capacitance at a ¼ 0:58 is 384.8 pF as against

64.1 pF at a ¼ 38 as H varies from 2 to 5. In general, capacitance of a pad reduces

asymptotically as the pad tilt increases from 0.58 to 1.58 and to 38. The change is from

434.24 pF to 217.12 pF and 72.38 pF at H ¼ 3 as shown in Fig. 19.2.

19.8.2 Resistance

The resistance of a pivoted pad depends on H, r, a, B, and is independent

of length of the pad. The resistance of a thrust bearing decreases by number

of pads multiplied by the resistance of an individual pad. The pad resistance

increases with pad tilt at the constant value of film thickness from leading to trailing

edge (H). However, resistance decreases with increase in H of the fixed value of

angle of tilt. The relative change in resistance at a lower angle of pad tilt (< 18) is
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much less as compared to higher angle of tilt (> 2.58) as the H changes from 2 to 5

(Fig. 19.3).

For the pad width of 200mm, the active resistance at H ¼ 2.3 increases

from 5:9� 1010 ohm at a ¼ 0:58 to 33:6� 1010 ohm at a ¼ 38. On the contrary, at

constant a ¼ 1:58, the resistance decreases from 21:2� 1010 ohm at H ¼ 2 to

8:75� 1010 ohm at H ¼ 5. The relative variation of pad resistance at a ¼ 0:58 is
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Fig. 19.2. Variation of capacitance (Cp) of pivoted pad with angle of tilt (a) at different ratios

of film thickness at leading to trailing edges (H) of a thrust bearing of pad width 200mm
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4:1� 1010 ohm as compared to 24:6� 1010 ohm at a ¼ 38 as the H varies from 2 to

5. In general, pad resistance increases at a uniform rate as a increases from 0.58

to 1.58 and to 38. Rp increases from 4:45� 1010 to 13:35� 1010 and to

26:7� 1010 ohms at H ¼ 3 as shown in Fig. 10.3. Since a is much less for a centrally

pivoted pad [2], so its resistance is much lower as compared to an equivalent off set

pivoted pad (Fig. 19.3).
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Fig. 19.3. Variation of resistance (Rp) of pivoted pad with angle of tilt (a)

at different ratios of film thickness at leading to trailing edges (H) of a thrust

bearing of pad width 200mm
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19.8.3 Capacitive Reactance

The capacitive reactance of a pivoted pad (Xcp) reduces with increase in capaci-

tance and frequency of applied voltage. Also, capacitive reactance of a bearing (Xcb)

reduces with increase in number of pads times the capacitive reactance of an indi-

vidual pad.
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at different ratios of film thickness at leading to trailing edges (H) of a thrust bearing

of pad width 200mm
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In general, Xcp like Rp increases with an increase in pad tilt at the constant ratio

of film thickness at the leading to trailing edge (H). However, Xcp decreases with an

increase in H at a constant value of pad tilt (Fig. 19.4). Also, the relative change in

Xcp at a lower value of (<18) is much less as compared to a higher value of pad tilt

(>2.58) as H changes from 2 to 5 as shown in Fig. 19.4. For a pad of width 200mm,

Xcp at H ¼ 2.3 increases from 96:21� 105 ohm at a ¼ 0:58 to 577:36� 105 ohm at

a ¼ 38 for f ¼ 50Hz. On the contrary at a constant value of a ¼ 1:58, Xcp decreases

from 344:71� 105 ohm at H ¼ 2 to 144:43� 105 ohm at H ¼ 5. But, the relative

variation of Xcp at a ¼ 0:58 is 66:74� 105 as compared to 401:62� 105 ohm at

a ¼ 38 as the H varies from 2 to 5. In general, Xcp of a pad increases with a uniform

rate as a increases from 0.58 to 1.58 and to 38. The change is from 73:34� 105 ohm to

220:01� 105 ohm and to 440� 105 ohm at H ¼ 3 as shown in Fig. 19.4. This

indicates that the capacitive reactance of a centrally pivoted pad is lower than that

of an equivalent off set pivoted pad.

19.8.4 Impedance

Resistance of a pivoted pad of the thrust bearing using oil of resistivity

1014 ohmcm and relative permittivity of 2.2 is approximately 104 times higher

than its capacitive reactance (Figs 19.3 and 19.4). That is why the pad impedance

(Zp) is governed by the pad resistance (Rp), and contribution of capacitive react-

ance to the impedance is insignificant as determined by Eqn. (19.10). Similarly,

impedance of bearing (Zb) is governed by its resistance (Rb) as determined in Eqn.

(19.11).

19.8.5 Variation of Capacitance, Resistance and Capacitive Reactance

of the Pads for Optimum Performance of a Thrust Bearing

In general, the load-carrying capacity of a pad depends on pad dimensions,

the operating speed of bearing and the lubricant viscosity [1]. These parameters

govern oil film thickness at leading to trailing edge and the angle of tilt of the

pad [1, 2]. The variation of H and angle of tilt of pad influence Cp, Rp and Xcp,

which have been discussed in the previous sections. For lower coefficient of friction

and higher load-carrying capacity the optimum variation of these parameters should

be taken against H ¼ 2.3 and a ¼ 18 to 38 [1, 2]. The variation of capacitance,

resistance and capacitive reactance of a pivoted pad of 200mm width would be

within 165.5 to 55.16 pF, 11:8� 1010 to 33:6� 1010 ohm and 192:43� 105 to

577:36� 105 ohm, respectively, for optimum performance characteristics (Figs.

19.2–19.4).
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19.8.6 Ratio of Capacitive Reactance to Active Resistance

The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance of a pad and bearing

depends on w, r, j and [Eqn. (19.12)]. It is independent of operating parameters

and values of H and a. The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance is

constant and is less than unity (1:64� 10�4) up to the first threshold voltage for a

bearing using oil having resistivity 1014 ohm cm and relative permittivity of 2.2. This

shows that the bearing accumulates the electric charges up to the first threshold

voltage [3, 4].

19.8.7 Temperature Rise in the Zone of Load-Carrying Oil Film

Between Thrust Collar and a Pad

The temperature rise in the zone of load-carrying oil film between the collar and

a pad depends on the pad width, width of contact on pad in load-carrying oil film

and the number of pads in a bearing. Temperature rise of a thrust bearing under the

influence of different levels of shaft voltages varies inversely with the square of the

number of pads and decreases with increase in frequency of rotation, but increases

with the square of ratio of charge accumulation to the bearing capacitance.

For a thrust bearing having eight pads, each of width 200mm and capacitance of

16:3� 10�11(f) operating at 1500 rpm, the temperature rise at the high ‘points’ on

the bearing surfaces increases as the charge accumulation/shaft voltage increases. As

the shaft voltage increases from 0.25 to 2V, temperature rise at the high ‘points’ in

each shaft rotation (Tb) increases from 2.69 to 172 8C (Table 19.1). Up to shaft

voltage of 0.5V, Tb is 10.8 8C, which increases steeply to 4, 6.25, 9.0, 12.24 and 16

times as the shaft voltage rises to 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2V respectively (Table 19.1).

As compared to 0.25V shaft voltage, temperature of thrust bearing increases to 4 to

64 times as the shaft voltage increases from 0.5 to 2V (Table 19.1). However, below

0.25V, temperature rise as well as rate of rise are much less as compared to that of

above 0.25V. The similar trend is found for various sizes of bearings under different

conditions of operation.

19.8.8 Ratio of Thermal Stresses and Percentage Reduction in Bearing Life

Instantaneous thermal stresses due to thermal transients on the bearing surfaces

depend on instantaneous rise in temperature [Eqn. (19.23)], which increases the

contact stresses in due course [Eqn. (19.25)]. The ratio of original stresses without

the effect of instantaneous charge leakage/shaft voltage to that of the bearings

operating under different levels of shaft voltages (so=sb) decreases from 0.95

to 0.22 as the shaft voltage increases from 0.25 to 2V. Consequently, (sb � so)=so
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per cent i.e. minimum reduction in bearing life before appearance of craters on

liner increases from 5 to 78 per cent. However, up to 0.25V shaft voltages, reduction

in bearing liner life is only 5 per cent. Exceeding which liner life reduces very

fast. The bearing life reduces from 3.6 to 15.6 times at the shaft voltage of 0.5

and 2V, respectively as compared to that at 0.25V shaft voltages. Below shaft

voltage of 0.25V, reduction in bearing life is very much less than at above

0.25V (Table 19.1). It is therefore recommended that shaft voltage should not

be allowed to exceed 0.25V for safe and reliable operation of a hydrodynamic

thrust bearing. This matches closely with the operational experience with the thrust

bearings.

It may be noted that under the influence of lower shaft voltage the life expect-

ancy of a thrust bearing is much higher before the craters are initiated on the liner.

This is because of lesser rise in contact temperature on the high ‘points’. In addition,

decrease in charge accumulation and increase in bearing capacitance also result in

lesser rise in contact temperature in the load-carrying zone of a bearing.

19.8.9 Comparison of Safe Shaft Voltage Between Journal and Thrust Bearings

Under the influence of same shaft voltage, failure of thrust bearing occurs much

earlier than in case of the journal bearing. For the safe and reliable operation of a

journal bearing, the safe reliable shaft voltage is 0.5V as discussed in Chapter 15 [9]

as against 0.25V for thrust bearing (Table 19.1). This is attributed to the fact that,

although, the duration of asperity high ‘points’ contacts of a pad with the thrust

collar (tp) is lower (1:8� 10�3 s), but it occurs simultaneously in all the pads and

increases to the product of the number of pad times the tp. This makes it approxi-

mately three times higher than that of high ‘points’ contact in a journal bearing in

each shaft rotation (5� 10�3 s). Hence, in reduction in life of a thrust bearing as

compared to that of a journal bearing [9].

19.9 Conclusions

From the various analysis and investigations discussed in this chapter, the

following conclusions are drawn [10, 12]:

(1) The capacitance, resistance and capacitive reactance of a pivoted pad of a

thrust bearing depend on the ratio of film thickness from the leading to

trailing edge, angle of tilt andpadwidth anddonot dependonpad length.

(2) The capacitance of the pad decreases with increase in angle of pad tilt

versus the resistance and capacitive reactance, which increase, at the

constant ratio of film thickness from the leading to trailing edge.
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(3) The relative increase of capacitance versus the decrease in resistance

and capacitive reactance, with an increase in film thickness from the

leading to trailing edge at the constant angle of pad tilt, is much higher

for lower angle of tilt as compared to a higher angle of tilt.

(4) The capacitance of a bearing increases with the number of pads times

the capacitance of an individual pad, as compared to resistance and

capacitive reactance, which decrease with the number of pads.

(5) For a centrally pivoted pad, capacitance is higher versus the resistance

and capacitive reactance, which are lower as compared to an equivalent

off set pivoted pad.

(6) For lower coefficient of friction and higher load-carrying capacity,

the range of variation of capacitance, resistance and capacitive

reactance of a pivoted pad of 200mm width is 165.5–55.16 pF,

11:8� 1010 � 33:6� 1010 ohm and 192:43� 105 � 577:36� 105 ohm,

respectively.

(7) The resistance of a tilted pad using oil of resistivity 1014 ohmcm and

relative permittivity of 2.2 is approximately 104 times higher than its

capacitive reactance. Also, impedance of a pad is mainly governed by

its resistance rather than by its capacitive reactance.

(8) The ratio of capacitive reactance to active resistance depends on per-

mittivity and resistivity of the lubricant, and this ratio is less than unity

for the capacitive response of a pad and a thrust bearing.

(9) The width of contact between a pad and the collar in the load-carrying

oil film depend on the liner properties, load on pad and the specific load

causing pitting on liner surface.

(10) The instantaneous temperature rise of a pad in each shaft rotation due

to charge leakage in the zone of load-carrying oil film depends on the

pad width, width of contact on pad in load-carrying oil film, the

number of pads in a bearing and frequency of rotation of the collar.

(11) Temperature rise under the influence of shaft voltage decreases with

increase in frequency of rotation and varies inversely with the square of

number of pads. However, it increases with square of the ratio of charge

accumulation to the bearing capacitance.

(12) Instantaneous thermal stresses due to thermal transients on the bearing

liner depend on instantaneous temperature rise due to charge leakage.

(13) Temperature rise of liner below 0.25V shaft voltages is much less and

does not have significant effect on the bearing life. Reduction in

bearing life is 5 per cent at 0.25V as against 78 per cent at 2V shaft

voltage.
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(14) Reduction in the bearing life becomes increasingly significant as the

shaft voltage goes up. At the shaft voltage of 2V, the percentage

reduction in bearing life is 15.6 times as much as that at 0.25V.

(15) For safe, reliable operation and adequate life of a thrust bearing, shaft

voltage of 0.25V must not be exceeded. However, for a journal bearing

shaft voltage up to 0.5V is safe.

The analysis given in this chapter has a potential to predict the reduction in

bearing liner life before the craters are initiated on its surface and influence of shaft

voltage, capacitance and operating parameters on the bearing performance. And,

also has a potential for optimum selection of pad parameters for safe and reliable

operation of a thrust bearing.
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APPENDIX A
MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF
CONSTANTS m AND h2 IN THE FORM
OF a, L AND H

Variation of film thickness (h) along X-axis is given as [Eqn. (19.2)]:

h ¼ mX 2 (A1)

From the Fig. 19.1, the following is evident

h1 ¼ mX 2
1 (A2)

h2 ¼ mX 2
2 (A3)

h2 � h1 ¼ aL (A4)

h2

h1
¼ H (A5)

and

X2 � X1 ¼ L (A6)

From Eqns. (A1), (A2) and (A6), following is evident

h2 � h1 ¼ mLX2 1þ
X1

X2

� �

(A7)



Using Eqns. (A2) and (A4), Eqn. (A7) is simplified as

a ¼
m

h2

� �1=2

(h1 þ h2) (A8)

where

X1

X2

¼
h1

h2
(Fig: 19:1)

On simplifying Eqn. (A8), m is determined as:

m ¼
aH(H � 1)

L(H þ 1)2
(A9)

where h2=h1 is used as H and h2, h1 are simplified using Eqn. (A4), and given as:

h1 ¼
aL

(H þ 1)
and h2 ¼

aLH

(H � 1)
(A10)

APPENDIX B

PROPERTIES OF SAE 11 (Babbitt Material)

A. Chemical Composition

Tin 86%, Antimony 6–7.5%

Lead 0.35%, Copper 5–6.5%

Iron 0.08%, Arsenic 0.10%

Bismuth 0.08%, Zinc/Aluminum Nil

B. Physical Properties

(1) Specific gravity (r) ¼ 7:46� 103Kgm�3
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(2) Specific heat (c) ¼ 2:26� 102 wsKg�1
8C

�1

(3) Yield strength at 20 8C ¼ 46:50� 106 Nm�2

(4) Yield strength at 100 8C ¼ 22:19� 106 Nm�2

(5) Young’s modulus of elasticity (E) ¼ 40� 109 Nm�2

(6) Poisson’s Ratio (m) ¼ 0:36

Nomenclature

B pad width

c specific heat of bearing liner

Cb bearing capacitance

Cp pad capacitance

dm thrust ring mean diameter

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

f frequency of applied voltage (50Hz)

fs shaft rotational frequency

Fb bearing conductance (ohm�1)

Fp pad conductance (ohm�1)

h oil film thickness

ho minimum oil film thickness

h1 oil film thickness at trailing edge

h2 oil film thickness at leading edge

H ¼ h2=h1 ratio of film thickness at leading to trailing edge

Hd depth of craters on liner surface of a pad

Ib bearing current

Ip current through pad

L pad length

m pad constant, mm�1

n rpm

N number of pads in a bearing

p thrust load on each pad

P bearing thrust load

q electrical energy due to charge leakage between the thrust collar and

a pad

Qb stored electric charge on bearing

Qp stored electric charge on a pad

Rb bearing resistance in operating conditions

Rp pad resistance in operating condition

Rs bearing resistance in static conditions
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tp duration of contact between thrust collar and a pad to cross zone of

load-carrying oil film during operation

Tb bearing temperature rise due to charge leakage in each shaft rotation

Tip instantaneous rise of pad temperature at high ‘points’ due to charge

leakage during passage of thrust collar in the zone of load-carrying

oil film

To rise of bearing temperature without the effect of charge leakage

Tp pad temperature rise at high ‘points’ due to charge leakage in each

shaft rotation

V shaft voltage

Vn mean sliding speed of thrust collar (pdmfs)

w 2pf

Wp width of contact between the thrust collar and a pad in the zone of load-

carrying oil film

Xcb capacitive reactance of bearing

Xcp capacitive reactance of a thrust pad

Zb bearing impedance

Zp pad impedance

G cofficient of thermal expansion

a angle of pad tilt

m Poisson’s ratio

r oil resistivity

r1 density of bearing material

sip instantaneous rise in contact stresses due to charge leakage on a pad

liner in the zone of load-carrying oil film

so contact stress on pad liner in the zone of load-carrying oil film without

the effect of charge leakage

sp contact stresses due to charge leakage on part of the pad liner in each

shaft rotation

ssp specific pressure causing pitting on the pad liner

j permittivity/dielectric constant of oil (fm�1)

jr relative permittivity of oil
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Chapter 20

ANALYSIS OF PIVOTED PAD THRUST
BEARINGS ON REPEATED STARTS AND
STOPS OF A MACHINE OPERATING UNDER
THE INFLUENCE OF SHAFT VOLTAGES AND
THEORETICAL MODEL TO DETERMINE
MINIMUM CYCLES FOR THE FORMATION
OF CRATERS ON THE LINER SURFACE

20.1 Introduction

A number of surveys have indicated that the large numbers of bearing failures

are on account of bearing current and related analysis [1–8]. Various authors have

reported that the passage of current through hydrodynamic journal and thrust

bearings in a zone of load-carrying oil film that causes craters to develop on the

liner surface over time, and damages the bearing [9]. Also, it causes loss of load-

carrying capacity of the bearing over time [10]. Theoretical analysis on the effects of

instantaneous charge leakage on roller tracks of roller bearings and reduction in life

of hydrodynamic journal as well as thrust bearings under the influence of electric

current has been reported in Chapters 7, 8, 15 and 19 [11–13].

In this Chapter, a study is reported on the capacitive effect and life estimation of

hydrodynamic pivoted pad thrust bearings on repeated starts and stops of a machine

operating under the influence of shaft voltages to determine the increase in charge

accumulation on pad liners of a bearing with time as soon as the machine is started

and the gradual leakage of the accumulated charges on pad liners as the shaft voltage



falls as soon as the power supply to the machine is switched off. Under these

conditions the variation of shaft revolutions to accumulate charges and discharge

of the accumulated charges on the liner surface of pads of a hydrodynamic pivoted

pad thrust bearing at various levels of bearing to shaft voltage is analyzed. Also, the

variation of safe limits of starts and stops with the ratio of bearing to shaft voltage is

studied.

It has been established in Chapter 4 that at a certain threshold voltage depend-

ing on the resistivity of the oil, it creates an electrical breakdown in the oil film of a

bearing causing instantaneous charge leakage leading to an arcing effect or allowing

a passage of silent discharge through the oil film. Flow of current depends on shaft

voltage and bearing impedance. In case of a journal bearing, impedance is a function

of oil characteristics, resistivity, oil film thickness, eccentricity and clearance ratios,

L/d ratio and capacitance of bearing. Capacitance itself is a function of bearing

design and operating parameters [7]. It has also been established in Chapter 19 that

the capacitance, resistance and capacitive reactance of a thrust pad depend on the

ratio of film thickness at leading to trailing edge, angle of tilt, pad width, etc. [8].

The current flows within the shaft and bearings through the oil films [3]. The voltage

over a bearing may be very low but local currents of very high order might flow

depending on bearing impedance. Dirt, metallic particles, surface roughness and

irregular oil film thickness reduce the impedance of the bearing circuit such that

the small shaft voltages induce substantial bearing currents, which finally can dam-

age the bearing by surface pitting, arcing effects or by deterioration, contamination

and aging of the oil. In rotation, the oil film thickness of a tilting pad at certain

location depends on pad constant, angle of tilt and variation of film thickness from

leading to trailing edge [14]. Passage of current through a tilting pad thrust bearing in

a zone of load-carrying oil film develops craters in due course and damages liner

surface of a pad [15].

This Chapter, besides the effect of starts and stops, also brings out the theoret-

ical model on the effects of instantaneous leakage of charge energy between the

thrust collar and a pad lubricated with high-resistivity oil under the influence of

different levels of shaft voltages so as to determine the minimum number of cycles

before the formation of craters of different sizes on liner surface of the pads. The

analysis can be used to assess the volume of craters formed on a pad in a known span

of operation of a machine under the influence of the specified shaft voltage. The rise

of temperature at the high ‘points’, which causes softening of the pad liner and

reduction in its toughness, has been used to determine the minimum cycles before

the formation of craters on a pad liner. Also, by the assessment of volume/dimen-

sions and number of craters on the pad liner, shaft voltage in the known span of

operation can be assessed.
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20.2 Theoretical Analysis of Repeated Starts and Stops of a Machine

20.2.1 Theoretical Background

It is evident that in a hydrodynamic pivoted pad thrust bearing, the variation in oil

film thickness between the pads and thrust collar forms capacitor of varying capaci-

tance from leading to trailing edge. The capacitance of the capacitors, thus formed,

depends on permittivity of lubricant, padwidth, angle of tilt and ratio of film thickness

at leading to trailing edge (H) [8], as discussed in Chapter 19. Besides this, variable oil

film thickness offers resistance depending on the oil resistivity to the current flow along

the pad profile. Thus, the variable oil film thickness forms the resistor–capacitor (RC)

circuit of variable resistance and capacitance between thrust collar and pads and offers

impedance to a current flow in the thrust bearings.

The pads of a thrust bearing are parallel to each other, so capacitance and

resistance, Cb and Rb, of a tilting pad thrust bearing having N pads are determined as

N times Cp and 1/N times Rp, respectively [8]. So the value of CbRb of the bearing is

the same as that of CpRp of a pad of the bearing as analyzed in Chapter 19.

20.2.2 Time Required to Accumulate Charges on Bearing Liner

After Start of a Machine

At the instant when the machine is started, the potential difference (V) across the

thrust collar and liner surface of pads is zero. But this gradually increases and

approaches the shaft voltage (E). While the shaft voltage increases, the charge (Qb)

on the liner surface of pads bearing lubricated with high-resistivity lubricant

[(r)1014 ohm cm] builds up. Till then V is changing, transient current is delivered

from the shaft voltage.

To maintain continuity throughout the whole circuit, there is a rate of change of

flux (dQb=dT) within the dielectric (lubricant), which is given as [16]

Ib ¼
dQb

dT
(20:1)

And, the stored charges on the bearing pad surfaces is determined in Chapter 19 and

is given as [8, 16]

Qb ¼ VC ¼ VCpM ¼ QpM (20:2)

And if the current is varying then [14]

Ib ¼ Cb

dV

dT
¼ MCp

dV

dT
(20:3)
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Also, it can be expressed as

Ib ¼
E � V

Rb

(20:4)

So, from Eqns. (20.1)–(20.4), it is evident that

V ¼ E � RbCb

dV

dT
(20:5)

On integrating Eqn. (20.5) and applying the initial conditions as T ¼ 0, V ¼ 0, the

solution of Eqn. (20.5) is obtained as

V ¼ E(1� e�T=CbRb) (20:6)

and so

Qb ¼ ECb(1� e�T=CbRb ) (20:7)

The time taken (Tcb) to develop charge Qb on liner surface of pads of a bearing

having capacitance Cb and resistance Rb is expressed as [using Eqn. (20.6)])

Tcb ¼ �CbRb loge (1� a) (20:8)

Similarly, the time taken to develop charge Qp on a pad of the bearing is

determined as

Tcp ¼ �CpRp loge (1� a) (20:9)

From Eqns. (20.8) and (20.9), it is evident that Tcb ¼ Tcp, since Cb ¼ NCp and

Rb ¼ Rp=N [8].

20.2.3 Current Passing Through Bearing

From Eqns. (20.2) and (20.4), shaft voltage is given as

E ¼ Ib Rb þ
Qb

Cb

(20:10)

Using Eqn. (20.1) and applying initial conditions as T ¼ 0, I ¼ E=Rb, the solution of

Eqn. (20.10) is given as

Ib ¼
E

Rb

� �

e�T=RbCb (20:11)

And potential drop across a bearing is given as

V ¼ Ib Rb ¼ Ee�T=RbCb (20:12)
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Similarly, potential difference between thrust collar and a pad is given as

V ¼ Ee�T=RpCp (20:13)

which is the same as potential difference between thrust collar and pads [Eqn.

(20.12)] [8].

20.2.4 Time Required to Discharge the Accumulated Charges From

Liner Surface of Pads of a Thrust Bearing During Stop

As soon as the power supply to a machine is switched off, magnetic flux

disappears and the shaft voltage becomes zero instantaneously. The rate of discharge

of bearing capacitor (formed during bearing operation) is determined by differenti-

ating Eqn. (20.12), and given as

�
dV

dT
¼

E

Cb Rb

� �

e�T=CbRb (20:14)

At the instant, when machine is stopped (T ¼ 0), the rate of change of bearing

potential drop is determined as

dV

dT
¼ �

E

Cb Rb

(20:15)

In time constant (CbRb), the potential drop of bearing capacitor falls and is deter-

mined as [Eqn. (20.12)]

V ¼ Ee�1 ¼ 0:368E (20:16)

The time required (Tdb) to drop potential drop V to the value of ‘a’ times the shaft

voltage (E) (V ¼ aE) is given as [Eqn. (20.12)]

Tdb ¼ �RbCb loge a (20:17)

Similarly, time required (Tdp) to drop potential drop to the value of ‘a’ times the shaft

voltage (E) between thrust collar and a pad is given as

Tdp ¼ �RpCp loge a (20:18)

20.2.5 Duration/Time Taken by Thrust Collar to Cross the Zone of

Load-Carrying Oil Film Between Thrust Collar and a Pad

The duration/time taken by the thrust collar to cross the zone of load-carrying

oil film between thrust collar and a pad is determined as Wp=Vn, and analyzed in

Chapter 19 and is given as [13]
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tpn ¼
p

pBFssspdm
(20:19)

And the number of times, the thrust collar passes over Wp, the circumferential

width of load-carrying oil film of the pad in each shaft rotation is determined as bpn

and is determined as [13]

bpn ¼
pdm

Wp

(20:20)

where

Wp ¼
p

Bssp

(reference[13]), and p ¼
P

M
(20:21)

20.2.6 Number of Shaft Rotation for the Charge Accumulation on Bearing Pad

Liners After Start of a Machine

The number of times the thrust collar crosses the zone of load-carrying oil film

of a pad (Npc) for the charge accumulation Qp after start of a machine can be

determined as the ratio of time taken (Tcp) to accumulate charges to the time taken

for the thrust collar to cross the zone of load-carrying oil film of a pad during

operation (tpn), and can be determined as

Npc ¼
Tcp

tpn
(20:22)

By using Eqns. (20.9) and (20.19), the Npc is expressed as

Npc ¼ �
pBFssspdmCpRp loge (1� a)

p
(20:23)

The number of shaft rotations (Npcn) to accumulate the charges (Qp) is deter-

mined as the ratio Npc to bpn, i.e. the number of times part of the circumference of

thrust collar crosses the zone of load-carrying oil film of a pad to the number of such

respective crosses of the thrust collar in each shaft rotation. Thus, Npcn is expressed

as follows using Eqns. (20.20)–(20.23):

Npcn ¼ �FsCpRp loge (1� a) (20:24)

Similarly, the number of shaft revolutions to accumulate charges on liner surface

of pads of a thrust bearing is determined as

Nbcn ¼ �FsCbRb loge (1� a) (20:25)
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20.2.7 Number of Shaft Rotations for the Discharge of the

Accumulated Charges After Stop of a Machine

The number of times part of the circumference of the thrust collar crosses the

zone of load-carrying oil film of a pad to discharge of the accumulated charges from

the bearing pad liner (Npd) after the power supply to a machine is switched off, is

determined similar to Eqn. (20.22) on using the time required for the discharge of the

accumulated charges [Eqn (20.18)], and is given as

Npd ¼
Tdp

tp
(20:26)

Similar to the logic discussed as above for the charge accumulation, relations for

Npd and Npdn (number of shaft rotations to discharge of the accumulated charges on

the liner surface of a pad) are developed using Eqns. (20.18)–(20.21), and is given as

Npd ¼ �
pBFssspdmRpCp loge a

p
(20:27)

and

Npdn ¼ �FsRpCp loge a (20:28)

Similarly, the number of shaft revolutions to discharge of the accumulated

charges on the liner surface of the pads of a bearing is determined as

Nbdn ¼ �FsRbCb loge a (20:29)

20.2.8 Determination of the Ratio of Number of Shaft Rotations for Charge

Accumulation to Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

The ratio Npc=Npd indicating the number of times, the part of the circumference

of the thrust collar crosses the zone of load-carrying oil film for the charge accumu-

lation to the discharge of the accumulated charges from the liner of a pad of the

hydrodynamic tilting pad thrust bearing, and the ratio of the number of shaft

revolutions (Npcn=Npdn) for the same, and the ratio of Nbcn=Nbdn is determined

using Eqns. (20.23)–(20.29), and is given as

Nbcn

Nbdn

¼
Npc

Nbd

¼
Npcn

Npdn

¼
loge (1� a)

loge a
(20:30Þ
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20.2.9 Number of Starts and Stops Before the Initiation of Craters

on the Liner Surface of Pads of a Tilting Pad Thrust Bearing

The number of starts and stops before the initiation of craters on the liner

surface of pads of a thrust bearing (Nssb) can be determined as the ratio of the net

time required to initiate craters (Csb=Fs) to the time lapse for charge and discharge of

the accumulated charges (Tcb and Tdb) in each start and stop of a machine to the

number of cycles (Csp) required before the machine comes to standstill condition

after the power supply to the machine is off. Thus Nssb can be determined as

Nssb ¼ �
Csb

Fs(Tcb þ Tdb)Csp

(20:31)

Similarly, Nssp, the number of starts and stops before initiation of craters on

liner surface of a pad of the thrust bearing is determined as

Nssp ¼ �
Csb

Fs(Tcp þ Tdp)Csp

(20:32)

The number of cycles Csp, before the machine comes to standstill condition,

depends on the machine inertia, friction in bearings apart from the other factors.

Various experimental investigations reveal that, in general, Csp vary between 20Fs

and 90Fs. Using Eqns. (20.8), (20.9), (20.17) and (20.18) and relations CbRb ¼ CpRp,

the Nssb and Nssp are determined as

Nssb ¼ Nssp ¼ �
Csb

FsCbRb loge a(1� a)Csp

(20:33)

20.3 Theoretical Model to Determine Number of Cycles for the Appearance of

Craters on the Track Surface of a Tilting Pad Thrust Bearing

20.3.1 Determination of Width of Contact Between the Thrust

Collar and a Tilting Pad

Under the influence of load (p), the width of contact causing pitting on the pad

liner is determined in Chapter 19, and expressed as [13]

Wp ¼
p

Bssp

(20:34)
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20.3.2 Duration of Contact Between the Pad and Thrust Collar

Duration of surface contact between the thrust collar and a pad to cross the zone

of load-carrying/minimum oil film thickness is determined as Wp=Vn, and given in

Chapter 19 as

tp ¼
p

pBsspdmFs

(20:35)

20.3.3 Equivalent Bearing Capacitance and Stored Charges

The equivalent capacitance of a pivoted pad depends on angle of tilt, pad width,

permittivity of oil and ratio of film thickness at leading to trailing edge. It is

determined in Chapter 19 as [8]

Cp ¼
«B(H þ 1)(H0:5 � 1)

uH
(20:36)

The equivalent capacitance of a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity oil

(1014 ohm cm) opposes any change in the existing voltage and causes an electric

charge to be stored. The instantaneous stored charge depends on bearing capacitance

and voltage across oil film, and is determined in Eqn. (20.2).

20.3.4 Active Resistance, Capacitive Reactance and Impedance

of the Thrust Bearings

The active resistance of load-carrying oil film of a hydrodynamic thrust bearing

depends on oil resistivity, angle of tilt and ratio of film thickness at leading to trailing

edge. This is determined in Chapter 19 as

Rp ¼
ruH

B(H þ 1)(H0:5 � 1)
(20:37)

And resistance (Rb) of a thrust bearing is determined as 1/M times the resistance of a

single pad (Rp), since the pads are parallel to each other with respect to the thrust

collar. Also, capacitive reactance of the interacting surfaces of the thrust bearing is

determined as

Xb ¼
1

wCb

¼
1

wCpM
¼

Xp

M
(20:38)
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The equivalent circuit of a bearing consisting of a thrust collar and pads with the

load-carrying oil film is considered as series resistor–capacitor (RC) circuit for

further analysis.

In operation, the actual contact in the zone of load-carrying oil film between the

thrust collar and a pad depends on surface roughness, irregular oil film and com-

prises primarily the high ‘points’ contact. Also, area of high ‘points’ contact is

governed by vibrations of the oil film under different conditions of operation and

is largely distributed around the pads width in the load-carrying zone.

20.3.5 Sliding Electric Contacts

The major differences between sliding contacts and most other contacts are the

problems related to wear during extended period of operation. Good conduction

between opposing contact members initiates essentially metal-to-metal contact, and

such sliding characteristics produce surface changes like loss of surface finish, trans-

fer of material from softer interacting metal surface, fretting corrosion, abrasion,

adhesion, etc. at the contact interface. This has been discussed in Chapter 16 for

hydrodynamic journal bearings in details and the same is valid for the thrust

bearings.

20.3.6 Heat Generated and Instantaneous Temperature-Rise of

Pad Liner by Instantaneous Leakage of Charge Energy in the

Zone of Load-Carrying Oil Film Between the Collar and Pads

When a bearing lubricated with high-resistivity oil is operated under the influ-

ence of shaft voltage, current does not flow through the bearing and charge gets

accumulated on the collar surface until the shaft voltage is below the threshold

voltage. Also, an equal and opposite charge is induced on the liner surface due to

self inductance, and equal and opposite to this charge is induced on the opposite

surface of the pad liner and the outer peripheral surface of the thrust bearing, which

is earthen for non-insulated bearing. The slow passage of charge takes place through

the pad liners when the high ‘points’ on the collar and the liners in the zone of load-

carrying oil film come close (due to the change in capacitance) or when the conduct-

ing particles bridge the oil film. These conducting paths are broken when high

‘points’ become separated by greater thickness of oil film. Under such conditions

arcing results due to instantaneous leakage of charge energy.

The instantaneous charge leakage between the thrust collar and high ‘points’ of

a pad generates an instantaneous heat. The discharge of a stored electrical energy qp

between collar and a pad of capacitance Cp due to charge leakage Qp at the shaft/

bearing voltage V is given as
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qp ¼
CpV

2

2

and

qb ¼
CbV

2

2
¼ Mqp (20:39)

The stored energy of charge (qp) is dissipated to K high ‘points’ contact between

thrust collar and a pad, and creates K craters in Np cycles of rotation. The energy

dissipated to K high ‘points’ in Np cycles raise their temperature to the softening

limits and leads to the formation of craters. Since in each contact the energy

dissipation is qp, so the net minimum energy dissipated (qn) for the formation of K

craters in Np contacts is given as

qn ¼
NpCpV

2

2
(20:40)

This dissipated energy influences K high ‘points’ (of radius r and depth Hd) in

the zone of load-carrying oil film and increases temperature to Tp in Np cycles of

operation. Furthermore, each high ‘point’ of a bearing contacts the thrust collar by

(pdm=Wp)D times in each shaft rotation. Hence, by using Eqn. (20.39) and neglecting

loss of heat by oil flow and other means, the following is evident:

NpCpV
2

2
¼

pr2HdKrcTppdmD

Wp

(20:41)

The number of cycles to accumulate charges and discharge of the accumulated

charges play an important role to determine the net cycles to create the craters on a

liner. So considering the ratio of Nbcn to Nbdn, the minimum cycles for specified

dimensions of craters is determined as Nbcn=Nbdn times Np. Furthermore, for a

bearing having M pads, the net capacitance of the bearing (Cb) will be M times Cp.

And the net volume of the craters and load on the thrust bearing will be M times Vc

and p, respectively. Substituting these values in Eqn. (20.41), the minimum shaft

revolutions for appearance of craters on liners of thrust bearing pads is given as

[using Eqn. (20.33)]

N ¼
2pVc rcdmTpBssp

CpV 2Mp
D�

Nbcn

Nbdn

(20:42)

In general, formation of craters occurs in the zone of minimum film thickness

along the pad width. To determine minimum number of revolutions for initiation

of craters on the liner, localized high ‘point’ temperature of 1208C – the softening

temperature of the liner at which material toughness drastically reduces – is
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considered. Furthermore, the ratio of Nbcn to Nbdn depends on bearing to collar/shaft

voltage and vary between 1 and 25 [17, 19]. For a thrust bearing, frequency of

asperity contact between pads and collar is very high because of more number of

pads. This leads to the frequent discharge before the full accumulation of charges

take place. So, the ratio of Nbcn=Nbdn is taken as 2.5 considering the bearing to shaft

voltage approximately as 0.65 [17, 18].

20.4 Data on Repeated Starts/Stops and on the Crater Formation

20.4.1 Repeated Starts and Stops of a Machine

The ratios Nbcn=Nbdn, Npcn=Npdn and Npc=Npd are determined for different

values of bearing to shaft voltage (a ¼ V/E) varying from 0.1 to 0.9 using Eqn.

(20.30) and the variation of Nbcn=Nbdn, Npcn=Npdn and Npc=Npd as against bearing to

shaft voltage (a), is shown in Fig. 20.1.

The number of starts and stops of a machine before the initiation of craters on

the liner surface of pads is determined for a ¼ 0:1� 0:9 using Eqn. (20.33). Figure 20.2

indicates the variation of number of starts and stops (Nssb) and (Nssp) before

initiation of craters on the pad liners at various levels of bearing to shaft voltage

(V/E) of the hydrodynamic tilting pad thrust bearing of dm ¼ 300mm having 8 pads
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Fig. 20.1. Variation of the ratio of shaft revolutions to accumulate and discharge of

accumulated charges (Nbcn=Nbdn) at various levels of bearing of shaft voltages a (V/E) on the

liner surface of a tilting pad thrust bearing under the influence of shaft voltages
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(M ¼ 8) at 1500 rpm (Fs ¼ 25 s�1) having Cp and Rp as (16:3� 10�11)f, and

12� 1010 ohm, respectively, at u ¼ 1 and H ¼ 2:2 as determined in Chapter 19 [8,

13]. Csp for the machine has been established as approximately 20Fs. And Csb based

on the temperature-rise and thermal stress calculations [13] before initiation of craters

on liner surface of tilting pads of a thrust bearing is approximately worked out as

5� 108 cycles.

20.4.2 Cycles for Formation of Craters Due to Leakage of Charge Energy

N, the minimum number of cycles for formation of craters due to leakage of

charge energy, is determined using Eqn. (20.42) for different values of shaft voltages

varying from 0.25 to 2V of a bearing having parameters given in Table 20.1. The

shaft voltages are taken less than first threshold voltage to avoid the effect of

chemical decomposition of the oil. The various parameters of thrust bearing and

properties of bearing liner given in Table 20.1 are taken from the reference [8], and

shown in Chapter 19.

20.5 Results and Discussion

20.5.1 Duration and Number of Shaft Rotations Required to Accumulate

Charges on Pad Liners and Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

The time (Tcb) required to accumulate charges (Qb) on the liner of pads of a

hydrodynamic thrust bearing depends on the bearing capacitance (Cb) and the

resistance (Rb). Also, this is a function of the natural logarithm of the difference of

shaft and bearing voltage to the shaft voltage [Eqn. (20.8)]. Similarly, the time (Tdb)

required to discharge of the accumulated charges depends on Cb, Rb and is a

function of natural logarithm of the ratio of bearing to the shaft voltage [Eqn.

(20.17)]. Also, the time (Tcp and Tdp) required to accumulate charges and discharge

of the accumulated charges (Qp) on a pad is the same as that of Tcb and Tdb on all the

pads because pads of a thrust bearing are parallel to each other and Cb ¼ MCp and

Rb ¼ Rp=M [Eqns. (20.8), (20.9), (20.17) and (20.18)].

The number of times a thrust collar crosses the zone of load-carrying oil film of a

pad to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated charges (Npc and Npd) depends

on the shaft rotational frequency, the pad width, the load per unit area (p), and the

natural logarithm of the shaft to bearing voltage, besides Cp, Rp and the properties

of liner material [Eqns. (20.23) and (20.27)]. However, the shaft revolutions to

accumulate charges and discharge of the accumulated charges (Npcn and Npdn) on a

pad depends on Cp, Rp, a and Fs [Eqns. (20.24) and (20.28)]. Nbcn and Nbdn depend

on Cb, Rb, a and Fs [Eqns. (20.25) and (20.29)]. And the ratio of shaft revolutions to
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Table 20.1. Minimum cycles for the formation of craters of specified dimensions on the liner surface of pads of a

hydrodynamic thrust bearing due to leakage of charge energy between the collar and pads of the thrust bearing

under the influence of different levels of shaft voltages

Analytical values of minimum cycles at different levels of charge accumulation and shaft voltages

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

V (V) 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0

Qp � 10�11(C) 4.1 8.2 12.2 16.3 20.4 24.5 28.5 32.6

N � 109 6.72 1.68 0.74 0.42 0.27 0.19 0.14 0.11

Years 8.64 2.16 0.96 0.54 0.35 0.24 0.18 0.14

Ratio of increase in reduction

in life as against 0.5V

– – 2.25 4 6.2 9 12 15.5

Ratio of increase in reduction in life

as against 0.25V

– 4 9 16 25 36 48 62

Bearing dimensions, operating parameters and analytical values: dm ¼ 300mm, B ¼ 200mm, M ¼ 8, n ¼ 1500 rpm, Fs ¼ 25, ssp ¼ 14� 106 Nm�2,

p ¼ 12 � 104 N, r ¼ 1014 ohm cm, Hd ¼ 0:50mm, r ¼ 0:25mm, Vc ¼ 1:9 � 10�9 m3, j ¼ 2:5 � 8:85419 � 10�12 fm�1, jr ¼ 2:5, Cp ¼ (16:3 � 10�11)f

[Eqn. (20.36)] [8], tp ¼ 10�3 s, u ¼ 1
, H ¼ 2:2, K ¼ 20, r1 ¼ 7:46 kgm�3, c ¼ 2:26 � 102 Wskg�1 
C�1, D ¼ 0:012 (0:01 � 0:02), Nbcn=Nbdn ¼ 2:5.
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accumulate and discharge of the accumulated charges on the liner surface of a single

pad/and all the pads is independent of various operating parameters and depends

only on the ratio of difference of natural logarithm of shaft and bearing voltage to

the voltage across bearing, to the ratio of the natural logarithm of shaft and the

bearing voltage [Eqn. (20.30)].

The ratio of shaft rotations to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated

charges on liner surface of pads (Nbcn=Nbdn) increases with V/E. As V/E increases

from 0.1 to 0.9, Nbcn=Nbdn and Npcn=Npdn increase from 0.05 to 20.91 (Fig.20.1). It is

evident that for the successive higher value of a, the ratio ofNbcn=Nbdn andNpcn=Npdn

is higher than for the immediate lower value of V/E (Fig. 20.1).

20.5.2 Number of Start and Stop Cycles Before the Initiation of Craters on the

Bearing Pad Liners Due to Discharge of the Accumulated Charges

Thenumberof starts andstopsbefore the initiationof craterson the liner surfaceof

pads (Nssb) of a hydrodynamic thrust bearing depends on the number of cycles required

to initiate craters, shaft rotational frequency, capacitance and resistance of the bearing,

the number of cycles before machine comes to standstill condition after the power

supply to the machine is put off (Csp) and natural logarithm of a (V/E) [Eqn. (20.32)].

The number of starts and stops to initiate craters on the liner surface of pads

(Nssb) decreases as the ratio of bearing to shaft voltage (a) increases. For the tilting

pad thrust bearing of 300mm mean diameter, number of starts and stops to initiate

craters (Nssb and Nssp) on the liner surface of a pad/all the pads decreases from 1471

to 849 as the bearing to shaft voltage (a) increases from 0.5 to 0.9 (Fig. 20.2).

20.5.3 Number of Cycles Before the Formation of Craters of Various Sizes at

Different Shaft Voltages on the Liner Surface

The minimum number of cycles for formation of craters of specified sizes/net

volume of craters on the liner surface of pads of a thrust bearing depends on the pad

width, load on the pad and the properties of liner material. The net cycles for

formation of craters on pads reduce with increase in number of pads. This is because

of the net increase in width of contact between collar and pads. Also, N, minimum

number of cycles for formation of craters varies inversely to the square of shaft

voltage and capacitance of a bearing [Eqn. (20.42)]. Bearing capacitance in turn

depends on the angle of tilt, ratio of film thickness at leading to trailing edge, pad

width and the oil permittivity [Eqn. (20.36)].

For 300mm thrust ring mean diameter bearing having 8 pads of width 200mm

each and capacitance of a pad as 16:3� 10�11 F operating at 1500 rpm, the N for the

same volume of craters decreases as shaft voltage increases from 0.25 to 2V. At 0.5V
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shaft voltage, N is more than 1:68� 109 cycles, which decreases steeply to 0:11� 109

cycles as voltage increases to 2V (Table 20.1). However, at 0.25V (below 0.5V) N is

more than 6:72� 109 cycles. Similar trend is found for various sizes of bearings under

different conditions of operation.

20.5.4 Effect of Shaft Voltage on Minimum Duration of Operation and

Reduction in Bearing Life

The minimum life span and operating cycles of operation of a bearing decreases

as the shaft voltage increases. At 1500 rpm, the minimum years of operation of the

thrust bearing for formation of craters of different sizes of net volume 1:96� 10�9 m

on a pad decreases from 2.16 to 0.14 years as the shaft voltage increases from 0.5 to

2V. However, at 0.25V shaft voltage, the life of pads of the thrust bearing is more

than 8.64 years.

In general, as compared to 0.5V shaft voltage, reduction of pad life increases

from 2.25 to 15.5 times as the shaft voltage increases from 0.75 to 2V. Whereas at

0.25V, the life of pads is significantly higher (Table 20.1). But it reduces 4–62 times as

compared to 0.25V, as the shaft voltage increases from 0.5 to 2V. It is therefore

recommended that shaft voltage should not be allowed to be more than 0.25V

for safe, reliable operation and adequate life of a hydrodynamic thrust bearing.
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Fig. 20.2. Variation of number of stars and stops (Nssb=Nssp) of a machine before formation

of craters on liner surface of the hydrodynamic tilting pad thrust bearing operating under the

influence of electric currents at various levels of bearing to shaft voltage a (V/E)
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However, a journal bearing can safely work under the shaft voltage of 0.5V, and has

about 6 times higher life than the tilting pad thrust bearing [12], as brought out in

Chapter 15 (Table 20.1). This matches closely with the recommendation of leading

manufacturers of the rotating machines and field experiences.

It may be noted that under the influence of lower voltage, the life expectancy of

a thrust bearing is much higher before the craters are initiated on the liner. This is

because of lower rise in contact temperature on the high ‘points’. In addition, the

decrease of charge accumulation and the increase in bearing capacitance also result in

the lower rise in contact temperature in the load-carrying zone of a bearing [Eqn.

(20.41)]. This subsequently increases the number of cycles for appearance of craters

on the pad liner surface of a bearing [Eqn. (20.42)].

The analysis can also be used to ascertain the shaft voltage after establishing the

volume of craters and the duration of operation of a machine under the given

operating conditions.

20.6 Conclusions

Based on the analysis carried out in this Chapter, the following conclusions are

drawn [18, 19]:

1. The time required to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated

charges on the liner surface of pads of a thrust bearing depends on the

bearing capacitance and resistance, and is a function of the natural

logarithm of the ratio of bearing to shaft voltage.

2. The time/number of shaft revolutions required to accumulate and dis-

charge of the accumulated charges on the liner surface of a single pad is

the same as that of all the pads.

3. The number of shaft rotations to accumulate and discharge of the accu-

mulated charges on liner surface of pads depends on the shaft rotational

frequency besides capacitance and resistance of a bearing, and the ratio of

bearing to shaft voltage.

4. As the ratio of bearing to shaft voltage increases, the ratio of shaft

rotation to accumulate and discharge of the accumulated charge on the

pads increases.

5. With increase of bearing to shaft voltage, the number of starts and stops

to initiate craters on the liner surface of pads of a hydrodynamic tilting

pad thrust bearing decreases.

6. The minimum number of cycles for the formation of different sizes of

craters of specified volume on the pads liner of a thrust bearing depends
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on the pad width, load on the pad, the liner properties, the number of pads

and vary inversely to the square of shaft voltage, and the pad capacitance.

7. Above 0.25Vof shaft voltage, theminimumcycles for appearanceof craters

reduces rapidly. Reduction in bearing life increases to 62 times at 2V shaft

voltage as compared to 0.25V for the identical volume of crater formation.

8. For the thrust bearing operating at 1500 rpm, the years of operation for

appearance of craters of the specific volume reduces from 8.64 and 2.16 to

0.14 years as the shaft voltage increases from 0.25V and 0.5V to 2V,

respectively.

9. For the safe, reliable operation and adequate life of a thrust bearing, shaft

voltage of 0.25V must not be exceeded.

This analysis besides establishing the effect of capacitive response of the bearings

and charge accumulation on the bearing surfaces, is useful for transient performance

analysis under the effect of shaft voltages.
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Nomenclature

a ratio of potential difference across bearing to shaft voltage (a ¼ V=E < 1)

B pad width

C specific heat of bearing liner

Cb bearing capacitance

Cp pad capacitance

Csb number of cycles before initiation of craters on liner surface of tilting pads of

thrust bearing

Csp number of cycles before the machine comes to standstill condition after the

power supply is put off

dm mean diameter of thrust bearing

E shaft voltage

f frequency of applied voltage (50Hz)

ho minimum oil film thickness

Fs shaft rotational frequency
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h2 oil film thickness at leading edge

h1 oil film thickness at trailing edge

H h2=h1
Hd depth of craters on liner

Ib current passing through bearing

Ip current through a pad

K number of craters on a pad

M number of pads in bearing

n rpm

N minimum shaft revolutions/cycles before formation of craters of specified

sizes on liner surface of all the pads of thrust bearing

Np minimum shaft revolutions/cycles before formation of craters of specified

sizes on liner surface of a pad

Npc number of times the part of circumference of thrust collar crosses the load-

carrying oil film of a pad during operation to accumulate charges (Qp) on the

liner surface of a pad

Npcn number of shaft rotations to accumulate charges (Qp) on a pad

Nbcn number of shaft rotations to accumulate charges (Qb) on liner surface of pads

Npd number of times the part of circumference of thrust collar crosses the load-

carrying oil film of a pad to discharge of the accumulated charges (Qp)

Npdn number of shaft revolutions to discharge of the accumulated charges (Qp)

from the liner surface of a pad

Nbdn number of shaft revolutions to discharge of the accumulated charge (Qb) from

liner surface of pads

Nssp number of starts and stops before the formation of craters on liner surface of a

pad

Nssb number of starts and stops before the formation of craters on liner surface of

pads

p thrust load on each pad

P bearing thrust load

qn electrical energy dissipated to K points due to charge leakage between collar

and a pad liner in Np cycles (W s)

qp stored electric energy between thrust collar and a pad (W s)

qb stored electric energy between thrust collar and pads (W s)

Qp electric charge accumulation on a pad liner

Qb electric charge accumulation on liner surface of pads

r radius of crater

Rp resistance of a pad

Rb bearing resistance
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tp duration/time taken by the thrust collar to cross the zone of load-carrying oil

film of a pad during operation

T time

Tcb time required to accumulate charge (Qb) on liner surface of pads

Tcp time required to accumulate charge (Qp) on a pad liner

Tdb time required to discharge of the accumulated charges from liner surface of

pads

Tdp time required to discharge of the accumulated charges from a pad liner

V potential drop across bearing

Vn mean sliding speed of thrust collar (pdmFs)

Vc net volume of different size of craters on a pad (pr2KHd)

w 2pf

Wp width of contact with minimum film thickness between thrust collar and a pad

in the zone of load-carrying oil film

Xb capacitive reactance of bearing (ohm)

Xp capacitive reactance of a thrust pad (ohm)

bpn number of times part of the circumference of thrust collar passes in the zone of

load-carrying oil film of a pad in each shaft rotation

u angle of pad tilt

r resistivity of lubricant

r1 density of bearing material (kgm�3)

ssp specific pressure causing pitting on the pad liner (Nm�2)

j permittivity/dielectric constant of oil (fm�1)

jr relative permittivity of oil

D ratio of asperity to the net contact surface of pads and collar in each shaft

revolution
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Chapter 21

ANALYSIS OF INDUCTIVE EFFECTS OF
BEARINGS UNDER THE INFLUENCE
OF SHAFT VOLTAGES

21.1 Introduction

Shaft voltages are developed along the rotating shaft and between shaft and

ground in all kinds of rotating machinery. Depending on the source and the magni-

tude of shaft voltages, large current may be produced, which may cause serious

damage and electro-erosion to the bearing surfaces (Chapter 3) [1–3]. Impedance,

capacitance and charge accumulation on the surfaces of rolling-element and hydro-

dynamic (journal and thrust) bearings operating under the influence of shaft voltages

have been evaluated (Chapters 6, 15 and 19) [4–6]. Theoretical analysis on the effects

of instantaneous charge leakage on roller tracks of roller bearings and reduction in

life of hydrodynamic journal bearings has been reported (Chapter 7, 15 and 16) [7, 8].

Also, capacitive effect of bearings using high-resistivity lubricant on repeated starts

and stops of a machine under the influence of shaft voltages has been analyzed

(Chapters 8, 16 and 20) [9].

In this chapter, a study is reported on the inductive effect of bearings

under start/stop regime of a machine operating under the influence of shaft voltages

in growth/increase and decay/decrease of the bearing current. Under these condi-

tions, ratio of the time for growth of the bearing current to that for its decay

under start/stop regime at various ratios of transient to steady-state value of bearing

current has been analyzed, and the effect of self-inductance on the bearing surfaces

studied.



21.2 Inductance of Bearing Curcuit

In general, the electric circuit of a hydrodynamic journal bearing consisting of

shaft and bearing can be taken similar to a circuit consisting of two coaxial cylinders

of diameters d1 and d2 and length equal to the bearing length or width. In a rotating

system, magnetic field is confined to the space between the bearing and the shaft. As

a circular path taken around the shaft and the bearing indicates equal and opposite

current flow, the line integral of the magnetic field round the path is zero [10].

Furthermore, within the shaft, the magnetic field is zero, because a closed path

does not enclose any current. It follows that the resultant field is confined to the

space/film thickness between the shaft and the bearing (for journal and thrust

bearings), to the film thickness between inner and outer races with rolling-elements,

and to the free space between inner race and outer race of a rolling-element bearing.

At an external point, the magnetic fields due to the shaft and the bearing are

equal and opposite. This indicates that the field due to current at the external point is

the same as through the current flowing along the axis. From this, it follows that the

inductance of coaxial cylinder/per unit length (in cm) is given as [10]

L ¼ 2� 10�9 loge
d2

d1

� �

(21:1)

From this analogy, the inductance of a journal bearing having diametral clear-

ance Cd, bearing length l and shaft diameter d, is expressed as

Lj ¼ 2� 10�9 � L� loge [f1þ (Cd=d )g] (21:2)

On similar lines, relation for inductance of a tilting pad thrust bearing and a

rolling-element bearing can be determined.

21.3 Analysis of Inductive Effect

21.3.1 Theoretical Background

Magnetic flux develops in all kinds of electrical machines due to dissymmetry of

the magnetic circuits, which closes in the circumference over the yoke and induces the

voltage on the shaft. The shaft voltage depends on the rate of change of magnetic flux

linked with the circuit. And this, in turn, leads to the change of current flowing

through the bearing depending on the resistance, inductance and capacitance of the

oil film of a bearing. The increase of bearing current indicates that the induced emf

on the bearing surface is in opposite direction to the current itself [10]. Also, the
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charge accumulation on the bearing surfaces occurs for a bearing using high-

resistivity lubricant (1014 ohmcm), and bearing circuit behaves predominantly like

a resistive–capacitive (RC) circuit (Chapters 5, 7, 8, 17 and 19) [5, 7].

On the contrary, a bearing using low-resistivity lubricant (107 ohmcm), behaves

like a inductive–resistive (LR) circuit, and increase of the flow of current with time

through the bearing depends on the bearing inductance and resistance as the shaft

voltage changes. The inductance of a bearing depends on the oil film thickness/gap

between the shaft and the bearing, and the length/width of the bearing, while

resistance of a bearing is a function of oil resistivity, operating parameters and

bearing dimensions (Chapters 4–6) [4–6].

21.3.2 Time Required to Growth/Increase of Current Flow in a Bearing

At the instant when a machine is started, the electromotive force (E) acts on the

shaft. The resultant electromotive force on overcoming the resistance of bearing

circuit (Rb), gives rise to transient varying current (Ib) in the bearing, which is

determined by the relation given as [10]

E � RbIb ¼ L
dIb

dT
(21:3)

This general equation of electromotive force for shaft-bearing circuit, having

resistance and inductance (Rb and L), is solved on integrating and applying the initial

conditions before starting the machine as T ¼ 0, E ¼ 0. The time (Tg) required to

increase of bearing current is expressed as

Tg ¼ �
L

Rb

loge
E � RbIb

E

� �

(21:4)

And the transient current through a bearing is given as

Ib ¼
E

Rb

(1� e�RbTg=L) (21:5)

Since E=Rb ¼ Ibs is the final steady-state value of bearing current, so Eqn. (21.5) can

be written as

Ib ¼ Ibs(1� e�RbTg=L) (21:6)

And the time required for the transient current Ib to approach A times the

steady-state value of bearing current Ibs, is given as [from Eqn. (21.4)]

Tg ¼ �
L

Rb

loge (1� A) (21:7)
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where

Ib

Ibs
¼ A(A < 1)

Equation (21.6) shows how the transient bearing current (Ib) grows and ap-

proaches the steady-state value (Ibs) in LR circuit.

For the steady-state value of bearing current, Ib approaches Ibs(Ib ¼ Ibs), and

Eqn. (21.6) is transformed as

e�(Rb=L)�Tg ¼ 0 (21:8)

which shows that

Tg ¼ 1 (21:9)

Also, the rate of growth of the current is determined by differentiating Eqn. (6)

and is given as

dIb

dTg

¼
Rb

L
(Ibs � Ib) (21:10)

And, for the time constant when T ¼ Tg ¼ L=Rb, the transient current through

a bearing using Eqn. (21.6) is expressed as

Ib ¼ Ibs(1� e�1) ¼ 0:632 Ibs (21:11)

21.3.3 Time Required for Decay/Decrease of Current Flow in a Bearing

As soon as power supply to a machine is switched off, although the steady value

of bearing current Ibs has been reached, the magnetic flux disappears and electromo-

tive force/shaft voltage reduces instantaneously. And the transient bearing current

(Ib) in a circuit is determined with the initial conditions of shaft voltage as zero.

Thus, Eqn. (21.3) is transformed using E ¼ 0, and given as

L
dIb

dT
þ RbIb ¼ 0 (21:12)

At the instant, when power supply to a machine is switched off, i.e. at T ¼ 0, and

Ib ¼ Ibs, transformation and integration of Eqn. (21.12) gives the time (Td) required

for decay/decrease of bearing current as

Td ¼ �
L

Rb

loge
Ib

Ibs

� �

(21:13)
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and

Ib ¼ Ibse
�RbTd=L (21:14)

or

A ¼
Ib

Ibs
¼ e�RbTd=L (21:15)

It is evident that the growth and decay of bearing current is complementary,

because the sum of growing and decaying value of current in the identical time period

(when Tg ¼ Td) is always Ibs [Eqns. (21.6) and (21.14)].

The rate of the decay of current is determined by differentiating Eqn. (21.14),

and is given as

dIb

dTd

¼ �
Rb

L
Ib (21:16)

21.3.4 Ratio of Time Required for Growth of Current to that for Decay

The ratio of Tg to Td is determined by Eqns. (21.4) and (21.13) and is

expressed as

Tg

Td

¼
loge (1� Ib=Ibs)

loge (Ib=Ibs)
¼

loge (1� A)

loge A
(21:17)

21.4 Data Deduction

The ratio of time duration for growth and decay of bearing current (Tg=Td) is

determined for different values of transient to steady-state current (A ¼ Ib=Ibs)

varying from 0.2 to 0.9 using Eqn. (21.17). This is shown in Fig. 21.1.

This data is significant to analyze because it has relevance to transient

current at any instant and to steady-state value of current for all those operating

conditions where on/off is frequent. For such transient analysis, time of the

current growth and time of the current decay is very significant to establish

the value of transient current at any instant of time. The data can also be used to

establish the number of revolutions before the failure of bearing takes place under

the inductive effect, as has been used for rolling-element and hydrodynamic bearings

under the capacitive effect in the start/stop regime of a machine (Chapters 8 and 16)

[9, 11].
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21.5 Discussions

21.5.1 Duration for the Growth and Decay of Bearing Current

Duration for the growth of bearing current during the start regime of a machine

depends on the bearing inductance (L) and bearing resistance (Rb). Also, this is a

function of the ratio of the transient value to that of the steady-state value of natural

logarithm of bearing current [Eqn. (21.7)]. Similarly, time required to decay of the

bearing current during stop regime of a machine is a function of L, Rb, and natural

logarithm of the ratio of the transient to steady-state value of bearing current [Eqn.

(21.13)].

As seen from Eqn. (21.17), the ratio of duration of growth of the bearing current

to that of decay (Tg=Td) is independent of all the parameters. It depends only on the

natural logarithm of the ratio of the transient bearing current to the steady-state

bearing current.

It is evident that the ratio of duration to growth and decay of bearing current

(Tg=Td) increases in the ratio of transient to steady-state value (Ib=Ibs) of current. As

the Ib=Ibs increases from 0.2 to 0.9, Tg=Td increases from 0.14 to 20.91 (Fig. 21.1). It

is evident that for the successive higher value of A (Ib=Ibs), the ratio Tg=Td is higher

than for the immediate lower value of Ib=Ibs (Fig. 21.1).
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Fig. 21.1. Variation of duration of the ratio of growth and decay of bearing current (Tg=Td)

at various levels of transient to steady-state value of current A (Ib=Ibs) of a bearing operating

under influence of shaft voltages
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21.5.2 Rate of Growth and Decay of Bearing Current

The rate at which the transient bearing current approaches its final steady-state

value depends on the ratio of bearing resistance to its inductance, and not inde-

pendently on separate values of bearing resistance (Rb) and inductance (L) as

is evident from Eqn. (21.10). Usually, inductance of a bearing (L) is a very

small quantity as compared to bearing resistance (Rb), and depends basically on

bearing length/width, and natural logarithm of ratio of the bearing diameter

to shaft diameter [Eqn. (21.2)]. The rate of growth of bearing current (dIb=dTg) is

very high since Rb > L) for a bearing using low/high resistivity lubricant

(107�1014 ohm cm) for inductance–resistance (LR) bearing circuit [Eqn. (21.10)].

This causes transient bearing current to grow instantaneously in a fraction of a

second, but it takes a longer duration to reach the steady-state value. In fact, Ib

approaches Ibs asymptotically, but never reaches it. This is evident from Eqn. (21.9),

which shows Tg, the time required for growth/increase of bearing current, is infinite.

The same is also evident from Fig. 21.1, which indicates that for Ib=Ibs to be unity,

Tg=Td is infinite. Moreover, bearing resistance (Rb) increases as the machine

picks up the speed, because of the increase in oil film thickness of bearing with

speed [4–6]. This further adds to increase the rate of increase of current with time

during the start regime.

On the contrary, greater the ratio of bearing inductance to bearing resistance

(L=Rb), the more slowly the bearing current decay as soon as the power supply to the

machine is switched off [Eqn. (21.13)]. However, the rate of decay of bearing current

depends on transient value of the current and the ratio of bearing resistance to

inductance (Rb=L) [Eqn. (21.16)]. Under stop regime, as soon as power supply to

the machine is switched off, the speed reduces, which in turn reduces oil film

thickness [4–6]. Consequently, the resistance of the bearing reduces. This increases

the L=Rb ratio and bearing current decreases slowly because of increase in Td [Eqn.

(21.13)]. However, for a bearing using high-resistivity lubricant (1014 ohmcm), where

Rb will be higher as compared to the bearing using low-resistivity lubricant

(107 ohmcm), the decay of current will be relatively fast [Eqn. (21.16)]. The electro-

motive force due to inductance is proportional to the rate of change of current [10],

and this may cause a spark because of diminishing film thickness and create craters

on the bearing surface due to the arcing effect under the stop regime of a machine, in

bearing using high-resistivity lubricant apart from capacitive and vibration effects

[5, 9]. However, for a bearing using low-resistivity lubricant, the chances of bearing

failure due to sparking/arcing effect causing pitting on bearing surface in LR circuit

will be remote. In the bearings of 200/500MW turbo-generators, high-resistivity

lubricant (1014 ohm cm) are used, because of which, in those bearings, the capacitive
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effect plays a more predominant role than the inductive effect. The same has been

discussed in Chapter 16 [11].

21.6 Conclusions

Based on the above analysis and discussion, the following broad conclusions

have been drawn [12]:

1. Time required for growth and decay of the transient bearing current

depends on the bearing resistance and inductance, and is a function of

natural logarithm of the transient value to the steady-state value of

bearing current.

2. The ratio of duration of growth of the bearing current to that of its decay

depends on the natural logarithm of the ratio of the transient bearing

current to the steady-state bearing current.

3. As the ratio of transient value to the steady-state value of the bearing

current increases from 0.2 to 0.9, the ratio of time required for growth of

the bearing current to that of its decay increases from 0.14 to 20.91.

4. The rate of growth of transient bearing current to final steady-state value,

and the rate of decay of the current, depends on the ratio of bearing

resistance to its inductance and not on their separate values.

5. Inductance of a bearing depends on its length/width and clearance ratio.

In general, bearing inductance is a very small quantity as compared to the

bearing resistance.

6. During start-up regime, ratio of L=Rb is less as compared to the stop

regime of the machine.

7. The rate of decay of the bearing current is slower than the rate of its

growth.

8. The probability of damage by arcing effect in a bearing using low-

resistivity lubricant is remote as against a bearing using high-resistivity

lubricant.

This analysis besides establishing the inductive effect of bearing, is useful for

transient performance analysis under the effect of shaft voltages.
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Nomenclature

A ratio of transient to steady value of bearing current

(Ib=Ibs < 1)

Cd bearing diametral clearance

d shaft diameter

d1, d2 diameter of coaxial cylinders

E shaft voltage

Ib transient bearing current

Ibs final steady bearing current

L inductance of a bearing

l bearing length

Lj inductance of journal bearing
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Rb bearing resistance

T time

Tg time required for growth/increase of bearing current

Td time required for decay/decrease of bearing current
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INDEX

A

Air-gap flux, 21

Alternating flux, linkage of, 18

Arc length of corrugations, 91

Arcing effect, 213

damage by, 480

Arcing phenomenon, 22, 57, 81, 84, 89

Arcs, non-concentric, 361

Ash content, 35, 59

Asperities, 58, 62, 84, 94, 213

Asperity contacts, 22, 90, 115

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry

(AAS), 49

Average electrical impedance, 82

Axial oscillations, 90

B

Babbitt liner, 306

temperature, 434

Ball and roller bearings, stiffness of, 6

Ball bearing, effective stiffness (Kqef ) of,

277–280

Ball bearing, equivalent capacitance of, 277

Ball bearing, equivalent resistance of, 277

Ball bearing, stiffness determination, 273–283

bearing capacitance and resistance

determination, 274–277

width of deformation determination,

273–274

Ball bearings, analysis of life estimation, 143

duration of contact between ball track of

races and a ball, 143–144

heat generated in the contact zone, 144–145

instant temperature rise at the contact

zone, 144–147

resistance at the contact zone, 144

Ball frequency, 94

Bearing arc, 254

Bearing behavior, 307

Bearing capacitance variation with speed, 317

Bearing capacitor, rate of discharge, 168

Bearing circuit, inductance of, 474

Bearing current production, 17

Bearing current, 89

duration for growth and decay of bearing

current, 478–480

rate of growth and decay of, 479–480

Bearing current, growth of, 8

Bearing current, induced effects, 15

Bearing damage, shaft magnetized, 18

Bearing damping coefficients, 411–413,

417–419

finite bearing analysis, 412–413

forces on bearings, 412

shaft voltage, 412

Bearing damping, 270

Bearing deformation, 6

Bearing electrical parameters, 22–23

Bearing failure influences, 65

Bearing failure, 64

formation of lithium hydroxide, lithium

carbonate, 7

in bearings using high-resistivity

lubricants, 84

in bearings using low-resistivity

lubricants, 84

under localized current, 255

Bearing geometry, 6

Bearing impedance

of grease, 58



Bearing impedance phenomena, 58, 80, 89

influence of current intensities, 81–82, 84

influence of minimum film thickness, 83

influence of operating parameters, 82

influence of operating speed, 81–82

Bearing impedance,

current density effects of, 4

Bearing impedance, localized, 181

Bearing insulation, breakage/crack of, 293

Bearing kinematics, 3, 6

Bearing life, 238–239

reduction, 9, 308

Bearing liner, charge accumulation on, 8

Bearing lubricants, 31

Bearing resistance, 250

Bearing stiffness coefficients, 408–411, 419

effective stiffness, 410–411, 419–420

Bearing surfaces

corrosion of, 7

effect of electrical current, 108

time taken to develop charge, 167

Bearing test machine, 99

Bearing threshold voltage, 71

Bearing track surface, net electrical energy

per unit area, 216

Bearing types

NU 2215, 75, 83–84

NU 326, 75, 85, 99, 103, 193, 217

NU 330, 72, 75, 83–84, 103, 235, 268–271

Bearing, arrangement and nature of bearing

failure, 288

Bearing, behavior of, 1

Bearing, corrosion of inner race, 61

Bearing, duration taken after the slip band

formation, 251–252

Bearing, electrical parameters of, 22

Bearing, multifold analysis, 1

Bearings and effect of electric current on

track surfaces, 89–112

Bearings and lubricants, in electrical

environments, 1

hydrodynamic journal bearings, 7–8

hydrodynamic thrust bearings, 8–9

lubricants, 6–7

rolling-element bearings, 3–6

bearing stiffness, 6

capacitance, 4

charge accumulation, 4

contact temperature, 5

corrugation pattern, 3–4

developed stresses, 5

effect on track surfaces due to

instantaneous leakage of stored charge

energy, 5

flux density distribution, 4

impedance response, 4

localized electric current, 6

slip band initiation, 5

threshold voltages, 4

time/cycles for appearance of flutes and

craters on track surfaces, 5

Bearings and lubricants, response and

performance of, 1

Bearings current, passage of, 22

Bearings response and behavior of

hydrodynamic journal bearings, 3

lubricants, 3

rolling-element bearings, 3

thrust bearings, 3

Bearings, analysis of inductive effects

under the influence of shaft voltages,

473–480

ratio of time required for growth and decay

of current, 477

time required for decay of current flow,

476–477

time required for growth of current flow,

475–476

Bearings, electrical energy, 220

Bearings, heat transfer, 218

Bearings, localized electric current, 250

Bearings, net energy per unit area for

formation of crater, 233

Bearings, passage of current through, 295
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Bearings, passage of current, 22

Bedplates, 21

Belts, 20

Bragg’s law, 30

C

Cage and roller slip phenomenon, 78, 92

Capacitance of pivoted pad, 437

Capacitance, potential drop influence of, 4

Capacitive effect of rolling-element bearings,

147–151

equivalent bearing capacitance and stored

charge, 147–149

heat generated in the contact zone, 149–150

instantaneous temperature rise at the

contact zone, 149–150

resistance at the contact zone, 147

Capacitive reactance of pivoted pad, 440

Capacitive reactance, 4

Carboxylic acid, corrosion of the track

surfaces, 7

Carboxylic group, 60

decomposition, 60

Cathode ray oscillograph, 72

Centrally pivoted pad, 444

Charge accumulated, leakage of, 9

Charge accumulation requirements, 5

Charged particles, lubricants of, 20

Circular current, arc of, 182

Clearance ratio, 7

Coaxial cylinders, 474

Coefficient of friction, 64

Core reluctance, 18

Corrugation formation process, 90, 108

determination of pitch of corrugations on

ball track of races, 94–99

on inner race, 95–96

on outer race, 96

determination of pitch of corrugations on

roller track of races, 91

on inner race, 91

on outer race, 92

on rollers, 92

determination of width of corrugations on

ball track of races, 98

on inner race, 98

on outer race, 98

determination of width of corrugations on

roller track of races, 93

on inner race, 93

on outer race, 93–94

on rollers, 94

Corrugation pattern on bearing surfaces, 109

Corrugation single, energy per unit area, 215

Corrugation, duration of, 217–218

Corrugation, net energy per unit area, 216

Corrugations

effect of current, 108–109

effect of radial clearance, 103–108

Corrugations, arc length, 95

Crater formation criterion, 5

Crater tip, minimum energy required, 227

Crater, electrical energy required for

formation of, 237

Craters, critical stress, 227–228

Craters, net energy transmitted

per unit area, 225

Craters, surface energy, 227

Crystals, shearing of atomic

planes within, 254

Current, self-induced, 180

Cycles before the formation of craters at

different shaft voltages, 465–466

Cycles required to accumulate and discharge

accumulated charges, 231

Cylindrical hydrodynamic journal bearing,

life reduction, 301–322

bearing life estimation in shaft voltages

influence, 308–311

damages resulting from shaft voltages, 320

electrical parameters, 302–307

active resistance, 305–306

capacitance, 302–305

capacitive reactance and impedance, 306
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Cylindrical hydrodynamic (cont)

stored charge, 306–307

optimum clearance ratios and safe load-

carrying capacity, 307

Cylindrical journal bearings, stiffness and

damping coefficients evaluation of,

403–420

bearing and shaft voltage, 405–406

forces acting on bearing, 406–408

stored charges on bearing surfaces,

406

D

Damping and stiffness coefficients

determination of, 415–417

Damping coefficients, 8

mechanical, 413–415

Degraded oils, 2

Depth of corrugations, 111

Dielectric constant, 22

Dimensional accuracy, 245, 289

inspection of, 289–290

Dissipated energy, 461

Drive-end of the motor, 245

E

Eccentricity ratio, 7

Eddy current brake, 21

Effective roller bearing stiffness, 267–268

Elasto-hydro-dynamic films, 25

Electric current, flow through

bearings, 22–23

Electrical analogy, 283

Electrical breakdown, 89, 181

Electrical parameters of

ball bearings, 124–129

determination of active resistance of ball

bearings, 124–128, 134

between inner race and a ball, 127

between outer race and a ball, 127

determination of capacitance of ball

bearings, 124–127

between inner race and a ball, 126–127

between outer race and a ball, 124–126

determination of capacitive reactance for

ball bearings, 127–128, 134

determination of equivalent bearing

capacitance for ball bearings, 129,

134–135

determination of impedance for ball

bearings, 127–128, 134

determination of stored charge in the ball

bearings, 129

Electrical parameters of

roller bearings, 116–124

determination of active resistance

between races and roller, 116

between races and roller through bearing

kinematics, 120–121

determination of capacitance

between races and roller, 116

between races and roller through bearing

kinematics, 117–120

determination of capacitive reactance

between race and a roller,

121, 129–133

determination of capacitive reactance of a

roller bearing, 123

determination of equivalent bearing

capacitance in the bearing, 123

determination of equivalent impedance of

a roller bearing, 121

determination of impedance between race

and a roller, 121, 129–133

determination of resistance of a roller

bearing, 123, 129–133

determination of stored charge in the

bearing, 123

Electrical pitting mechanism, 5

Electro-adhesion

forces, 191–192

Electromotive force, 475–476

Electrostatic effect potential

developed by belts, 20
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developed by charged particles, 20

developed by impinging particles, 19

Electrostatic Effect, 15, 18

Equivalent stiffness, roller bearing, 270

F

Factors affecting the shaft voltages, 21

Field strength calculation at the centre due to

circular current, 207

Field strength on the track surface of races

and rolling-elements, determination,

182–187

field strength on the inner surface of the

inner race due to current flow, 184

equivalent field strength on the inner

surface of the inner race, 184

in outer race, 184

in rolling-elements, 184

field strength on the outer surface of the

outer race due to current flow, 186

in the inner race, 186

in the rolling-elements, 186

equivalent field strength on the outer

surface of the outer race, 186

field strength on the rolling-elements due to

current flow, 187

in the outer race, 187

in the inner race, 187

equivalent field strength on rolling-

elements, 187

field strength on the track surface of the

inner race due to current flow, 187

equivalent field strength on the track

surface of the inner race, 183–184

in arc of the outer race, 183

in rolling-elements, 183

field strength on the track surface of the

outer race due to current flow, 184

in the inner race, 184–185

in the rolling-elements, 185

equivalent field strength on the track

surface of outer race, 186

First threshold voltage, 71, 76, 78, 115, 307

Fleming’s left hand rule, 182

Fluorescent radiation, secondary, 31

Flutes, time for appearance of, 6

Flutes/corrugations, appearance on track

surfaces, 213–214

Fluting phenomenon, 220

Flux density distribution, 247–248

Four-Lobe Bearing, 8, 374–387

active resistance, 378–379, 381–383

capacitance, 376–378, 381

capacitive reactance, 380

damping coefficient and stiffness

coefficient, 383–387

equivalent capacitance, 379

equivalent resistance, 379

geometrical characteristics, 374

impedance, 380

Fresh grease, 7

Friction coefficient, 49

Fritting, 84

G

Grease and role

iron levels, 64

other metals, 64

oxygen, 62

silicon levels, 64

Grease decomposition, 58, 61

Grease leakage through seals, 292

Grease molecules, rate of stretching, 58

Grease pipe, contacting

the base frame, 291

Grease, crystalline

structure of, 61, 66

Grease, extreme pressure properties, 59

Grease, low resistivity lithium-base, 63

Grease, recouping properties under statically

bounded conditions, 57

Greases application to bearings, 31

Greases, behavior of, 26

Greases, change in restivities, 32, 55–58, 61
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Greases, determination

behavior in non-insulated bearings, 35

infrared spectra in statically bounded

conditions, 31

resistivity in statically bounded conditions,

27, 31

Griffith theory of continuum, 5, 211

Griffith’s model, 228, 233

Grubin formula, 76

Gyroscopic movements, 92

H

Hall probe and magnetic field flux monitor,

193–195

Hertzian pressure, 3, 90, 213, 296

Homo-polar flux, 18

Hydrodynamic journal bearing,

capacitive reactance, resistance and

impedance, 314–317

determination of, 306

equivalent bearing capacitance, 303–305

equivalent bearing resistance, 305–306

stored charge determination, 306–307

I

Impedance of pivoted pad, 441

Impinging particles, 19

Inductance of a journal bearing, 474

Induction, mutual, 181

Instant thermal stresses, 217

Instantaneous charge leakage, 333

Instantaneous electrical impedance, 82

Instrumentation cables, unshielded, 292–293

ISO 10816, 294

J

Journal bearing capacitance, 312–313

speed variation, 317–318

Journal bearing liner,

thermal stresses, 310

time taken (Tcb) to

develop charge, 327–328

Journal bearing

bearing life and shaft voltage, 340

capacitive effect on repeated starts and

stops of a machine, 325–340

craters initiation, 331

cycles for formation of craters on liner

surface, 325–340

duration of circumferential contact, 309

minimum energy for crater formation,

332–334

ratio of bearing to shaft voltages behavior,

339–340

shaft rotation for accumulation

of charge, 330

shaft rotation for discharge of accumulated

charge, 330–331

time to cross zone of

load-carrying oil film, 329

time required to discharge the accumulated

charges from bearing liner, 328–329

width contact determination, 308

L

Level of cyclic stress, 212

Life expectancy of a bearing, 158

Loading coefficient, 307

Localized current density, 6

Localized loop, 295

Low-resistivity grease, 108

Lubricant film thickness, determination of,

75–76

Lubricant molecule orientation degree, 64

Lubricant resistivity, 80

Lubricant, electrochemical decomposition,

84, 109

Lubricants behavior, rolling-element

bearings, 25–67

Lubricants characteristics, 23, 307

high-resistivity, 4, 81, 179, 307, 327

low-resistivity, 4, 7, 81, 134, 179

permittivity, 4

Lubricants
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antiscuff properties, 6

deterioration of, 1, 108

decomposition of, 64

friction and wear

factors influencing, 6–7

oxidation of, 22

Lubricants, properties and performance

characteristics, 59

atomic absorption spectrophotometry

(AAS) analysis, 63

condition of bearing after test, 61

correlation between functional

performance characteristics and

resistivity, 59

IR Spectra, 59–61

physicochemical properties and functional

performance characteristics, 59

Schmierstoff - / Lubricant - / Material

(SRV), analysis, 63

XRD and XRFS analysis from NU 326

bearings, 61

XRD analysis from motor bearings, 62

Lubricating grease, desired properties, 26

M

Magnetic asymmetry, 181

Magnetic circuit of machine,

asymmetries in, 2

Magnetic circuits dissymmetry, 165

Magnetic flux density on bearing surfaces,

187–190, 193–195, 198–200

on the inner surface of the inner race, 188

on the outer surface of the outer race, 188

on the surface of rolling-elements, 188

on the track surface of

the inner race, 187–188

on the track surface of the outer race, 188

Theoretical and experimental data on flux

density, 196–198

Magnetic flux density, 212, 295

Magnetic flux, machine switched-off, 168

Magnetic particle inspection, 21

Mass transfer, 84

Material, electrically neutral, 19

Metal surfaces and oil, interaction between, 2

Metallurgical examination, 289–290

Molecules, stretching of, 7

Multi lobes bearings, dynamic coefficients

and electrical parameters, 345–398

N

Non-conventional electrical analogy, 8

Non-drive end of the motor, 245

Non-insulated bearings, 193

Non-insulated rolling-element bearings, 25

O

Offset pivoted pad, 426–427

Oil film, resistance of, 17

Optimum performance of

a thrust bearing, 441

P

Pad capacitance, 426–428

Pad conductance, 428

Pads, liner surface of tilting pads, 9

Parasitic energy losses, 204

Peak to peak value, 140

Peak-to-peak voltage, 82

Permanent magnetization

of the shaft, 17, 20

Permittivity, 5

Perthometer, roughness measurement, 103

Pitch of corrugation on a ball, 97

Pitch of corrugations,

comparison on the surface of

ball bearings, 97

comparison on the surface of bearings, 93

measured and theoretically analyzed, 110

Pivot film thickness, 388

Pivoted pad thrust bearings analysis under

shaft voltage influence, 425

repeated starts and stops of a machine,

453–458
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Pivoted pad thrust bearings (cont)

current passing through the bearing,

454–455

duration taken by thrust collar to cross

the zone of load-carrying

oil film, 455–456

number of starts and stops before the

initiation of craters on the liner pads,

458, 462–463

ratio of shaft rotations for accumulation

and discharge of accumulated charges,

457

shaft rotations required for the charge

accumulation on bearing pad liners,

456

shaft rotations for the discharge of the

accumulated charges after stop of

machine, 457

time required to discharge the

accumulated charges from liner

surfaces of a pad, 455

time required to accumulate charges on

bearing liner after start of machine,

453–454

Pivoted pad thrust bearings,

determination of

active resistance between thrust collar/

runner and a pivoted pad, 428

capacitance between pivoted pad and

thrust collar/runner of a bearing,

426–428

capacitance and resistance of thrust

bearings, 428–429

capacitive reactance and impedance of

hydrodynamic thrust bearing, 429

capacitive reactance and impedance

between thrust collar and an

individual pad, 429

life estimation and electrical parameters of

pivoted pad thrust bearings, 429–435

bearing damages due to instantaneous

charge leakage, 434

duration of contact between a pad and

the thrust collar, 430

heat generated and instantaneous

temperature rise of

bearing liner, 432–433

life span of pad liners, 435

lubricant characteristics and bearing

behavior, 431–432

stored charge on

bearing surfaces, 430–431

thermal stresses due to thermal

transients on bearing liner, 433–434

voltage current characteristics of

electric arc, 431

width of contact between the thrust

collar and a tilting pad, 430

Properties of SAE 52100, 152, 161

Prows, bearing surface, 8

Pye Unicam, atomic absorption

spectrophotometer, 49

Q

Quantum mechanical tunnel effect, 75, 84

R

Radial force, 267

Radius of contact area, 98

Radius of curvature of width of corrugation

along bearing width on races, 94–95

Rate of the decay of current, 476–477

Ratio of bearing-to-shaft voltage, 5, 8

Ratio of capacitive reactance and active

resistance, 318, 442

Ratio of shaft rotations for accumulation to

discharge of the accumulated charges, 331

Reasons for epidemic shaft current problems,

21–22

Recouping phenomenon, 58

Rectifier-controlled DC motor, 29

Residual magnetic field, 21–22

Residual magnetic flux density, 4, 180

Residual magnetism level, 22
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Resistance of pivoted pad, 437–440

Resistor capacitor (RC) circuit, 4, 7, 115

Resonance-stabilized carboxylate anion

group, 60

Rheologically complex lubricating greases,

25, 59

Ring flux, 22

Roller bearing test machine, 29, 179, 192

Roller bearing tracks, thermal stresses and

number of cycles, 157

bearings using high-resistivity lubricant,

153–154

bearings using low-resistivity lubricant

ball bearing, 157

roller bearing, 156–157

Roller bearing, equivalent capacitance and

resistance, 264–265

Roller bearing, thermal stresses on track

surfaces of races, 151–152

Roller bearings, analysis of accumulate and

discharge of the accumulated charges,

165–172

current passing through bearing, 167

duration of contact between roller track of

races and a roller, 169–170

theoretical background, 165–166

number of shaft rotations for the discharge

of the accumulated charges after stop

of machine, 170–171

number of starts and stops before the

initiation of craters on the bearing

surfaces, 171–172

time required to discharge the accumulated

charge during stop, 168

time taken to accumulate charge after start

of machine, 166

Roller bearings, analysis of life estimation,

140–143

duration of line contact between roller

track of races and a roller, 140–141

heat generation in the contact zone,

141–142

instant temperature rise at the contact

zone, 141–143

resistance at the contact zone, 141

Roller bearings, capacitive effect on repeated

starts and stops of a machine, 165–175

Rolling bearing, resistance between races and

rollers, 265–267

Rolling elements, 5

Rolling friction

role of electro-adhesion forces, 191–192

role of lubricant in rolling friction, 192

Rolling-element and duration of contact in

track surfaces, 155

Rolling-element bearings, crater appearance

on track surface by spark erosion, 225–

239

craters, energy requirement, 227–234

craters, formation principle of, 226–227

Rolling-element bearings, effect of localized

electric current, 243–256

determination of time span for the

appearance of flutes on the track

surfaces, 251–252

field strength on the track surface of races

and rolling-elements, 250–251

flow of localized current in a bearing,

247–250

magnetic flux density, 251

Rolling-element bearings,

effects due to current leakage on track

surfaces, 179

change in magnetic flux density

distribution, 179–180

change in electro-adhesion forces, 180–181

Rolling-element bearings, electrical

parameters, 115–136

Rolling-element bearings, failure diagnosis,

287–298

process of failure under the influence of

leakage current, 297

Rolling-element bearings,

life estimation, 139–159
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Rolling-element bearings, lubricants

behavior, 25–67

Rolling-element bearings, safe limit of shaft

voltage, 239

Rolling-element bearings, stiffness

determination of, 261–283

bearing capacitance and resistance

determination, 263

width of deformation determination, 262

Rolling-element bearings, time span for

development of flutes, 211–221

electric current damage and formation of

slip bands/corrugations, 212–214

energy requirement for appearance of

corrugations, analysis, 214–216,

219–220

Rolling-element frequency, 91

Rolling-element load, 81, 90

Rolling-element tracks of races,

determination of number of

cycles, 152

bearings using high-resistivity lubricant,

153–154

bearings using low-resistivity lubricant,

152–153

ball bearing, 153

roller bearings, 152–153

Rolling-element tracks, temperature rise in

the contact zone, 152

bearing using low-resistivity lubricant

ball bearing, 155–156

roller bearing, 155

capacitive effect of bearings, 156

Rolling-elements bearings, threshold voltage

phenomena, 72

influence of lubricant characteristics, 80

influence of operating parameters, 78

Rolling-elements, induced voltage on,

249–250

Rolling-elements, speed determination,

248–249

Rotor eccentricities, 17

Rotor winding, accidental grounding of, 2

Roughness measurement, 103

S

Safe levels of voltage, 71

Safe load carrying capacity, 7

Safe load-carrying capacity evaluation, 312

Schmierstoff- / Lubricant- / Material (SRV)

test system, 192–193

Schmierstoff- /Lubricant- / Material (SRV)

test, 49

Second threshold voltage, 71, 78

Self-excitation, 21

Shaft and bearing voltage, difference, 173

Shaft flux, 89, 165

Shaft magnetization effect, unbalanced

ampere-turns, 16

Shaft revolution, 142

Shaft revolutions required for crater

appearances, 336

Shaft rotations required for charge

accumulation and discharge, 173–174

Shaft rotations required for formation of

craters, 173–174

Shaft rotations required to accumulate and

discharge accumulated charges,

463–465

Shaft voltage and its effect on bearing,

338–339

Shaft voltage comparison between journal

and thrust bearings, 443

Shaft voltage on minimum duration of

operation and reduction in bearing life,

466–467

Shaft voltage, induced, 15–16

Shaft voltage, safe limit, 9

Shaft voltages and resulting damages, 320

Shaft voltages, causes of

external causes, 2

homo-polar magnetic flux, 2

magnetic flux in the shaft, 2

ring magnetic flux, 2
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Shaft voltages, factors affecting

due to magnetic dissymmetry, 15, 21

generator design and load conditions, 21

machine size, 21

poles, number of, 21

rotor alignment, 21

stator core construction, 21

Shaft voltages, measurement of, 289

Shaft voltages, origin of, causes, 15–21

dissymmetry effect, 15–16

electrostatic effect, 18–19

permanent magnetization of casting, shaft

or pedestals, 20–21

rotating machines, 15–22

shaft magnetization effect, 16–18

Silent discharge, 84

Silent electric discharge, 89, 112

Single degree of freedom, 277

Sliding electric contacts and its effects on

bearings, 332

Slip bands, 5, 108, 152

process of formation, 213

Soap residues, 36, 46, 60–61

Sommerfeld substitution, 349–350

Spark erosion due to instantaneous leakage

of stored charge energy, 230–231

Spectrum analysis, measurement of, 289

Standstill condition, 171

Start and stop cycles before the initiation of

craters on the pad due to accumulated

charge discharge, 465

Superior dynamic characteristics, 345–346

T

Temperature rise in the zone of load-carrying

oil film between thrust collar and a pad,

319, 442

Temperature torque, 59

Tempering, 108

low-temperature, 212

Thermal edge effects, 425

Thermal stress calculations, 173

Thermal stresses due to thermal transients on

bearing liner, 310

Three-lobe bearings, 361–374

active resistance of, 365–366

capacitance, 363–365

capacitive reactance, 366–367

damping coefficient and stiffness

coefficient, 370–374

equivalent capacitance, 366

equivalent resistance, 366

geometrical characteristics, 361–363

impedance, 367

Threshold coefficients, 80

Threshold voltage phenomenon, 76–78, 234

in bearings, 72

under the influence of electric current, 72

Threshold voltage(s), 19, 29, 153

ohmic, 226–227

Threshold/ignition voltage, spark discharge,

230

Thrust collar, Points of, 9

Tilting pad thrust bearing, determination of

cycles for crater appearances on track

surfaces, 458–462

active resistance, capacitive reactance and

impedance of the thrust bearings, 459–

460

cycles for formation of craters due to

charge energy leakage, 463

duration of contact between thrust collar

and pad, 459

equivalent bearing capacitance and stored

charges, 459

heat generation and instantaneous

temperature rise of pad liner due to

charge leakage, 460–462

sliding electric contacts, 460

width of contact between thrust collar and

tilting pad, 458

Tilting-pad journal bearings

active resistance, 392–393, 396

capacitance, 388–392, 394–396
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Tilting-pad journal bearings (cont)

capacitive reactance, 393–394

damping coefficient, 396–397

equivalent capacitance, 393

equivalent resistance, 393

geometrical characteristics, 388

impedance, 393

stiffness coefficient, 397

Tilting-pad journal bearings, 387–398

dynamic coefficients and electrical

parameters, 345–398

Time constant, 168

Time lapse, 171

Trailing edge, 8

Transient current through a bearing, 166,

475–476

Transient performance analysis, 175

Transient thermal gradient, 151, 310, 433

Transverse grooves, corrugation system, 109

Two-lobe and cylindrical bearings

capacitance of, 355

capacitive reactance and

impedance of, 352

damping coefficient, 357–358

resistance of, 355–357

stiffness, 358–361

Two-lobe elliptical journal bearings, 349

capacitance, 349–351

resistance, 351

Two-lobe journal bearing, 346–361

capacitance and active resistance, 349

capacitive reactance and impedance,

352–353

determination of stiffness and damping

coefficients, 353

equivalent capacitance of, 352

equivalent resistance of, 352

geometrical characteristics, 346

V

Vertical Goniometer, 31

Vibration analysis, 294–295

Vibration levels, measurement of, 289

Voltage-current behavior, 75, 78

Voltage–current characteristics, 230

W

Wear scar, 59

Width of corrugation on a ball, 98–99

Width of corrugations, measured and

theoretically analyzed, 109–110

X

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Unit, 7, 29

X-Ray Diffractometry (XRD), 36

X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry (XRFS),

31, 46

Y

Young’s modulus of elasticity, 219

Z

Zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDTP),

multifunctional additive in grease, 296

Zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDTPs), 191
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